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ABSTRACT

The role of the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) during domestic disaster response has increased significantly over the last century due to the military’s response capacity and the increased frequency and impact of natural hazards. However, there has been no systematic academic assessment of how effectively CAF is integrated into the civilian emergency management system, particularly during the response phase. Using archival analysis and interviews with senior CAF officers and civilian officials, this study fills that gap with an examination of four of Canada’s worst and most recent natural disasters: Hurricane Igor (2010), the Assiniboine River flood (2011), the Alberta multi-river floods (2013), and the Saskatchewan wildfires (2015). Each event was analyzed to assess the effectiveness of CAF-civilian response across different hazards, provincial jurisdictions, and CAF Joint Task Forces.

The analysis is broken down into descriptive, evaluative, and normative concepts to assess the presence and quality of, and barriers to, interorganizational collaboration throughout each response. The presence of interorganizational collaboration was high across all events while the quality of such collaboration was moderately high with room for improvement. Barriers to interorganizational collaboration were low, although conceptual differences on the scope of the formal Request for Assistance and the value of defining ‘disaster end states’ did adversely affect collaboration between military and civilian organizations. Lack of resources generally did not adversely affect levels of interorganizational collaboration, except through the limited availability of Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) aircraft and the limited emergency management capacity of most municipalities. Organizational traits such as conceptions of reality unique to an organization type had more influence on the level of interorganizational collaboration compared to jurisdiction or hazard type, with only wildfires having a hazard-specific effect on such collaboration.

The results of this study have implications for emergency management practitioners, as well as the academic literatures of emergency management, public administration, and civil-military relations. Three policy recommendations – the expansion of emergency management networks, the maintenance of Canada’s decentralized emergency management system, and additional disaster response resources for the RCAF and municipalities – are presented in the study’s conclusion to improve Canadian disaster response.
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INTRODUCTION

The Research Puzzle

The frequency and impact of natural disasters has steadily increased throughout the last century and into the current one. Governments, non-profit agencies, the private sector, and international bodies have established organizations with the explicit mandate to manage natural hazards should they overwhelm a jurisdiction’s regular ability to cope. Emergency management (EM) has become ‘everyone’s business.’

Federal states like Canada face unique challenges in developing EM systems because at least three levels of government share and/or claim responsibility for managing disasters. In Canada, the challenge of such multilevel governance is a) particularly acute due to an institutional and historical divide between the federal and municipal levels of government, and b) relatively unusual given the substantial constitutional responsibility and policy capacity of Canada’s provinces. The Canadian constitution ‘institutionalizes’ a federal-municipal divide by entrenching municipalities as mere ‘creatures’ of each province (i.e., they exist exclusively under provincial jurisdiction). This means that while municipal governments are usually the first responders to disaster, EM policy and administration at the federal level – which has the greatest ability to command resources – are not constitutionally linked to municipalities. The provinces, in turn, play a substantial role as this country’s constitution sets them up as ‘co-sovereigns’ within a highly decentralized Canadian state. Not only does federal EM support to municipalities flow through provinces, but provinces themselves are the key actors during the response phase. A central Canadian agency that oversees the EM of
the entire country in the mold of the United States’ Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) does not exist.

However, one federal actor that does regularly respond to disasters is the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF). While other federal agencies and departments engage during the other phases of EM, CAF is the only salient on-the-ground federal actor in the midst of significant disasters.¹ CAF receives guidance and legal permission from the federal government, is embedded within provincial Emergency Operation Centres (EOCs) as a part of provincial emergency management teams, and performs the actual relief work with municipalities in the disaster zone. CAF is therefore the one organization that integrates into each level of government during disaster response, yet the effectiveness of such integration has not been systematically assessed in the academic literature.

This research helps to fill gaps in the following areas: the role of CAF in Canadian domestic EM, the nature of civilian-military relations during non-combat natural disaster response, and the study of CAF in public administration. The research inquiry addresses a specific puzzle that ties those areas together: How effectively is the Canadian Armed Forces integrated into the multilevel governance of domestic natural disaster response? This inquiry is broken down into three research questions to investigate the descriptive, evaluative, and normative concepts embedded in the inquiry:

---

¹ Emergency management constitutes at least four phases: mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery.
Table 1: Three Research Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What is the role of CAF in contemporary Canadian disaster response? [descriptive]</td>
<td>The Presence of Interorganizational Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How effective is the civilian-military relationship during disaster response? [evaluative]</td>
<td>The Quality of Interorganizational Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. In what ways might the military contribution to Canadian natural disaster response be improved? [normative]</td>
<td>Barriers to Interorganizational Collaboration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As elaborated in the theoretical framework section of Chapter II, the answers to the questions above are informed by, and have implications for, the interorganizational collaboration and New Public Governance approaches in the EM and public administration literatures, respectively, as well as for the framework of Shared-Responsibility in the civil-military relations literature. The research provides a multilevel governance picture of natural disaster response that focuses on how effectively CAF slots into such governance. The results help identify what works, and what can be improved, in this country’s EM system.

CAF is a regularized yet understudied part of EM in Canada. This research will be the first systematic public policy and administration analysis of the nature and quality of CAF’s role in domestic EM.
The Research Road Map

As this study’s ‘research puzzle’ is a function of the nature of Canadian EM and CAF, the first chapter provides an overview of each. Chapter I first compares Canadian EM to the similar federal states of the U.S. and Australia. The historical development of EM in all three countries saw ‘civil defence’ government agencies, originally established to protect communities against anticipated nuclear attacks during the Cold War, develop into all-hazards emergency management organizations (EMOs) by the 21st century. Canada is unique in the EM domain, however, given two unusual governance characteristics: weak national disaster response capacity (apart from CAF) with subnational units as the main EM players, and little to no direct federal to municipal support on the EM file. Municipal EMOs therefore vary wildly in capacity across the country while all provincial EMOs enjoy high capacity.

The second half of Chapter I provides an overview of CAF. The military’s underemphasized role in domestic natural disaster response is demonstrated before its formal mandates, ongoing operations, funding support, organizational features, and bureaucratic structure is discussed. CAF is an intrinsic part of Canadian foreign policy with an array of ongoing operations at home and abroad despite funding that is consistently below the amount prescribed by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Three branches serve in the sea, air, and land environments, all of which support regional Joint Task Forces that are responsible for disaster responses in discrete geographic areas across the country. Important differences exist between such Task Forces, the three branches, and regular versus reservist units.

Overall, Chapter I shows that disaster response in Canada is a multi-governmental
affair that is complicated by an institutional and historical gap between the federal and municipal governments, and by provinces that have substantial operational capacity compared to their counterparts in other federal countries. CAF, an organization developed first and foremost to fight wars, is the one organization that links all three levels of government during disaster response. The nature and quality of this link is demonstrated to have implications not only for the academic literature, but also for emergency management practitioners.²

Chapter II provides a review of the academic literatures relevant to the research puzzle followed by the development of this study’s theoretical framework. Scant academic attention has been paid to the specific research puzzle of how effectively CAF integrates into domestic disaster response. Those disciplines that can guide investigating the research puzzle, given that no specific research on the question exists, are therefore assessed. The EM literature informs the broader assessment of disaster response effectiveness when different levels of government and many organizations respond together; the civil-military relations literature – made up of civilian and military research – informs the understanding of dynamics between armed forces and civilian governments when they work together in a democratic polity; and the public administration literature informs the broader phenomena being analyzed when studying governmental disaster response– the implementation of public policy.

The last section of Chapter II uses each of the three literatures’ contributions to the general research area of multi-organizational and governmental disaster response to

² Chapter I also engages the debates on the definitions of ‘disaster’ and ‘emergency management.’ As this research is situated in the discipline of public administration, practical definitions anchored in legislation are utilized.
build a framework to address the specific research puzzle of CAF’s effectiveness in domestic natural disaster response. While each literature differs in focus area, all of them contain contemporary, influential, and significant research niches that identify interorganizational collaboration as the crucial component to achieving desirable outcomes in disaster response, joint military-civilian projects, and public sector initiatives writ large. The framework ultimately developed in Chapter II is therefore a Collaborative Framework that answers the question of CAF effectiveness in Canadian EM through describing, evaluating, and suggesting improvements to, the nature of collaboration between CAF and the different levels of government during domestic disaster response.

Chapter III develops a methodology to assess CAF effectiveness during domestic disaster response in a way that is convincing to both the academic and practitioner communities. Practical and methodological reasons drive the need for a qualitative approach that utilizes case studies of discrete disaster responses. Such case studies have to involve disaster events that occurred after significant changes to the federal EM framework in 2007, represent a variety of hazard types and provincial jurisdictions, and saw a significant CAF response. The selected case studies are the 2010 Hurricane Igor in Newfoundland, the 2011 Assiniboine flood in Manitoba, the 2013 multi-river Alberta floods, and the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires. Interviews of CAF officers and emergency management officials, along with archival analysis of each event, provide the data for the case studies. Each case study links to the theoretical framework developed in Chapter II.

Chapter III includes extensive overviews of each selected disaster event to 1) demonstrate how each event fits the methodology, 2) share the information the researcher had when interviewing research participants, and 3) provide the reader with the nature of
each disaster event and its attendant hazard, financial impact, public image, and – most importantly for this research – the publicly available information on which actions the civilian levels of government and CAF took throughout the response phase.

Chapter IV is the first results chapter. This chapter provides a descriptive analysis of the presence of interorganizational collaboration before subsequent chapters assess the quality of, and barriers to, such collaboration. This descriptive analysis addresses the components that constitute the presence of interorganizational collaboration – information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, support, and collective conflict resolution – in turn. Chapter IV compares each case study within each component to provide an overall picture of the presence of interorganizational collaboration when CAF contributes to domestic disaster response.

Chapter IV demonstrates that interorganizational collaboration is not only present when CAF plays a role in contemporary Canadian disaster response, but is also a primary feature of such response. Indicators of all five components appeared across all studied disaster events. There are important indicators of the presence of interorganizational collaboration, however, that are not as salient. Hazard type, municipal emergency management capacity, reservist officers, institutional constraints, and specific types of support all play a role in varying the degree of information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, support, and collective conflict resolution that occurred in the disaster responses studied here.

Chapter V is the second results chapter. This chapter moves from the presence of interorganizational collaboration to the quality of such collaboration in order to answer the evaluative question of ‘How effective is the civilian-military relationship during
domestic disaster response? This evaluative analysis addresses the components that constitute the quality of interorganizational collaboration – coordination, integration, satisfaction, and trust – in turn. Chapter V compares each case study within each component to provide an overall picture of the quality of interorganizational collaboration when CAF contributes to domestic disaster response.

Chapter V’s evaluative assessment of civilian-military effectiveness paints a more complex picture than Chapter IV’s descriptive assessment of CAF’s role. While the majority of indicators appeared for each component of the presence of interorganizational collaboration, one component of the quality of such collaboration – integration – saw less than half of its indicators appear. Furthermore, indicators stressed by military research participants as essential to the component of coordination – a common vision of, and agreement on, actions that will lead to a response’s end state – were largely absent from the disaster responses. At the same time, all the indicators of the other evaluative components – satisfaction and trust – were prominent features across all events, dovetailing with the descriptive components of non-manipulative influence and collective conflict resolution. As all indicators appeared for satisfaction and trust, most indicators appeared for coordination, and less than half of the indicators appeared only in the case of integration (i.e., a majority of total potential indicators within the evaluative assessment did occur), the CAF-civilian relationship during domestic disaster response can be characterized as effective, with the caveat that room for improvement exists.

Chapter VI is the final results chapter. This chapter builds on the analysis of effectiveness gaps in the Chapter V by explicitly assessing barriers to interorganizational collaboration, and thereby assessing how the military contribution to Canadian disaster
response might be improved. This normative analysis addresses the components that constitute barriers to interorganizational collaboration – empire building, manipulation, distrust, benign incapacity, and conceptual difference – in turn. Chapter VI compares each case study within each component to provide an overall picture of the barriers to interorganizational collaboration when CAF contributes to domestic disaster response.

The normative assessment of civilian-military collaboration demonstrates that intentional barriers along military-civilian lines were absent from domestic disaster response. None of the indicators for empire building, manipulation or distrust appeared when CAF units were assessed alongside their civilian counterparts. The lack of such intentional barriers dovetails with the indicators that appeared in the preceding results assessments, namely under 1) the descriptive components of information sharing, non-manipulative influence, and collective conflict resolution, and 2) the evaluative components of satisfaction and trust. Intentional barriers, however, were not entirely absent from the Canadian disaster responses studied here– an unexpected finding of this research was that high levels of empire building were a salient feature of civilian disaster response organizations that existed within the same levels of government.

The barriers to interorganizational collaboration that did exist along military-civilian lines were due to benign incapacity and conceptual difference. While the indicators for the ‘intentional’ components of this normative assessment identify contexts where organizational success – implicitly or explicitly – trumps ideal disaster response, the indicators for benign capacity and conceptual difference point to material and psychological realities that constrain response actions even if ideal disaster response is the primary goal for all organizations involved. While benign incapacity affected
municipal levels of government and the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) disproportionately, conceptual difference affected all CAF branches and levels of government. With the exception of the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires, where the nature of the hazard compounded different military and civilian understandings of each other’s internal structures and capabilities, all the components of this normative assessment appeared evenly across the responses studied. As was the case for the quality of interorganizational collaboration, the barriers to interorganizational collaboration were largely shaped by the nature of the organizations themselves, and not by jurisdiction or hazard type.

This study’s three results chapters separate the presence and quality of, and the barriers to, interorganizational collaboration in order to analyze the components of each concept in detail as they manifested themselves across the disaster responses studied here. The final chapter – Chapter VII – provides an overall picture of how effectively CAF is integrated into the multilevel governance of domestic emergency management during the response phase through 1) assessing all three concepts together, 2) discussing general themes that emerge from such assessment, and 3) recommending how domestic disaster response may be improved.

Chapter VII concludes that multi-organizational disaster response in Canada is generally effective. Interorganizational collaboration is high, the quality of such collaboration is moderately high, and barriers to such collaboration are low. The general themes that emerge from such response are the crucial role of informal networks, the hazard-specific impact of wildfires, the effects of weak federal disaster response capacity, front-line integration as unnecessary collaboration, intragovernmental competition for
resources, the formal Request for Assistance and ‘end states’ as swamps for conceptual
difference, and the importance of military-civilian ‘sharing’ of the decision-making role.

Such themes, in turn, inform the development of three policy recommendations to further
improve this country’s disaster response system: 1) foster and expand emergency
management networks, 2) maintain Canada’s decentralized disaster response system, and
3) provide extra funds to enhance RCAF and municipal emergency management capacity
and to support more research on how the all-hazards emergency management model can
more effectively incorporate wildfire management during the response phase.
CHAPTER I: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND THE MILITARY IN CANADA

Introduction

As this study’s ‘research puzzle’ is a function of the nature of Canadian emergency management and the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF), an overview of each is provided in this chapter before the puzzle itself is addressed in subsequent chapters. This chapter first provides an overview of Canadian emergency management through 1) portraying the historical development of emergency management in Canada using a comparative lens, 2) describing the nature of emergency measure organizations as they tend to operate in Canada, and 3) discussing the array of definitions developed for ‘disaster’ in both the academic and practitioner spheres, and which definition is most useful to a study on the effectiveness of Canadian emergency management policy implementation. The chapter then provides an overview of CAF through 1) portraying the historical development of the military in Canada using a comparative lens, and 2) describing the mandate, organizational features, and bureaucratic structure of the military in Canada.

Canadian Emergency Management

A Historical and Comparative Perspective

In the 1950s Canada began developing a domestic disaster response system with the goal of managing events that overwhelmed a community’s ability to function. At the time these events were expected to be nuclear attacks sparked by the Cold War, but throughout the last half of the 20th century a range of hazards began to fall under the system’s purview. While not – directly – human-made, floods, wildfires and ice storms were the
type of ‘non-routine’ emergencies that fit the assumptions of the 1950s system. Like nuclear attacks, these natural hazards were generally anticipated, but their timing, location, and potentially disastrous impact on lives and property could not be exactly determined. Canada’s governmental EM system, and the agencies tasked with operationalizing the system, therefore gained an ‘all-hazards’ focus during the mid-late 20th century (Scanlon 1995). By the 21st century all-hazard EM had become a professionalized field with a presence in the bureaucracies of federal, provincial, and municipal governments.  

The transition from nuclear attack-focused EM to an all-hazards approach is mirrored in comparable federal countries, namely the United States and Australia. The U.S.’s mid-twentieth century EM development largely mirrors Canada’s. After the Second World War, nuclear attack was perceived as the most serious large-scale domestic threat in the U.S., which – like in parts of Canada – engendered the term ‘Civil Defence’ into the titles of agencies mandated to mitigate such attacks. As the intensity of the Cold War declined and wild fires, floods, tornados, and hurricanes replaced war as the main perceived ‘non-routine’ threat to American lives, natural hazards began to fall under the purview of ‘Civil Defence’ agencies (Knowles 2011). Australia saw the same development in the perception of hazards from initially national security focused to including natural threats as the country moved further away from the Second World War. Voluntary civil defence associations – as disbanded organizations from the First and Second World Wars – were resurrected in the wake of the Cold War, and ultimately became focused on droughts, cyclones, wild fires, and floods as each Australian state

---

3 The EM presence at the municipal level ranges from powerful agencies in large cities to one component of one individual’s job in some Rural Municipalities/Counties (Henstra 2013).
began dealing with these hazards (Jones 2007).4

Despite Canadian, American, and Australian similarities in hazard perception throughout the 20th century, Canada’s history and institutional structure distinguishes its public administration of EM. Canada’s ‘subnational’ units – the provinces – do the bulk of EM while the federal government’s focus on EM ebbs and flows (McEntire & Lindsay 2012; Juillet & Koji 2013). While Canada’s constitution does not explicitly allocate EM to a particular level of government, the decentralizing pressures in the country’s legislative framework (Malcolmson & Myers 2012), along with Quebec’s historical insistence on greater independence (either within the federation or as a sovereign state), has meant that managing hazards, which are most often regional in impact to begin with, has become a largely provincial responsibility (Lindsay 2014). The United States and Australia have avoided placing a similarly disproportionate level of EM operational capacity on their states (the equivalent to Canadian provinces). While the U.S. provides greater disaster response decision making power to its federal level, both the U.S. and Australia see EM capacity distributed more evenly across state-level and municipal governments compared to Canada. By the time Canada began redirecting its historical tendency of characterizing intergovernmental affairs as focused on federal-provincial relations to the detriment of federal-municipal relations (Stoney & Graham 2009), the growing importance of cities as prime actors in the public policy process was already established in the American context (Miller & Cox 2014). In the EM domain, U.S. attempts to improve its disaster response systems included municipalities at the decision-

4 While such natural hazards had occurred in the past, the 20th century saw a rise in both the frequency of natural hazards as well as the public’s expectation that government play a role in mitigating them (Kuban 1996, Jones 2007).
making table by the early 21st century. Strong critiques of the now replaced American Federal Response Plan identified lack of sufficient influence from local governments (Kapucu 2009a; Harrald 2012), and subsequent federal policies immediately brought municipalities in to address these critiques. Cities provided locally-influenced solutions to EM problems, the early collaborative results of which appear to be positive (Hu et al. 2014). Australia, in turn, has a legally loose federal EM framework to allow the lower levels of government to tailor their disaster response. While this has raised questions around the lack of standardization of disaster declarations, Australia’s approach affirms the role of local governments, businesses, and non-profits in not just the immediate response phase, but throughout the emergency management cycle (Commonwealth of Australia 2009). Australia’s encouragement of local government EM capacity is buttressed by a deep volunteer sector that – unlike the U.S. and Canada – is largely proactive and mitigation-focused in its disaster-related work. Due to historical and cultural factors beyond the scope of this research, Australian municipalities have an institutionalized citizen-based EM community to draw upon not just as financial donators, but as human resources in preparation for, response to, and recovery from disasters (Peters & McEntire 2010).

Meanwhile, direct federal-municipal relations on the EM file in Canada are minimal. The institutional and historical reasons hinted at above can be elaborated to explain this dynamic. As the Canadian constitution ‘institutionalizes’ a federal-municipal divide by entrenching municipalities as mere ‘creatures’ of each province, federal-municipal policy dialogue on EM, whether on mitigation efforts, response plans, or recovery funds, is ‘filtered’ through the provincial level. Political parties and provinces
have used this institutionalized divide to protect their interests when debating EM legislation. For example, during the 2007 Emergency Management Act debate, sovereigntist Quebec MPs refused to allow provisions for direct federal-municipal relations in the Act while federalist government MPs found it politically easier to acquiesce to demands for provincial jurisdictional protection, regardless of what EM subject matter experts had to say on the subject (Juillet & Koji 2013). Indeed, while the Canadian government spent the first decade of the 21st revamping federal EM policy (the provinces were already established as EM leaders), little was done to address the divide between federal and municipal governments. While the importance of intergovernmental collaboration in general, and federal-municipal collaboration specifically, is not in doubt in EM research, historical and institutional factors appear to direct the Canadian public policy process away from EM best practice.

The disproportionately provincial focus on EM has been somewhat tempered recently by two related developments. First, the 9/11 terrorist attacks in New York City saw EM orientated towards national security concerns, which are firmly ensconced in federal jurisdiction. This helped provide a gateway towards the second development: the revamping of general federal EM policy-making throughout the first decade of the 21st century. These policies, as most prominently manifested in the 2007 Emergency Management Act, showed concerns with a range of climate change-sparked hazards as opposed to only security threats (Juillet & Koji 2013). The impact of wild fires and floods drew special attention as they are Canada’s most frequent natural hazards in the summer. However, the same institutional and historical forces mentioned above curtailed the

---

5 To be discussed at length in the Literature Review section of Chapter II.
transformational nature of federal EM policies. The increased salience of EM as a policy domain that requires collaboration among all levels of government was not powerful enough to diminish the incentives for some instrumental actors – mainly, but not only, Quebec MPs – to leverage Canada’s constitution, which defines municipalities as purely a function of provincial legislation, in pursuit of political, not EM, goals.

The nature of Canadian EM is therefore unusual for two related reasons: first, a key characteristic that defines Canadian EM – the extensive role of subnational units – does not exist to the same degree in comparable states, and second, a characteristic crucial to effective EM in those comparable states – robust and direct federal-municipal collaboration – is minimal in Canada. However, one part of Canada’s EM system that maintains a consistent link between the federal and all other levels of governments during disaster response is CAF when it responds to domestic disasters. What this link means for the picture just painted of Canadian EM has not been assessed until now, and is the focus of this research.

*Canadian Emergency Management Organizations*

As the following section will describe CAF’s organizational features and bureaucratic structure, this section will fill out the picture of Canadian EM by discussing those civilian organizations at all three levels of government that are formally tasked with EM, and hence the organizations CAF works with directly during disaster response. EM organizations come under a variety of slightly different titles. The term ‘Civil Defense’ had largely disappeared by the end of the 20th century as some variation of ‘Disaster/Emergency Management Agency’ became widespread. Most emergency
management government organizations currently fall under the title ‘Emergency Management (or Measures) Organization (or Agency)’ (Government of Canada 2015). The recent rise of similar organizations housed in policy-specific departments, such as ‘Health Emergency Management’ agencies, or of organizations that include a specific hazard in their title, such as ‘Fire and Emergency Services,’ has somewhat complicated such generality. Note, however, that while some organizations may be biased towards a specific hazard, which can occur when membership is largely made up of individuals who in their former, pre-EM careers mainly trained to mitigate a specific hazard or set of hazards (i.e., fire fighters), the organizational EM model developed in North America follows an ‘all-hazard’ approach on paper (Rodriguez et al. 2007; Waugh Jr. & Tierney 2007). Unlike the model where the lead coordination agency varies depending on the hazard (Haddow et al. 2013a), a single agency – or in the case of small municipalities, an individual – exists at each level of government in Canada that carries a general coordination mandate. Policy specific organizations like ‘Health Emergency Management’ agencies manage disasters for their policy domain only, and are not responsible for a whole-of-government coordination effort, but still apply the all-hazards model within their policy domains. For the sake of convenience, all organizations mandated by government with the coordination of other organizations during disaster response will be referred to here as ‘Emergency Management Organizations’ (EMOs), regardless of the level of government or scale at which they function. Policy-domain specific coordination agencies will have their policy area mentioned in their title (and are included in this research because they are civilian EM-related agencies that engage with CAF during disaster response).
EMOs should not be conflated with emergency operation centres (EOCs). EMOs are organizations while EOCs are physical sites from which a specific event is managed. EMOs have an evolving, but constantly active, organizational life, while EOCs activate for the duration of a hazardous – or potentially hazardous – event, or serve as a glorified meeting room for emergency management stakeholders. An EMO will have an EOC, but an EOC does not require an EMO. Many disaster and emergency response organizations may have an EOC, including frontline organizations like police departments, but may not have the EMO-distinguishing feature of a specific mandate to coordinate other organizations during disaster response. EMOs should also be distinguished from ‘business continuity’ offices found in private and public organizations. The mandated goal of ‘business continuity’ offices is the survival of their organizations as an end in itself, while the mandated goal of an EMO is to coordinate those organizations that respond to a disaster that overwhelms an entire community. ‘Business continuity’ aims to keep a specific organization resilient, while an EMO aims to keep people and property within a defined jurisdiction resilient (Federal Emergency Management Agency 2018). Some organizations, academic literature, and professional standards conflate the EMO and business continuity function,6 but this research distinguishes between the two functions and is interested in the former.

Each level of government will be defined before the nature of their EMOs are discussed.

The municipal level of government is one of the more understudied and under-theorized

---

6 For example, the Journal of Business Continuity and Emergency Planning, the Canadian Standards Association’s standard on business continuity (CSA 2017), and the Manitoba Health’s Office of Disaster Management, which is both an EMO for the health sector and a business continuity office for the health department (Government of Manitoba 2018).
areas of governance in Canadian public policy, administration and political science, and as such is the most difficult level of government to define. A growing appreciation for the role of Canadian municipalities in the public policy process gained traction in the last decade of the 20th century (Andrew 1994; Andrew 1995), which joined a concerted American focus on urban governance by the 21st century (Miller & Cox 2014), including assessments on how municipalities fit into multilevel governance (Stoney & Graham 2009). However, the Canadian literature mirrors the country’s constitution in that a disproportionate amount of attention is paid to the provincial and federal levels of government. This research will therefore conceive of municipal governments as they are understood within the broader Canadian constitutional context: municipal governments are 1) any legal jurisdiction that gains its legitimacy through provincial legislation and 2) creates and enforces laws and policies for a sub-provincial jurisdiction that are constrained by provincial and – indirectly – federal laws and policies. The former corresponds to what constitutionally defines municipalities in Canada (i.e. ‘creatures of the province’) and the latter’s law-making criteria distinguishes municipalities from organizations that also gain legitimacy through legislation, whether airport authorities or Crown corporations. The two criteria that define municipalities do not say anything about jurisdictional types or resource capacity. This means that overlapping sub-provincial jurisdictions (i.e. a city that exists within a county) and small/weak sub-provincial jurisdictions (i.e. a small town that is largely a ‘policy taker’ from a regional government) all count as municipal governments. Such a wide net is relevant to understanding municipal EMOs because disasters do not discriminate according to local government type, and whatever local government is closest to a disaster’s initial impact will likely
have to respond first, regardless of its response capacity.

The capacity of municipal EMOs differ significantly depending on municipality size, regional economy, provincial-municipal relations, history with disaster, proximity to natural hazards, and the salience of EM in the municipality’s policy process. For example, the City of Calgary’s EMO is so robust in terms of staff and facilities, which includes a state-of-the-art EOC, that it handled the disastrous 2013 multi-river floods largely by itself. Despite less regular experience with floods than its fellow prairie province Manitoba, Alberta’s comparative wealth, and an EM structure that is a function of the province’s broader public administration structure, which devolves a comparatively large amount of responsibility and capacity to cities, means powerful large city EMOs (Hale 2013). By contrast, the City of Winnipeg – despite significant experience with floods – sees a substantial role played by the provincial EMO in managing floods that threaten the city. This is partly due to the important historical role the province has played in keeping the city that holds more than half of the province’s population safe from floods (Haque 2000). Indeed, the City of Brandon, despite much humbler general resource capacity compared to the provincial capital of Winnipeg, largely managed the 2011 Assiniboine flood without significant provincial support.⁷ Canada’s largest cities of Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver all have EMOs and EOCs that correspond to their size, while Ottawa’s dedicated EM staff are less than ten individuals (Willing 2017), perhaps because the country’s capital, unlike other Canadian cities, is saturated with EM-like government organizations focused on keeping the National Capital Region safe and secure. Cities east of Quebec tend to rely heavily on

---

⁷ Evidence for this discrepancy in capacity among Manitoba’s municipal EMOs, and between large city EMOs across the country, was obtained during this research and will be discussed in the results chapter.
provincial EM support and have correspondingly smaller EMOs (Halifax is an exception).

The exact variables that determine the scope and capacity of a Canadian city’s EMO is beyond the scope of this research, although the aforementioned institutional factors of Canadian federalism do play a role. Municipalities that are not a provincial capital or one of the largest cities in the country can struggle to enhance EM clout, even if they do have the makings of a robust EMO. For example, during the 1998 Ontario ice storm, the – then existing – Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton (RMOC) clearly had the most resources compared to other affected municipalities. Its command centre was functioning shortly after it was clear that the storm would become a disaster, and communication channels with CAF were established early (Scanlon 1998). The RMOC could not, however, horizontally capitalize on its capacity to help other municipalities because of the amount of power the Canadian constitution grants to provinces. RMOC was willing and able to help, but other regions perceived Toronto as the legitimate option for aid while the provincial EMO inhibited RMOC from helping in areas beyond its own region. The province even constrained the military’s ability to act. Since health care and health care providers are provincially run and regulated, Ontario stopped CAF medics from providing medical services, despite their high level of training (Scanlon 1998). These – arguably negative – outcomes for disaster response had little to do with municipal resources, expertise, communication, or leadership capacity. Rather, the inhibition of the RMOC’s EMO was a consequence of a constitutional structure that prioritizes the power of the provinces.

Despite the strong EMOs in Canada’s largest cities and the occasional robust –
albeit constrained – EMOs in mid-sized municipalities, there is significant variation in 
EMO capacity, particularly among smaller municipalities. Most small towns, counties, 
and rural municipalities have ‘EMOs’ of one person, and often exist as but one 
responsibility among that person’s many other duties. Furthermore, while the formally-
mandated EMOs in large cities are the organizations that do, in fact, pick up the mantel of 
coordination during a disaster, a discrepancy exists in small municipalities between the 
individual formally mandated with EM and the individual(s) who takes the lead when 
disasters strike. As will be seen from the interviews conducted for this research, it is very 
common for a local fire chief, popular mayor, or other important community member to 
take on the coordination function regardless of who formally owns the function. The 
variation in municipal EMO capacity means that CAF encounters vastly different 
response capacities, in terms of levels of effective municipal resource coordination and 
the amount of resource themselves, when working with municipalities during disaster 
response. CAF cannot plan for a standardized capability when arriving at the frontlines of 
a disaster with a municipal partner.

Provincial governments are comparatively easier to describe. They are the 
geographically discrete political jurisdictions that are imbued by the Canadian 
constitution with responsibility over a range of important policy areas. Canada is one of 
the world’s most decentralized federal states, rendering its provinces more ‘co-
sovereigns’ than mere subnational units (Malcolmson & Myers 2012). The implications 
here for EM is that quasi-state jurisdictions with significant taxation power, exclusive 
control over many policy areas, and a constitutional monopoly over every municipality 
within its borders, face both a demand from their citizens for EM services as well as an
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Incentive to pursue EM activities to benefit the power of the province. Some EM services are natural extensions of provincial responsibility, such as maintaining the integrity of essential infrastructure, protecting sectors crucial to a provincial economy, and ensuring that health care services continue to function. The federal government may directly or indirectly support any of these initiatives through funding, but the implementation is up to the provinces. Hence the operational primacy of the provinces within the EM domain. Politically, the ‘co-sovereign’ status of provinces establishes significant responsibility for EM success or failure on provincial leaders. Leaders at a rural level in Canada can easily point to lack of support – financially or operationally – from higher levels of government. Within a province’s sphere of responsibility, however, there is no higher level of government. While the federal government can be blamed for not providing enough disaster recovery funds or not adequately supporting mitigation efforts, failures during the response phase land on provincial shoulders.

Even CAF is sent in only on provincial request; the federal government does not unilaterally send in troops to aid the public. Indeed, there are relatively recent historical examples where provinces by all accounts initiated CAF resources themselves, as the Province of Ontario did with CAF resources within that province during the 1998 Ice Storm (Scanlon 1998). Furthermore, CAF is ready to deploy anywhere domestically within mere hours. The legal Request for Assistance process can be streamlined so as not to delay troops and the federal government has never refused troops during a significant

---

8 It is common for elected politicians within jurisdictions that carry large EM responsibility to use the opportunity immediately after disasters to propose EM policies that empower their jurisdiction and/or improve their chances of re-election (Johnson et al. 2005; Olson et al. 1998).

9 This is highly unlikely to occur in the contemporary moment given 1) the many domestic CAF responses to domestic disasters since then, which has regularized appropriate legal channels for deployment, and 2) the 2007 Emergency Management Act, which has provided a clearer federal framework for disaster response in general.
disaster. In other words, if there is a delay in deployment of that distinctly federal resource, the military, the province is still to blame. Indeed, during the 2017 western Quebec floods the province kept CAF deployed even as water levels receded in part to respond to criticism that the CAF had not been requested soon enough (Smith & Marandola 2017).

While the inherent complexity of a disaster event allows for accountability shirking or ‘blame avoidance’ if more than one actor is responsible for outcomes (Moynihan 2012), Canadian provinces are often the one actor responsible during disasters with nowhere to point should the response goes wrong. Provincial premiers are therefore eager to appear in control during a disaster for as long as possible, which – ironically – is one of the reasons requests for federal assistance in the form of the CAF can be delayed until significant damage is already done, harming the premier’s reputation in the process.10

The bureaucratic outcome of the role the provinces play in Canadian disaster response are large and sophisticated – compared to their municipal and federal counterparts – provincial EMOs. When province size is considered, provincial EMOs do not vary in capacity to the degree that municipal EMOs do. Each provincial EMO is enacted by EM-specific provincial legislation, ensuring a level of salience, proximity to cabinet ministers, and funding that other agencies within regular line departments rarely

---

10 As will be seen in this research’s case study of the 2010 Hurricane Igor response, Newfoundland and Labrador’s Premier Danny Williams walked a fine line between scoring political points by championing his province’s resiliency independent of federal support, and losing political points due to almost requesting military support too late to save property. Provincial premiers face a complex incentive matrix during disasters, where expressing provincial strength while requesting CAF support can be contradictory, yet both contain political rewards.
enjoy.11 Furthermore, the doctrine of ministerial responsibility ensures that the minister responsible for EM takes criticism after EM failures while the EMO itself is perceived as an agency that requires more support after disaster response failures. Indeed, while disasters can be detrimental to political careers, they are good business for EMOs: “[More] disasters mean the need for more [EMO] budgets, more manpower, and eventually more recognition” (Kirschenbaum 2004, 99).

The increased frequency and impact of natural disasters due to climate change has prioritized provincial EMOs in relation to many other bureaucratic branches and agencies. Provincial EMOs, despite being agencies/branches and not government departments, have a cabinet minister assigned to them. They have their own EOCs, have central staff in a province’s capital as well as staff in provincial regions, and tend to attract hires with significant experience, such as retired senior military officers and fire fighters.12

Variation does exist for provincial EMOs in how they fit into each provincial bureaucracy. They are nestled in with fire-fighting agencies (Newfoundland & Labrador), share a minister with municipal affairs (Alberta), sit in an infrastructure department (Manitoba), or fall under the more conventional public safety portfolio (British Columbia). No academic study exists that assesses for implications that may result from the different locations EMOs occupy in bureaucratic configurations, and such a study is beyond the scope of this research. However, it can be noted that some interview

11 Note, however, that EMOs do not enjoy the level of independence and name-recognition of arm’s length organizations such as law enforcement agencies or even health authorities. EMOs largely do not enjoy a ‘special operating’ framework and are usually ensconced within a government line department (although this may change as provincial EMOs gain more clout and become even more operational).
12 Almost half of the ‘civilian’ emergency managers interviewed for this research who were working within provincial EMOs had significant and senior military experience.
participants in this research did identify negative outcomes when EMOs affiliated with fire-fighting agencies responded to other hazards. In general, CAF can expect to work with a well-resourced and trained organization when responding to domestic disaster alongside a provincial EMO anywhere in the country.

The federal level of government, in turn, is the single level of government responsible for constitutionally defined areas of national concern. While the provincial EM function flows from other provincial responsibilities such as health care and maintaining infrastructure, the EM function at the federal level is largely a corollary of national defence. The responsibility to keep the country safe from harm transcends sending troops overseas to pursue Canadian interests; the federal government becomes constitutionally implicated in a domestic disaster should the integrity of the Canadian state be threatened. While this could mean deploying CAF to respond to human-caused threats, it has also become common to deploy CAF when a crucial part of the Canadian state, a province, is overwhelmed by a natural disaster. The role of CAF as a federal resource and a ubiquitous actor in domestic natural disaster response is the focus of this research, and will therefore be discussed at length in the next section.

The civilian federal EM apparatus is led by the federal department of public safety. The mandate of Public Safety Canada is to protect Canadians from a range of risks that include natural disasters, terrorism, and crime (Public Safety Canada 2017a). The department was established in 2003 to facilitate coordination across those federal

---

13 Some research participants used the phrase ‘hazard bias’ to describe when firefighters applied organizational strategies useful to fighting wild fires, such as an Incident Command System, to other hazards, such as a disease outbreak or adverse psychosocial impacts after an evacuation, which benefit from less hierarchical approaches.

14 It should be stressed again that – barring a national emergency declaration with a security angle, which has never occurred under the 2007 Emergency Management Act – the federal government does not unilaterally deploy troops to aid law enforcement and/or civilian authorities.
organizations tasked with ensuring national security and the safety of Canadians. This broad mandate informs the department’s more specific *raison d’être* and responsibilities (Public Safety Canada 2017b). The three key Public Safety Canada roles established in legislation are:

1. Support the Minister in public safety and emergency management programs not overseen by other federal departments,
2. Demonstrate national leadership on the national security and emergency preparedness files, and
3. Support the Minister in coordinating those entities that fill the Public Safety portfolio.

Note that ‘1’ allows significant EM responsibility for other federal departments (a potential distribution of EM roles not seen beyond EMOs in provincial bureaucracies), ‘2’ stipulates ‘preparedness’ as opposed to ‘emergency management,’ which would indicate the entire EM cycle of mitigation/preparedness, response, and recovery, and ‘3’ is not an EM function at all as it is focused on the internal management of the public safety department.\(^\text{15}\)

Public Safety Canada’s responsibilities are categorized into the five branches, of which EM is but one: Corporate Management, National and Cyber Security, Portfolio Affairs and Communications, Community Safety and Countering Crime, and Emergency Management and Programs. Furthermore, the ‘Public Safety Portfolio’ is composed of nine entities: one ‘umbrella’ department that oversees the rest, and eight others that do

\(^{15}\) As per the distinctions established earlier in this chapter, ‘3’ is a business continuity function for the department itself.
not focus on EM. Unlike those portfolio entities established as ‘agencies,’ such as the Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA), the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS), and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), the EM function is not contained within its own agency; it sits within the umbrella department. In other words, the same entity responsible for managing eight non-EM entities is also charged with being the federal EMO.

The Canadian federal ‘EMO,’ then, is a minor organization compared to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in the U.S., which is active in all phases of EM, is explicitly mandated with EM and not with intradepartmental management, and is tasked with the coordination of all organizations and resources should local and state capacity for response be diminished. After the 9/11 terrorist attacks, FEMA was placed under the umbrella Department of Homeland Security, but remained its own distinct agency of substantial scope and size, with its own identity and evolution in the U.S. federal government (Waugh Jr. & Tierney 2007; Cigler 2009). Furthermore, while FEMA plays an influential role in the standards, guidelines, and even funding of state EMOs, Public Safety Canada has not been a salient presence in EM, which is largely handled by the provinces through their own legislation (Lindsay 2014). This may be due to the fact that no national disaster has ever been declared under the 2007 Emergency Management Act (Lindsay 2014).

---

16 They are the Canadian Border Services Agency, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, the Correctional Service of Canada, the Parole Board of Canada, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police External Review Committee, the Civilian Review and Complaints Commission for the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and the Office of the Correctional Investigator.

17 For example, state EMOs qualify for funds if they establish FEMA backed guidelines and models, such as the Incident Command System.
The above’s implication for this research is that the main link between Public Safety Canada and CAF is largely constrained 1) to the Request for Assistance process, when the Ministers of Public Safety and National Defence jointly allow the domestic deployment of troops, and 2) to EOCs where CAF liaison officers and Public Safety Canada representatives are both present. While on paper Public Safety Canada ‘clears’ the use of troops as a federal resource and acts as a link to the federal government writ large, the operational EMOs that CAF works with during disaster response are mainly provincial and municipal EMOs. Indeed, a senior federal bureaucrat interviewed for this research with extensive experience on the federal EM file, including liaising with CAF during disaster responses, characterized the federal Government Operations Centre as merely an “information clearing centre” and the EMO-function of Public Safety as a “toothless paper tiger,” meaning it has no real operational capacity.\(^{18}\)

While the nature of CAF will be discussed at length in the following section, it is important at this juncture to note why CAF cannot be considered a mere function of federal government paradigms and policies (i.e., why it fills a distinct space within the multilevel governance of disaster response). The two main reasons are the institutional separation between CAF and the federal government, and the operational reality of disaster response. While CAF is an instrument of the federal government and the ultimate symbol of the federal government’s alignment with the Canadian state writ large through its capacity to monopolize the use of violence, CAF is not like any other federal department or agency. Unlike line departments, including its ‘sister organization’ of the

\(^{18}\) As will be discussed in the results chapters, several research participants characterized provincial and large municipal EOCs as ‘outward looking,’ with influence on decisions taken on-the-ground, while the Government Operations Centre was characterized as merely “feeding the beast,” meaning a federal demand for information that may not be useful in terms of making disaster response decisions (Interview 4, 2017).
Department of National Defence, the administration of CAF is internally controlled without direct influence from trend or standard setting bodies in other parts of the federal government. Organizational structure, movement through that structure (i.e., channels of promotion), and generally the unique institutional culture – which shapes the incentives of individuals within the military – are all jealously guarded (Granatstein 2002). Indeed, unlike other government employees (and the civilian Canadian population itself), CAF employees are governed by a unique extension of the Criminal Code that is enforced by a separate military judicial system. Furthermore, while a range of relatively independent ‘special operating agencies’ exist in the federal government, from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police to the Communications Security Establishment, none of them are given the discretion that military officers receive when managing internal affairs. The link between an entry-level policy analyst to their deputy minister – tenuous as it may be – is far more direct than the link between the new soldier recruit and their federal deputy minister at the Department of National Defence.

Historically in Canada the military has responded to ‘fill a void’ in disaster response without first receiving confirmation and instruction from the federal government. During one of Canada’s – and, indeed, the world’s – most destructive industrial accidents, the 1917 Halifax explosion, soldiers on-site spontaneously formed up and initiated a response (Scanlon 2005). More recent disasters, such as the 1998 Ontario ice storm, saw provincial calls for help directly to the relevant regional military authority, which took its first actions without federal government confirmation (Scanlon 1998). While formal procedures for military involvement are established, the

---

19 While the 2007 Emergency Management Act and a string of 21st century domestic disaster responses have regularized a more formal Request for Assistance process, the historical cases of military action
operational reality of disaster response – especially in sudden, dire events with lives and communities on the line – will not see a regional brigade or local regiment wait for official confirmation from Ottawa before responding to local calls for help. Indeed, a legal pathway exists for Commanding Officers to order their troops to save lives and property without the provincial Request for Assistance in place.20

A full overview of Canadian EM requires a final note on civilian EMOs and disaster response coordination. Recent analysis of North American disaster case studies since disaster research formally began in the 1950s has shown that desirable disaster response outcomes can occur in the absence of formal coordination, and in some cases tentative links can be made between the nature of coordination agencies and undesirable disaster responses (Botha 2018). The impact of EMOs on disaster response outcomes is difficult to measure given ongoing confusion around what, exactly, EM as manifested in a coordination agency entails. Despite the formal mandate of EMOs and the types of events they generally address, Schroeder, Walmsley, and Ward note the following:

[We have not] completely settled how emergency management should be organized […There] are seemingly intractable problems of organization, administration, and coordination. How can one agency be given the power and jurisdiction necessary for effective disaster planning and coordination of response and recovery operations without giving it more power in times of both non-emergencies and emergencies than other participants in the political process are willing to grant it? (2001, 359)

Schroeder et al. tap into the political problem of power sharing, policy agendas, and empire building inherent to the public policy process. This problem suggests that

---

20 The nature of the Request for Assistance process, on paper and in practice, is detailed in the results chapters.
high value issues will be drawn to the most powerful actors in the process, which is indeed what happens when a disaster reaches a certain scope. The process for declaring a disaster, and thereby denoting what ‘counts’ as a significant adverse event, is a political process, not one based on consistent criteria (Cutter 2005). The location of EMOs in bureaucracies is affected by political preference (Cigler 2009), and leadership performances during disasters demonstrates the direct link between high ranking politicians and the emergency management file (Kapucu 2009b; Solomon 2017).

Furthermore, the ability to perform effective interorganizational coordination can be a function of how tightly an emergency manager is linked to “the key point of authority and power” (Drabek 2010, p.217). In his classic multi-year comparative study on the effects of centralization in the United States, Japan, and Italy on disaster responses in the mid-20th century, McLuckie notes that the final authority for coordinating response during major disasters automatically moves to the relevant political authority (McLuckie 1977, p.78). At a smaller scale, Fritz et al’s field-establishing case study on behaviour in an emergency shelter during a North American snow-storm demonstrates that the coordination function automatically moves to individuals who arise as political authorities (1958). The problem these dynamics pose for assessing the impact of EMOs is that the moment adverse events reach a point where they need ‘professional’ coordination, they are often salient enough issues for the political authority to take over, hindering the coordinating authority an EMO might have had.

Schroeder et al also points to an operational problem: even if granting EMOs coordinating power during the response phase of a disaster was universally accepted, is it

---

21 In another classic study on the infamous Waco, Texas tornado, Moore also observes the link between the intensity of a disaster and the movement of ‘managing’ the disaster up the political authority chain (1958).
possible that one agency can effectively coordinate the multitude of organizations involved? Considering that these organizations might include the Red Cross, the Salvation Army, other agencies in government, police and other emergency services, and the military, effective coordination is far from obvious. Indeed, lack of coordination is identified as a perennial problem for public administration writ large (La Porte 2006), and a key insight from the study of complex systems – as disaster response systems certainly are – is that no single agency possesses the capacity to manage large-scale threats (Skertich, Johnson, and Comfort 2012). As just another creature of the bureaucracy, it is not clear how an EMO – despite its official mandate – should solve a problem that transcends its purview and capacity.

The limits of formal coordination are important to keep in mind when assessing CAF’s integration into domestic disaster response. The investigation into how effectively CAF contributes to the Canadian disaster response system requires an appreciation that CAF’s main partners in the response are agencies formally mandated with coordination, a task that by all accounts faces an array of intractable problems. CAF is tasked to work with agencies that have been given the responsibility of coordinating the entire response; how this dynamic plays out will be illuminated in the research results.

The Definitions of ‘Disaster’ and ‘Emergency Management’

The final piece in providing an overview of the Canadian EM system requires a discussion on how disasters and emergency management are defined by those who work in and study EM. The definition of disaster has been intensely debated in the academic literature. One of the few dominant threads characterizes disasters as adverse phenomena
above and beyond the ‘normal’ or regular processes that a given social system usually accommodates. The mid-20th century – the ‘classical period’ of North American disaster research, dominated by sociologists – saw disaster definitions that stressed an “agent as catalyst (hence the use of the term “event”), [but] most really dealt with the social disruption attendant to the cause rather than the cause or agent itself” (Perry 2007, 5). In other words, disasters disrupt social order in a manner that requires people to cope by leaving patterns of “norm expectations” (Killian 1954, 67). Key features of disasters include the need for new behaviour patterns to be adopted (Moore 1958, 310), mainly because during disasters “essential functions of the society [are] prevented” (Fritz 1961, 655). The cause that triggers such prevention were characterized as external to the social system and not subject to control (Sjoberg 1962, 357). Despite shades of differences between the early disaster scholars, they all acknowledge the conceptual necessity of elevating disasters to phenomena above and beyond those adverse events regularly accommodated by a given social system. Resource limits, communication breakdowns, or poor individual leadership are relevant to disasters only when they contribute to a system-wide vulnerability. They are not disasters within themselves.

As public administration scholars, emergency management professionals, engineers, meteorologists, geologists, and others joined the discourse on what a disaster entails, the number of definitions exploded as individuals employed definitions that were most useful to their academic or practical concerns (Perry 2007). Since this research focuses on the implementation of public policy by government actors, the definition of disaster will be operational and legal, not sociological, in nature. Disasters are here understood as those ‘non-routine’ emergencies that fall under the purview of EM
legislation and policies, and are managed by organizations with an explicit EM mandate. Note, however, that as in the classical definitions, the theme of ‘normalcy disturbed’ is maintained: non-routine emergencies are events that, while “generally anticipated, and for which there may be generic plans, [always] stretch the emergency system, and require some shifts in operational procedures and thinking through more than expected scale, complexity and/or uncertainty” (Handmer & Dovers 107, 2013). Examples include large fires, major storms, intense flooding, epidemics of known diseases and multi-vehicle accidents. In legislative terms, ‘non-routine emergencies’ dovetail with the events anticipated in the 2007 federal Emergency Management Act and each province’s corresponding legislation. Violent events deliberately caused by humans, such as terrorist attacks, are purposefully not listed above. The public administration and academic study of security is beyond the scope of this research for three main reasons: 1) Human behavior differs significantly during violent disasters compared to natural ones (Drabek 2010), 2) CAF requires extra and separate legal permission to assist law enforcement in any way (Canadian Joint Operations Command 2015), and 3) part of what makes this research inquiry interesting is its focus on an organization – one that is trained to apply legal force – that is tasked to function in a non-combat context in concert with non-security related civilian agencies.

There are two other broad categories of ‘disaster events’ that do not fall directly under the purview of EM and are excluded from this research. 23 ‘Routine events’ are

22 Semantics are par for the course when it comes to EM legislation and policy: ‘non-routine emergencies’ largely fit the description of ‘major disasters’ in the American Stafford Act.
23 While a detailed discourse on disaster definition exists within the operational sphere (i.e., Boin & Hart 2007), the distinctions between 1) regular, day-to-day emergencies, 2) larger unanticipated emergencies that is the main purview of official EM, and 3) complex emergencies that transcend multiple sectors, is fairly common (although even here different words are often used to label each distinction) (Hale 2013).
lower in intensity and higher in frequency than non-routine events, and are largely handled by hazard-specific and frontline emergency response organizations, such as the police, fire, and emergency medical services. ‘Complex events,’ in turn, such as the impacts of climate change, or severe and widespread socioeconomic decline, transcend any agency and demands the attention of the highest political authority. Responses to ‘complex events’ generally entail the entire social, cultural, economic, and political system. While EM legislation, policies, and actors can be involved in routine and complex events, they are the main players in non-routine events.

The definition of emergency management itself has seen less debate. EM scholars, practitioners, and legislation in Canada and the U.S. have defined EM as the preparation for, prevention and mitigation of, response to, and recovery from emergencies and disasters (Etkin et al 2004; Government of Canada 2007; Jacques 2007; Public Safety Canada 2018; Government of Manitoba 2018; Federal Emergency Management Agency 2018). This definition can be made more specific by characterizing ‘emergencies and disasters’ as ‘adverse events that transcend anticipated emergencies.’ This addition allows the EM definition to dovetail with the classical definitions of disaster by focusing on vulnerable points of a given system, versus including almost all adverse events, many of which may be accommodated by the regularized operations of a system. Indeed, Canada’s federal 2007 Emergency Management Act implicitly assumes that ‘emergency,’ in the context of the Act, is understood as an adverse event that transcends ‘regular’ and expected emergencies. Emergency medical services and first responders (i.e., police, firefighters, etc.) respond to such expected events, and are the

---

24 For an extended discussion on frameworks used to categorize emergency and disaster types, see Handmer & Dovers (2013).
regularized operations within the system that accommodates such events. These actors gain their authority from a relevant provincial and/or municipal body, and not from EM legislation. The very existence of federal and provincial EM legislation above and beyond laws that establish general emergency services implies an additional conception of adverse events and the organizations meant to respond to them; events and organizations that are different from those that spark and respond to the average 911 call.

CAF only slots into the disaster response system when a non-routine event has transcended a province’s ability to manage the event, and where the main actors are the provincial and municipal EMOs (and their on-the-ground representatives and corresponding political masters). Police, fire, and medical services are, of course, involved in such events, but they do not make the strategic calls and are not CAF’s main partners in response.

Calling in the Cavalry: A Primer on Military Responses to Natural Disasters and the CAF

A Historical and Comparative Perspective

Despite the perception that militaries in liberal democratic countries are called upon for domestic operations only in extraordinary circumstances, the armed forces of Canada and comparable countries have long been involved in domestic disaster response. In the 1917 Halifax harbor explosion – one of Canada’s earliest and worst disasters – members of the Army and Navy played a main role in coordinating and enacting the city’s response (Scanlon 2005). Indeed, essentially all national governments use their militaries to help manage disasters (Shemella 2006). This aid brings militaries close to those levels of
provincial and municipal governments that have no legal power over armed forces and little regularized experience in working with them (Skertich et al. 2012; Juillet & Koji 2013).

The rise in frequency and impact of natural disasters due to climate change (Hoppe 2011), along with terrorism as the most salient 21st century security threat, renders outdated the conventional understanding of the military as a tool used mainly in state on state warfare. The roles and missions of armed forces have been more dynamic since the end of the 20th century than ever before (Arquilla et al. 1999). Indeed, Shemella notes the following:

The key question for governments is not whether to use military forces at home but whether to assign each duty as a role or mission. If military support to civilian authorities become systematic, it should make the transition from being a mission to being a role (2006).

While no academic study has attempted to define CAF's impact on domestic EM as a ‘role’ or a ‘mission,’ an overview of the Department of National Defence (DND) mandate and its annual performance reports to Parliament strongly suggest that CAF does play a ‘role’ in EM. Not only does DND consistently prioritize domestic humanitarian ‘emergency preparedness’ in its core mandate, CAF responds annually to domestic disasters that have overwhelmed a community’s ability to function (National Defence 1997; 1998; 1999; 2000; 2001; 2002; 2003; 2004; 2005; 2006; 2007; 2008; 2009; 2010a; 2011; 2012; 2013; 2014). These responses are to hazards that range from wildfires in Western Canada, ice storms in Central Canada, hurricanes on the East Coast, and floods across the country. While the media reports on the most significant of these hazards, the amount of media attention – usually coverage of a particularly salient event that fades fast after the main response (Birkland 1997; Scanlon 2007) – does not correspond to the much
broader extent to which CAF responds to disaster.

The Mandate, Organizational Features, and Bureaucratic Structure of the CAF

While the extent of CAF response to natural disasters does suggest that such responses have become one of CAF’s key roles, most CAF resources are still spent on national defence activities against perceptions of human threat. The range of tools and skills CAF uses during domestic disaster response are therefore largely convenient byproducts of tools and skills required to fight wars. Even the most civilian function provided by CAF during disaster response, such as army engineers building bridges, is a function that is learned first and foremost as a combat function (to provide efficient transport of troops and materiel). Infanteers clearing debris happen to have significant upper body strength from extensive training holding rifles and machine guns aloft for long periods of time to focus on, or consistently fire upon, a simulated – or, in the case of deployments, actual – human targets. Hercules aircraft can efficiently carry an array of resources because they were designed to carry everything that contemporary battles require. Perhaps most to the point, the efficient organizational structure that allows the military to quickly accomplish difficult tasks of substantial scope is a structure that exists because it has been developed for that especially complex and dangerous human activity- the systematic application of violence to destroy a defined enemy. Every single soldier who deploys to fight a natural hazard in Canada has gone through Basic Military Qualification, which means they have been trained on how to use CAF’s basic rifle, the C7. Furthermore, most soldiers who deploy during natural disasters are infanteers providing hard labour capacity, which

25 The opposite skill, not made particularly salient in humanitarian tasks, is blowing up bridges; a task engineers are equally skilled at.
means that most deployed soldiers lifting sandbags, fighting fires, clearing debris, checking in on evacuees, measuring water levels, handing out water bottles, and so on, are trained in a range of weapon systems, as well as hand to hand combat.

While troops receive extensive information before deploying domestically, which includes the tasks they are limited to (from their superiors), information on the community they are supporting (from Liaison Officers), and media awareness training (from Public Affairs Officers), no military trade exists that is specifically developed to produce non-combat, domestic emergency responders/managers. In other words, CAF is not a glorified civilian emergency services organization; it is an organization developed primarily for war-fighting with members whose skills happen to be very useful during a natural disaster. The assessment of how effectively CAF contributes to domestic EM therefore requires a broader understanding of the organization and its contemporary context.

CAF is made up of 28,500 Reserve Force and 68,000 Regular Force members. Together with 24,000 public servants they form the Government of Canada’s ‘defence team,’ which is broadly tasked with the defence of Canada, the defence of North America, and with contributing to international peace and security, in that order (Department of National Defence 2016). Like many militaries across the globe, CAF is broken down into three main branches that serve in distinct ‘environments’: the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF), the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN), and the Canadian Army. Each branch contains its own set of trades, resources, and capabilities, as well as its own distinct cultures and historical traditions, many of which precede Canadian Confederation

26 Combat language is not replaced when describing limitations to potential tasks; ‘Rules of Engagement’ and – more colloquially – ‘staying within your arcs’ (as in target practice arcs) are the phrases used.
The Army has the most personnel, as well as the most reservist regiments (Bercuson 2008). During most operations, regardless of type, the Army provides most of the ‘boots on the ground’ while the RCAF and the RCN provide important support, such as materiel transport or air fire power (Granatstein 2002). Some missions, such as fighter jets targeting terrorist combatants in the Middle East or Her Majesty’s Canadian Ships patrolling the Mediterranean, see the RCAF and RCN, respectively, play the main, ‘tip-of-the-spear’ part of a mission.

While CAF doctrine follows ‘mission command,’ which means that once direction has been given, the lowest level officer in command is free to pursue their mission within given constraints, all three environments are ultimately overseen by Canadian Joint Operations Command (CJOC) in Canada’s capital, Ottawa. The only parts of CAF not overseen by CJOC are the Canadian Special Operations Forces Command (CANSOFCOM) and the North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD). The former is separate due to its command of highly classified, usually anti-terrorist missions, and the latter is separate as it is a joint-command with the United States. Domestic Joint Task Forces, representing the six regions of the North, Pacific, West, Central, East, and Atlantic all see their Chain of Command link up into CJOC (Department of National Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces 2016b).

Each Joint Task Force is responsible for domestic operations in their regions, and can pull resources from each branch, regular force, and reservist unit within its region to respond to requests for support. Under special circumstances a unit ‘owned’ by one Joint

---

27 Indeed, the three branches functioned largely as independent organizations until the Government of Canada under the direction of Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau fused them into the single Canadian Armed Forces in 1968.
Task Force can be placed under the command of another Joint Task Force should resource needs require it. Joint Task Forces West, Central, and East are all commanded by Army officers in command of the Army division that corresponds to each of those regions, while the coastal task forces are commanded by the Navy officers in command of the maritime forces that correspond to each coast (Department of National Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces 2014).

Unlike the branch-specific formations within each region, the Joint Task Forces are more a collection of all the military resources in a specific region than an unit with a specific identity. For example, soldiers from regular force infantry battalion A, Navy reservist regiment HMCS B, and an Hercules from RCAF base C, may be called upon to support Joint Task Force X during a domestic disaster response, and overall coordination will occur at the Joint Task Force level, but each soldier will identify with and be commanded by their specific branch and unit.

As per Canada’s national defence priorities outlined above, military units across all regions may be involved in non-combat domestic operations, but need to be attuned to potential security threats to Canada. In 2016, specific security concerns identified by the Government as key focus areas for the Defence Team were Russian aggression and threats of international terrorism (Department of National Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces 2016a). These concerns are defined by a novel blend of threats from non-state terrorist organizations and the re-emergence of state aggression. The former is epitomized by the grip the extremist Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) holds on pockets of the Middle East and the latter is characterized by Russia’s aggressive action on Ukrainian soil (Stoltenberg 2015). Given that both these types of threats are occurring
simultaneously, the international security context is not understood as returning to either conventional state-on-state conflict situations or as a world defined by non-state actor violence. The 21st century is characterized as a hybrid of these two (Hoffman 2007; Deep 2015).

The recognition of ‘hybrid’ security threats means that DND policy and CAF capability are orientated towards mitigating simultaneous state and non-state threats, including state threats that masquerade as non-state threats. While natural hazards due to climate change are included as serious threats in the 2016 public consultation defence review (Department of National Defence 2016), CAF capabilities are not tailored specifically towards natural disaster response as they are for the threats of Russian aggression (increased Arctic operations, with drone surveillance in development) or international terrorism (continued development and deployment of the terrorism-fighting special forces unit, Joint Task Force 2).

The assessment of CAF effectiveness in any task requires in part an assessment of the financial resources that support CAF. Canada’s defence spending is not the 2% of GDP stipulated by North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) guidelines, and the country’s relatively safe borders ensure the use of public money on defence versus other priorities remains a perennial policy debate. However, 21st century CAF operations at home and abroad demonstrate an organization with significant capacity to engage the development of perceived threats, be they – directly – human, or natural. Since the end of the early 21st century Afghanistan mission, which lasted over 12 years with over 40,000 troops deployed, CAF remains engaged in an array of operations. Prominent and current operations abroad include Operation REASSURANCE (since 2014, CAF has expended
considerable resources from all three branches to support NATO assurance measures against further Russian encroachment on Ukrainian soil after Russia’s annexation of Crimea), and Operation IMPACT (Special Forces performing a train and assist mission in northern Iraq in support of anti-terrorist engagements). While operations abroad gain significant media attention, many domestic operations are active, and are especially important to understanding CAF capabilities and the context from which the CAF’s disaster response emerges. An overview of some of these operations demonstrate the ongoing nature of CAF’s work, which challenges the basic understanding of a military as ‘waiting in the barracks’ to be called up for intermittent, discrete events. Prominent and current domestic operations include:

1) Operation LENTUS, which establishes a plan to aid communities should municipal and provincial resources be depleted during a natural disaster. Op LENTUS pulls from all three CAF branches and have been enacted in an array of hazards across many provinces. Recent Op LENTUS deployments saw troops respond to a destructive New Brunswick ice storm in early 2017 and Quebec floods in the summer of 2017. As Op LENTUS is seen by the Government of Canada as essential to keeping Canadians and their communities safe and is the operation title under which CAF responds to domestic natural disasters, it draws most of this research’s attention.

---

28 Six CF-188 Hornets were deployed on 29 April 2014, followed by a platoon-sized force in Central/Eastern Europe, as well as RCN patrols in the Mediterranean Sea that was continued throughout 2017 (Department of National Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces 2017b).

29 Details on all these operations can be found on the continuously updated ‘Current Operations’ National Defence web page (Department of National Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces 2017a).
2) Operation PALACHI is a part of an ongoing avalanche-control program in Rogers Pass that prevents avalanche blockage of essential infrastructure. This operation often continues until the spring of each year. Op PALACHI, while narrower and more specific in scope, is like Op LENTUS in that its mandate – keeping Canadian infrastructure safe from a natural hazard – does not include a potential human enemy combatant. Unlike CAF trades and training, operations and doctrine do distinguish between combat and non-combat missions.

3) Operation LIMPID forms CAF’s routine domestic surveillance presence across land, sea, air, space, and cyber areas. This ongoing Op is key to the early detection of threats to Canadian security. Op LIMPID is characterized as Canada taking direct responsibility for its own defence, in conjunction with – but without an overreliance on – the United States.

4) Operation NANOOK has since 2007 formed the largest CAF presence in the North. It is seen as a cornerstone of maintaining Canada’s sovereignty. Op NANOOK is intended to demonstrate that the Government of Canada prioritizes the defence of Canada as key among the defence team’s main roles.

5) Operation NEVUS ensures the integrity of communication between Canadian Forces Station Alert and Ottawa. This annual maintenance Op allows an unbroken link between the Capital and Canada’s high arctic. Op NEVUS is intended to show that the domestic responsibilities of the Defence Team stretch beyond critical resource and population centres to every area of the country.
While the basic nature of military command structure does not change at home or abroad, domestic operations differ from operations abroad at several levels. On the military side, specific domestic operations doctrine exists, which – through rooting itself in domestic law and military research on best practices specific to the type of domestic deployment – guides and constrains how CAF conducts itself on Canadian soil. This doctrine makes crucial distinctions such as ‘assistance to civilian authorities’ versus ‘assistance to law enforcement,’ while also characterizing what effective civilian-military collaboration looks like according to military research.30

On the civilian side, domestic operations do not carry the same potential for criticism as missions abroad. In Canada, there tends to be two objections that are routinely brought up when significant operations abroad are considered; one objection is economic while the other is about identity. Given Canada’s relative geographical safety, and that the U.S. has an incentive to defend Canada to protect itself, the Government of Canada has historically been sympathetic to, and indeed at times made, economic arguments for spending less on defence than American administrations to achieve continental defence (Segal 2002). Indeed, when American governments threaten to spend less on collective defence Canadian leaders indicate a use for ‘hard power’ and consider raising the defence budget (Global Affairs Canada 2017). Regarding the identity-based objection, the Government of Canada has often faced domestic pressure to differentiate the country from what is seen as the more aggressive elements of American foreign policy, such as the war in Iraq and the continental ballistic missile defence system (Bercuson 2003; National Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces 2014b). Neither the

30 The latter is particularly relevant to the task at hand here and was included along with the academic civil-military relations literature when building a theoretical framework for this research.
economic nor identity objections appear to affect domestic non-combat missions. While some provincial premiers may be reluctant to ‘call in the cavalry’ for fear of appearing to have ‘lost the battle’ themselves, and despite the small community here and there that prefers not to ‘see green’ in their neighbourhoods, the Canadian public writ large has generally reacted positively to Canadian soldiers deployed domestically to fight natural hazards.31

The caveat of natural hazards above is an important one given the history of CAF deploying domestically as aids to law enforcement. Not only do many First Nations have negative views of CAF due to the military being deployed to diffuse indigenous protests during the Oka Crisis (Smith 2017), but the military patrolling the streets of Montreal during the 1970 October crisis has become a negative historical moment for many, and a clear sign of Canadian state oppression to sovereigntists, despite public opinion polls in and outside Quebec heavily supporting the military presence at the time (Belanger 2000). Indeed, given the salience of those events it may be surprising that CAF is welcomed when natural hazards become disasters. Human behavior, however, differs significantly depending on the type of threat that a community faces. Natural threats tend to see solidarity, generosity towards strangers, and acts of extreme selflessness, while events characterized by the use or threat of violence manifest the looting, rioting, and distrust of others so often portrayed in mainstream news reporting on and films of disasters (Drabek 2010; Drabek 1986).

31 While extensive public opinion polls on how Canadians feels about CAF responses to specific domestic events do not exist, media reports on all the events assessed by this research include citizen appraisals of CAF’s presence in their communities during disasters. Such appraisals are largely very positive in each case. The cases are discussed and cited in detail in Chapter III.
CAF employs the equivalent of more than a third of the entire federal public
service (Government of Canada 2017), and pursues complex tasks not found – or not
legal – in the civilian sector. In the contemporary moment, CAF is situated in a hybrid
security context with the mandate to – along with Canada’s NATO allies – inhibit
Russian aggression as well as diminish non-state terrorist organizations. Despite this
security focus, and the training and equipment developed for combat, CAF runs several
non-combat domestic operations and is increasingly called upon to respond to domestic
natural disasters. The two – perhaps in tension – themes of CAF as primarily a war-
fighting organization while a substantial humanitarian responder needs to be kept in mind
when assessing how effectively CAF responds along with civilian organizations during
domestic natural disasters.

Conclusion
Disaster response in Canada is a multi-governmental affair that is complicated by an
institutional and historical gap between the federal and municipal governments, and by
provinces that have substantial operational capacity compared to their counterparts in
other federal countries. CAF, an organization developed first and foremost to fight wars,
is the one organization that links all three levels of government during disaster response.
The nature and quality of this link has implications not only for the academic literature,
but for emergency management practitioners. While there is room for improvement in
how the military slots into domestic disaster response, this research will show that CAF
more often than not ameliorates vulnerable spots in Canada’s emergency management
system.
CHAPTER II: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Introduction

An overview of Canadian emergency management (EM) demonstrates that the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) plays a regular and significant role in domestic responses to natural hazards that become disasters, which presents the following research puzzle: How effectively does CAF contribute to Canada’s natural disaster response system, especially considering that CAF is not only the main federal organization that works directly with each level of government on-the-ground during a response, but is an organization developed primarily for the systematic and legal application of force? In this chapter, it will first be demonstrated that scant academic attention has been paid to this specific research puzzle. Then those disciplines that can guide investigating the research puzzle, given that no specific research on the question exists, will be discussed. The EM literature informs the broader assessment of disaster response effectiveness when different levels of government and many organizations respond together; the civil-military relations literature – made up of civilian and military research – informs the understanding of dynamics between armed forces and civilian governments when they work together in a democratic polity; and the public administration literature informs the broader phenomena being analyzed when studying governmental disaster response— the implementation of public policy.

Each of the three literatures’ contributions to the general research area of multi-organizational and governmental disaster response will be used in the last section of this chapter to build a framework that can address the specific research puzzle of CAF’s role in domestic natural disaster response. As will be seen, while each literature differs in
focus area, all of them contain contemporary, influential, and significant research niches that identify interorganizational collaboration as the crucial component to achieving desirable outcomes in disaster response, joint military-civilian projects, and public sector initiatives writ large. The framework ultimately developed is therefore a Collaborative Framework that answers the question of CAF effectiveness in Canadian EM through describing, evaluating, and suggesting improvements to, the nature of collaboration between CAF and the different levels of government during domestic disaster response.

**Literature Review**

*Academia’s Blindspot: CAF as ‘Invisible’ Pillar*

As was demonstrated in the first chapter, the dynamic nature of military functions in contemporary liberal democratic countries, along with DND reports on annual Canadian military activities, suggests that CAF plays an entrenched role in domestic EM. However, very little academic analysis has been pursued where the role of CAF in EM is the primary object of study. Herspring's extensive research on Canadian civil-military relations barely mentions domestic disaster response (2013). Wide ranging historical analyses of Canada’s reservist regiments, specific battalions, one of the three branches, the entire CAF, or defence policy all elaborate on culture, traditions, individual leadership, battle performance, specific wars, technological development, or political debates in Ottawa to understand the nature of the military in Canada (Granatstein 2015; Granatstein 2005; Granatstein 1990; Granatstein 2014; Granatstein 2016; Bercuson 1999; Bercuson 2008; Bercuson 2015; Morton 2003; Morton 2007). The history and role of the military in domestic natural disaster response is an afterthought, if mentioned at all.
Similarly, academic assessments of the contemporary CAF focus on conventional understandings of the armed forces as an organization mandated to take on combat or peacekeeping operations overseas (Ring 2009; Jones 2010; Warner 2013; Saideman 2016). While the impact that civilian domestic politics has on the nature of CAF is a common academic theme, along with assessments – and usually criticisms – of non-combat developments such as the heavy focus on peacekeeping in the 1990s and attempts at the ‘civilianization’ of the CAF in the preceding decades (Kasurak 1982; Herspring 2013), natural disaster response as a CAF function is rarely mentioned or systematically addressed.

Furthermore, most of the academic literature on CAF is situated within political science (and its sub-disciplines of international relations, security studies, and civil-military relations), as well as history. Despite CAF being a large bureaucracy that pursues complex tasks not found – or not legal – in the private sector, and despite employing the equivalent of more than a third of the entire federal public service (Government of Canada 2017), precious little has been written on CAF from the vantage point of public administration, where CAF as an implementer of public policy is assessed. A search of the Canadian Public Administration journal database for ‘Canadian Forces,’ ‘Canadian Armed Forces,’ and ‘military’ yields exactly one article that assesses the Canadian military as a bureaucratic organization; it is more than a few decades old and does not pertain to EM (Kasurak 1982). Other articles in Canadian public administration that are loosely related to CAF focus on the civilian development of defence policy (Hartfiel 2010), not on the implementation of defence policy by the military. Only one scholar has assessed, albeit briefly in two articles, CAF as a bureaucratic organization involved in
domestic disaster response, and his background was in journalism (Scanlon 1998; Scanlon 2005).

The ‘CAF gap’ in the public administration and EM literatures becomes even more pronounced when searches are made for assessments of EM military roles in comparable federal countries such as the United States and Australia.32 An electronic search of the University of Delaware Disaster Research Centre’s extensive database yields over a hundred American case studies where the primary focus is on the impact the American military has had on disaster responses (i.e. Morris et al. 2007).33 The hazards in these studies range the full gamut from floods to wildfires to hurricanes to industrial accidents to violent events, and the military agencies responding range from the federal Air Force to the Coast Guard to a specific state’s national guard. Comparatively, a search for Canadian case studies where CAF is the focus yielded exactly three articles, all three authored or co-authored by the same author (Scanlon 1998; Scanlon 2005; Scanlon et al. 2012).34 The size differences between the two countries do not explain the discrepancy in the amount of academic analysis, especially considering that 1) other regularized elements of Canadian public administration and EM receive significant scholarly attention in Canada and 2) Australia, a country of comparable size, produces more studies

32 Both the U.S. and Australia are geographically large countries that deal with significant natural hazards like those faced by Canada. While the U.S. is a republic with a much larger population, all three countries share the United Kingdom as an institutional ‘parent,’ federal constitutions, similar economic and technological development, and professional militaries that regularly respond to domestic natural disasters.

33 The University of Delaware’s Disaster Research Center (DRC) is, along with the University of Colorado Boulder’s Natural Hazard Center, one of the primary academic disaster research hubs in the U.S. The DRC houses one of the most extensive disaster research databases in world. The database is multidisciplinary (but remains largely within the social sciences), and does not discriminate according to methodology; disciplines and research represented include sociology, public administration, economics, case studies, and longitudinal studies. The database is managed by full-time staff, not limited to American research, and contains physical texts and digital sources (Disaster Research Center 2017).

34 Two of these articles are the two previously cited, which Scanlon wrote on domestic disaster response. The third focuses on CAF’s contribution to the Hurricane Katrina response, which – as an international mission – keeps the grand total of academic articles that assess the CAF’s role in domestic EM to two.
on the role of their military in domestic EM. A search in the University of Delaware’s Disaster Research Center database yielded ten Australian results; a small number compared to the American studies, but more than three times Canada’s research.

CAF plays a regularized role in domestic EM, and may provide the one consistent link between the federal and other levels of governments during disaster response, and yet almost no academic attention has been paid to the nature and implications of that role. If little research exists on understanding a specific research puzzle, then the researcher is forced to look more generally at academic disciplines that can inform how the research puzzle may be addressed. In the context of understanding how effectively CAF contributes to domestic disaster response, the EM literature was a logical place to start. The lessons this literature provides for multi-organizational disaster response effectiveness are discussed in the next two sections.

_The Emergency Management Literature: A Historical Perspective_

The main theme that emerges from assessing the EM literature on multi-organizational disaster response effectiveness is that interorganizational competition has negative implications for disaster response while interorganizational collaboration has positive implications. This is not necessarily intuitive. Without empirical evidence researchers may hypothesize that a degree of competition – incentivized by, say, a market for disaster response – could allow a more effective disaster response system. For example, private companies contracted to municipalities or even private individuals to protect lives and property during hurricane season may respond faster with better technology than government coordinated emergency agencies. The need to outperform the competition –
to win more contracts and customers – would mean that companies face little incentive to collaborate during a response through sharing information or resources, but could mean that each company pursuing an outcome of maximum lives and property protection – to increase the desirability of their brand – would allow an effective response at a system level.

A similar hypothesis could be made for public sector organizations. For example, a researcher could posit that lack of collaboration between the Red Cross and the Salvation Army is good for disaster response since such lack of collaboration is indicative of competition for limited government contracts, which – as for the private companies – means that each non-profit will attempt to maximize its success compared to when it faces no competition, and no organization against which to compare their outcomes, as would be the case if collaboration were enforced by removing the limited contracts incentive (i.e., by providing only one contract that gives one non-profit a monopoly over EM services or by guaranteeing different non-profits contracts for different areas of EM).

A researcher may even suggest lack of collaboration between government agencies is healthy for disaster response. The negative outcomes that may result from lack of information and resource sharing could be made up for by agencies that are forced to compete for government resources (i.e., an agency with a monopoly on disaster response may have less incentive to maximize the protection of lives and property compared to one whose future funding depends on how it compares to its sister agencies).

Note that the point here is not to compare free markets versus government run disaster response in terms of outcomes, but to suggest that interorganizational non-collaboration, which happens to be incentivized in a private market, may be hypothesized to be more effective to outcomes than collaboration.

Although not focused on the disaster response context, competition-driven theories play an important role in the literature on understanding the behavior of public sector organizations (Breton and Wintrobe 2008).
Hypotheses that predict increased disaster response effectiveness when organizations compete rather than collaborate are, however, largely contradicted by the existing body of EM literature. While the literature is rife with examples of interorganizational competition, such competition is usually identified as a main culprit in disaster response ineffectiveness. Indeed, even in its infancy, disaster research identified lack of collaboration among organizations, including between levels of government, as a central problem to effective disaster response (Rosow 1955; Williams 1956; Form & Nosow 1958). Collaboration was characterized by these researchers as beginning with basic interorganizational coordination, such as the minimization of redundancies (if organization A is procuring resources to accomplish task X, then organization B will focus on task Y), but that ideally develops into collaborative processes such as the adoption of unified strategies, the ability to influence each other’s actions, the sharing of resources, the streamlining of communication among different actors, and individuals from different organizations working together on-the-ground in a way that blurs lines between which organization is ‘in the lead’ or ‘in control.’ Again, there is nothing necessarily intuitive about such blurring of lines being effective disaster response. Researchers could reasonably posit that clear divisions of labour, the specialization of labour, clear lines of organizational accountability, and a degree of hierarchy between organizations that allow one organization to call the shots amidst crisis are all important to effective collaboration. However, an assessment of the empirical evidence from the EM literature yields a dominant theme: the chances of effective disaster response

---

37 Academic emergency management literature developed from the generically titled ‘disaster research’ as other disciplines joined sociology in studying those events and processes that adversely impact human-created systems.
outcomes, such as quickly delivering the right amount of physical and symbolic resources, the speed at getting individuals to safety, the protection of private property, the maintenance of essential public infrastructure, the psychosocial needs of individuals who experience the event, the maintenance of a community’s values and beliefs, the ability for organizations to learn lessons from an event, and generally matching the supply of relevant expertise and capacity with corresponding on-the-ground demands, has been demonstrated since the 1950s to be improved by interorganizational collaboration.

Note that these ‘measures’ or outcomes of effectiveness are multifaceted—they include the development of individual coping mechanisms, the ability of response agencies to learn, as well as the degree to which private and public property was protected. A precise definition of effectiveness depends on the type of outcome(s) valued. Insurance companies may value effectiveness as minimizing insurable losses; government disaster recovery programs as minimizing non-insurable losses (because government may then have to provide financial aid); local law enforcement agencies as individuals evacuated; the Salvation Army on how many people were fed and housed; and so on. This research does not provide a specific definition of effectiveness because the disaster response system writ large that it assesses can be (in)effective in variety of areas. Rather than identify a specific effectiveness outcome to ultimately report that the disaster response system is good at X, the goal here is to assess for a broader phenomenon that is shown in the literature to be a crucial mechanism in achieving effectiveness in an array of areas. Furthermore, while economists can tally the disaster response’s ability to mitigate adverse impacts on growth, sociologists can assess levels of community cohesion after a disaster response, and psychologists can analyze whether
some types of disaster responses decrease post-traumatic stress disorder rates post-event, this research’s home within public administration orientates it towards the dynamics of public sector organizations and personnel in disaster response.

A prominent early and influential finding emphasized the need for interorganizational collaboration. Throughout the 1950s Fritz et al observed a general phenomenon during disaster events: an array of resources made up of people, information and materials flood into disaster zones (1958). The authors characterized this convergence as a problem because it made achieving disaster response goals more difficult. They posed two main solutions to the problem: 1) greater control of information acquisition and distribution, and 2) greater control of the disaster site itself. While both suggestions warranted some type of agency that coordinates people, information, and material to minimize ‘unnecessary’ convergence, the organizations that channeled the people, information, and material had to ensure collaboration among frontline organizations to be successful. While the term ‘coordination’ can suggest anti-collaborative control by a single disaster response coordination agency, such an agency was suggested precisely to fulfill the task of minimizing competition and ensuring collaboration among frontline organizations. Indeed, competition can be understood as the mechanism that explains convergence— a disaster provides an opportunity for organizations to display their capabilities and resources compared to other organizations, thereby enhancing their reputations, which helps bring in future funds. Non-profits, emergency services, and law enforcement agencies flood disaster zones with resources because their focus is not on how to work together to obtain desirable response results, but on how salient each organization is vis-à-vis the others. The ‘coordination agency,’
explicitly not tasked with a frontline function in order to avoid a competitive incentive for itself, is – more than any specific response function – tasked with ensuring collaboration among response organizations.\(^\text{38}\)

Lack of interorganizational collaboration as a problem for effective disaster response echoes throughout the subsequent EM literature. In his 2010 overview of disaster research, Drabek stressed that while it is not uncommon to find sophisticated collaboration mechanisms among branches and/or individuals that exist within disaster response organizations, “the thing that hits like a freight train is the marked disorganization among the agencies responding” (2010, p.148). An introduction to a prominent EM textbook stated that communication among responding organizations is the ‘Achilles heel’ in the field (Haddow et al. 2013b, p.143). An extensive report in Homeland and Security Affairs by Donahue and Tuohy on ‘lessons never learned’ in disaster response stressed the pervasiveness of too little collaboration among organizations (2006). Criticisms of the (mis)management of Hurricane Katrina prominently included the lack of interorganizational collaboration due to an absent ‘effective’ coordination mechanism (Farazmand 2007). In their work on crisis management, Boin and Hart suggested that contemporary citizens expect their governments to play a role during disaster response (2007, p.48), from which they build the need for a public coordination agency that can induce collaboration among response organizations (2007, p.50).

As disaster response failures are blamed on the lack of

\(^{38}\) The actual success or, indeed, even necessity of ‘coordination agencies’ in achieving this task has – as discussed in Chapter I’s overview of EM – come under recent academic scrutiny. Nevertheless, the potential inability of a ‘coordination agency’ to achieve interorganizational collaboration does not negate the need for interorganizational collaboration during disaster response.
interorganizational collaboration, so have disaster response ‘success stories’ been characterized as the result of such collaboration. The largely lauded response to the 2013 Boston bombing has been studied as a model of intergovernmental collaboration (Hu et al. 2014), and Canada’s international relief effort immediately after the 2010 Haiti earthquake was praised for the way departments within the federal government worked together (Mamuji 2012). Indeed, the importance of interorganizational collaboration to disaster response is found in an array of studies on EM frameworks conducted by scholars from a variety of ‘home’ disciplines (Haque 2000; Donahue & Joyce 2001; Newkirk 2001; Henstra & Sancton 2002; Henstra & McBean 2004; Moynihan 2005; Hwacha et al. 2005; Cigler 2005; Wickramasinghe et al. 2006; Comfort 2007; Statement 2009; French & Raymond 2009; Cigler & Rubin 2009; Somers & Svara 2009; McGuire & Schneck 2010; Henstra 2010; Tatham et al. 2012; Schwartz et al. 2014; Salmon et al. 2011; Koliba et al. 2011; Kapucu & Demiroz 2011; Parsons 2012; Oh et al. 2014; Hondula & Krishnamurthy 2014; Arklay 2015).

EM policy-makers and practitioners have complemented the academic argument for interorganizational collaboration by enacting policies, programs, and organizations that seek to maximize collaboration among disaster response actors. The ‘professional model’ of all-hazards EM that arrived after the ‘traditional,’ nuclear attack-focused model – a development discussed at length in Chapter I’s EM overview – underscored “the need to integrate activities,” where “the police, fire and [Emergency Medical Services] collaborate with the media, the coroner’s office, and crisis counselors” (McEntire 2007, 99). The government ‘coordination agencies’ that were developed in Canada and the U.S. throughout the latter half of the 20th century were mandated to spark interorganizational
collaboration and were identified as the mechanisms through which disaster response activities could be ‘integrated.’ In 1979, the U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) was created by President Carter (2007, 96), and Canadian provinces filled their country’s federal void in EM – also discussed in Chapter I – by establishing their own disaster response coordination organizations throughout the 1970s (Scanlon 1982). Today FEMA and provincial EM organizations (EMOs) are salient features in their respective governments’ bureaucracies, and join a host of other coordination-tasked agencies and individuals at different levels of government.

While the historical perspective above helps explain that interorganizational collaboration is understood as essential to effective disaster response by EM academics as well as governments and EM practitioners, it does not detail the components of interorganizational collaboration that allow an effective disaster response. These components are discussed in the following section.

*The Emergency Management Literature: Interorganizational Collaboration*

Given the heavy emphasis on interorganizational collaboration as important to effective disaster response, the next step in assessing the EM literature is discerning what, precisely, it is about the such collaboration that allows effectiveness. If components essential to interorganizational collaboration can be identified, then those components can be searched for in Canadian disaster responses to determine if such collaboration occurs among civilian agencies and CAF, which in turn paints a picture of effectiveness.

The components of collaboration that emerged from the EM literature are largely embedded within the contemporary EM literature’s critical assessment of hierarchical systems that require clean lines of top-down authority with tightly controlled
communication and direction-giving channels. While strict hierarchy may allow a degree of coordination during disaster response when, for example, lead agency X ensures that organization Y does not duplicate organization Z’s efforts, the control X exerts over Y and Z’s spontaneous actions causes useful disaster response activities to go undone. Allowing Y and Z to work together – to collaborate – as they see fit on the ground, versus merely fulfilling mutually exclusive tasks, enables them to notice in real time previously unidentified tasks that should be prioritized, where another organization’s vulnerabilities need to be assuaged, and what other organizations should be directly called in to support or take over a specific task.

The Incident Command System (ICS) is the most commonly used and widely criticized of hierarchical systems that does not allow such dynamics. The ICS assumes that the fundamental disaster response problems of resource misallocation and miscommunication can be ameliorated through rigorous lines of authority that monopolize specific operational spheres. A formal flow chart,39 where specific individuals/organizations are responsible for logistics, communications, operations, etc., define the ICS. While the ICS has been shown to work well for its original purposes (mass wildfire response), EM scholars have amassed an impressive set of case study data to demonstrate ICS shortcomings. They show that strict hierarchy can compound and even spark the very misallocation and miscommunication failures that systems like the ICS try to fix, while collegial collaboration and spontaneous organization can ameliorate them (Zurcher 1968; Kendra, Wachtendorf and Quarantelli 2003, 2005; Voorhees 2008; Groenendaal & Helsloot 2016; Boersma et al. 2014; Jensen & Thompson 2016; Rimstad

39 See Appendix A.
et al. 2014; Jensen & Waugh 2014). Of special importance to this research project is that these authors do find and/or suggest contexts where the internal make up of an organization merits strict hierarchy – such as the military – while such hierarchy among disaster organizations is generally assessed as negative. For example, response effectiveness suffers when an agency mandated with coordinating frontline organizations during disaster response attempts to dictate specific response actions on the frontline (i.e., from an EM perspective, coordinate does not – and should note – equal to control).  

Features that would contrast the strict hierarchy of ICS are: decentralized organizations that can act on the ground – within the constraints of the main goal – without first requesting confirmation from a coordination and/or lead agency; horizontal power relationships among representatives from different organizations that do not demand establishing clear superior-subordinate chains of command; and fluid organizational mandates that adapt to a context. In other words, an effective disaster response system is defined by a) the lack of a central agency that attempts to control specific frontline response actions and b) the freedom and capacity of organizations to work together, up to the point of conflating organizational boundaries. 

What specific components, then, of interorganizational collaboration indicate that ‘a’ and ‘b’ are occurring? At a minimum, ‘a’ and ‘b’ require information sharing among organizations. If no central agency is responsible for dictating the flow of communication

40 Note that CAF learned this lesson throughout the 20th century (in part by observing ineffective British officers during the First and Second World Wars). Senior officers within headquarters or command posts who attempted control over frontline companies and platoons experienced significant strategic blunders while officers who, after having dictated a lower organization’s goal, left it up to that organization to accomplish the goal as it saw fit, experienced dramatic successes (Morton 2007).
41 While the importance of organizational role clarity during disaster response is stressed by some (Curnin et al. 2008), the more dominant thread in the literature stresses that an effective response “require[s] much closer relationships, connections, and resources and even a blurring of the boundaries between organizations” (Keast, Brown, & Mandell, 2007, p. 19).
down the line to frontline organizations, then those organizations need to be able to share information with each other. If each organization’s emergency response plan is not distributed, frontline organizations are not allowed a representative in the main emergency operations centre (where the newest information is often confirmed), frontline organizations are not allowed at the main decision making table (where the newest goals are confirmed), communication is not maintained during response actions, new information is not distributed as the event unfolds, description of other organizations’ strengths and vulnerabilities are not shared, and access to key individuals from other organizations are not allowed, then response organizations will have to rely on a central agency for information distribution and will not have the capacity to work together. Indeed, contemporary EM scholars have shown that interorganizational collaboration, and hence effective disaster response, is not possible without high levels of information sharing (Altay & Pal 2014; Altay & Labonte 2014; Olsson 2014).

Above and beyond information sharing, a response organization that hopes to work in the absence of a central controlling agency, and work together with other organizations on response actions to the point of organizational overlap, need to be able to influence other organizations and be open to being influenced by them, albeit in a manner that does not seek control over the disaster response writ large, as that would reproduce the problems of hierarchical response (Kapucu & Garayev 2013; Carr & Jensen 2015; Zhang et al. 2016). Such non-manipulative influence entails decision making capacity – not just presence – at the main decision making table, capability to change the actions of others not through threats but through persuasion, as well as lack of institutional constraints – such as mandates that require actions only within a specific
response domain (i.e., removing debris from public roads) – that inhibit the ability to follow through on suggestions of other organizations. In a similar vein, organizations hoping to achieving the interorganizational collaboration defined by ‘a’ and ‘b’ above need to be flexible – willing to reach a decision not originally anticipated by an organization (Alison et al. 2015; Constantinides 2013) – and supportive, which means being open to the pooling of physical and non-physical resources to aid disaster response goals (Wells et al. 2013; Lee 2011; Stevenson et al. 2014).

As non-manipulative, flexible, and supportive as some organizations may be, conflicts still arise, especially in the intense environment of disaster response where each response action can potentially have an impact on saving human lives. A conflict resolution process is therefore required, albeit one that does not rely on a single powerful arbiter that decides on the ‘right way to go,’ as that would resurrect the problematic single agency with control of the disaster response. The EM literature provides a solution that dovetails with its emphasis on interorganizational collaboration: the conflict resolution process needs to be collective. Even under the time constraints of disaster response, the response system improves if conflicts are explicitly brought to a collective table where input of other organizations are sought (Kapucu & Hu 2016). Collective conflict resolution requires a high degree of trust in the goodwill of other organizations, which is a component relevant more generally to disaster response organizations being able to work together without receiving specific tasks from a single agency, and to be able to work together on-the-ground. When organizations trust each other they display a willingness to work with another organization over time, to have an individual from other organizations dictate actions (including the use of resources) for the organization, and to
share data. Trust is essential to the interorganizational collaboration that leads to effective response (Saab et al. 2013; Curnin et al. 2015; Curnin et al. 2008).

The components of interorganizational collaboration that emerge from the contemporary EM literature are: information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, support, collective conflict resolution, and trust. However, before the Canadian disaster response system could be assessed for these components, this research needed to investigate how other relevant academic literatures could inform the question of how effectively CAF is integrated into that system. After the EM literature, the next intuitive area to assess was the literature on civil-military relations.

*The Civil-Military Relations Literature: Shared-Responsibility and CAF Doctrine*

The civil-military relations literature is a multidisciplinary research area – albeit made up mostly of political scientists – united by their object of study: the dynamics between a country’s armed force and its civilian government and/or society. Armed force in this literature only includes law enforcement when the police become militarized; the focus is on how the arm of the state that operationalizes the state’s monopoly on violence – to protect the state against internal and external threats – interacts with civilian elements within the state. Foundational texts on political strategy (e.g., Machiavelli’s *The Prince*) and military strategy (e.g., Sun Tzu’s *The Art of War*) are included in civil-military relations in so far as they describe how civilian authorities can employ armies to advance their goals, or, indeed, how armies can use civilian authorities to advance their goals (Freedman 2013). Similarly, this literature includes the role of militaries in authoritarian or totalitarian states but again, the focus is on how the dynamic between civilian and
military leaders plays out.

The civil-military relations niche of interest to this research is the one that focuses on such dynamics in a democratic context, where the military is under the legal control of civilian authorities whom achieved their power through legitimate elections. Research within this niche is found in the academy as well as in militaries themselves. Armed forces in advanced democratic countries have research branches that have an interest not only in weapons development, but on strategy development, which includes how most effectively to work with civilian organizations during domestic operations (Canadian Joint Operations Command 2015).

An overview of both the academic civil-military relations research on democratic contexts as well as CAF’s domestic operations doctrine, which is the main Canadian output of military research on the topic, has yielded a theme remarkably similar to the EM literature. In short, the value the EM literature places on interorganizational collaboration dovetails with the value the contemporary civil-military relations literature places on a similar concept, called ‘Shared-Responsibility.’ As contemporary EM scholars criticize applying hierarchical organizational relationships to all contexts, so do contemporary civil-military relations scholars who focus on democracies criticize constructing the civilian-armed force dynamic as one defined by a clean division of labour. Such a construction, popularized by Samuel Huntington, was the established academic model for democratic civil-military relations during most of the 20th century after the Second World War (Herspring 2013). On the uses of a country’s armed force, the model conceptualized civilian authorities (politicians and bureaucrats) as policy formulators and military personnel as implementers. Constraining the formulation phase
to civilians served the normative goal of democratic control, especially pertinent in the wake of the Second World War, while leaving implementation up to the military ensured that the perceived ineffectiveness and inefficiency caused by civilian authorities – driven as they are by political incentives or slowed down by bureaucratic procedure – was avoided.

However, scholarship from the late 20th century onwards has criticized the claims embedded in the Huntington model. Proponents of ‘Shared-Responsibility’ note that a clean division of labour based on formulation versus implementation is a) often not what occurs in reality and b) is not effective at achieving goals when it does occur in reality. Indeed, extensive comparative research on militaries from democratic countries around the world, including CAF, suggest that civil-military relations that emphasize bidirectional collaboration between military and civilian leaders on both policy formulation and implementation allow for more effective outcomes on an array of operations and missions (Herspring 2013; Saideman 2016; Thompson 2010; Simpson 2011; F. Haley & Lorenzo 2009; Amundson et al. 2008; Gaydos & Luz 1994; Tatham et al. 2012; Gordenker & Weiss 1989; Tatham & Rietjens 2016; Tatham et al. 2016; Savage et al. 2015).

Note that ‘implementation’ here refers to the strategic, not the tactical, level; for example, while Shared-Responsibility sees a role for civilians in an operations centre, it does not suggest civilians untrained in combat conduct a raid. This is largely because the technical and physical skills required for that most military of functions – armed combat – is not something a non-soldier can be expected to do, or do well. However, the

42 At the most fundamental level, ‘strategy’ is the broad plan to achieve a central goal while ‘tactics’ are those actions taken to achieve objectives that add up towards the goal.
Shared-Responsibility niche is as poor in case studies of Canadian domestic response to natural disaster as the general civil-military relations literature, and so cannot make claims about non-soldiers with the technical and physical capacity to effectively perform on-the-ground jobs, as many civilians can during a natural disaster. Indeed, given Shared-Responsibility’s focus on collaboration during the implementation phase, Canadian domestic response to natural hazards is an interesting test for a context that may benefit from military-civilian collaboration at a tactical level.

Two important points regarding Shared-Responsibility should be clarified: 1) Shared-Responsibility does not suggest changes to the strict hierarchy *within* the military, but argues for horizontal collaboration between civilian and military leaders, and 2) Shared-Responsibility does not suggest any changes to the democratic oversight of the military by elected politicians. While Shared-Responsibility observes and prescribes military involvement in the policy formulation process, the ultimate decision-making power rest with the civilian authority.

While the civil-military relations niche that promote collaboration between civilian and military leaders focuses largely on non-domestic combat contexts, CAF does produce its perspective on effective civil-military relations during domestic non-combat contexts through its domestic operations doctrine. This doctrine is mainly intended for military personnel themselves as it is the actual code used to inform and constrain CAF actions taken during operations on Canadian soil. As such, the doctrine functions simultaneously as a best practices guide and a semi-legal framework. Yet it is also the result of CAF research and hence relevant to this research’s review of literature that can inform the question of how effective CAF is integrated into domestic disaster response.
While CAF’s domestic operations doctrine does not explicitly use academic phrases like ‘Shared-Responsibility,’ the doctrine’s prescriptive best practices dovetail with the academy’s Shared-Responsibility approach. For example, the doctrine stresses that integration among response organizations – defined as achieving a common purpose, creating a common situational understanding, establishing an interoperable planning process, maintaining a unity of effort with personnel from different organizations participating in overlapping activities, and discerning common measures of effectiveness – “delivers the most effective and efficient results […] Early and continuous interaction [between military and non-military] organizations is essential” (Canadian Joint Operations Command 2015, p.3). CAF’s domestic doctrine is clearly in line with Shared-Responsibility: ‘Common measures of effectiveness’ puts CAF in a policy – in this context, response action – formulation role while allowing ‘personnel from different organizations’ to participate in another organization’s activities puts civilians in an implementation role. Furthermore, the doctrine explicitly states that domestic operations effectiveness is increased when military resources are provided to support the objectives of non-military groups, when partner response organizations are allowed to participate in CAF training, and when CAF members are free to participate in partner response organizations’ training (Canadian Joint Operations Command 2015, p.3).

According to recent research, then, from civil-military relations in academia as well as from CAF, effective domestic operations would be defined by a Shared Responsibility that sees both civilian and military personnel working together on formulating response actions as well as working together on the ground implementing
such response actions. While CAF personnel will be in uniform, and individuals with specific skills will tackle corresponding tasks, belonging to a particular organization does not by itself preclude individuals from working with other organizations or planning versus performing response actions.

What specific components, however, allow such Shared Responsibility to occur? At minimum, and like the interorganizational collaboration prescribed by EM scholars, Shared Responsibility requires information sharing, the nature of which is elaborated in the previous section. Furthermore, all the components identified and described as important to interorganizational collaboration in general are important to Shared Responsibility between the military and civilian organizations. Both the military and the civilian side need to be able to influence each other in non-manipulative ways, be flexible and supportive, and solve conflicts in a collective manner if they hope to share responsibility during disaster response. CAF domestic operations doctrine does, however, introduce some extra components that need to be included when the disaster response system being assessed includes an armed force as a main player. Given that 1) the military’s operating procedures are rooted in linking discrete, specific actions to discrete, specific outcomes, and that 2) certain operational criteria must be achieved for the military to maintain the organizational capacity that makes it useful to disaster response in the first place (i.e., speedily marshalling hundreds of individuals to complete an array of technical and physical tasks), three extra components can be discerned from CAF’s

---

43 While the importance of organizational role clarity during disaster response is stressed by some (Curnin et al. 2008), the more dominant thread in the literature stressed that an effective response “require[s] much closer relationships, connections, and resources and even a blurring of the boundaries between organizations” (Keast, Brown, & Mandell, 2007, p. 19).

44 Apart from classified information pertinent to national security (which is not relevant to this research), the characteristics of information sharing between CAF and civilian organizations mirrors the characteristics described for information sharing between organizations in general.
domestic operations doctrine to complement the components from EM’s interorganizational collaboration.

The first is *coordination*, which, unlike the ‘higher level’ collaborative elements of non-manipulative influence and support that sees individuals from different organizations work together in a way that blurs organizational boundaries, requires two different organizations to first and foremost agree on some practical elements of the domestic response, namely a common vision of what needs to happen for the response to be over (i.e., to reach the ‘end state’), a general agreement on what actions to take to reach the end state, a mutual understanding that more than one main organization involved in the response is more effective and efficient, an appreciation for the impact one organization’s activities will have on the other response organizations, and consultation – whenever feasible – before taking response actions (Canadian Joint Operations Command 2015, p.3).

The second is *integration*, which adds to the components of information sharing, non-manipulative influence, support, flexibility, and collective conflict resolution by emphasizing the operational characteristics that would allow such components to occur.\(^{45}\) While the EM literature’s interorganizational collaboration approach describes these five components in ways that can be applied generally to relationships among organizations over time, CAF’s domestic operations doctrine is specifically interested in what those components look like *during* the response phase of a disaster. As such, integration requires that CAF and civilian organizations not just agree on a common end state, but

\(^{45}\) Indeed, as well be seen in this research’s Collaborative Framework, while the five components from the EM literature just mentioned indicate the presence of interorganizational collaboration, integration allows an assessment of the quality of interorganizational collaboration.
that each organization shares a common purpose in delivering that end state. Furthermore, CAF and the other response organizations need to have the same understanding of the scope and nature of the event (i.e., the same ‘situational’ outlook); plan together as well as produce plans that can be used by all response organizations; allow personnel from one organization to work in another organization; and measure effectiveness in similar ways.

The components of interorganizational collaboration discerned from the contemporary EM literature above fit into the Shared Responsibility niche of contemporary civil-military relations, and the components are complemented by CAF’s domestic operations doctrine through the components of coordination and integration. According to the EM and civil-military relations literature, then, multi-organizational disaster response requires information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, support, collective conflict resolution, coordination and integration among organizations for them to exhibit the interorganizational collaboration and – in the case of CAF involvement – Shared Responsibility that makes the response effective. However, before the Canadian disaster response system could be assessed for these components, this research needed to include a review of the academic literature that informs the broader phenomenon of governmental action; public administration.

The Public Administration Literature: New Public Governance

Public administration is a multidisciplinary field that includes the study of management in the public sector; the formulation and implementation of public policy; the economic, sociological and political components of the public policy process writ large; and the governance of the state itself, all of which means that the field – like EM, and civil-
military relations when military research is included – is guided by both scholars and practitioners (Hodgetts 1997). The fact that neither group dominates the field, the breadth of activities that governments are involved in, along with varying and competing definitions on what the ‘public sector’ entails, ensures that many competing definitions of public administration exist. Definitions may be state-focused, include non-profits or private companies that deliver government programs, or even umbrella any groups from civil society that act in the public sphere (Frederickson 1991; Frederickson 2012).

Within academia, public administration can include a focus on policy analysis, where the pedagogical outcomes are skills taught to serve a particular client in the public policy process, or a meta-assessment of a jurisdiction’s policy process itself, with no client but knowledge itself in mind, and both these ‘streams’ are informed by political scientists, economists, sociologists, legal scholars, as well as academics who simply identify as public policy and/or administrations scholars (Botha et al. 2017). Given this research’s focus on assessing how effectively the CAF is integrated into the domestic disaster response system, the public administration areas of most interest are those that seek to understand the management of government organizations involved not in the formulation of public policy, but in the implementation of public policy.

The public policy of EM in Canada, which is anchored in municipal, provincial and federal EM frameworks and legislation, is for government organizations to be the

---

46 As schools and programs of Public Policy and/or Administration proliferated throughout North America and Europe at the undergraduate and graduate levels, the academic disclaimer of being an ‘economist by training,’ or a ‘political scientist by training’ became less common (Botha et al. 2017).

47 An assessment of public policy implementation can, of course (and is usually meant to), influence policy formulation. Indeed, while this research focuses on implementation, the research results will benefit formulation as well as implementation.
main players in disaster response, from the management to the provision of resources. An assessment of the policy would focus on how, for example, the non-profit or private sector could be incentivized to be more involved to achieve cost reduction or effectiveness outcomes. An assessment of EM policy implementation, however, requires a focus on those organizations that anchor Canadian disaster response as it currently stands, which means each level of government, their EMOs, and – if the disaster is large enough – CAF are in the spotlight. This implementation focus means that an array of otherwise beneficial and interesting public administration scholarship, such as the role of non-profits in achieving public policy goals or the role of perverse incentives in frustrating public policy goals, are largely beyond the scope of this research. An economist’s game theory matrix may explain why the rules established by certain municipal by-laws and tax incentives lead to continuous development on flood plains that cost taxpayers in the long run, or a feminist critique of disaster recovery programs may illuminate the gendered forms that post-disaster compensation may take. Such disciplines and methodologies, however, are not the most directly relevant to a research question orientated towards the dynamics between CAF and civilian government organizations – the main players in the implementation of EM policy as it currently stands – during the disaster response phase. For the most relevant disciplines and methodologies this research needs to turn to those areas within public administration that assess the management of public policy implementation.

The public management literature contains the emerging approach of New Public

48 While the Red Cross and the Salvation Army are involved in the provision of services, they usually only become main players when individuals and communities enter the disaster recovery phase; in Canada, government runs the response (Kuban 1996).
Governance (NPG), which – like the interorganizational collaboration approach in the EM literature and the Shared-Responsibility approach in the civil-military relations literature – stresses the importance of relationships between public sector organizations that are collaborative in nature, and not defined by strict boundaries or hierarchy along organizational lines (Huxham et al. 2006; Mandell & Steelman 2003; Leach 2006; O’Leary & Bingham 2009). This approach, while general, is particularly relevant to disaster response as NPG – sometimes called ‘collaborative governance’ by public administration scholars working within EM – prescribes management practices where leaders work together across hierarchical, organizational, and even jurisdictional lines when confronted by complex and unpredictable phenomena that are not easily perceived in the same way across stakeholders (Agranoff & Mcguire 2003; O’Leary & Bingham 2009; Simpson 2011), a characterization that fits the disaster event.

The practices prescribed by NPG, while – again – general in nature, dovetail with the components of effective disaster response discerned from the previous two literatures, such as the development of unified strategies (i.e., non-manipulative influence), formal procedures for incorporating stakeholders (i.e., integration), and processes for consensus-building (i.e., collective conflict resolution) (Agranoff & McGuire 2001; Agranoff & Mcguire 2003; Vigoda & Gilboa 2002; Ansell & Gash 2007). As EM’s interorganizational collaboration approach rejects one organization maintaining monopoly over disaster response, and as the civil-military relations’ Shared-Responsibility approach rejects constraining military versus civilian organizations to specific tasks, the consensus-building element inherent in NPG requires a high degree of collegial communication between public sector organizations, which rejects forms of
‘silozoation’ between departments and agencies.

While the management practices of NPG dovetail with the organizational relationships suggested by EM’s interorganizational collaboration and civil-military relations’ Shared Responsibility, the motivation within NPG is broader than for the other two approaches. Non-hierarchical public sector management in NPG is rooted in part by a normatively democratic goal for public administration, while the EM and civil-military relations approaches are largely rooted in empirical claims about effectiveness; interorganizational collaboration and Shared Responsibility in their respective literatures increase effectiveness during disaster response and when militaries work with their civilian counterparts, making effectiveness their raison d’être. NPG, in turn, casts a wide net for potential stakeholders to engage a policy problem, and rejects hard superior-subordinate lines of organizational authority, in part to ensure systematically marginalized voices contribute to the public policy process. Indeed, NPG understands the ‘policy community’ as a phenomenon that transcends government and business to include formal and informal groups from civil society; anyone who has a stake in a policy problem should have a place not only at the policy implementation table, but also at the policy formulation table.49

However, as this research’s focus is on effectiveness, the parts of NPG that is of interest are those parts that see collaboration in the public sector as not only a normative goal, but as more effective in terms of reaching desirable policy outcomes. Indeed, NPG was identified as an important approach within public administration writ large by this

49 Some scholars – including ones who affirm NPG – have noted that its normative overtones have rendered some NPG applications blind to issues traditional public administration has been good at, namely accountability (MacDonald & Levasseur 2014).
research because the approach stresses its usefulness in facing complex challenges that require input from different levels of government and types of organizations. The normative goal of including diverse viewpoints as an end in itself is less a concern here than discerning the nature of effective policy implementation. As such, NPG’s focus on including civil society and non-profit input for the sake of doing so is not included as what should be looked for when disaster response effectiveness in Canada is assessed. Rather, NPG’s prescription for effective policy implementation independent of its normative concerns, and given the main players already established in a policy area, in this case government organizations, is the focus.

An array of NPG case studies across policy areas – from environmental policy to military policy to general policy making at a municipal level – demonstrate that policy goals in the context of complex challenges that require input from different levels of government and types of organizations were more likely to be met if the public sector organizations involved formed a ‘collaborative governance regime’ (Emerson & Nabatchi 2015). Organizational relationships within these regimes display all the components thus far discerned from the other two literatures, as well as two extra components. While organizations within ‘collaborative governance regimes’ display information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, support, collective conflict resolution, coordination, integration, and trust, they also display satisfaction and processes to deal with conceptual difference. The likelihood that public sector organizations will continue to work together, and do so collaboratively, is increased when

---

50 These two outcomes can, of course, occur together, but the part of the NPG approach that is of interest here are its effectiveness claims. Whether NPG’s normative goals are achieved or not transcends the scope of this research.
organizations express approval of other organizations’ actions, hence the importance of satisfaction (Bhakta Bhandari et al. 2014; Schmeltz et al. 2013), and organizations cannot effectively define problems, plan solutions, or resolve conflicts together if they have fundamentally different perceptions of the challenge at hand, hence the importance of identifying and dealing with conceptual difference (Seppänen et al. 2013; Flin & Fruhen 2015; Vidal 2015; Meshkati & Khashe 2015; Gralla et al. 2016; Colville et al. 2016; Endsley 2015; Owen et al. 2016; van Laere 2013).

The components of collaboration drawn from NPG and the other approaches are all ‘positive’ in the sense that they describe a desirable (inter)organizational attribute. This is to be expected as in each literature the components are discerned from approaches that aim to achieve specific, desirable outcomes: for EM’s interorganizational collaboration—desirable disaster preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery outcomes; for civil-military relations’ Shared Responsibility—the successful formulation and implementation of defence/military policy; and for public administration’s NPG—the completion of policy goals in the face of complex policy changes. For all these approaches, the disaster event or disaster process can be seen as the problem and central object of study. For EM, disasters are the adverse event to be managed; for Shared Responsibility disasters are the enemy, an operation’s raison d’être, the dissolution of which would indicate an operation’s end; and for NPG disasters are the wicked policy problems to be addressed. In each case the organizations and organizational attributes that successfully manage, defeat, or address such events or processes are theorized and/or studied. Similarly, CAF’s domestic operations doctrine provides a practical framework that is meant to spark and guide effective operations on Canadian soil. Like the
approaches, the doctrine does not elaborate at length on what may actively work against collaboration.

However, a framework that seeks to assess the effectiveness of Canadian disaster response cannot rely only on components that research has demonstrated to be ‘important to effectiveness,’ even if a variety of literatures is used. If the main literatures relevant to this research’s question generally yield collaboration as crucial to effective disaster response, then a framework used to assess disaster response also requires components that indicate barriers to collaboration. Yet the approaches already discussed do not elaborate at length on significant barriers to collaboration in the context of joint military-civilian organizations responding to domestic natural disasters. An economic theory of the bureau from within public administration writ large, however, does explicitly theorize components that would inhibit interorganizational collaboration within the public sector.\footnote{The term ‘bureau’ is used in economic theories applied to public sector contexts and is a general term for government organizations.} Indeed, in such a theory anti-collaboration is pursued if it benefits a specific organization (Breton & Wintrobe 2008).

An economic theory of government organizations assumes public managers pursue the power and growth of their organizations above all else, which allows the theory to abstractly describe contexts where organizational anti-collaboration is logical, functional, and unexceptional. For example, if withholding information from other organizations could help organization X use that information to receive credit – and therefore prestige, influence and funding – then, according to an economic theory of the bureau, organization X would withhold such information even to the detriment of the
overall disaster response. Organizations that operate according to an economic theory of the bureau would go even further—interorganizational trust would be treated merely as a means-to-an-end currency, one that will be exploited should enough power and prestige be on the line. *Empire building, manipulation*, and *distrust* are therefore all signs that barriers to collaboration are in place and that organizations are pursuing their own self-interest (Olson 1965; Breton & Wintrobe 1986; Breton 1998; Breton & Wintrobe 2008). Note that these components are hinted at in the EM, NPG and civil-military relations, but only as departures from the ideal and not as dynamics to be expected whenever organizations pursue the same task, and certainly not as dynamics that could improve domestic disaster response.

There is one other component that undermines collaboration, but does not fit into economic theories of the bureau as it is not sparked by organizational competition. The EM literature writ large and CAF’s domestic operations doctrine mention contexts where interorganizational collaboration is inhibited simply due to a discrepancy of resources among organizations (Canadian Joint Operations Command 2015; Walker 1992; Miao et al. 2013; Stevenson et al. 2014; Kapucu & Garayev 2014; Ansell & Gash 2007; Raikes &

---

52 The inter-agency competition that led to the U.S. security agencies’ failure to anticipate the 9/11 terrorist attacks is an infamous case of government organizations not sharing information to maximize outcomes that would enhance their own prestige (National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States 2004).

53 Economic theories of the bureau, especially the one put forward by Breton and Wintrobe, include detailed models on how individuals—assumed to be self-interested—within an organization interact with their managers to compound organizational competition (anti-collaboration). Such details are beyond the scope and interest of this research. The precise internal dynamics that lead to collaboration in the other approaches are not dissected by this research either because a) those approaches do not make assumptions about individual behaviour as the economic theory does, and b) this research focus and academic context is the effectiveness of public sector organizations in implementing public policy within a policy domain. While this research investigates claims about organizational dynamics made by individual researchers and practitioners, this research does not investigate individual psychology itself, and as such ignores the claims made about individuals in economic theories of the bureau.

McBean 2016). For example, disaster response organization X may not be sharing its information with organization Y because the latter does not have the technical expertise to interpret X’s geographical information systems map, or may have the expertise but not the funds to procure a digital platform to carry the map. When the military is requested specifically because of its unique physical resource capacity, then civilian organizations by definition may not have the equipment to join some military tasks, such as transporting thousands of tons of materiel through airlift or building bridges in vulnerable soil conditions. In other words, benign incapacity may occur when some organizations do not have the technical, financial, or physical resources to collaborate with other organizations during the disaster response.

Now that the three literatures most relevant to this research project have been assessed for approaches that lead to effective joint civilian-military domestic disaster response, the components that emerged from each approach can be used to inform a single framework that allows for the description, evaluation, and suggestions of improvement to, the Canadian disaster response system.

**Fusing the Three Approaches: An Original Collaborative Framework**

The approaches that inform this research’s Collaborative Framework originate from three academic literatures: interorganizational collaboration from the EM literature, Shared-Responsibility from the civil-military relations literature (including CAF’s domestic operations doctrine), and New Public Governance (with input from economic theories of the bureau) from the public administration literature. All three literatures are necessary to assess the phenomena studied by this research. EM corresponds to the policy domain
being analyzed, civil-military relations corresponds to the unique nature of analyzing the
dynamics between an armed force and civilian organizations in a democratic polity, and
public administration corresponds to the implementation of public policy:

Table 2: Three Approaches from Three Literatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Discipline</th>
<th>Interorganizational Collaboration</th>
<th>New Public Governance</th>
<th>Shared-Responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical Response To:</td>
<td>Emergency Management</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Civil-Military Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Systems (e.g. Incident Command System)</td>
<td>Previous public administration paradigms (i.e. traditional public administration)</td>
<td>Civilian Policy Formulation only (e.g. Huntington’s model)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescribes Collaboration Between:</td>
<td>Disaster Response Organizations</td>
<td>Policy Problem Stakeholders</td>
<td>Civilian and Military Leaders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, the approaches from each of the three literatures can be applied to
the same set of actors relevant to this research:

Table 3: The Relevant Actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Disaster Response Organizations</th>
<th>Policy Problem Stakeholders (NPG)</th>
<th>Civilian and Military Leaders (Shared-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Each approach yielded – at times overlapping – components that are essential to effective outcomes during multi-organizational disaster response, joint civil-military projects, and policy implementation. These components are: information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, support, collective conflict resolution, coordination, integration, satisfaction, trust, and processes to deal with conceptual difference. As these traits are all ‘desirable’ in that they indicate the collaboration that leads to effectiveness, the economic theory of the bureau literature was searched for key traits that inhibit collaboration. They are: empire building, manipulation, and distrust. ‘Benign Incapacity’ is a trait hinted at by the EM literature and CAF’s domestic operations doctrine as a non-competitive trait that inhibits collaboration, and so can be added to the latter list. The effectiveness of CAF’s contribution to domestic disaster response can now be assessed by observing the degree to which these components are present in the system. As effectiveness is broken down into three research questions and three corresponding concepts, the first step is to allocate the components to one of the three concepts:

Table 4: The Concepts and their Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What is the role of CAF in</td>
<td>The Presence of Interorganizational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contemporary Canadian disaster response? [descriptive]</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Information Sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Non-Manipulative Influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Collective Conflict Resolution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. How effective is the civilian-military relationship during disaster response? [evaluative]</th>
<th>The Quality of Interorganizational Collaboration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Trust</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. In what ways might the military contribution to Canadian disaster response be improved? [normative]</th>
<th>Barriers to Interorganizational Collaboration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Empire Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Manipulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Distrust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Benign Incapacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Conceptual Difference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ‘Presence of Interorganizational Collaboration’ components were placed under ‘1’ because their observation describes the existence of interorganizational collaboration. As the specific indicators for these components will show, they are less dynamic than the other traits and while they can exist on a zero-to-one scale, they do allow a ‘check-in-the-box’ measurement of existence. Furthermore, even a high level of all these traits would not by itself demonstrate a highly collaborative system; they merely indicate that a baseline of collaboration is present, and that the foundation for deeper collaboration exists. The components under the ‘Quality of Interorganizational
Collaboration,’ on the other hand, are more complex and require more elaboration from individuals within the disaster response system to determine the nature of their existence in the system. Furthermore, observing the degree to which these traits exist allows an evaluation of how effectively the traits under ‘1’ are used during disaster response. Finally, the presence of traits under ‘Barriers to Interorganizational Collaboration’ allow normative suggestions to be made on what should be done to improve gaps in the collaborative aspects of the disaster response system. Indicators of each component are provided below.55

The Presence of Interorganizational Collaboration

Research Question 1: What is the role of the CAF in contemporary Canadian disaster response? [descriptive]

Components
- Information Sharing (Formal and Informal)
  o Indicators: Distribution of emergency response plans, Presence in Emergency Operations Centre, Presence at decision making table, Maintenance of communication during response actions, Distribution of new data as event unfolds, Description of organizational strengths and vulnerabilities, Access to a variety of individuals from another organization (i.e. elected and non-elected officials in civilian government; higher and lower ranks in military).
  o Indicator Questions: Military (M): 4, 5, 9 | Civilian (C): 4, 5, 8
- Non-manipulative Influence (organizations are not autonomous; decision making is participative)
  o Indicators: Decision making capacity at decision making table, capability to change actions of others in non-manipulative way, lack of institutional constraints to helping disaster response partners.

55 See Appendix B for the questions that probe for each indicator.
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- **Flexibility**
  - **Indicators:** Willingness to reach a decision not originally anticipated by organization.
  - **Indicator Questions:** M: 9, 10 | C: 9, 10

- **Support** (physical and non-physical resources are pooled to aid collective goals)
  - **Indicators:** Any form of resource augmentation (technological, human, funds, intelligence) of another’s efforts
  - **Indicator Questions:** M: 5, 6 | C: 7

- **Collective Conflict Resolution** (organizations work together to solve conflicts)
  - **Indicators:** Conflicts explicitly brought to a designated collective table; input of other organizations or a third party sought.\(^{56}\)
  - **Indicator Questions:** M: 9, 10, 12 | C: 9, 10, 12

The Quality of Interorganizational Collaboration

**Research Question 2:** How effective is the government-military relationship during disaster response? [evaluative]

**Components**
- **Coordination**
  - **Indicator:** a common vision of the end state; general agreement on the actions necessary to achieve the end state; an understanding that collaboration is more effective and efficient; strong liaison mechanisms, including embedding staff where feasible; understanding of the impact of one organization’s activities on other organizations; consultation prior to taking action, when feasible.

- **Integration**

\(^{56}\) Collective Conflict Resolution may seem like it belongs under the evaluative section (Research Question 2) of the Framework, but it is kept under the ‘presence’ section (Research Question 1) because just as ‘consultation with stakeholders’ in the broader public policy process does not equate to the voices of stakeholders being used in policy formulation, so does the presence of a collective conflict resolution process not mean that conflicts are genuinely a collaborative affair. The indicators of the degree to which the collective conflict resolution process is used can therefore be found in the traits of ‘satisfaction’ and ‘trust’ in the evaluative section.
o **Indicator**: a common purpose; a common situational understanding; a common or interoperable planning process; a unity of effort with integrated activities designed to achieve the common objective; common measures of effectiveness.

- **Satisfaction**
  o **Indicator**: Expressed approval of another organization’s actions.
  o **Indicator Questions**: M: 11, 16  |  C: 11, 16

- **Trust**
  o **Indicator**: Willingness to work with another organization again; willingness to have an individual from other organization dictate actions (use of resources) for the organization; willingness to share data.
  o **Indicator Questions**: M/C: 4, 11, 16

- **Selflessness**
  o **Indicator**: Providing any dimension of collaboration above with the knowledge that such actions could harm the organization’s symbolic resources (i.e. adversely impacts its reputation, morale, etc.)
  o **Indicator Questions**: M/C: 26

*The Barriers to Interorganizational Collaboration*

**Research Question 3: In what ways might the military contribution to Canadian disaster response be improved? [normative]**

**Components**

- **Empire Building**
  o **Indicator**: Withholding information that could benefit joint goals to enhance the power of one organization.
  o **Indicator Questions**: C: 4

- **Manipulation**
  o **Indicator**: Changing or attempting to change behavior of others in a veiled manner in order achieve an organization’s goals over joint goals.
  o **Indicator Questions**: M/C: 27

- **Distrust**
o **Indicators:** Unwillingness to share information, Unwillingness to leave response actions to others, Preference for working alone.

o **Indicator Questions:** M/C: 4, 6, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23

- **Benign Incapacity**
  o **Indicators:** Non-collaboration due to a lack of resources (i.e. technical expertise, equipment, funds, etc.)
  
  o **Indicator Questions:** 20A

- **Conceptual Difference**
  o **Indicators:** Incompatible definitions of the problem and/or the solution (i.e. different characterization of the scope of disaster; different ideas of who/what is to blame; different political view on who is responsible for disaster response; different appreciations for the best type of organizational model to use in disaster response; varying knowledge-levels/interpretations of emergency management best practices)

  o **Indicator Questions:** M/C: 6, 17, 18, 19, 20

---

**Conclusion**

The first academic assessment of how CAF is integrated into Canada’s disaster response system could not afford disciplinary tunnel vision. The EM, public administration, and civil-military relations literatures, as well as CAF’s domestic operations doctrine, need to inform how CAF’s role is understood. New assessments often require new frameworks, which was the case here. The original Collaborative Framework built specifically for this research allows the analysis of specific disaster events with descriptive, evaluative, and normative results. How and to which events this Framework is applied is the focus of the next chapter.
CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY AND THE SELECTED CASES

Introduction

The previous chapter demonstrated that understanding how effectively the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) is integrated into Canada’s emergency management (EM) system requires assessing the presence and quality of, and the barriers to, interorganizational collaboration during domestic disaster response. Indicators for each of these three components were developed using the EM, civil-military relations, and public administration literatures. The task of this chapter is to develop a methodology that will yield a process for assessing these components in a way that is convincing to both the academic and practitioner communities.

The impetus for a qualitative approach that utilizes case studies of discrete disaster responses will first be discussed. The case studies are then linked to the Theoretical Framework developed in Chapter II. The use of interviews to collect data for the case studies, and the process used for selecting research participants, will then be explained before linking the use of interviews, and the specific interview rubrics employed, to the Theoretical Framework as well. The chapter will close with an overview of each selected disaster event – informed by extensive archival research – to 1) demonstrate how each event fits the methodology established, 2) share the information the researcher had when interviewing research participants, and 3) provide the reader with the nature of each disaster event and its attendant hazard, financial impact, public image, and – most importantly for this research – the publicly available information on
which actions the civilian levels of government and CAF took throughout the response phase.

**Qualitative Case Studies**

*The Impetus for Case Studies*

The justification for prioritizing the public management literature – as opposed to policy-focused literatures – in the theoretical framework was rooted in this research being oriented towards the nature of EM on-the-ground. The justification for employing qualitative methods – case studies of responses to disaster events – also depends on this orientation. The research puzzle (interorganizational collaboration during disaster response is a crucial component to effective EM, yet little is known about the nature of collaboration when CAF contributes to domestic disaster response), and its attending research question (how effectively is CAF integrated into domestic disaster response?), exists in the nature of intergovernmental and civil-military relations as disaster response operations unfold, and does not assume a default correlation between formal policy and actual behavior. Assessments of large quantitative datasets and/or applications of economic models may result in “Ideal EM Policy X in Context Y,” yet will have to come with the usual *ceteris paribus* caveat, and will say nothing directly about that variable essential to effective EM identified above– interorganizational collaboration during the response phase.

No quantitative figure – whether total (un)insured costs, levels of property damage, government expenditures, and so on – will directly indicate levels of collaboration during the response phase because the varying impact of different disasters, which depends – among other things – on hazard type, community size, community
resiliency, local economy, and local assets, may allow skyrocketing figures with high 
levels of collaboration (in which case the costs could have been even worse) or low 
figures with low levels of collaboration (in the case of a particular hazard missing 
expensive infrastructure). While the literatures reviewed in Chapter II certainly do 
suggest a correlation between desirable disaster outcome figures and levels of 
collaboration, methodological robustness warrants directly assessing the variable of 
interest over another variable with which it may be correlated. A qualitative approach that 
directly assesses emergency managers and leaders across levels of government and the 
military for levels of collaboration during disaster response is therefore the research 
method employed by this study.

There are practical and methodological reasons for the use of case studies as the 
specific qualitative approach employed. While EM phases is an ongoing cycle for the EM 
system, with mitigation in particular receiving continuous attention, the response phase 
itself is a discrete event that begins when a hazard initiates a disaster event and ends 
when the community undergoing the disaster can begin the recovery process. 
Furthermore, disasters by definition are events that occur outside the routine adverse 
events experienced by a community, limiting the ability to identify enough similar events 
to qualify for a large-n study. This latter point is even more acute in disaster events that 
require a significant CAF contribution, since such events are the largest non-routine 
emergencies faced by the country (anything larger would be a catastrophe that transcends 
the EM realm) and so are even smaller in number than disasters where CAF resources are 
not requested.
The nature of significant disaster responses as discrete, varying, and relatively small in number means that modern social scientific inquiries into disaster responses have relied heavily – and, until the late 20th century, almost exclusively – on case studies (Perry & Quarantelli 2005). Indeed, the research credited to be the first social scientific assessment of disaster response is the case study of the infamous 1917 Halifax explosion, conducted by Canadian scholar and priest Samuel Henry Prince for his doctoral thesis at Columbia University (Prince 1920; Scanlon 1988). While case studies face the well-established limitations of not allowing statistically satisfactory generalizability, they can be powerful explanatory tools for research questions that require qualitative analysis, especially when a comparative element is introduced to avoid mere description (Barton 1969; Perry & Quarantelli 2005), as is the case in this research. Indeed, this research veers away from the heavy use of single case studies in the Canadian EM literature that focuses on only one jurisdiction, hazard, or event (Hale 2013; Catto & Tomblin 2013; Scanlon 2012; Henstra 2011).

Case studies of specific disaster events also allow emergency managers and leaders from different organizations involved in the same event to be asked about that event and its specific disaster response actions. Not only do more perspectives on a specific event/response action minimize the bias of using only one perspective, but (dis)agreement on events/response actions across levels of government and the military is itself an indicator of the components that define the presence and quality of, and barriers

---

57 The Halifax explosion was so catastrophic that it was studied during the development of the atomic bomb (Scanlon 1988). Prince’s influence – albeit often unrealized or uncredited – extends beyond disaster research as well: the theory of social change that he developed in his thesis almost perfectly mirrors later and ostensibly novel theories of policy change that identify ‘critical junctures,’ ‘policy windows,’ and/or ‘focusing events’ as the key variables in predicting change.
to, collaboration. Data acquisition and research participants are discussed at length in this chapter’s section on the use of interviews.

**Case Selection**

The logic of explanation can be violated when selecting case studies on the dependent variable (Geddes 2003). Care was therefore taken to avoid such an outcome by selecting cases where a) the dependent variable – the presence and quality of, and barriers to, interorganizational collaboration across levels of government and the military during disaster response – is unknown, and b) the jurisdictional contexts and hazard types differ enough to minimize the likelihood that the selection process favoured cases that oriented around the dependent variable.

The selected cases build on the growing methodological use of comparing subnational units to understand policy implementation. All cases are Canadian due to the orientation of the research question, but also because subnational cross-jurisdictional comparisons alleviate some of the typical limitations of small-N research designs, such as too many variables of difference when comparing across nation-states (Snyder 2001). The selected cases fit into the ‘diverse’ method of case selection because – while similar enough to compare – the cases demonstrate a diverse range across the independent variables (jurisdictional context and hazard type) to explore the nature of the dependent variable (Seawright & Gerring 2008). To analyze the research puzzle and its attendant three questions as laid out in the first two chapters, the selected cases need to satisfy the following five basic criteria:

1. ‘Non-routine’ emergencies: Hurricanes, floods, ice storms, and wildfires are the most common hazards in Canada that fit the definition of events that fall
under the purview of EM policy and administration. They are generally anticipated, but their exact timing, location, and impact cannot be predicted. They are not routine emergencies such as those that are addressed by the existing emergency medical, firefighter, and police services. Neither are they so catastrophic that powerful government agencies in concert with private and non-profit actors cannot significantly reduce their impact.

2. Recent: EM policy and practice, including the formal Request for Assistance (RFA) process needed to officially initiate a CAF response, has developed significantly throughout the 20th century and into the current one. In particular, the first decade of the 21st century saw the practice of EM become a professional, accredited field; the RFA process became standardized across Joint Task Forces and hazard types; provincial EMOs grow into organizations of considerable scope and influence; and the entire federal EM framework, including national EM legislation, revamped in 2007. Selecting events before 2007 would therefore illuminate ebbs and flows of EM over time and so have historical significance, but they would not paint an accurate picture of what EM looks like in contemporary Canada.

3. Hazard type: Different hazards are required to hedge against the possibility that intergovernmental and civil-military relations are a function of

---

58 Industrial accidents, such as the infamous 2013 Lac-Mégantic train derailment and explosion, do not make this list because – despite being ‘non-routine’ events – they are often managed by organizations not explicitly under the EM umbrella, such as Transport Canada. Furthermore, this research is orientated towards the unique dynamic of an armed organization responding to hazardous events not – directly – caused by humans.

59 A discussion on how EM policy and practice has evolved over time can be found in the EM overview section of Chapter I.
institutionalized collaborative practices formed around only one type of hazard. For example, a potential finding of highly collaborative results between CAF and the Government of Manitoba may occur because the relevant Joint Task Force and that provincial government have significant historical experience managing floods, which limits any general claims about levels of CAF-civilian collaboration. The inclusion of case studies where other hazards led to disaster helps to mitigate such a limitation.

4. Jurisdictional location: In a similar vein, different jurisdictional contexts are required to balance against the possibility that intergovernmental collaboration has developed in one particular jurisdictional context. Intergovernmental dynamics and civil-military relations may differ across provinces and the generality of the research’s empirical claims – already limited by the case study approach – will be inhibited through a less diverse sample. For example, if CAF-civilian collaboration is found in each case, despite their jurisdictional differences, then a more general claim about civil-military relations during disaster response can be made than if collaboration occurred in only Alberta, for example.

5. Significant military contribution: A significant CAF contribution is required in each case study for this research to assess the level of collaboration between CAF and civilian response organizations. Too small a contribution minimizes the opportunity for the type of response challenges that require collaboration in the first place. Significant CAF contribution introduces the possibility of coordination problems, the opportunity for empire building, the
ability to influence the response outcome, the possibility that a larger number of decision makers who may disagree conceptually on the nature of the threat, more organizational relationships that may or may not be trusting or satisfactory, and so on. In other words, the components that define levels of interorganizational collaboration between CAF and civilian organizations can only be assessed during disasters that warrant a significant CAF contribution. High or low levels of collaboration discerned from a response where a mere platoon’s worth of soldiers helped their community would not paint a convincing picture of what Canada’s disaster response looks like at a system-level. ‘Significant’ is defined as the deployment of at least 800 soldiers and/or assets from each of the three CAF branches.

There are four Canadian disasters that fit the criteria above. They are: the 2010 Hurricane Igor in Newfoundland and Labrador,60 the 2011 Assiniboine River flood in Manitoba, the 2013 Alberta multi-river flood, and the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires.

**Linking the Selected Cases with the Theoretical Framework**

The selected cases are used to assess levels of interorganizational collaboration across this research’s three questions, the answers to each of which can confirm/reject one of two hypotheses:

1. Descriptive Hypothesis: CAF plays [does not play] a collaborative role in contemporary Canadian disaster response.

---

60 Hurricane Igor’s most detrimental impact was constrained to the island of Newfoundland. The province’s full name is used because provincial jurisdiction above and beyond geographic location is important to how policy implementation plays out.
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a. Levels of information sharing is high [low].

b. Non-manipulative influence is evident [not evident].

c. Flexibility is high [low].

d. Support is high [low].

e. Collective conflict resolution is evident [not evident].

2. Evaluative Hypothesis: The government-military relationship during disaster response is effective [not effective].

a. Levels of coordination are high [low].

b. Levels of integration are high [low].

c. Levels of satisfaction are high [low].

d. Levels of trust are high [low].


a. Levels of empire building are high [low].

b. Levels of manipulation are high [low].

c. Levels of distrust are high [low].

d. Levels of benign incapacity are high [low].

e. Conceptual difference is evident [not evident].

While the hypotheses above are set up as binaries for methodological clarity, the qualitative approach employed here to assess for each indicator of each component means that the answers to each question can land somewhere along a spectrum. For example, the potential outcome after interviewing a participant involved in a specific event may read as follows: “CAF played a moderately collaborative role in event X because three out of
the five descriptive components were indicated; CAF was *largely* ineffective in event X because only one out of the four evaluative components were indicated; and CAF’s contribution to events like X can *generally* be improved because three out of five normative components were indicated.”

The interview outcome can be nuanced through adverbs such as ‘moderately,’ ‘largely,’ and ‘generally’ because the qualitative approach employed allows 1) participant answers that exist along a spectrum and 2) an assessment of a participant’s responses made by the researcher. This approach is preferred to one that would yield ‘either or’ answers as it is unlikely that the complexity of disaster response sits at either 0 or 1 on any variable (i.e., the military-government relationship is likely not purely (in)effective or the disaster response is likely not un-improvable). The descriptive, evaluative, and normative results of this research approach will be more nuanced than an ‘either/or’ result, which in turn will allow for an exploration of *levels* within the presence and quality of, and barriers to, interorganizational collaboration, and – crucial to scholars and practitioners alike – how such levels may be increased or decreased.61

The final assessment of a specific event will require the collation of all participant responses for that event. The assessment of each component depends not only on how an individual participant answers a question that indicates a component (i.e., emergency plans were widely shared, indicating the descriptive component of information sharing), but on the degree to which participants from the same event and engaged in the same response actions agree when indicating components (i.e., civilian and CAF leaders who

61 Note that this research is not only ‘hypothesis-testing,’ but also ‘hypothesis-generating,’ as results may lead to broader hypotheses regarding the nature of military action in federal systems during domestic disaster response (Levy 2008).
provide different answers on whether emergency plans were widely shared indicate not only a lack of information sharing by some participants, but other components as well, such as the normative component of Distrust). This is one of the reasons why the Theoretical Framework explicitly includes evaluative and normative components. Half of the participants from the same event may indicate a descriptive component such as information sharing or support, which does not by itself say much about the quality of interorganizational collaboration, since half of the participants did not indicate such components. Such a result, however, does demonstrate lack of integration, the presence of conceptual difference, or perhaps benign incapacity, indicating that interorganizational collaboration during the disaster response experienced shortcomings.\textsuperscript{62}

The comparison of responses requires that participants are grouped into their respective disaster events. Their answers to each question are assessed individually as important information about the disaster response, but are also compared to answers to the same question provided by the other participants in their group.\textsuperscript{63} The results section delineates between and discusses these two assessment processes for each event, especially as wildly varying components of collaboration indicated by participants involved in the same event indicate a high level of conceptual difference, which in itself is a problem for genuine interorganizational collaboration. The comparison of participant responses is a way of not relying only on the perceptions of emergency managers/leaders in assessing for levels of collaboration. The comparison of different perspectives on the

\textsuperscript{62} Note that, as will be seen below, evaluative and normative components were also directly indicated through questions in the interview rubric; the comparison of answers is simply an ‘extra layer’ of assessing the level of these components.

\textsuperscript{63} 'Grouping' is done purely by the researcher when assessing individual responses. Participants do not know other participants and are not interviewed together.
same event/response actions allows a level of analysis that does not take one individual’s perceptions as a perfect mirror of reality. Rather, perceptions from different individuals that ‘sit’ in different disaster response organizations are assessed to build a picture of the overall response and the level of interorganizational collaboration that occurred.

Once an assessment is made of the presence and quality of, and the barriers to, interorganizational collaboration during each event, a cross-case comparison can be made across the different events to discern whether any links exist between levels of collaboration and a specific hazard and/or jurisdiction. Participant responses will also inform a results discussion on why indicators of the components of interorganizational collaboration occurred or did not occur. Furthermore, any links between specific EM practices that emerged from the interviews – not already included in the Theoretical Framework’s indicators – and levels of interorganizational collaboration will be discussed.

Semi-Structured Interviews

The Use of Interviews

In-depth interviews with government officials is an essential and established tool used to analyze the public policy process (Jiwani & Krawchenko 2014). Indeed, the Canadian EM domain has mainly been studied through interviewing individuals involved in the EM policy formulation process (Hale 2013; Juillet & Koji 2013; Grieve & Turnbull 2013). There are challenges, however, when using interviews to research the experience of and response to disaster events themselves; challenges that have been documented from
disaster studies’ formal inception up to and throughout the 21st century. Not only does the impromptu nature of disasters frustrate the anticipation of events that may fit a study’s requirements (Cisin & Clark 1962), but interviews ‘in the field’ (i.e., during a disaster) are fraught with difficulties, whether they are the ethical considerations of interviewing disaster survivors as they experience trauma, or emergency managers as they attempt to control a crisis situation, or the data accuracy concerns of asking people for their perception of an phenomenon while they are under high stress and/or functioning under the narrow focus that both disaster survival and emergency management on the ground can require (Stallings 2007). Nevertheless, the continuing research interest in human experience during disaster, including direct assessments of organizational response to disasters, means that interviews are well established methods to glean information about disaster events, albeit often after the event has occurred.

Interviewing participants after disaster events allows researchers to 1) find relevant cases in history (versus chasing them as they occur), 2) be informed by analysis already performed on cases, and 3) collect more reflective perspectives that are not preoccupied with either meeting or providing for the basic needs of others. Such criteria are essential to a research project oriented towards assessing for detailed and complex indicators that inform the degree to which a concept such as interorganizational

---

64 A brief history of formal disaster research within academic institutions can be found in the EM literature review section of Chapter II.

65 A group of influential disaster researchers, including Joe Scanlon and Tricia Wachtendorf, conducted interviews with participants during disasters into the 21st century. However, such research is largely based within journalism or qualitative sociology, where the limited perspectives and/or crisis-specific emotions and cognitive functions of research participants are not seen as methodological problems but part of what is being assessed. Disaster research within public administration, however, generally interviews participants who can speak about public policies and their implementation independent of their own sense of survival, where the focus is less on the sociological and psychological dynamics during crisis and more on the organizational and institutional dynamics relevant to public policy implementation during crisis.
collaboration occurred. Not only do the indicators for evaluative and normative components like integration, satisfaction, and empire building require a reflective, bird’s eye view of response actions, but – as their presence may ebb and flow depending on how the disaster response develops, which itself depends in part on the unpredictable evolution of the hazard – they can only be assessed fully once the response phase is over. While some descriptive indicators, such as the presence of different organizations in emergency operation centres (EOCs), could be assessed during a disaster, research resources would limit the ability to track personnel flow across the many EOCs active during significant disasters.\textsuperscript{66} Furthermore, as discussed below, this research requires high level participants that would scarcely have time for interviews during an event the consequences of which will largely fall on their shoulders. The reasons for conducting interviews after events are therefore methodological, ethical, and practical in nature.

Problems faced when selecting disaster research participants have also been noted since the field’s infancy. A disaster affects lives and property within a geographical space in varying ways, causes varying psychosocial and financial effects on others not within physical reach of the hazard, and by definition disrupts peoples’ regular lives up to and including physical relocation. The upshot is that disaster conditions “make it difficult to define, locate and reach the universe to be sampled” (Killian 1956). This problem is avoided by this research project through the type of participants required to answer the research questions. Participants in this project need to have been either high-level civilian public sector managers or high ranking military officers during the event. Only decision-

\textsuperscript{66} This holds true for other descriptive components as well -- it may be possible to observe the sharing of emergency plans between some individuals from some organizations, but not possible to track the full level of sharing in real time throughout an event.
makers in charge of or intricately involved with an organization’s overall disaster response strategy would have the knowledge to answer questions that probe for the indicators of each component. A frontline soldier or municipal worker would not be able to indicate whether the lieutenant-general or provincial minister directing their actions were present at multi-organizational EOCs, shared emergency plans with each other, (dis)trusted other organizations, allowed resources to be used or directed by other organizations, and so on. This research’s population is, in other words, relatively small, as it contains only those individuals who are involved in steering an organization’s disaster response strategy.

Selected research participants therefore were: 1) individuals who were far enough removed from the hazard to minimize the likelihood of becoming disaster survivors themselves; they were ‘sent in’ to manage the event, endowing them with the sense that they were there to deal with the disaster, as opposed to the disaster purely being something adverse happening to them, and 2) individuals who, given their stature in directing public organizations during disaster response, are publicly identifiable through media and government reports on the event. The research participant selection process therefore avoided the methodological, ethical, and practical challenges many disaster researchers face when researching the experience of disaster survivors themselves.

High-level civilian managers at each level of government and senior CAF officers were identified as point-of-first-contact subjects using media and government reports on each of the selected disaster events. From there a snowball technique was used to identify other relevant and important players. Each potential participant received a formal

---

67 The snowball participant recruitment technique, which identifies extra potential participants through the recommendation of existing participants, was particularly useful to this research as some managers and
Research Invitation email that detailed the scope and value of the research, as well as the nature of their potential contribution. Individuals willing to participate signed Consent Forms and were provided with information on the steps taken to protect their identities.\textsuperscript{68} For ethical as well as methodological reasons, no mention was made to any participants of the roles, titles, positions, mandates, or specific government organizations (below a departmental/Joint Task Force level) that may have applied to the other participants.

While the snowball recruitment technique meant nonprobability sampling, methodologically robust answers to the research question still required three essential criteria of the research participant selection process in that the process needed to yield: 1) multiple perspectives to be queried about specific response actions to minimize individual bias, 2) only individuals who performed in a role senior enough to speak to the research’s indicators, and 3) civilian versus military perspectives that are evenly represented. The first criterion encourages a sample at least larger than one participant per event, the second constrains the size of the population from which to sample, and the third constrains the selection process through requiring evenly distributed participation from two discrete groups.\textsuperscript{69}

Consideration of all three requirements above yielded a sample of 20 participants. Case studies of each disaster event and its response actions were informed by four participants; two officers and two civilians who were at or near the top of their organization during the response. Another four participants who were involved in all the officers intricately involved in managing relevant events were not publicly linked to the event. Recommended participants’ confidentiality was protected by not informing recommenders whether individuals they recommended were contacted to participate.\textsuperscript{68} All research participant recruitment materials were assessed and cleared by Carleton University’s Research Ethics Board. They can be found in Appendix B.\textsuperscript{69} While many military members take on civilian EM roles upon retiring from the military, emergency managers/leaders are either civilian or military during disaster response in Canada; they cannot be both.
case studies’ disaster events at or near the top of their organization were recruited to provide a direct comparative assessment of the disaster responses. The lack of a larger sample is not seen as a problem because 1) as a nonprobability sampling, qualitative, and case study driven research project, severe limits to generalizability already exist, and 2) selecting more participants would have violated the second criterion above by including individuals who could not adequately speak to this research’s indicators. Indeed, the selection process allowed for each individual within the group of 20 research participants to have had significant decision-making capacity – and hence insight into – disaster responses. While respecting the confidentiality of the participants prohibits the publication of their exact roles and organizational affiliations, it can be stated that civilian participants were Directors of emergency management organizations mandated to coordinate the disaster response and/or Ministers responsible for the department overseeing the disaster response. Military participants were experienced commissioned officers responsible for leading a CAF contribution to the disaster response. These participants not only had a high-level overview of the disaster responses studied, but they were the ones setting and adjusting the response strategy as the disaster developed. They could speak to each of the indicators developed to assess levels of interorganizational collaboration.

The interview rubrics that guided the assessment of the participants were semi-structured with a set list of questions that allowed for subjects to discuss themes they found important. This approach builds on an established interview tradition that seeks to minimize interviewer bias through careful development of a set list of questions while

---

70 These participants faced the same interview procedure, but were simply asked to speak about each event to identify when one event or response action differed markedly in some respect from the others.
providing room for research participants to identify important elements the researcher may not have anticipated (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree 2006; Stake 2010; Qu & Dumay 2011).

Archival analysis of each case study informed the interviews so that the researcher could engage participants using a thorough knowledge of the disaster response in question. Participants were first asked about the immediate lead-up towards the disaster response and the processes used to initiate CAF’s contribution. These questions probed for differences in perceptions of the evolution of hazard development and the information flow among organizations as the hazard became a disaster. Once the disaster lead-up had been discussed, the participants were asked about the roles they, their organization, and other organizations played throughout the response. These two sections yielded a document that probed for each indicator of each component, producing a picture of the presence and quality of, and barriers to, interorganizational collaboration during disaster response.

*Linking Interviews with the Theoretical Framework*

The interview questions probe for each indicator of each component. While the questions generally probe for indicators in the order that they appear in the theoretical framework (from descriptive to evaluative to normative indicators), most questions probe indicators of more than one component, which means that some evaluative and/or normative components are probed by earlier questions as well as later ones. Indeed, the interview rubrics were constructed to allow an intuitive flow for participants and not to align
perfectly with the order of components and their indicators as they appear in the theoretical framework.

The interview rubric for civilian emergency managers/leaders is provided below. The component(s) being probed follows each question. Probes break down evenly across the descriptive, evaluative, and normative concepts; components informing each concept are probed 15 times (i.e., the interview rubric probes for components a total of 45 times).

Section 1: Formal Deployment Process and Disaster Lead Up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Components (Not) Indicated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. From your vantage point in organization X, can you explain the official process needed to initiate CAF deployment during a domestic disaster?</td>
<td>Coordination, Conceptual Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. During event X did your experience more or less reflect the official process required to initiate a CAF deployment during a disaster? If not, how did it differ?</td>
<td>Coordination, Conceptual Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. When hazard X occurred the federal government announced that the CAF would be deployed on date X. From your vantage point when was the idea that the CAF might be used first shared? Who would you say initiated the idea?</td>
<td>Information Sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Did you have direct contact with anyone from the CAF before the federal government announced that the CAF would deploy?</td>
<td>Information Sharing, Empire Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ If yes, were emergency response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

71 The interview rubric for military participants, which is essentially the same document with appropriate pronouns inserted, can be found along with a copy of the rubric for civilian participants in Appendix B. The theoretical framework in Chapter II lists the specific indicators of each component as well as their corresponding interview question number.
### The Role of the Canadian Armed Forces in Emergency Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plans shared? Did the CAF discuss areas where its response capacity will be useful versus less useful, robust versus less robust? Did the CAF suggest how the Request for Assistance should be put together and what should be included? Were you engaged with a variety of CAF members or one main link into the organization, such as a Liaison Officer?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Does your organization engage with the CAF during ‘calm’ times when no hazards are occurring or imminent?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- If yes, with whom? Do you talk about potential response strategies or weak areas should certain disasters occur? Do you feel that the CAF are comfortable sharing ideas, strategies and plans with your organization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- If no, where do you get most of your information about CAF response capacity and strategy? When do you get that information?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. During hazard X did the disaster response plans of the CAF dovetail with your disaster response plans? For example, did it appear</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information Sharing, Empire Building, (Dis)Trust</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coordination, Integration, (Dis)Trust, Conceptual Difference</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that CAF plans specifically included elements on how to work with your organization/level of government?

- Is there ever pushback within your organization on involving the CAF in disaster response? If yes, do departments within government, or elected versus non-elected officials, differ in their support for involving the CAF? Is there any difference between the levels of support for CAF involvement in municipal compared to provincial governments? In general, what is the level of support within your organization for involving the CAF in disaster response?

### Section 2: Interorganizational Collaboration during Disaster Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Component (Not) Indicated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7. Because the CAF legally deploys as <em>aids</em> to civilian power the Task Force requires some type of civilian oversight of its actions throughout the response. During hazard X were the details of the CAF operation guided by the federal, provincial or municipal governments, or a combination of them? Did the Task Force have discretion from the federal government to provide aid where provincial or municipal governments required it?</td>
<td>Non-Manipulative Influence, Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Subsequent Questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Once deployed, did the Task Force communicate mainly with the provincial government, or with the municipal governments where support was taking place, or both?</td>
<td>- Regarding the communication that your level of government did receive directly from the CAF during the response, did it occur in the Emergency Operations Centre? In other words, did representatives from your organization and the CAF both have seats in the EOC? Did you receive new data from CAF members on the ground as the response unfolded fairly quickly (within 24 hours), or only after a couple days? In general, do you feel like communication was maintained between your organization and the CAF – to the degree that communication was relevant – during the response?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Before response actions in location X, did the Task Force sit down and discuss procedures with your organization?</td>
<td>- If yes, did your organization establish its priorities followed by how the Task Force could help meet those</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
needs, or did the Task Force have its own suggestions for what should be done first? In other words, did the government focus more on *what* should be done while the Task Force focused on *how* to do it? Were there ever disagreements between CAF and civilian leaders on what or how something should be done? If yes, how were they solved? Was the CAF happy to pursue a response action they had not initially suggested? Was your organization? Do you feel like your organization had genuine decision-making influence/capacity at the decision-making table?

- If the Task Force did not sit down with your organization before response actions, where did clearance for that action come from? Did any conflict arise from the lack of direct involvement from your organization? If so, how was that conflict approached/handled? Did it linger throughout the response or was it satisfactorily addressed?

<p>| 10. During hazard X who had the final say on taking a specific response action? Were there clear lines of authority according to level of government, the CAF, or agency type, or was it more of a consensus building process? | Non-Manipulative Influence, Flexibility, Collective Conflict Resolution |
| 11. Looking back at the disaster response, is your organization satisfied with how the CAF worked with the municipal and/or provincial governments? Would your | Satisfaction |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>organization</strong> be happy to work with the <strong>CAF</strong> again under similar circumstances? If not, what got in the way of satisfactory relationship?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12. Could your organization ever sense conflict between the provincial, municipal or federal levels of government and the CAF on what actions to take and how to take them?</strong> If yes, who had the ultimate say? Were those decisions respected and acted upon?</td>
<td><strong>Collective Conflict Resolution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13. Was working with the CAF easier than working with the other levels of governments?</strong> If yes, what made it easier?</td>
<td><strong>Satisfaction</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **14. During the response phase would you say that your organization and the CAF shared common criteria to define what the end of the response would look like?** In other words, was there a shared vision for the disaster response ‘end state’?  
➢ If yes, was there general agreement on the specific response actions necessary to achieve the end state? Was there an understanding that collaborating with organizational partners is part of an effective and efficient response? Did strong liaison mechanisms exist between your organization and the CAF (such as embedding staff in each other’s organizations where feasible)? Was there an appreciation of the impact one organization’s activities may have on other organizations? Did consultation occur – when feasible – before specific response actions took place on the ground? | **Coordination, Conceptual Difference** |
15. In a similar vein, would you say that your organization and the CAF shared a common sense of purpose throughout the response? In other words, did you share a common understanding of the situation as it unfolded (such as why a disaster was occurring and how the hazard would evolve)? Did you plan together throughout the response? Were response actions integrated to achieve common objectives? Did your organization and the CAF generally agree on whether a response action was successful or not?

16. Was there any type of direct follow-ups with your organization after the CAF’s support work was completed? For example, were there joint reviews on how well the disaster response was coordinated? Did your organization’s internal reviews include assessment on how well the CAF worked with your organization/level of government? If so, what was the general assessment?

17. During the response phase were you and/or your organization willing to have the CAF help dictate your organizations actions and/or use of resources? Would you and/or your organization be willing to work with the CAF again in the future? Given your overall experience during the disaster response, is there anything that could be changed to improve how the CAF supports civilian authorities during disasters?

18. Did the CAF make a positive difference in how the disaster was managed? If yes, was the difference was substantial? Compared to other organizations, what allows the CAF to make a positive difference?

19. In general, does your organization feel that there is an important role for the CAF to play during disaster response?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>20. Overall, would you say that collaboration between different organizations is important to effective disaster response, or is one competent organization in control more important?</th>
<th>Empire Building, Benign Incapacity, Distrust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>➢ If collaboration is more important, does your organization/level of government have enough human, technological, equipment, budgetary, etc. resources to work effectively with other levels of government/the CAF? In other words, during the disaster response could your organization ‘keep up’ with the other organizations’ capabilities?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Does your organization need other levels of government and/or the CAF during disaster response, or if your organization had enough resources would it manage the response better on its own?</td>
<td>Empire Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Overall, would you and/or your organization characterize other levels of government and/or the CAF as ‘partners in’ or ‘barriers to’ effective disaster response?</td>
<td>Empire Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. How would your organization characterize its overall goal during the disaster response: for the organization to work as well as it can with other levels of government/the CAF, or for the organization to complete its own specific tasks as well as it can?</td>
<td>Empire Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Did your organization see response to hazard X as an opportunity for the organization or was it more of a burden? In other words, is disaster response understood as a chance for the organization to show its capabilities or is it understood as tasks that</td>
<td>Benign Incapacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. During the disaster response, what was the most important—getting the other levels of government/the CAF to do what your organization had identified as important response actions, or getting everyone to agree on the appropriate response actions? Were there ever times where achieving an important response action required withholding some information from other organizations?</td>
<td>Manipulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overview of Disaster Events**

An overview of each disaster event assessed by this research is provided below in chronological order. Disaster events are broken into: 1) the hazard, location, impact, and duration details that defined the disaster event, and 2) the municipal, provincial, federal, and CAF actions that characterized the response. While an array of non-profit and private actors played important response roles during all these events, the orientation of the research question as well as the nature of Canadian EM policy and administration – discussed at length in Chapter II – constrains the focus to governmental actors.

Note that analysis is explicitly precluded from these overviews as they are meant to provide succinct and neutral pictures of the events drawn from archival analysis before the interview process began. The goal of the archival analysis was to identify cases that met methodological requirements, informed the researcher in preparation for interviews, and as corroboration – along with other participants – of what participants claim about specific events and response actions. The overviews were constructed using all publicly available media and government publications that focused on disaster events. The
organizational titles in use during the events were retained. As per Carleton University Ethics Rules, no first point-of-contact or specific leaders/managers are identified in these overviews in order to protect the confidentiality of research participants. Given the array of documents drawn on to paint pictures of the events, a complete list of sources used for each disaster event is provided in Appendix C to avoid overburdening this chapter.

2010 Hurricane Igor | Newfoundland & Labrador

Event Details:

➤ **Hazard/Location:** Igor was the strongest tropical cyclone of an already busy 2010 hurricane season. On September 6 a tropical wave accompanied by a broad area of low pressure developed near the Cape Verde islands off the African coast. By September 12 the cyclone reached hurricane strength as it moved towards the Americas. On September 20 Igor had weakened and passed by Bermuda. However, forecasts underestimated Igor’s ability to grow as it accelerated towards the Canadian Maritimes. Tropical storm force winds increased to 750 n mi wide and speed strengthened to 75 kt as Igor hit near Cape Race, Newfoundland at 15:00 UTC on September 21. The hurricane centre passed over the Avalon Peninsula’s east coast for two hours after landfall. In terms of gale diameter (1,480km), Igor was the largest hurricane ever recorded in the Atlantic Basin.

---

72 Some models had Igor completely missing Canada.
Impact: Main mechanisms of hazardous impact were hurricane-force winds and rain-induced floods. Winds of up to 140 km/h battered infrastructure and inhibited mobility while 150 communities became isolated due to roads and bridges washed away by rising rivers. A section of the Trans-Canada highway in Newfoundland was washed away, leaving a ravine 30m across. 70,000 hydro customers lost power while basements were filled with water. Entire homes were destroyed. Insurable claims were $65 million while non-insured costs exceeded $120 million. Approximately 5,000 trees were felled. While only one person died directly due to Igor, the difficult-to-measure psychosocial impact on individuals and communities appear substantial given the unexpected extent of the damage.  

Duration: Igor hit Newfoundland on the afternoon of September 21 and had moved on by September 22. However, bad weather from Igor’s ‘tail’ continued as the system moved northwest between Labrador and Greenland.

Response Details:

- Municipalities: Mayors quickly made public statements that their community’s ability to respond had been overwhelmed. Thirty municipalities issued official states of emergency declarations and the City of St. John’s activated its emergency response plan. Even as

---

73 One report noted “Newfoundlanders appeared dazed by the degree of the damage” (Environment and Climate Change Canada 2013a). Another stressed that “Hurricane Igor changed the mindset of the people of the Province; no longer can we look at hurricanes as something that happens elsewhere. The storm will serve as the benchmark against which all future storms will be measured” (Fire and Emergency Services Newfoundland and Labrador 2011).
provincial and federal resources became necessary municipal officials remained a part of coordinating response and relief efforts for Igor’s duration and aftermath.

- **Province:** A state of emergency was declared for eastern Newfoundland after communication with impacted municipalities. Provincial crews filled in roadway craters, cleared debris and restored power lines *during* Igor. On September 24, after the storm abated, Newfoundland and Labrador requested military aid to civilian power. Provincial crews and hired contractors were sent to complement military efforts. An emergency operations centre was set up to field ongoing requests for help. The province organized two ferries to transport supplies to isolated communities. The Premier helicoptered into isolated communities to survey damage and initiated a housing strategy to accommodate those who had lost homes to the storm.

- **Federal Government:** Department of National Defence (DND) personnel and military assets were prepared to deploy on September 21 in anticipation of provincial requests for aid. Public Safety Canada notified other federal departments on September 23 that provincial resources would not be sufficient. The CAF was deployed on September 24. The Canada Revenue Agency stated that those affected by Igor might be eligible for tax relief. Federal relief funds were made available through Disaster Financial Assistance Arrangements and the Joint Emergency
Preparedness Program. The Prime Minister characterized Igor’s destruction as the worst he had ever seen.

- **CAF**: Operation LAMA involved more than 1,000 regular and reserve personnel from all three branches of CAF. Over forty communities were assisted. Tasks completed included construction of three temporary bridges, surveys and culvert checks of over 900 kilometres of highway, signage construction, transportation of goods, services and people (by air, land and sea), and the production/distribution of drinkable water.
  - Duration: 24 September 2010 – 6 October 2010. 13 days.
  - Assets Deployed: 4 Engineer Support Regiment (from Gagetown, New Brunswick); 200 reservists from Newfoundland and Labrador that formed a Domestic Response Company; HMCS St. John’s, Fredericton and Montreal; three CH-124 Sea King Helicopters (12 Wing Shearwater); CC-177 Globemaster III; CP-140 Aurora aircraft.

**2011 Assiniboine Flood | Manitoba**

Event Details:

- **Hazard/Location**: Heavy precipitation in Western Manitoba and Saskatchewan in Fall 2010 and Spring 2011 set the stage for the 2011 Assiniboine Flood. Swiftly rising spring temperatures saw 60% higher build up in the Assiniboine than the previously recorded highest peak in 1923. In 2011 the ‘epic’ Spring melting sparked an over 1 thousand m³/s...
peak, which initiated a 1 in 300-year flood. The former village of St. Lazare was hit first before flooding affected municipalities across the province, including Manitoba’s second biggest city, Brandon.

- **Impact:** The main mechanism of hazardous impact was high water levels that saw heavy flow into homes, across essential infrastructure such as roads and bridges, and onto primary economic resources such as farmland. With 850 road closures, including sections of the Trans-Canada, 70 local states of emergencies were declared. A total of 7,100 Manitobans were displaced, including 1,200 people from the City of Brandon. The year’s end arrived with almost 3,000 still evacuated. One Winnipeg fatality was connected to fast-flowing Assiniboine water. Property damage, agricultural losses, and victim compensation costs surpassed $1 billion. Note that the ‘natural’ impact of the hazard was complicated due to the use of intentional flooding to minimize total assets flooded. Purposeful – i.e., human-initiated – water spill from the Assiniboine executed through breaching and water diversions were expected to cover 185 km and flood up to 150 homes.74

- **Duration:** Exact dates of hazard duration are difficult to establish due to the slow onset and decrease of Spring melting-induced flood waters on the Canadian prairies. The flood began to seriously affect Manitoban communities in mid- to late April and continued having adverse impacts until mid to late June.

---

74 These numbers were not quite reached, leading to questions around the need for intentional spilling.
Response Details:

- **Municipalities:** Many municipalities prepared for rising floodwater by constructing dikes. The extent of the flood, however, overwhelmed these measures. By early May, states of emergencies were being declared by a variety of municipalities, including the City of Brandon. Affected municipalities closed schools, cancelled local events, posted reminders to tourists to double check hotel availability, and the worst hit issued evacuation notices. Some rural municipalities had full or part time Emergency Managers who began coordinating response while others allocated the EM function to a point person. With state of emergency declarations came calls to the province for response and financial aid. Some municipalities had a say in how breaches and diversions were to be used. However, ultimate decision-making power and response coordination rested with the province.

- **Province:** The Infrastructure and Transportation department’s Hydrological Forecast Centre (HFC) provided flood forecasts. The same department’s Emergency Measures Organization (EMO) maintained overall control of coordinating response efforts. The Province remained responsible for the many roads under provincial maintenance. As the flood grew worse the Province maintained its data-provision and

---

75 The 2011 Assiniboine flood was characterized as a “non-event” for the City of Winnipeg in the Province’s post-flood Task Force report.

76 The distinction between evacuation notices and evacuation orders is fuzzy, and differs according to each province. The legal clout of government evacuation action and the extent to which coercion was used is examined across the four cases.
coordination role while providing some crews to help out overwhelmed municipalities. The Manitoba Emergency Coordination Centre (MECC) was set up by the EMO and ran for 103 days (compared to 33 days during 1997’s ‘Flood of the Century’). EMO leadership worked with regional EMO officers to assess and provide for local needs. The Health Emergency Management’s Office of Disaster Management did the same with its regional officers, their focus being on the continued provision of healthcare. As EMO and other agencies coordinated response, water management experts in conjunction with political leadership began making decisions on where to breach and divert water to minimize overall property damage. Water was drained from Lake St. Martin and Lake Manitoba into Lake Winnipeg. A provincial state of emergency was declared on May 9. A request for federal assistance, including help from the CAF, had been made the evening before on May 8. While the ‘whole of government’ concept was not emphasized as it was during Alberta’s 2013 floods, the province was the dominant actor in responding to the flood.

- **Federal Government:** Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC) coordinated establishing dikes for First Nations. An expanded financial program was established to supply engineering expertise and heavy equipment to First Nations. The Disaster Financial

---

77 Significant jurisdictional issues arose regarding which level of government is responsible for what during First Nations’ flood management. These issues, although relevant to understanding the nature of Canadian multilevel governance writ large, is beyond the scope of this research.
Assistance Arrangement was initiated. Over half a billion dollars of federal reimbursement was expected.\textsuperscript{78} The Prime Minister visited the hardest hit flood zones. The CAF was deployed on May 9.

- **CAF:** Operation LUSTRE involved more than 1,800 regular and reserve force personnel from all three branches of the CAF. While more than 160 private residences were protected from flooding, the exact number of communities assisted is not clear.\textsuperscript{79} Tasks completed include repairs to dikes, monitoring the dikes (from both land and air), assistance with voluntary evacuation, producing more than 167,000 sandbags, and laying half of the 891,000 sandbags used in the flood fight.

  - Assets Deployed: 130 Navy personnel (mostly reservists from across the country); 70 Air Force personnel; 200 Army Reserve personnel (38 Canadian Brigade Group); 1,400 Regular Army personnel (1 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group and 1 Area Support Group from CFB Shilo and CFB Edmonton); 6 CH-146 Griffon helicopters (408 “Goose” from Edmonton and 400 “City of Toronto” from Borden (ON)); 1 CH-146 Search and Rescue Griffon Helicopter (424 “Tiger” from 8 Wing Trenton (ON)); 1

\textsuperscript{78} Federal transfers to compensate provincial costs are ongoing. Despite a set funding formula, Ottawa and provincial capitals often debate which specific programs warrant federal reimbursement.

\textsuperscript{79} This could be because many tasks were not completed close to a human community (i.e., ‘upriver’). However, every task occurred within some type of municipal jurisdiction, and likely a rural municipality (RM) if specific communities are not listed.
CP-140 Aurora maritime patrol aircraft (407 “Demon” from 19 Wing Comox (BC)).

2013 Multi-River Floods | Alberta

Event Details:

- **Hazard/Location:** Uncharacteristically heavy rain poured into southern Alberta in mid-June due to a high-pressure system ‘holding down’ a low-pressure system in the south. More than 200mm of rain fell in less than two days across regions southwest of Calgary. In Canmore, half the annual average rainfall fell in 36 hours while High River saw 325mm in 48 hours. A ‘devil’s cocktail’ of heavy snow loads in the Rocky Mountains, steep watersheds, and saturated earth swelled the Bow, Elbow, Highwood, Red Deer, Sheep, Little Bow, South Saskatchewan rivers and their tributaries to the point of heavy overflow.

- **Impact:** Main mechanisms of hazardous impact were high and strong water flows that damaged infrastructure, destroyed homes or rendered them temporarily dangerous, and inhibited public and private transportation. Up to 100,000 Albertans faced evacuation orders while five deaths were directly attributed to the floods. Calgary – one of the country’s economic hubs and the province’s largest city – experienced crippled infrastructure and issued evacuation orders that affected 75,000 people. The city’s downtown was largely shutdown.  

---

80 Three thousand buildings were flooded and four thousand businesses were adversely affected.
insurable damages were $2 billion, making it the costliest in Canadian history at the time. Total damages exceeded $6 billion.

- Duration: 19 June 2013 – 12 July 2013. 23 days.

Response Details:

- **Municipalities:** The City of Calgary issued mandatory evacuation orders on June 20 and 21. Officials dubbed June 21 a ‘family day’ and asked people to stay home. Schools were closed. The mayor was particularly active providing updates on social media, as were some city councilors. The total population of High River – 13,000 residents – faced and followed evacuation orders that lasted while other communities saw their residents return home. Numerous other communities, including a number of First Nation reserves, declared states of emergency on June 20 and 21. The City of Medicine Hat evacuated 10,000 people before the floods hit.

- **Province:** The largely lauded provincial Task Force model established during the 2011 Slave Lake fire was set up. As other provincial actors focused on response, the Task Force began constructing a recovery framework during the response phase. The province emphasized a ‘whole of government’ approach that saw lines of communication maintained between provincial agencies as they managed different aspects of the

---

81 The now infamous removal of firearms from High River homes by the RCMP while residents were evacuated has gained much press. Assessing these actions are beyond the scope of this research.
The Alberta Emergency Management Agency aided the overall response coordination of smaller communities while Calgary’s Emergency Management Agency affirmed Alberta’s substantially decentralized municipal system by largely managing that city’s response. The Provincial Operations Centre (POC) was activated at its highest level for almost a month. The Premier toured affected regions and stated the province would play a role in financial recovery. On June 20 the request process for CAF help was initiated and by June 24 the Treasury Board had approved the first set of funds to buttress recovery efforts. Uninsured losses incurred by municipalities and individual homeowners were to be covered by the province. On June 28 Alberta declared its first ever provincial state of emergency as flood impacts continued to batter the town of High River.

- **Federal Government:** On June 21 the Prime Minister joined Premier Redford and Mayor Nenshi to tour affected areas. The CAF was deployed on the same day. The Disaster Financial Assistance Arrangements program was kick-started as the extent of the damage became clear. While federal departments were represented in the POC, Public Safety Canada did not play a salient role in the response.

- **CAF:** Operation LENTUS 13-01 involved approximately 2,300 regular and reserve personnel from all three branches of the CAF. They deployed

---

82 The ‘whole of government’ concept is applied at the federal level during substantive but discrete tasks as well, ranging from humanitarian relief after the 2010 Haiti earthquake to the decade long combat mission in Afghanistan (Mamuji 2012; Saideman 2016).
in the seven communities of Calgary, Canmore, Cochrane, Red Deer, High River, Airdrie and Medicine Hat. Tasks completed included assisting with the evacuation of civilians, removal of debris, highway remediation work, transportation for local officials, water purification, sandbagging, berm construction, culvert installation, and assistance to City of Calgary Emergency Management Agency call centres.

- 21 June 2013 – 27 June 2013. 6 days.
- Assets Deployed: 2,200 Army personnel, 100 Air Force personnel, and 15 Navy personnel (400 of total personnel were reservists); 6 CH-146 Griffon helicopters; 2 CH-149 Cormorant helicopters; 1 CC-130 Hercules; 1 CP-140 Aurora.

2015 Wildfires | Saskatchewan

Event Details:

- **Hazard/Location:** Fuel buildup that began in the 1950s along with hot and dry conditions led to vast wildfires across North America, including an unprecedented stretch of burning forests throughout northern Saskatchewan. Almost half a million hectares had burned by early July, more than 30 times the usual amount of a full regular fire season. More than 100 separate fires raged, affecting a number of northern communities, especially La Ronge and nearby First Nations.

---

83 Unlike the Op LAMA report, this one does not stress ‘voluntary’ evacuation.
Impact: Main mechanisms of hazardous impact were the flames themselves, which threatened lives and property, and heavy particulate matter in the air caused by wildfire smoke, which can damage some property and have major health consequences. Approximately 50 communities were evacuated with 13,000 people leaving their homes. Response costs exceeded $100 million. The provincial government had to change its initial projection of a surplus budget to a deficit of almost $300 million.

Duration: While the adverse impacts of wildfires, especially the lingering health concerns related to particulate matter, stretched from mid-summer into early fall the most intense period – especially in regards to evacuation response – lasted from early to late July.

Response Details:

Municipalities: La Ronge and surrounding communities, including First Nation reserves, declared states of emergency throughout July, including reissues of previously lifted declarations. While municipal and band governments helped coordinate civil society response efforts, requests for aid were quickly made to the province, especially as the need for evacuations become clear.

---

84 Overall costs associated with northern wildfires are often less than floods because 1) the forests in which fires occur do not wind through expensive infrastructure as do so many rivers do (i.e., development clears forests around urban settings while urban settings develop around rivers), and 2) forests by definition are not highly valuable farms with high crop yields. Response costs separated from damage costs, however, are substantial. The cost of fire suppression programs easily outweighs the other emergency management program costs at the provincial level.
Province: Emergency Management and Fire Safety - Saskatchewan

Emergency Measures Organization and the province’s Office of the Fire Commissioner are closely aligned – coordinated evacuation responses from within the Ministry of Government Relations while the Wildfire Management branch within the Ministry of Environment provided updates on air quality and fire hotspots. Like Manitoba, Saskatchewan does not explicitly follow a ‘whole of government’ approach (i.e., peripheral departments are not kept in the loop on response details and provincial coordination occurs within specific ministries and between the Premier and the ministers of those ministries, versus at the Cabinet table). On July 4 the Saskatchewan Premier spoke to the Prime Minister regarding the need for CAF support to suppress fires while the province remained in control of evacuation.

Federal Government: The Prime Minister responded to the Premier’s request for the CAF, which deployed two days after their conversation. As the fires began to diminish the Prime Minister toured and spoke to emergency crews in La Ronge. The Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness provided updates on the overall response.

CAF: Operation LENTUS 15-02 involved approximately 850 regular and reserve personnel from the Army and the Air Force. Tasks completed included conducting fire line operations such as patrols, surveillance, digging and control near cities and critical infrastructure; suppressing
hotspots in and near vulnerable communities, and providing logistic support.

- Assets Deployed: 850 personnel; 230 vehicles; 2 CH-146 Griffon helicopters.
- Main Military Leaders Involved: Brigadier-General Wayne Eyrne (Commander, Joint Task Force West); Colonel Trevor Cadieu (Commander, Op LENTUS Land Component); Captain Mitch Mercier (Royal Regina Rifles).
- Op LENTUS 15-02 Contact Person: Lieutenant Derek Reid (Immediate Response Unit-West, Public Affairs Officer).

**Conclusion**

The assessment of interorganizational collaboration between CAF and civilian levels of government during domestic disaster response requires a qualitative approach that utilizes case studies of disaster events and interviews civilian and military research participants who managed those events. This chapter justified the use of such a qualitative approach, explained the criteria for case study selection, linked the selected case studies to the theoretical framework, explained the use of interviews and research participant selection process, linked interviewing research participants to the theoretical framework, and provided an overview of each selected disaster event. The next chapter details the results of applying this methodology to the descriptive concept of the presence of interorganizational collaboration.
CHAPTER IV: THE PRESENCE OF INTERORGANIZATIONAL COLLABORATION

Introduction

The previous chapter justified the use of case studies and semi-structured interviews as appropriate methodological tools to assess how effectively CAF is integrated into Canada’s emergency management system. Selected cases were detailed, and the link between interview questions and indicators of the research components were established. This chapter provides and analyzes the results to the first research question: ‘What is the role of CAF in contemporary Canadian disaster response?’

This descriptive part of the overall results paints a picture of the presence of interorganizational collaboration before the quality of, and barriers to, such collaboration are assessed in later chapters. The components that constitute the presence of interorganizational collaboration – information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, support, and collective conflict resolution – are addressed in turn. Each case study – the 2010 Newfoundland and Labrador Hurricane Igor, the 2011 Manitoba Assiniboine flood, the 2013 Alberta multi-river floods, and the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires – are compared and contrasted within each component to provide an overall picture of the presence of interorganizational collaboration when CAF contributes to domestic disaster response.85

85 Since the relevance of specific indicators to each component (i.e., why multi-organizational representation in an Emergency Operations Centre indicates Information Sharing) are extensively detailed and developed in Chapter II’s Theoretical Framework, justifications for why an indicator is linked to a component will not be replicated in this chapter. The focus in the results chapters will be on 1) the degree to which specific indicators were present and 2) the implications the level of indicators has for answering the research questions.
Interorganizational collaboration is not only present when CAF plays a role in contemporary Canadian disaster response, but is a primary feature of such response. Indicators of all five components appeared across all studied disaster events.\(^{86}\) There are important indicators of the presence of interorganizational collaboration, however, that were not as salient. Hazard type, municipal emergency management capacity, reservist officers, institutional constraints, and specific types of support all played a role in varying the degree of information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, support, and collective conflict resolution that occurred in the disaster responses studied here.

**Information Sharing**

The indictors for Information Sharing – distribution of emergency response plans, representatives from multiple organizations in emergency operations centres (EOCs), multi-organizational presence at decision making tables, the maintenance of communication during response actions, the distribution of new data as events unfolded, the description of organizational strengths and vulnerabilities, and access to a variety of individuals from organizations – were salient features of each disaster response. This section identifies CAF Liaison Officers as essential to maintaining such robust levels of Information Sharing and explains how the slight variations that did exist in levels of Information Sharing across disaster events were due to hazard type, municipal emergency management capacity, and the influence of reservist officers.\(^{87}\)

\(^{86}\) A table detailing the descriptive components and their indicators according to participants from each event is provided at the end of this chapter. A table detailing the descriptive, qualitative, and normative components and their indicators – i.e., capturing all the results – is provided in Appendix E.

\(^{87}\) As is elaborated in Chapter I’s overview of the CAF, reservist soldiers are CAF members who are not part of the Regular Force. Reservists are generally civilians that serve part-time (Class A), but they can
**Liaison Officers as Conduits**

By the time each disaster event occurred, Joint Task Force Atlantic (JTFA) and Joint Task Force West (JTFW) had CAF Liaison Officers (LOs) regularly attend whenever an Atlantic or prairie province’s EOC was ‘stood up’ for multi-stakeholder meetings, or to monitor or manage an incident. Such institutionalized participation created a direct link between CAF and the heart of a province’s emergency management response system during routine times when hazards were either merely developing into potential disasters or when no significant hazards were present at all. The LO presence in – and contribution to – provincial EOCs was part of the established emergency management process in each province and was not initiated by a formal Request for Assistance (RFA) from provincial to federal governments. Indeed, by 2010 LOs were so entrenched in the day-to-day operational details of provincial emergency management that their commanders had to “remind them that they don’t work for the province” (Interview 5, 2017). 88

The LO concept is well established in CAF doctrine as a conduit in the form of a person that supplies both their own unit and a central headquarters – or, indeed, an operations centre – with relevant information about the other. The goal of an LO in a combat context is to ensure situational awareness is not only increased, but comparable, across task-defining and task-implementing organizations. CAF commanders saw the importance of such a goal in disaster response and formally applied the LO concept to the domestic context when the regional Joint Task Forces (JTFs) were established with the

---

88 Unless otherwise indicated, all interviews cited in-text were conducted by this researcher for this research between 24 November 2016 and 24 November 2017.
responsibility to support Canadian civilian authorities within discrete geographic regions. The institutionalized provincial-CAF link as represented by LO participation in provincial EOCs was the result of local networking initiatives by the CAF and recipient provinces. Not only did regional JTFs go to great lengths to demonstrate the value of LOs in maintaining situational awareness and enhancing communication flow across organizations, they leveraged relationships with former military personnel working in provincial emergency management to make their case (Interview 14, 2017). Becoming established as permanent members within provincial EOCs was no small feat as even key provincial emergency management stakeholders, from important organizations in the emergency management policy formulation process to provincially-contracted providers of emergency services, were not invited to sit in the EOC or attend regular EOC meetings. The following sentiment was common across provincial emergency management leadership: “[For the high level meetings] we did not bother bringing in the Red Cross or Social Services” (Interview 6, 2017). Yet while such provincial players were absent or only part-time attendees of provincial EOCs, CAF LOs – through direct regional JTF-provincial EMO engagement – had developed into permanent members by 2010. The Government of Canada, which holds a constitutional monopoly on armed force in the country, was not a key player in establishing a routine link between the CAF and provincial EOCs.

The routine presence of LOs in provincial EOCs across the Atlantic and prairie provinces meant that all the indicators for Information Sharing were salient throughout

---

89 While EOCs are theoretically intended only for managing an incident requiring a provincial level response, they evolved in all provinces studied to be used for ‘high level meetings’ where essential strategies, even during routine times, are discussed. Who is ‘in’ and ‘out’ of the EOC became a useful snapshot of influential players in a province’s emergency management system.
the military and civilian interviews. LOs were privy to provincial emergency response plan development and, as strategic decisions took place at the EOC, were present at the emergency management decision making table. The response phase saw a plethora of LOs fuse into the response system, with the main LO in the provincial EOC – or, the case of Hurricane Igor, the regional EOC in Halifax – sending live updates to LOs embedded with military units deployed across the hazard-impacted area, which allowed an in-person update on the overall civilian response during military ‘O-groups’ as they occurred in each unit.  

In some cases an LO actually drove to Platoon Commanders overseeing troops on the ground measuring water receding rates or filling sandbags to provide them with province-wide situational awareness. Between personal updates from an LO, military commanders would receive emails and/or texts from LOs as relevant information arrived at the EOC. Furthermore, the LO in the provincial EOC was instrumental in 1) alerting military commanders of provincial weaknesses that could require military amelioration, 2) indicating to civilian emergency managers that a planned response action was outside of the RFA and hence the military’s scope, and 3) could link relevant civilian and military individuals (i.e., an Infrastructure and Transportation manager with the commander in charge of the deployed engineers). In other words, maintenance of communication during the response actions, distribution of new data as the disaster event unfolded, description of organizational strengths and vulnerabilities, and access to a variety of individuals from another organization were all present during Hurricane Igor,

---

90 ‘O-Groups’ are update sessions that occur at a set time during a set time interval (i.e., 20:00 every 24 hours) and are attended by a unit’s leadership to take stock of what has been accomplished since the last O-Group, plan tasks until the next O-Group, and generally assess how close the operation is to reaching an ‘End State.’ The military emphasis on defining an ‘End State,’ and the implication such an emphasis has on the quality of interorganizational collaboration, will be discussed in Chapter V.

91 Specific examples of each will be discussed during the Flexibility and Support sections of this chapter. The focus in this section is purely on whether and how information was shared.
the Manitoba and Alberta floods, and the Saskatchewan wildfires, due to the institutionalized CAF-provincial link during routine and non-routine times through the permanent role of CAF LOs in provincial EOCs.

Wildfires: The Complicated Hazard

The slight variation that did exist in levels of Information Sharing can be explained in part by hazard type. While the suddenly warming weather systems over the Canadian Rockies and Alberta’s varying elevation levels meant that the 2013 multi-river floods were fast and violent compared to the slow creep of Manitoba’s Assiniboine in 2011, the attendant impacts of both hazards were similar: flooded homes and public infrastructure that required sandbagging, road clearing and re-routing, measuring water for receding rates and sewage, evacuating, managing temporary return visits for evacuees, and planning for eventual recovery. Similarly, Hurricane Igor’s impacts were largely water-based, with the nature of Newfoundland geography simply requiring more bridge-building to allow transport. The level of technical expertise required of individual responders was therefore general enough to keep the civilian location of the main LO within the provincial EOC; there was no need for the main LO to link with and relay highly specific technical expertise to commanders overseeing troops on the ground. For example, infantry soldiers are trained first and foremost to fight, but in Alberta and Manitoba they leveraged their physical fitness and organizational structures to fill and stack sandbags. Bridge building in Newfoundland required a higher level of technical expertise, but one easily maintained in-house by the military’s engineering trade.
Fighting wildfires, however, required a level of scientific understanding of fires and technical skill that was – aside from military firefighters responsible for fire safety on bases – not readily available within the military. Not only did the soldiers deployed to Saskatchewan in 2015 require a two-day crash course in fire-fighting, but the CAF response as a whole was ‘assigned’ to the province’s Wildland Fire Management Branch. The allocation of CAF resources to a hazard-specific unit – versus the all-hazards and general provincial EMO – meant that the LO had less of an overview of the entire civilian and provincial response and was more focused on the information required to reduce a specific hazard.

While the LOs during the floods and hurricane events relayed information relevant to evacuation processes, the psychosocial state of communities, other response organizations such as non-profits and law enforcement, and the sense of managing individuals and municipalities from the provincial EOC, the nature of wildland fire turned the LO into more of an on-the-fly firefighting program accreditor that needed to confirm to JTFW whether soldiers were ready to effectively fight fires. The overall and general levels of information shared between CAF and provincial officials during the Saskatchewan wildfires therefore lost out in a trade-off for more technical and skill application information.

‘Local’ LOs

Municipal emergency management capacity can also in part explain the slight variation that existed in levels of Information Sharing. Capacity at the local level determined the

---

92 The implication hazard-specific training requirements had on the quality of interorganizational collaboration is discussed at length in Chapter V’s section on Integration.
scalability of the LO role and hence whether information flowed directly between municipalities and CAF or whether municipalities saw a delay in information flow relevant to CAF support (as the information had to be relayed by the province). Robust municipal emergency management capacity, defined by the degree to which a municipality could perform an emergency management function without external support,\(^93\) meant 1) a municipality was self-sufficient enough to decline provincial support, which by definition means not requiring CAF support, or 2) a municipality requires external support, but is able to run its EOC and manage the resources that are provided within its jurisdiction. Given the nature of the disaster events that require CAF support, ‘1’ above is rare. The Manitoba City of Brandon, however, developed such an extensive emergency management network locally in the decade leading up to 2011 that the Province of Manitoba was not engaged to provide substantial support, despite some of the worst flooding occurring in Brandon. The Brandon EOC was made up of local stakeholders from the City, the non-profit and private sectors, and managed the response with no CAF contact.\(^94\) Brandon had “managed to have the whole city as an emergency response team,” where “everyone had a role to play” (Interview 2, 2017). Brandon’s experience was, however, an outlier in the context of this research. Most municipalities could not perform any emergency management functions without external support, and

\(^93\) An emergency management function includes any function within the phases of preparedness, mitigation, response and recovery. As most municipalities focused their budgets – which rely on limited revenue generation tools compared to higher levels of government – on service delivery, those that did have fiscal room for emergency management focused on response, such as establishing an EOC.

\(^94\) The Director of Emergency Management at the City of Brandon has won numerous awards for his emergency management work, including an innovative large-scale exercise that focused on people with disabilities (Neufeld 2012). While all the civilian research participants in this project stated that an organization with CAF’s capabilities was required for a response to the disaster event in question, the City of Brandon’s approach may warrant further study as the community was one of the hardest hit during an event that saw substantial CAF deployment, and yet did not use CAF resources.
those that could were large cities nevertheless constrained to managing the resources provided to aid a response (versus producing all the resources themselves).

The City of Calgary had a robust emergency management program and, while not able to manage the 2013 floods without external support, ran response actions that occurred within the city from a state-of-the-art municipal EOC. The technological capacity and established processes of Calgary’s EOC were sophisticated enough to house a CAF LO, which allowed a direct link between the municipality and CAF units responding within the municipality. The combination of already decentralized emergency management in Alberta with the direct Calgary-CAF link manifested a governance phenomenon that is peculiar in the light of Canada’s history and constitution, which has inhibited robust federal-municipal links at the forefront of policy implementation: the 2013 floods in Alberta saw the City of Calgary and the ultimate representation of federal power, the armed forces, jointly implement emergency management policy independent of salient provincial guidance. Indeed, one of the provincial Ministers responsible for the overall response noted that “we didn’t direct them […] they could manage themselves” (Interview 8, 2017). Robust municipal emergency management capacity influenced the scalability of the CAF LO role and thereby the level of information sharing that allowed a municipality to manage resources, including military resources, from within the municipality.

**Reservists and Informal Networks**

The final feature that led to variability in otherwise generally high levels of information sharing across the disaster events studied was the influence of reservist officers. With
some rare exceptions due to temporary secondments or professional development opportunities, reservist officers were by definition permanent residents of the region where a disaster occurred. Whether they were civilians serving part-time or soldiers with full-time contracts, they were defined by being exempt from the Regular Force requirement to move wherever CAF needed resources. Long-term residence in an area allowed the building up of networks that is difficult when individuals are periodically moved to new locations. Established networks, in turn, make for easier communication flow during a crisis when the speed of identifying the right people to contact and obtaining the correct contact information is paramount to effective response.\(^95\) The implication of such networks for information sharing during CAF-civilian disaster response was obvious across all four case studies.

As Hurricane Igor’s potential for horrific impact and therefore the need for substantial external support became clear to Newfoundland and Labrador’s Fire and Emergency Services personnel,\(^96\) the possibility of requesting CAF support was being vigorously downplayed by the province’s Premier, Danny Williams, who was in the middle of a long-standing political dispute with Prime Minister Stephen Harper.\(^97\) As Premier Williams had made no qualms about removing all Canadian flags from provincial buildings during a disagreement with a previous federal government, emergency management officials were not certain that disaster response requirements

\(^{95}\) The importance of spontaneous, informal, and local networks is discussed at length in Chapter II’s Literature Review and Theoretical Framework.

\(^{96}\) Fire and Emergency Services is the EMO for Newfoundland and Labrador.

\(^{97}\) The Prime Minister had indicated during the 2006 federal election campaign that Newfoundland and Labrador should be able to keep non-renewable natural resource revenue within the province. The Prime Minister distanced himself from such statements once he had won the election, sparking anger in the Newfoundland and Labrador Premier that – even years after leaving office – appears far from subsiding (e.g., Williams 2015).
would trump provincial pride. The concern was that the official RFA may be made too late to allow troops to make a substantial impact on protecting lives and property. As statements of a ‘likely’ CAF deployment in the provincial EOC (to encourage CAF readiness) would seriously undermine the norm of ministerial – and thereby Premier – authority over decisions that are political in nature (such as requesting military support from another ‘co-sovereign’ under the Canadian constitutional framework), emergency management officials made such statements to peers in their informal network instead. Their peers happened to include reservist CAF LOs and reservist senior CAF officers. The exact process of how the civilian emergency management network’s concerns informally percolated through reservists to JTFA is not clear, but what is clear is that while Premier Williams was still rejecting the notion of help “from Canada,” a “movement exercise” was underway from Canadian Forces Base Gagetown in Fredericton, New Brunswick to Sydney, Nova Scotia, ostensibly as a part of regular testing of CAF’s ‘large troop movement capacity’ (Interview 14, 2017). Premier Williams did indeed wait until the worst part of the hurricane had passed and, in the wake of the extensive damage seen across over 30 communities, submitted an official RFA on September 24th. Given their strategic location just across the shore from Newfoundland in Sydney, the CAF deployed in hours and were a salient presence across Newfoundland on the same day.

Alberta emergency management officials relied on their own informal links to JTFW through reservists to increase CAF readiness during the lead up to the 2013 floods. The delay for an official RFA to be completed within an emergency management-appropriate timeline was this time due to wrangling over RFA details within the federal
government. As the RFA passed from Public Safety Canada staff to the Minister of Public Safety and then to the Minister of National Defence and his department’s staff, the CAF deployment was – on paper – already 24 hours behind when the province would need them on the ground. As in Newfoundland, sending out the ‘okay to deploy’ from the provincial EOC would have circumvented the appropriate political process. Ministers responsible for disaster response anxiously accepted the reality of a delayed CAF deployment to what was fast developing into the worst natural disaster in Canada’s history. An emergency management official, however, had touched base with “a contact” at a reservist unit. While a particular Minister was “scrambling thinking about the CAF and getting the RFA,” s/he received a phone call from one of her/his civil service staff who announced that “the military is in Red Deer forward deployed and we need to tell [Premier] Redford” (Interview 8, 2017). After this phone call the Minister was “a bit nervous about saying [to the Premier] ‘Look, this could put you in a slightly difficult position because we haven’t followed protocol here. We had to make a decision,’ but we briefed the Premier at 8 o’clock and everybody was fine.” The reason emergency managers gave for ‘everybody being fine’ is that the CAF readiness, due to the informal links between emergency management civilians and reservist officers, allowed the CAF to be deployed when the Premier and the Prime Minister made their first tours of affected areas on June 21st. Government action was not just being promised, but was tangibly represented by CAF presence on the ground.

---

98 The RFA process and its implication for interorganizational collaboration will be discussed at length during Chapter V’s sections on Coordination and Integration, as well as in Chapter VII’s Key Themes.

99 Overall the process from RFA initiation to RFA confirmation took two days, a process that can often be done in less than a day. One research participant involved at the federal level on moving RFAs from initiation to confirmation noted that “my fastest was an afternoon” (Interview 4, 2017).

100 CAF’s internal response timelines once they have information to deploy is discussed in Chapter V’s section on Coordination.
While the impact of reservist officers linked into civilian emergency management networks was clear in the lead-up to Hurricane Igor and the Alberta floods, this link was not tested in the 2011 Manitoba Assiniboine flood nor the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires. Military and civilian research participants from both case studies acknowledged the importance of informal networks, but in both cases participants noted that a potentially delayed RFA process, which is the problem informal networks address in terms of information sharing, was not a concern in the 2011 and 2015 events. Manitoba’s successive mass floods over the last couple decades had institutionalized the RFA process in that province to the point where so many provincial and the regional federal officials understood the process that a delay on the civilian side was highly unlikely. The relatively frequent flooding in Canada’s central province meant that normal rates of staff turnover was not enough to erase institutional memory of the RFA process in Manitoba. Furthermore, the nature of Manitoban floods – predictable, slow and steady creep of water up easily identifiable rivers’ banks – means that an RFA process in that province is rarely trying to catch up to a hazard the development or impact of which is tougher to predict, such as wildfires, flash floods, or hurricanes.\textsuperscript{101} During the Saskatchewan wildfires, in turn, the aforementioned need to train troops in firefighting before they hit the ‘front line’ was well understood across levels of government and communicated to the media early on. As such, CAF was not seen as the time-sensitive stop gap to the same degree as in the other case studies.

\textsuperscript{101} The 2017 wildland fire response in northern Manitoba, which saw over 6,000 individuals evacuated from First Nation communities, did see questions around the timeliness of RCAF planes. However, this event was not conducive to assessing the impact of informal emergency management links with local reservists as the RFA came straight from the federal Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada department.
The case for reservist officers as essential to functional informal networks would be stronger if compared to events where mainly Regular Force Officers fulfilled the LO roles and/or to where local informal links between emergency managers and reservists was not as robust as they were in Alberta and across the Atlantic provinces. However, a detailed assessment of the timeline of events during Hurricane Igor and the 2013 Alberta floods demonstrate the functional nature of such links. As will be elaborated in the upcoming section on Non-Manipulative Influence and Flexibility, the cases studied here demonstrate that an effective emergency management system has to find a balance between respecting and circumnavigating legitimate political processes.

Non-Manipulative Influence and Flexibility

The indicators for Non-Manipulative Influence and Flexibility presented similarly across hazards, jurisdictions, and regional JTFs. Two out of the three indicators for Non-Manipulative Influence were salient and one was notably absent across the disaster events studied. In all four cases leaders from CAF, the province, and municipalities had decision making capacity at decision making tables as well as the capability to change actions of other organizations in a non-manipulative way. As with Information Sharing, Non-Manipulative Influence was generally a salient feature during CAF contributions to domestic disaster response. However, the third indicator – a lack of institutional constraints to helping disaster response partners – was not salient in any of the events.

102 Flexibility is built into this section because the one indicator for Flexibility – ‘willingness to reach a decision not originally anticipated by an organization’ – dovetailed perfectly with the Non-Manipulative Influence indicator of ‘capability to change actions of others in a non-manipulative way.’ Whenever participants were asked questions crafted to probe these ‘separate’ indicators they would repeat themselves, sometimes even using the same examples. A general discussion on Flexibility concludes this section.
With some minor exceptions that will be discussed at the end of this section, the RFA – which sets hard parameters around allowable CAF actions – was adhered to from the highest to the lowest ranking CAF member. The RFA is essential to democratic oversight of the military, the efficient management of CAF resources, and – in regards to role clarity and avoiding civilian dependence on CAF support into the recovery phase – even effective emergency management. At the same time, however, the RFA was an institutional constraint to 1) CAF’s ability to freely aid disaster response partners in any way its commanders saw fit and 2) civilian – especially municipal – governments’ ability to understand the role of CAF during the disaster responses.

*Breaking the Stereotype: The Military Does Not Take Control*

CAF commanders across all events were amenable to changing their response actions or initial strategies after input from provincial or municipal levels of government. An officer in charge of troops sent in to support the heavily impacted community of High River during the Alberta floods was initially – as per CAF Domestic Operations doctrine – focused on ‘life and limb,’ and wanted to check that any potential evacuation hold-outs present in the town were safe.\(^{103}\) Upon the mayor prioritizing monitoring of water levels and sandbagging, however, the officer deferred to local knowledge on evacuation rates and evacuee safety and pursued the response actions preferred by the municipal leaders. The officer stressed that “at the end of the day it’s their plan. The military does not run the show” (Interview 16, 2017).

\(^{103}\) As the CAF response to the Alberta floods were, like every other response in this research, under the legal umbrella of Aid to Civil Authority – versus Aid to Law Enforcement – the CAF officer was not interested in enforcing evacuation orders, but only in checking on potential individuals who refused the order (Interview 16, 2017).
During Saskatchewan’s wildfires CAF commanders at joint-planning sessions with the provincial Wildland Fire Management Branch planned for the use of Light Armoured Vehicles (LAVs) to move through thick brush. However, even on this issue of tactical strategy (Mounted Infantry Officers have significant experience in assessing suitable ground for LAV transport), CAF deferred to civilian preference for using conventional firefighting transport and techniques to reach hot spots. In Manitoba, sandbagging priorities were identified by municipalities with input from CAF commanders on efficient distribution and use of troops; CAF commanders had no problem removing the City of Brandon from their response plans when that municipality indicated its relative self-sufficiency. In Newfoundland, CAF commanders adjusted their timeline for moving a frigate in order to maintain its visible presence off the shore of a particularly hard-hit community because provincial emergency management leaders had indicated the positive psychological impact the presence of the frigate was having on the community (Interview 1, 2017).

Even in cases where specific CAF response actions – already decided upon by CAF commanders – held obvious public relations benefits to the military, such as the case in Newfoundland when CAF engineers were on hand to quickly fix a bridge holding up a line-up of cars, CAF stepped aside to let local contractors perform the action when that was the civilian preference (Interview 1, 2016). Indeed, civilians who worked closely with the military during the response noted that while CAF commanders and soldiers jumped at the opportunity to perform response actions, there was no indication of

---

104 The visual impact of substantial CAF assets such as RCN frigates and RCAF Hercules aircraft on the quality of interorganizational collaboration is assessed in Chapter IV’s section on Trust.
exploiting the moment for the spotlight; “nobody wanted to play a hero,” one Minister said of CAF members (Interview 8, 2017).

Unless civilian suggestions to CAF response actions misunderstood a particular CAF capability (i.e., the runway needed for Hercules aircraft to land was not long enough in the La Ronde, Saskatchewan area), ran into resource limits CAF commanders on the ground could not control (i.e., helicopters that helped to evacuate numerous Alberta communities could not fit the initial civilian timeline as they were stationed or used across the country), or requested actions not allowed by the RFA (examples of which are discussed below), CAF commanders were amenable to civilian influence in response actions across the cases studied.

*The Request for Assistance (RFA) as Institutional Constraint*

The significant civilian ability to make decisions about and influence CAF response actions nevertheless faced the institutional constraint of the formal RFA. Once the RFA passed from the province’s Solicitor General to the (federal) Minister of Public Safety, and from there to the Minister of National Defence for sign off, the parameters for CAF action – their ‘left and right of arc’ in military-speak – were set in stone. Performing actions exclusively within dictated Rules of Engagement (ROE) is a fundamental pillar of formal CAF doctrine and deeply entrenched in CAF culture, and the RFA is essentially a glorified, large-scale ROE (Interview 16, 2017). This means that civilian – especially

---

105 Soldiers still receive detailed ROEs as a part of their formal Orders before embarking on a specific mission within their Domestic Operation, but those ROEs are the ‘direct descendants’ of the RFA, which acts as a sort of ‘Matriarch ROE’ that constrains CAF action at a broad, overview level. In other words, no ROEs given to individual soldiers by their Platoon Commanders can allow more leeway in soldier action than what the RFA allows for CAF in general.
municipal — officials at times requested resources and skills CAF had the capacity to provide, but that CAF refused to give as per the RFA. The most common example of a civilian request not granted related to security support. The officer on the ground in High River was approached by municipal leaders to provide a security cordon around the evacuated town. While the officer was taken aback by the request given his knowledge of the RFA, municipal leaders thought it only made sense that “the guys in green” run security, especially given strapped law enforcement resources during the disaster (Interview 16, 2017). The officer acknowledged municipal security concerns and noted that he appreciated their thinking process, but that legally he and his platoon were in High River as an Aid to Civil Authority and not as an Aid to Law Enforcement, and that the latter would require the enacting of different parts of the national Emergency Management Act and “likely a debate in the House of Commons” (Interview 16, 2017).

The Alberta example is representative of similar events in each of the case studies. During natural disaster response on domestic soil, infantry officers — whose actual job descriptions read ‘to close with and destroy the enemy’ — became impromptu legal advisors to municipal leaders across the country. Indeed, a civilian emergency management official that worked with CAF at a provincial and municipal level, and in two different provincial jurisdictions, stressed the following:

“A lot of municipalities still have no idea what the heck [the RFA] means. Even a lot of Ministers still have no idea that it means that the military will respond [as aids to] civilians during disasters. People have no idea what the military will bring to the table and what they will do and what they won’t do because there are parameters. [Municipalities] are looking at increasing security over areas of cities that were evacuated and one of the CAF officers always has to walk over and say ‘You’re not planning on using our members for policing are you?’” (Interview 3, 2017).\(^{106}\)

\(^{106}\) The role that misunderstandings of the RFA play in barriers to interorganizational collaboration is discussed in Chapter VI’s section on Conceptual Difference. The focus here is on the impact the RFA had
The RFA constrained the ability for civilian officials to influence CAF response actions beyond security requests. This was most evident when civilian emergency managers and leaders at both the provincial and municipal level requested CAF actions that were recovery and not response in nature. An appropriately crafted RFA defines in broad terms when an operation’s ‘End State’ is reached and any actions that can be taken after that state are deemed recovery actions. CAF officers were reluctant to take such actions as both CAF and senior provincial and federal leaders were wary about taking on roles that communities may begin to rely on, but that the CAF could not indefinitely perform. During the Alberta, Manitoba, and Newfoundland events at least one municipal leader requested that troops remove debris and/or pump water from private residences. Such actions were perceived by CAF, and senior provincial and federal leaders, as appropriately within the realm of individual responsibility and/or municipal capacity implementing their routine public administration apparatus. Even clearing debris from public roads no longer needed for emergency evacuations/services was seen as problematic by some CAF officers as such tasks could be conducted by a municipality’s own or contracted services. While a minute level of detail – such as when CAF clearing debris from public roads is permissible – was not always specified in RFAs, the return to the use of routine civilian services as soon as possible and not replicating functioning civilian services throughout the response were clearly indicated.

The distinction between general tasks that were within an RFA’s scope (i.e., clearing roads) and replicating existing civilian capabilities, which transcends an RFA’s
scope (i.e., clearing roads when sufficient and functioning routine civilian services were available), was well understood by CAF officers, but not by most municipal leaders. During the 2011 Assiniboine flood the Officer in Command (OC) of a deployed company gave the order for one his platoons to pull out of a town where water levels had stabilized. A frantic mayor contacted the OC and asked why CAF was getting rid of the town’s ‘Quick Reaction Force.’ “What do you mean Quick Reaction Force?” was the OC’s concerned reply. As the need for emergency response actions had dissipated in the community, the mayor had housed the platoon assigned to him at Town Hall and used them as a general response team to complement or replace thin and tired civilian resources. The mayor’s ‘Quick Reaction Force’ were tackling an array of basic municipal service tasks, from supplying extra sandbags to private residences as citizens called in sandbag requests to putting up signage around flood-compromised areas. While CAF fulfilling such tasks made sense to municipal leadership who understood military aid during disaster as providing general relief wherever needed, the senior civilian officials from the higher levels of government, along with CAF leadership and the RFA’s intent, conceived of the CAF as a stop gap. These leaders understood emergency management policy as manifested in RFAs to accept temporary municipal pain during the initial recovery phase for the long-term gain of municipal self-reliance. The Manitoban mayor’s experiment in alternative municipal service delivery was disbanded shortly after the OC hearing of it (Interview 15, 2017).

*Strategy versus Tactics: The Flexibility of CAF*
While the ability for municipalities – and mid-level provincial officials – to influence CAF response actions was constrained by the RFA, the discrepancy in understanding the role of CAF during domestic disaster response occurred more between higher and lower members in both military and civilian organizations than between military and civilian organizations as such. Senior CAF, provincial, and federal leaders understood the RFA’s constraints, while in the rare circumstances where CAF members did blur the RFA’s lines the blurring was done by junior officers. Indeed, the aforementioned mayor’s ‘Quick Reaction Force’ was a Platoon-level unit and therefore had to be led by a junior officer who, at least for the period of time the ‘Quick Reaction Force’ was active, did not let RFA details get in the way of aiding the community as the mayor saw fit. While varying understandings of RFAs may be a barrier to interorganizational collaboration (which is discussed in Chapter VI’s section on Conceptual Difference), the RFA as an institutional constraint to civilian influence over CAF response actions was somewhat tempered when small CAF units overseen by junior officers worked directly with municipal-level officials. Indeed, Non-Manipulative Influence was generally high across all indicators – as opposed to only two indicators – the closer the response actions were to the actual hazard.

The implication the RFA as institutional constraint held for the presence of interorganizational collaboration was not as straightforward as the implications of high or low levels of Information Sharing, which indicated a high or low presence, respectively, of collaboration. From an effective disaster response point of view, an institutional constraint that inhibited on-the-ground response needs did not indicate the presence of interorganizational collaboration. From a CAF accountability and democratic point of
view, however, legal mechanisms that clearly delineated the scope of military action on domestic soil needed to be upheld. An assessment of CAF’s role in all four events demonstrates that the multi-organizational response system had found a balance between the potentially competing requirements of emergency management and democratic accountability. At the senior CAF, provincial, and federal levels, the RFA parameters were set in stone. Any requests for tasks that bubbled up to this level were denied should they even flirt with the RFA parameters or, indeed, the parameters were officially broadened to accommodate multiple requests for a task that could still fall under Aid to Civil Authority – versus Aid to Law Enforcement – with the tweaking of the RFA. This institutional norm ensured democratic accountability won out at the strategic level.

Meanwhile, on the ground response actions occurring in the midst of fighting a hazard, with junior officers and municipal leaders having to make decisions in the moment, saw effective disaster response win out at the tactical level. Yet the system was self-correcting – leaning towards effective disaster response on the ground never led to junior officers acquiescing to requests that fell under Aid to Law Enforcement. CAF as an organization, then, was remarkably flexible; while all ranks expressed the importance of effective response and maintaining ‘DOMOPS doctrine’ (military-speak for democratic accountability), senior officers leaned towards accountability to satisfy their civilian counterparts while junior officers leaned towards effective response to satisfy their civilian counterparts.¹⁰⁷

¹⁰⁷ This dynamic may transcend CAF and exemplify a universal difference between strategic decision makers who have to take into account abstract values like ‘democratic accountability’ and on the ground responders who are focused on the lives, concerns, and property of people physically in front of them. In the context of public policy, this dynamic also reflects the perennial tension between policy formulation and implementation.
CAF’s ability to provide and augment resources in Canadian emergency management was substantial across all the events studied. The presence of interorganizational collaboration as assessed by the degree of CAF support was therefore high in domestic disaster response. However, the CAF supply was outstripped by the civilian demand in the case of some specific types of resources. The discrepancy between CAF supply and civilian demand for these resources was not affected by hazard type or jurisdiction. This section identifies the many resources CAF was able to provide, the few resources CAF was not able to provide, and CAF resources that were unique to CAF (i.e., no other organization could have provided them).

**Boots on the Ground**

The greatest CAF contribution to all disaster responses studied was human resources. CAF had a number of “sexy capabilities,” but ultimately it was the “hundreds of troops with boots on the ground” that provided the greatest relief to affected communities (Interview 7, 2017). Provincial EMOs and other government organizations in Canada had significant capacity in terms of monitoring the hazard development and treating relatively isolated pockets of adverse impact (e.g., Manitoba’s provincial transportation department was hardly stretched thin by having to surveille a particular network of roads more often

---

**Support**

108 Detailed facts and figures on the amount and type of CAF personnel and assets deployed during each event were obtained through archival research and can be found in Chapter III’s overview of the case studies. The results here were obtained through interviewing research participants with the focus on how military officers and civilian emergency managers understood the degree, nature, and effectiveness of the specific types of support provided during their events.
than usual as water levels rose). ‘Human power’ became a concern when the hazards developed into disasters that impacted so many areas within each jurisdiction that the maximum staffing in that jurisdiction simply could not treat all the issues without quadrupling their hiring ability as well as the number of people available for hire in the first place. Not only were most civilians who were able to work employed in day jobs or attending schools that would not permit long term disaster relief responsibilities, but the pool of civilian individuals physically ready or skilled to perform disaster response actions could not compare to over a thousand troops with varying trades who arrived with physical fitness and up-to-date medical tests.\textsuperscript{109} Furthermore, even if civilian governments had had the incentive and ability to maximize existing civilian public sector staff through secondments and relevant training, or to establish thousand-member strong disaster response teams, they would have had to abide by public sector labour laws and regulation, including the Canadian Human Rights Act. Such a – non-voluntary – civilian disaster response work force would have been entitled to an array of benefits and rights, from over-time pay to accommodation for those who could not perform certain tasks, and, in the highly unlikely event that the ‘work force’ was not unionized from the start, would have had the right to unionize, which in turn would have allowed opportunities for the ‘work force’ to leverage the disaster event in collective bargaining. CAF members, on the other hand, could not unionize,\textsuperscript{110} did not receive overtime pay, and were unique

\textsuperscript{109} Up to date physical fitness and medical tests are a basic requirement for any deployment, including domestic ones. There are rare circumstances in which expired tests can be waived, such as when a soldier with expertise essential to a deployment is needed or, in a catastrophic situation were the need for aid trumps the need to verify perfect soldier health. Such waivers, however, require significant bureaucratic footwork within CAF, including sign-off by senior commanders above the unit level.

\textsuperscript{110} While the Royal Canadian Mounted Police have historically not been able to unionize, they do have an association that can advocate on behalf of members to the employer and as such is developing into a quasi-union.
amongst all potential relief workers in that the CAF members could not request accommodation for tasks they could not perform, since CAF’s Universality of Service criterion is not subject to the Canadian Human Rights Act. The output of the CAF work force was therefore maximized during the disasters’ response in a way that would have been legally impossible for civilian work forces.

No regulations external to CAF dictated how much rest or nourishment soldiers should have had; such requirements depended on CAF doctrine, which made room for commanders’ assessment and the mission context. The infantry soldiers that deployed in Newfoundland, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta slept less than three hours every 24 hours for the initial 72 hours of deployment, which was relatively easy-going compared to the even lower levels of sleep for much longer time periods during combat deployments in Afghanistan (Interviews 11 and 16, 2017). Furthermore, soldiers could be ordered into harm’s way, up to and including death. There was no comparable civilian organization where managers could direct employees to perform tasks where a jurisdiction’s integrity and community’s survival transcended the employee’s right to life. Law enforcement and fire-fighting agencies come close, but – unlike CAF commanders – their decision-makers could not explicitly acknowledge a fatality rate and still send their staff in to perform a task. While law enforcement, fire fighters and other emergency response organizations accepted a risk level, the military accepted a fatality level. While no CAF fatalities occurred in the disaster responses studied, the ethos and legal context that came with the ‘unlimited liability contract’ CAF has with each of its members was present in each case.
The sheer numbers of troops then – and the scope of their activity given their physical fitness and skill level, and the irrelevance of public-sector laws and regulations – meant that CAF could support civilian authorities in immediate and practical ways. On the ground, troops dispersed across Newfoundland, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta during their respective disasters and cleared debris, transported evacuees, checked on non-evacuees, transported civilian officials, monitored sewage levels in water, filled and distributed sandbags, built bridges, fought fires, distributed food and water, assessed infrastructure integrity, reinforced vulnerable infrastructure, provided psychosocial support through community engagement, and provided information on all the aforementioned to their CAF chain of command and municipal meetings they attended. The number of hands on, practical tasks performed by on-the-ground troops during the first week of each CAF deployment was a key reason why communities were back to a semblance of routine functioning within a month of when the hazards were halted or moved from the area (Interview 17, 2017).111

*The Machines: CAF’s Hard Assets by Branch*

Physical CAF resources beyond human resources on the ground occurred in the form of branch-specific assets. The army’s main asset across the events studied were LAVs that could transport individuals in water two metres deep and generally navigate rough terrain unmanageable by civilian vehicles (even civilian emergency response vehicles). LAVs allowed Platoon Commanders to send their sections into the nooks and crannies of flooded regions to facilitate evacuations, check on non-evacuees, distribute food and

---

111 The psychological impact on communities of seeing troops on the ground will be assessed during Chapter V’s section on Trust.
water, and even transport municipal leaders to isolated residences to engage with community members.\footnote{Mounted infantry platoons usually have four sections of eight soldiers. Each section uses and maintains its own LAV, which becomes a ninth ‘section member’ in many sections, complete with personality quirks and affectionate nicknames.} LAVs became as common in the disaster responses as troops on the ground hoisting sandbags or clearing debris. Only in Saskatchewan’s wildfires, and then only when moving towards fire hot spots, were LAVs not a dominant part of CAF support to civilian authorities.\footnote{There are other transportation modes used by the army, such as the ubiquitous ‘Medium Support Vehicle System’ (MSVS), which in civilian-speak are the ‘green army trucks’ that move up to 30 soldiers around. These trucks, however, are used almost exclusively to simply move troops from point A to point B. As most of their trips can be performed by a civilian equivalent (and is often performed during disasters by locally hired buses, including yellow school buses), they are not viewed by either civilians or military personnel as a ‘CAF contribution’ to disaster response.}

The RCAF’s main assets were Hercules aircraft for the transport of equipment and materiel; Chinook and/or Sea King helicopters for evacuations; and an assortment of aircraft for monitoring hazard development from the air. Unlike the army’s LAVs, the roles of which were clear across response organizations and which were easily deployable to the extent that they were needed, CAF’s air support faced three separate challenges across the events studied. First, the vast geographic expanse of Canada meant that air craft were often stationed thousands of kilometres away from disaster sites. Whereas army troops and LAVs could be on the ground within hours of RFA-confirmation, civilian disaster response timelines had to accommodate significant lag time between the RFA being confirmed and the arrival of air craft.\footnote{Unlike the aforementioned case of army units being moved closer to Newfoundland prior to RFA approval under the guise of a ‘troop movement exercise,’ this research found no evidence of RCAF commanders initiating ‘air craft movement exercises’ in order to move air support closer to disaster sites prior to RFA approval. This may be due to air craft being considerably more expensive to move – and in much shorter supply – than army troops. RCAF commanders cannot from a budgetary point of view risk moving air craft that will not end up of being used.} As the army has a presence throughout Canada (with reservist units and Canadian Rangers in those few...
regions without significant Regular Force units, such as British Columbia and the territories), and as the RCN by definition is concentrated on the coasts (albeit with some reservists units scattered across the country), the RCAF was seen by civilian and military research participants as the CAF branch most disproportionately represented across the country. Manitoba’s 2011 Assiniboine floods were emblematic of the distances RCAF aircraft had to travel to aid the prairie provinces: Griffon helicopters made the approximately 2,000 kilometre flight from Trenton and Borden, Ontario, and an Aurora patrol aircraft travelled a similar distance from the other side of the country; Comox, British Columbia. Only Newfoundland could plan for relatively quick helicopter support as Sea Kings were stationed at 12 Wing Shearwater in Nova Scotia.115

Second, the capabilities of the various RCAF aircraft were not well understood by civilian officials across all levels of government. Army troops, whether engineers or infanteers, had skills that could easily be linked to concrete tasks by civilian officials, and LAVs mainly allowed the troops and at times civilian officials to move into difficult terrain. In contrast, the contribution of aircraft was felt to be important by all civilian officials, but only those with reservist and/or significant disaster response experience could link a specific craft with a specific task. For example, as the RFAs was being crafted during Hurricane Igor and the Alberta floods, some provincial officials felt that a Hercules was important and wanted to specifically request one as the craft was seen to be potentially useful during evacuations. Hercules aircraft, however, are large, lumbering machines mainly used for transport of heavy equipment, significant numbers of troops,

115 While Hercules aircraft are stationed at 17 Wing in Winnipeg, their main function is transport – not evacuations or hazard monitoring – and as such the speed of their arrival is not as paramount as for the other aircraft.
and/or general military materiel. In the rare event that Hercules air craft would be used for evacuations, they would require a lengthy runaway of hard ground. In other words, a Hercules has to land; it is not going to be plucking individuals from the roofs of their houses. Another example was the requests in Manitoba and Saskatchewan for Aurora air craft to survey the hazard development from above, which – while an accurate assessment of the craft’s use – ignored that Transport Canada had similar air craft better suited to the civilian environment.116 While CAF domestic operations doctrine and the ideal RFA process eschewed civilian officials linking tasks with specific military capabilities (a theme that will be discussed at length in Chapter IV’s Conceptual Difference), the reality was that civilian officials did think in terms of capabilities when conceptualizing response plans, and the lack of civilian understanding of the nature of specific air craft hampered CAF’s ability to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of air support.

Thirdly, the RCAF did not have enough air craft to fulfill all its regular responsibilities while responding to domestic disaster. Indeed, the amount of CAF air craft was the one single area military research participants explicitly identified as an inadequate resource during domestic disaster response that could not be compensated for through existing means. Unless army units were deployed or tasked out, they were conducting training exercises, and domestic operations were leveraged to count as a part of training as all army trades could practice important aspects of their trades during the domestic disaster responses. Even the combat arms trades of the infantry and combat engineers – albeit not the artillery nor the armoured corps – trained their organizational

116 Transport Canada air craft were used to detect and ultimately track down the shooter during the infamous 2014 killings of RCMP officers in Moncton, New Brunswick.
processes and non-combat skill sets, of which there are many (i.e., general labour for the infantry and reinforcing structures for the engineers). The RCAF, however, had so many specific responsibilities in relation to the number of its aircraft that it could not simply replace its operations with disaster response. As the disasters studied here occurred, the RCAF was providing aircraft to NATO deployments to demonstrate Canadian commitment to international security after the army was pulled out, supporting the ongoing movement of troops and equipment across Canada, maintaining a constant security patrol presence over the second biggest country by landmass on the planet, and – crucially in terms of resource management – operating all search and rescue (SAR) over air in the country. This latter function meant that the RCAF was the only CAF branch a part of the country’s routine emergency response system also participating in non-routine disaster response. RCAF aircraft was therefore the one CAF resource that across all cases could not be supplied to match civilian demand.

The RCN’s main assets beyond boots on the ground – which were provided largely through inland RCN reservist units – were the Halifax-class frigates that allowed ocean-based transport of troops and relief supplies to disaster zones. While frigates were obviously not used or expected in inland disasters, their impact in Newfoundland was substantial. The deployment of troops and relief to isolated coastal communities over the

117 A summary of Operation IMPACT and other recent and ongoing CAF operations is provided in Chapter I’s overview of CAF section.
118 RCAF SAR aircraft work with the – civilian – Coast Guard and the provinces/municipalities, which are responsible for SAR over sea and land, respectively, to ensure 24/7, 365 days a year Canadian SAR system. The demand on RCAF resources through the SAR system is acutely demonstrated by the fact that any public or private organization, including individual citizens, can call Joint Rescue Coordination Centres (JRCCs) across the country to report a missing plane (or missing people whose last mode of transport was air craft) and the RCAF, just as any emergency service after a 9/11 call, has to respond. Other CAF branches cannot be directly ‘called out’ by any organization other than the federal government, not to mention individual citizens, and as such can allocate their resources to match the priorities of a single ‘client’; the federal government.
ocean was so effective compared to navigating the hurricane ravaged Newfoundland land mass that JTFA allocated three frigates – HMCS St. John’s, Montreal, and Fredericton – to the disaster response. While the first round of land soldiers tackled reconstruction tasks to remediate the island’s infrastructure, the frigate capability allowed sailors to focus on the relief of individuals. The use of RCN frigates during disaster response meant that immediate CAF support to civilian authorities in Newfoundland were not only physical in nature, but included a psychosocial element.\textsuperscript{119}

\textit{Soft Assets: Tech, Intel, and Funds}

The original collaborative framework developed through the emergency management, public administration and civil-military relations literature identified areas of support beyond physical resources and assets; namely technological, planning/intelligence, and financial support. The ability for CAF to provide technology support was significantly hampered by 1) the discrepancy between sophisticated military technological tools and those that existed within civilian levels of government, and 2) the inability of military and civilian technological tools to ‘talk to each other’ even should they be relatively comparable in sophistication. The most prominent example of the former across all the events studied was the Common Operation Picture (COP) used by many – although not all – CAF commanders not on the ground and based in a headquarters.\textsuperscript{120} A COP is a

\textsuperscript{119} The role RCN frigates played in effectively reaching coastal communities and adding to the spectrum of disaster relief to include psychosocial support affirms Scanlon’s theory that delivering aid from large bodies of water wherever possible is a uniquely effective disaster response as 1) land barriers are avoided and 2) the delivering entity is physically separated from making a footprint on – and thereby taxing or being affected by – the disaster zone, apart from when ships are left to provide aid (Scanlon et al. 2012). The role of RCN frigates may play an important role in responses to disasters on the other coast as well, namely earthquakes in British Columbia.

\textsuperscript{120} One particularly popular commander during Hurricane Igor eschewed all digital COPs and preferred a white sheet with only the most basic geographical details drawn out and the main military units deployed
digital map, akin to Google Maps, of the disaster zone area over which can be laid a variety of event-specific details important to strategic decision makers. For example, the COP in Saskatchewan included developing hot spots and smoke plumes while in Manitoba the COP showed water coverage and receding levels. All events included COPs with relevant municipal boundaries and the locations of deployed military units. Most municipalities, however, did not have COPs and those provinces that did run COPs had ones far less functional in nature. Indeed, most civilian COPs were replaced by informal networks and paper maps to gain information and aid decision-making. This meant that CAF commanders could not call up their civilian counterparts and discuss strategies over the phone while ‘looking at the same map.’ Civilians inevitably had to confirm information through the slower means of calling up individuals on the ground or by physically attending a military headquarters. The most prominent example of the latter problem—ineability to communicate—was the inability of military and radio systems to talk to each other. Both organizations had comparably sophisticated radio equipment, but the military personnel were in the habit of using crypto (encryption of voice communication over radio waves) and a strictly-adhered-to system for radio procedure that would frustrate the laissez-faire approach to radio communication adopted by – especially non-law enforcement – civilian organizations.121

indicated. There was no evidence after the event that this commander was less successful than commanders with heavily detailed, digital COPs (Interview 5, 2017).

121 CAF orders during Aid to Civil Authority domestic operations do not include a requirement for crypto, but a combination of aging CAF radios and military habit appears to have allowed crypto to get in the way of smooth and regular military-civilian communications. The crypto infrastructure on CAF radio systems has had similar impacts in other contexts: during an international training mission where the RCN was supposed to provide the communications support CAF’s radio systems were such that the friendly Chilean ships had no idea what the – inexplicably encrypted against their allies – RCN communication entailed. The RCN had to ultimately scramble around for a United States ship that had an effective common crypto and relayed all information through that ship (Interview 5, 2017).
The inability of CAF to provide significant technological support was not seen by any – civilian or military – research participants as problematic to the CAF’s contribution to domestic disaster response. As face-to-face communication occurred at each leadership level (i.e., junior officers working with mayors and senior officers working with provincial officials), the discrepancy between military versus civilian COPs were at worst a minor irritant; and as tasks once determined were largely conducted by military or civilian workers, internal frontline communication was more important than cross-organizational communication, and therefore the gap in radio communication was not seen as adversely impacting the effective performance of response actions (Interview 5, 2017).

The planning support CAF was able to provide across all events studied was substantial. Research participants involved in different hazards and jurisdictions noted that CAF’s constant exercise planning and development during routine, non-deployed periods brought much needed structure and direction within the first 72 hours of disaster response (Interviews 3, 4, 5, 20, 2017). CAF employed a planning process informed by 1) project management methodologies tailored to the military context that the most senior junior officers (i.e., Captains in the army) learn and practice in formal military courses before they can become the most junior senior officers (i.e., Majors in the army), and 2) ‘battle rhythm’ and the Orders format, both of which are fine-tuned and rehearsed thousands of times over a commander’s career (Interview 16, 2017). Battle rhythm referred to key events that punctuated a set period of time, usually a 24-hour cycle. At a minimum, these events included Situation Reports (SITREPs) sent from the most junior officers on the ground (which were collated as they moved up the Chain of Command to
inform the situational awareness relied on for planning by senior officers), and a formal ‘O Group’ to provide updates and define tasks for the upcoming 24 hours. The key feature of battle rhythm that was particularly conducive to planning during the disasters was the steady and predictable timeline of short term events that were overlaid on a seemingly haphazard and unpredictable developing situation. Regardless of what ‘the enemy’ (in the context of this research, the hazard) did, the battle rhythm chugged along; even if decision makers could not plan for unpredictable hazard development, they can plan for the next ‘O Group’ based on the latest SITREPs. The Orders format, in turn, was all CAF officers’ ‘holy process’ for assessing problems, identifying tasks, and constructing ways of implementing those tasks (Interview 5, 2017). The Orders format was the same across all trades and branches; commanders bundled information according to – and in the order of – the Situation, the Mission, the Execution, the Service and Support requirements, and the Command/Signals details. Each bundle had a host of standardized ‘sub-bundles’ for finer detail.\footnote{An Orders template can be found in Appendix D.}

Crucially, the Orders format was scalable up and down the Chain of Command. For example, JTFA Command gave Orders to its branches, which distilled their particular tasks from the JTFA Orders to give Orders to companies, which distilled their particular tasks from the company Orders to give Orders to platoons, which distilled their particular tasks from the company Orders to give Orders to sections, at which point a single Sergeant allocated tasks to individuals that could be traced all the way to regional command, and ultimately to the Canadian Joint Operations Centre (CJOC) in Ottawa. The Orders format allowed planners to link an individual’s action to the highest strategic
objectives. This ‘nature of doing business’ in the military was not conducive to all types of civilian planning, but in the cases studied civilian officials who were tackling problems haphazardly prior to CAF deployment found stability and structure in CAF’s during-response planning process by adopting their own ‘battle rhythms’ and – albeit far less formalized and rigorous – Orders formats for task allocation ‘down the ranks.’

The final indicator of Support as a component of the presence of interorganizational collaboration is the degree to which CAF contributed financially to disaster response efforts. While CAF was at no point paid directly by provinces/municipalities for any services it provided and never even engaged provinces/municipalities on disaster response budgets, CAF was the main federal instrument used to relieve provincial and municipal burdens during the response. Provincial and municipal governments would have had to spend millions to hire even a fraction of the CAF resources deployed in the events studied (Interviews 4, 20, 2017). The federal government could theoretically bill the provinces for the CAF response, but the optics of asking a province recovering from a disaster large enough to warrant CAF resources for money, not to mention demanding payment for an event leveraged by federal politicians to demonstrate their commitment to communities, appeared in the cases studied to be too problematic for a bill to – at least publicly – materialize. None of

---

123 Room for bottom-up influence does exist in the apparent hierarchy of the Orders process through the ‘back-briefing’ process, which allows each commander receiving Orders to ‘back-brief’ their commanders on how the Orders were understood, how tasks will be implemented, clarifications that should be made, etc.

124 CAF’s planning structure was complimented by CAF’s ‘intelligence’ support to civilian authorities. Intelligence was put in air quotes by a couple military research participants because formal intelligence gathering by CAF is not permitted on domestic soil, but troops on the ground did monitor hazard development and community morale, which we were pushed to the Intelligence Branch Chain of Command so that Intelligence Operators and their officers could provide ‘information products’ to CAF decision makers.
the research participants professed to know of funds ever being transferred from provinces to the federal government specifically in payment for a CAF response. The CAF contribution to domestic disaster response therefore represented significant financial support across the cases studied, albeit ultimately from the federal government.\footnote{The accounting details of how much of CAF units’ regular operational budgets went to their disaster response versus how much was ‘subsidized’ or recouped later from Public Services and Procurement Canada is beyond the scope of this research.}

The Greatest Resource: Self-Sufficiency

The sheer amount of CAF human resources not constrained by labour codes could not be replicated by civilian governments, although civilians could be trained to have or leverage the appropriate skillsets, and while the branch-specific assets and general planning functions of CAF were instrumental to a sophisticated response, they were ultimately ‘nice to have’s’ that could be replicated through extensive investment in civilian emergency management and could not be expected as assets inevitably available to the disaster response system (Interviews 9, 13, 2017). The single CAF feature that was unanimously lauded as essential to CAF’s support to civilian authorities during disaster response was the capability of being entirely self-sufficient. Despite the impact that soldiers on the ground, well-oiled planning processes, and impressive machines have on the disaster context, all civilian emergency managers stressed CAF’s greatest support function was the military’s ability to tap none of the already stretched provincial/municipal resources. CAF deployed itself right to the frontline, where it clothed and fed and housed its own personnel, and it produced any resources needed to maintain its operations. Civilian emergency managers acknowledged the importance of
what CAF did during the responses, but they stressed what the civilian side *did not have to do* to keep CAF up and running. This orientation by civilian emergency managers illuminated that support was not only perceived as the physical resources provided, but the ability to do so without requiring any support in return. Emergency managers identified self-sufficiency, more than any specific resource, as emblematic of CAF’s capacity to support civilians during domestic disasters.

**Collective Conflict Resolution**

In the rare occasions where conflict occurred between military and civilian members during disaster response they were explicitly brought to a collective table where the underlying cause of the conflict versus blame was the focus. The nature of the disaster events, however, combined with the relatively discrete tasks performed by CAF and civilians on the ground, meant the context was not ripe for conflict.\(^{126}\)

The friction that did occur between military and civilian members occurred at the provincial level in Newfoundland during the initial hours of the deployment and were due to uncertainty around what precisely CAF brought to the table:

> “There is a natural tendency for some in the provincial authority to think that the military is coming to take over, and the media hyps that as well, but that is not the case. [CAF] is really there as a reassurance piece to back up the provincial authorities” (Interview 1, 2017).

CAF and leaders within the Newfoundland EOC addressed initial friction through starting to hold regular joint briefings specifically on the role of CAF in the response

---

\(^{126}\) Conflict between civilian levels of government was also rare, although conflict among civilians *within* the same level of government were noted by a variety of research participants. This dynamic will be addressed in Chapter VI’s section on Empire Building.
where questions could be asked and suggestions provided. By the time the Assiniboine flooded a year later the joint briefings had made it into regular CAF domestic operations practice; none of the participants from events subsequent to Hurricane Igor noted any significant conflicts that had to be formally addressed. CAF participants stressed that mitigating any potential conflict was successfully done through 1) educating on the RFA – and hence clarifying the CAF role – at joint briefings, 2) avoiding getting involved or even acknowledging inter- and intra-governmental disputes, and 3) explicitly incorporating humility into CAF’s deportment and interaction with civilians:

“The military knows they don’t have all the answers all the time. It’s about exchange and collaboration and networking and gleaning information from how others may be doing things better. We reinvent ourselves and try to evolve” (Interview 10, 2017).

All research participants stressed that conflict between CAF and civilian organizations, and among almost all organizations on the ground, was extremely rare. The severity of the disasters’ impacts focused everyone’s goals into “helping Canadians,” which led to remarkable cohesion and collegiality across organizations on the frontline, and between CAF and civilian officials both on the ground and in joint headquarters (Interviews 2, 6, 2017). By the time the Newfoundland response matured past its first day the initial friction had developed into a joint headquarters that was “more about team spirit than who gets credit,” while on the ground municipal leaders were opening up their recreation centres, rinks, and libraries to house soldiers: “At the end of the day we were all a part of the home team” (Interview 10, 2017).
Conclusion

An assessment of CAF’s role during domestic disaster response demonstrated generally robust information sharing between CAF and civilian levels of government, the ability of military and civilian organizations to exert non-manipulative influence over each other’s actions, military and civilian flexibility to change actions after input from each other, significant CAF resources available to support civilian authorities, and collective conflict resolution in those rare occasions when conflict did occur. Interorganizational collaboration is therefore present when CAF integrates into domestic emergency management during the response phase.

The presence of interorganizational collaboration, however, was less salient when municipalities had weak emergency management capacity; reservist CAF LOs were not embedded into provincial EOCs; a hazard required monitoring and fighting skillsets not a part of regular military training (such as wildfires); the RFA acted as an institutional constraint on potential CAF response actions; and the civilian demand for RCAF air craft outstripped the supply. Before potential solutions can be provided to address such issues through, for example, recommending CAF investment in firefighter training or in more air craft, an assessment of the quality of interorganizational collaboration is required. Given the role of CAF during domestic disaster response as described in this chapter, how effective is CAF when it takes on this role? This evaluative question will be addressed in the upcoming chapter.
Table 5: The Presence of Interorganizational Collaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NF 2010</th>
<th>MB 2011</th>
<th>AB 2013</th>
<th>SK 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civilian</td>
<td>Military</td>
<td>Civilian</td>
<td>Military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Presence of Interorganizational Collaboration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. What is the role of CAF in contemporary Canadian disaster response? [descriptive]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Information Sharing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.a Distribution of emergency response plans</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.b Presence in Emergency Operations Centre</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.c Presence at decision making table</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.d Maintenance of communication during response actions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.e Distribution of new data as event unfolds</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.f Description of organizational strengths and vulnerabilities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.g Access to a variety of individuals from another organization</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result: 104/112 = 93%</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

127 With four participants – two civilian and two military – selected for each event, each indicator could occur a maximum of four times for each event. The maximum of four was reached if the indicator occurred for both civilian participants and both military participants selected for each event. This meant that each indicator could occur a maximum of sixteen times across all the events. The percentage of each component indicated reflects the amount of times all the indicators for a component occurred divided by the maximum amount that an indicator could occur.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.2 Non-Manipulative Influence</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2.a Decision making capacity at decision making tables</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.b Capability to change actions of others in non-manipulative way</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.c Lack of institutional constraints to helping disaster response partners</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result: 30/48 = 63% | MODERATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.3 Flexibility</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.3.a Willingness to reach a decision not originally anticipated by organization</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result: 15/16 = 94% | HIGH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.4 Support</th>
<th>1.75</th>
<th>1.75</th>
<th>1.75</th>
<th>1.75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4.a Any form of resource augmentation (tech, human, funds, intel, etc) of another's efforts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result: 7/8 = 88% | HIGH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.5 Collective Conflict Resolution</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5.a Conflicts explicitly brought to a designated collective table; input of other organizations or a third party sought.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result: 16/16 = 100% | HIGH

Total Presence: 86% | HIGH
CHAPTER V: THE QUALITY OF INTERORGANIZATIONAL COLLABORATION

Introduction

The previous chapter demonstrated that interorganizational collaboration is present when the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) plays a role in contemporary Canadian disaster response. While variables such as municipal emergency management capacity, the specific hazard of wildfires, and the nature of the formal Request for Assistance (RFA) affected the degree to which some indicators appeared, the components of information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, support, and collective conflict resolution were salient features of the responses studied here. This chapter moves from the presence of collaboration to the quality of interorganizational collaboration in order to answer the evaluative question of ‘How effective is the CAF-civilian relationship during domestic disaster response?’

The components that constitute the quality of interorganizational collaboration – coordination, integration, satisfaction, and trust – are addressed in turn. As before, the case studies – the 2010 Newfoundland Hurricane Igor, the 2011 Manitoba Assiniboine flood, the 2013 Alberta multi-river floods, and the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires – are compared and contrasted within each component to provide an overall picture of the quality of interorganizational collaboration when CAF contributes to domestic disaster response.\(^{128}\)

\(^{128}\) Since the relevance of specific indicators to each component (i.e., why a common vision of the end state indicates coordination) are extensively detailed and developed in Chapter II’s Theoretical Framework, justifications for why an indicator is linked to a component will not be replicated in this chapter. The focus
The evaluative assessment of CAF-civilian effectiveness paints a more complex picture than the descriptive assessment of CAF’s role. While the majority of indicators appeared for each component of the presence of interorganizational collaboration, one component of the quality of such collaboration – integration – saw less than half of its indicators appear. Furthermore, indicators stressed by military research participants as essential to the component of coordination – a common vision of, and agreement on, actions that will lead to a response’s end state – were largely absent from the disaster responses. At the same time, all the indicators of the other evaluative components – satisfaction and trust – were prominent features across all events, dovetailing with the descriptive components of non-manipulative influence and collective conflict resolution. As all indicators appeared for satisfaction and trust, most indicators appeared for coordination, and less than half of the indicators appeared only in the case of integration (i.e., a majority of total potential indicators within the evaluative assessment did occur), the CAF-civilian relationship during domestic disaster response can be characterized as effective, with the caveat that room for improvement exists.\textsuperscript{129}

Coordination

\textit{Whose Recovery, Which End State?}

One of the key contributions the civil-military relations academic literature and CAF doctrine made to this study’s collaborative framework was the inclusion of a common vision of the “end state” across response organizations, and multi-organizational

\textsuperscript{129} Avenues for such improvement are discussed in Chapter XII.
agreement on the actions required to achieve that end state, as important indicators of coordination and effective disaster response. The historical significance of deploying a military force, and all the social, psychological, and economic consequences of such weight, has made defining an ‘end state’ to military activity a fundamental part of all CAF operations. As the military overview in Chapter I demonstrated and as military participants in this research confirmed, the notion of indefinite military action in Canada or by the Government of Canada in any sphere – training aside – is not palatable to liberal democratic norms or CAF doctrine. Furthermore, normative concerns aside, military participants echoed CAF doctrine by viewing a common vision of an operation’s end state as essential to efficiently managing limited military resources and allowing observable measures for when an operation is either successful or has accomplished all that is feasible, given a specific operation’s context. Lack of a common vision of the end state between civilian and military leaders during the disaster responses studied here adversely impacted the effectiveness of the civil-military relationship.

This research’s ‘end state’ indicator tapped into one of the few areas of substantial difference between military and civilian leaders: the civilian willingness to engage in conceptual ambiguity when discussing the allocation of resources over time. The emergency management literature, emergency management best practice, and the civilian participants of this research accepted disaster response and recovery as separate phases, but with one flowing into the other. Civilian participants held that the change from response to recovery was not to be characterized by a rigid distinction, and that the change was to be observed rather than planned for in advance. Civilian emergency managers stressed that the nature of disaster is such that pre-establishing hard criteria for
when the recovery phase begins is an exercise in false security. ‘Normal’ functioning of the community was acknowledged to be the goal of emergency management, but – since a community after “disasters like these are not ‘normal’ again for a long time” – using the semblance of ‘routine’ or ‘regular’ processes as a barometer for the beginning of the recovery phase was not seen as useful (Interview 8, 2017). Furthermore, civilian emergency managers disagreed amongst themselves about when the response phases in their disasters ended and when the recovery phases began. Perspectives ranged from identifying the recovery phase as having started immediately once the most acute part of the hazard had passed by, to once all individuals were accounted for, to when physical reconstruction of infrastructure began, to when all individuals had returned to their homes, or to when the federal disaster relief funds arrived months later.

The diversity of civilian views in defining the beginning of the recovery phase caused much consternation to military leaders since the end state of their operation was legally, through the RFA, and philosophically, through CAF doctrine, constrained to a clearly defined response phase. As hazards developed into disasters in the cases studied here, civilian leaders reflected emergency management academic literature in their nuanced – and at times esoteric\(^\text{130}\) – debates on what recovery could look like. Meanwhile, CAF officers were concerned with immediately developing specific and observable measures that would indicate the end state of the disaster response phase, and hence of their operation.

\(^{130}\) Civilian research participants at the provincial and federal levels strayed beyond discussing their specific events and elaborated at length on abstract concepts, such as conceptualizing emergency management as constituting discrete phases versus a fluid cycle, all-hazard versus hazard-specific response agencies, and the definition of disaster. Military participants did not engage in such theorizing.
Different visions of the end state came into sharp focus almost immediately after CAF deployed. In Alberta, one emergency management official was aiming to begin one of the first joint planning sessions with identifying tasks CAF could potentially accomplish, but the “first question from CAF after they arrived was ‘Okay, when are we leaving?’” (Interview 16, 2017). A Minister involved in overseeing the provincial response was surprised by the military focus at the start of the response on identifying factors that would indicate the end of the response: “One of the first conversations we had was about that we already had to discuss when the Forces would be leaving. [My reaction was…] Oh wow” (Interview 8, 2017). Civilian emergency managers were not oriented towards understanding response operations as first and foremost a discrete operation amongst many operations. Unlike military personnel, civilians were not ‘parachuted in’ from elsewhere to perform a job and get out. While they understood that the response phase would ultimately end, focusing on what that end would look like before doing anything else was a novel process to them.

Civilian reactions similar to the aforementioned ones from Alberta occurred across all the other events studied except for the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires, and civilian and military participants provided different – albeit not contradictory – explanations when prompted to explain Saskatchewan as an outlier. An official linked to wildfire management in Saskatchewan pointed to the nature of wildfires and firefighting training as congruent with the military understanding of discrete operations that require pre-determined end states. Wildfires allowed a level of clarity to the hazard development that the floods and hurricanes did not. If flame still existed, the hazard was ongoing and response actions – unless beyond an acceptable risk level to responders – were continued.
The mere presence of water, however, did not mean a specific response action – à la ‘keep dousing the fire’ – were taken. Flood and receding rates were assessed, their implications debated, and various response actions developed accordingly. Sandbagging mostly occurred before water arrived and – unlike wildfire, the smallest presence of which could lead to hazard growth – stable, standing water after evacuations was not necessarily a growing threat to individuals or property. Furthermore, firefighting was unlike the general manual labour needed to fight floods. Firefighters are professional responders with an established set of skills and a body of knowledge that applied when unintended fire occurred and stopped applying when the flames stopped and/or grew too large to be fought (Interview 17, 2017). Indeed, unlike the officials linked to wildfire management, a Saskatchewan official linked to more general aspects of the response (i.e., evacuations, coordinating among agencies, maintaining health services during the event, etc.) did not see the importance of clearly defining end states when the response phase was only developing (Interview 9, 2017). As established responders to specific, non-routine events that adversely disrupt the norm, firefighters were CAF in microcosm in as far as they ‘deployed’ for a specific task and as such needed to know in advance when that task would be defined as complete.

Military participants stressed that the reason a common vision of the end state was a greater part of the Saskatchewan response compared to the other cases was that the military had gone to great lengths to educate its civilian emergency management counterparts on the importance of a defined end state to CAF operations. Civilians in Saskatchewan, according to this perspective, were more in tune to a common vision of the end state not because the response was centered on fighting wildfires, but because the
event occurred after all the other large scale events studied here, in 2015. The importance of clear, agreed upon end states had been pushed by CAF Liaison Officers (LOs) in provincial emergency operations centres (EOCs) since at least Hurricane Igor in 2010 (Interview 19, 2017). Furthermore, while this research looked only at the four largest – according to the selection criteria developed in Chapter II’s Theoretical Framework – natural disasters that occurred in Canada since federal emergency management legislation was updated in 2007, numerous other CAF RFAs have been responded to annually since then, and LOs have noticed a steady increase in civilian focus on end states over time regardless of hazard type (Interview 19, 2017). Hazard type may have played a role in the degree to which end states were appreciated and agreed to by civilian and military leaders during the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires, but the frequency of civilian-military interaction over time and military education on processes important to military deployment played a role as well.

Even as civilian emergency managers across Newfoundland, Alberta, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan (outside of the wildfire management officials) were surprised by CAF prioritizing the solidification of an end state when the response itself had hardly begun, CAF doubled down on communicating the importance of clear end states. Unlike response actions, CAF commanders did not discuss the preferred nature or relevance of end states; end states were essential to CAF deployments and they were to be clear, observable events that indicated the end of the response phase and hence CAF’s operation. One CAF commander stressed that “once the critical need passes away, we don’t want to build a dependency” (Interview 1, 2017) and many military participants noted the importance of planning for redeploying CAF troops and assets to their home
bases. This latter concern was particularly acute for the Joint Task Force Atlantic (JTFA) commander who had authorized a ‘movement exercise’ to pre-deploy troops near Newfoundland in anticipation that a political dispute between the Premier and the Prime Minister would delay the RFA and hence the speed of deployment. The ‘movement exercise’ had mobilized hundreds of troops and the commander wanted them on base conducting conventional training the moment they were not needed.

The emphasis CAF commanders placed on clear end states was not met with a corresponding appreciation for such end states by civilian authorities as the disaster responses unfolded. Despite the fact that the first communication from CAF to civilian authorities on end state importance occurred in all events studied here before RFAs were even in their crafting stages (Interview 1, 19, 2017), civilian officials in EOCs and on-the-ground were still surprised by CAF’s insistence on determining an end state by the time they deployed. This discrepancy in levels of appreciation for end states that would clearly indicate CAF’s departure had tangible impacts on the CAF-civilian relationship and the disaster responses. During routine emergency events that happened to occur as the disaster responses were winding down, some civilian agencies had become reliant on and had to use CAF logistics support for what were supposed to be civilian responses (Interview 1, 2017).\textsuperscript{131} In some cases CAF could not withdraw its deployed food and laundry services as civilian agencies had begun to use them and had no alternatives ready (Interview 5, 2017). Civilian reliance was not only material in nature, but psychological as well. Due to lack of clarity around an end state in Newfoundland, “real challenges

\textsuperscript{131} As per Carleton University Research Ethics rules, specific examples of civilian reliance on CAF logistics for civilian emergency events are not elaborated upon here as such examples can be traced back to and reflect negatively on specific individuals.
arrived” in regard to removing the three frigates floating near Newfoundland shores; the boats had become symbols of the Government of Canada’s support and removing them without a clear sense that the response was over involved “sensitivities” that were political enough not to fit comfortably within CAF’s mandate (Interview 1, 2017).

The military desire to determine a clear end state was an extension of the military adamancy to provide support only within the constraints of the RFA. As was elaborated in Chapter IV, CAF commanders – especially senior officers – were hyper-aware of affirming the norm in Canada of democratic control, implementing Canadian emergency management policy that ultimately sees civilian authorities responsible for public safety, and using CAF resources efficiently. The RFAs allowed CAF to pursue these goals through stating explicitly what the CAF could and could not do while on a domestic operation to support civil authorities, but the RFAs stopped short of detailing end state criteria beyond constraining CAF to the response phase.

If CAF commanders wanted to ensure that their reputation as a professional force subject to civilian authority remained intact, that their adherence to Canadian emergency management policy was faithful, and that their personnel and assets were responsibly used to be ready for the next operation, then they had to nail down end state details themselves. Civilian emergency managers, however, as with the RFA, struggled to narrow the scope of CAF action to anything less than a general capability and willingness to help wherever and for as long as needed, and encouraged any help they could get to ensure that both their reputations and communities emerged from the disaster intact.

While both civilian and military leaders had incentives to pursue almost all the indicators needed for information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility,
support, and collective conflict resolution, on these two indicators of coordination – a common vision of the end state and agreement on the actions required to achieve the end state – the incentives pointed civilians and soldiers in different directions. The consequences of such conflicting incentives were not enough to disrupt the overall CAF-civilian dynamic, but they did lead to some confusion over priorities, and extended the response phase beyond when CAF resources were needed, both of which hampered the overall disaster response effectiveness.

*Rejecting Hierarchy: Collegial Networks as Preferred Disaster Response Model*

The discrepancy between civil and military organizations in valuing a common vision of a disaster response’s end state did not adversely affect the other indicators of coordination. Civilian and military participants across the events studied all characterized interorganizational collaboration as more efficient and effective compared to one powerful organization directing others; civil-military networks were built before and maintained during the responses to allow strong liaison mechanisms, including embedding staff in each other’s organizations where possible; an appreciation for the impact one organization’s activities may have on others was demonstrated on both the civilian and military sides; and consultation occurred prior to either civilian or military organizations taking response actions. The military insistence on, and civilian shying away from, developing concrete measures of an end state was unique in that the other indicators of coordination saw no split along civil-military lines.

All participants were prompted for their preference for a command and control approach to disaster response, where one powerful organization tasks out other
organizations that are legally and materially subordinate to that organization, versus a collaborative approach where organizations work together as equal partners. Unlike other surveys discussed in Chapter II’s Literature Review, where emergency managers – despite academic case studies finding little support for the effectiveness of strict hierarchy among response organizations – often support a command and control approach, the participants in this research uniformly advocated for a collaborative approach. There was no difference between civilian and military participants in their support of non-hierarchy.132 A senior CAF officer who led the post-event lessons learned process for JTFA stressed that while a “common vision of the end state was weak and wasn’t clearly defined, there was strong agreement that collaboration is the most effective” (Interview 5, 2017). Another officer essentially summed up the academic literature on the subject of a single powerful disaster response coordination agency when he stated that “by necessity, emergency management has to be collaborative…I don’t know if you could ever build an organization that effectively tasks others” (Interview 1, 2017).

The fact that the military was the biggest single player on the ground once deployed, with significant and visually impressive physical assets at its disposal, did not lull CAF officers into a sense of control– all military participants stressed that the complex demands of disaster response transcended the capabilities of any one organization. An officer responsible for overseeing a highly lauded mission to aid a particularly hard hit small town during the Alberta floods stressed that “I don’t think even

132 Note that the specific interview questions relevant to this section, which are presented and discussed in Chapter III, focused on response models at the interorganizational level. The impact different intraorganizational structures had on the response is discussed in the upcoming section on integration.
the military has the ability to manage disasters exclusively because of all the various components involved” (Interview 15, 2017). The unfeasibility of one organization in control was echoed on the civilian side as well, where even officials from the provincial emergency measures organizations (EMOs), the agencies on paper mandated with coordinating disaster response, noted that the more municipalities and CAF were asked for input – versus directed to take response actions decided at the provincial level – the more successful the response (Interviews 3, 7, 9, and 16, 2017).

The emphasis on non-hierarchical interorganizational collaboration by all participants was mirrored in the collegial networking that occurred before and during the disasters, networking that was given the credit by participants for allowing the non-hierarchical interorganizational collaboration to occur in the first place. Networking processes occurred not only through formal liaison mechanisms such as embedding CAF LOs in provincial EOCs, but through more informal processes where individual CAF officers would touch base with individuals in provincial EMOs during regular, non-disaster times to simply ‘ensure a link existed’ (Interview 16, 2017). One Albertan official remembered getting a call out of the blue from a Joint Task Force West (JTFW) officer to check whether the provincial EMO had any extra information on potential flood development above and beyond what was available on the provincial government’s website and the media. When disaster did strike, the same Albertan official and CAF officer initiated an immediate communication between their organizations as the RFA was being crafted (Interview 6, 2017). The importance the emergency management academic literature places on having individuals from different response organizations personally know each other before an event happens therefore occurred during the events
studied here and was emphasized by CAF officers:

> It’s easier to know what to do when you’ve already made contact with people. Some people may think it’s an oxymoron that the military cares about relationships, but while General Hillier was very right in saying we are the Canadian Armed Forces, and our job is to kill people and break stuff, and yes, we can do that too, but you know, militaries don’t do or achieve anything if they don’t make those connections, those relationships, those working understandings with people they have to work with” (Interview 10, 2017).

Both JTFA and JTFW leveraged their annual domestic operations exercises in the lead up to the events studied here to allow individual officers – beyond the LOs – to get to know emergency management leaders at the provincial level (Interviews 5 and 14, 2017). CAF used these exercises as much to identify to civilian emergency managers the military staff that would be there to “assist the provinces when things go bump in the night” as to test the military’s domestic operations’ capability; the exercises were meant for exercising, but also to “establish relationships” (Interview 5, 2017).

The collegial networking that occurred at the CAF-provincial level was replicated at the CAF-federal and CAF-municipal levels, albeit in less robust and different ways. At the federal level, formal Public Safety Canada liaison links to the Department of National Defence (DND) and hence CAF – links that focused purely on domestic emergency management – had become gradually less robust throughout the 21st century. Indeed, individuals with emergency management responsibility within Public Safety Canada only linked in with DND and CAF as hazards were developing into potential disasters. CAF

---

133 The Public Safety Canada-DND links on emergency management diminished even as emergency management in general at the federal level was being revamped. The general impacts the lack of robust emergency management capacity within Public Safety Canada had on domestic disaster response is discussed at length in Chapter XII.

134 At the time this research was conducted the civilian Liaison Officer position that linked Public Safety Canada with DND and CAF was not filled. The impact of distributing this liaison responsibility across individuals on an ad hoc basis, versus having it encapsulated in one specific position (as was General
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officers’ ability, therefore, to network with individuals on the federal emergency management file during non-disaster times had to occur at those civilian-military tables that did engage during non-disaster times, which were almost always made up of national security focused DND personnel, personnel from one of Public Safety Canada’s security related portfolio agencies, and/or security-focused Transport Canada personnel.

CAF-municipal networking, in turn, occurred largely through army officers and generally only by the time a hazard was already a disaster. The “land components established linkages with local mayors, wardens, etc. [As they are more often face to face with civilian authorities], it’s natural for the army to do it, and then the air force and navy follows suit” (Interview 5, 2017). While the CAF-federal emergency management links had to rely on an organizational apparatus put in place for security reasons, but was maintained during non-disaster times, the CAF-municipal link was explicitly emergency management-focused, yet occurred only during the response phase when hazards were already disasters. The CAF-provincial link, however, managed the best of both worlds, where networking was maintained during non-disaster times and was explicitly emergency management focused. The networking processes that allowed non-hierarchical interorganizational collaboration to be preferred during disaster response reflected the institutional pressures of the Canadian emergency management system that concentrates emergency management capacity at the provincial level.

Hillier’s intent when he suggested the position during his tenure as Chief of Defence Staff), is discussed in Chapter VII.

135 Such as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police or the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. As is discussed in Chapter I, Public Safety Canada does not have an agency specifically mandated with emergency management.

136 While Health Canada and the Public Health Agency of Canada have security-related responsibilities when developing medical countermeasures and/or planning for pandemics, the research participants with experience at the federal level noted that links between the federal health department and CAF were not robust (Interviews 4, 7, and 19, 2017).
An appreciation for how one organization’s activities may impact other organizations was a salient feature across all the events studied. CAF officers on the ground in small towns were sensitive to the fact that the municipalities they were tasked to support viewed a fire or police response with a handful of vehicles as significant operations, and that light armoured vehicles (LAVs) or Medium Support Vehicle System (MSVS) trucks carrying a hundred and fifty troops around their community could be overwhelming from a variety of municipal perspectives, whether city planning, day-to-day operations like by-law enforcement, or public relations. Platoon commanders across all the events studied were therefore ordered to establish a ‘go to’ local official immediately upon deployment and to meet with that official every morning before heading out on their platoon’s tasks. At those morning meetings, the platoon commander would confirm the tasks the municipality was interested in, explain in general terms how and when their platoon would go about pursing the tasks, and reinforce the reality that the platoon required no logistical municipal support of any kind and that if anything changed the municipality could directly reach the platoon, often through the platoon commander’s personal cell phone number. The daily confirmation of where CAF members would be located and what they would be doing was incorporated into CAF’s battle rhythm as CAF leadership was highly cognizant that the unexpected arrival of, for example, forty odd troops pouring out of five LAVs in a usually quiet neighbourhood could cause headaches for town councilors, and in turn disrupt the CAF-municipal relationship. The sensitivity to the impact of significant military activity on day-to-day municipal operations was not affected by hazard or jurisdiction type; the aforementioned process of linking platoon
commanders with a local official on a daily basis occurred across the country, from High River, Alberta to Clarenville, Newfoundland (Interviews 1 and 15, 2017).

The appreciation of one organization’s impact on others occurred at levels removed from the ‘frontline’ as well, most notably in provincial EOCs where CAF-involved response actions were jointly decided upon by civil and military personnel. The high levels of the presence of interorganizational collaboration depicted in the previous chapter allowed the type of decision-making processes where military and civilian actions were not determined independent of the impact they may have on each other. In Alberta, platoons ordered to check on non-evacuees were instructed to focus on peoples’ safety without affirming their choice to defy evacuation orders (as such affirmation would undermine provincial efforts to minimize casualties and fatalities during the response). In Saskatchewan, military and provincial fire teams were kept separate so that potentially conflicting command structures would not confuse individual firefighters or put military fire team leaders in the awkward position of ‘ordering’ a civilian firefighter to perform an action. In Manitoba, the military agreed with the provincial assessment that CAF resources in the City of Brandon would destabilize an effectively running municipal response, and hence stayed out of the city’s jurisdiction. In Newfoundland, CAF engineers were careful not to begin rebuilding bridges without confirming with the province whether or not the relevant bridges were flagged for CAF rebuilding in civilian plans (in order to avoid scenarios where contractors prepared for and allocated resources to a project only to arrive with CAF, which was often first to the scene, already in motion).137

137 The only area where one organization displayed an apparent lack of appreciation for its impact on another organization was when – usually municipal – governments asked for, or found ways to involve,
Consultation prior to taking action was a fundamental legal and cultural part of how CAF responded to all the events studied here. The formal RFA, which meant that CAF resources could not officially be deployed without a provincial and civilian request, was revered so much by senior CAF leadership that creative tactics – discussed at length in the previous chapter – were taken to ensure that CAF was ready for a response without formally taking response actions before the RFA was cleared. This legal culture of ‘request before action’ flowed into the day-to-day response culture as ‘consult before action,’ whether through joint decision-making sessions at provincial levels or during on-the-ground response actions at municipal levels.

It should be noted that ‘consultations’ were often implicit as the response actions were jointly decided upon, and therefore not strictly bilateral in the way that a ‘consultation’ between two parties suggests. Indeed, the civil-military dynamic during the domestic disaster responses studied here, as was demonstrated in the high levels of information sharing, non-manipulative influence, and collective conflict resolution discussed in the previous chapter, was such that response actions occurred through the decision-making process of a single team with members holding civil and military expertise, versus one team needing to consult another.138

CAF resources beyond the parameters established in the RFA. As is discussed in the previous chapter, civilian officials made security-related requests or used CAF resources for routine tasks, both of which transcended CAF’s domestic disaster response mandate. However, such actions on the civilian side were conducted in ignorance of the adverse impacts they may have had on CAF, were immediately stopped upon CAF’s request, and are therefore understood as a function of the RFA as institutional constraint on collaboration and not seen as evidence for the lack of appreciation by civilian organizations of the impact their activities may have had on CAF.

138 The high levels of joint decision-making on response actions does not contradict the earlier finding of civil-military disagreement on actions that lead to an end state. The former finding indicates the decision-making process and resulting response actions themselves while the latter finding indicates how those actions are perceived in the context of the overall disaster response timeline. Civil and military members consistently found ways to make decisions together, but could not collectively categorize the results of those decisions as leading towards an agreed upon point in the future.
Integration

The Complex Component

The assessment of integration yielded the most complex result of all the evaluative components in this research. While a common sense of purpose and a unity of effort was present across military and civilian organizations for all the events studied, significant differences along military and civilian lines occurred for the indicators of integrated activities, interoperability of planning processes, and measures of effectiveness. Discrepancies in situational understanding was also a salient feature across the events studied, although such discrepancies occurred more between the strategic and front-line (i.e., ‘tactical’) levels of disaster response than between organizational type.

Unlike most of the components under the presence of interorganizational collaboration, integration – like every other component under the quality of interorganizational collaboration – saw similarities and differences between military and civilian organizations play out similarly across wildfires, floods, and the hurricane, as well as across all four provinces. As such, the nature of integration, and of the quality of interorganizational collaboration in general, were determined by the nature of the organizations at play, and not by the jurisdictional or hazard context.

The Co-Existence of Solidarity and Separation

139 As is elaborated in Chapter IV, indicators for information sharing, non-manipulative influence, and flexibility were all impacted in part by the specific hazard of wildfire.
The differences between civilian and military participants in valuing a defined end state were not reflected in similar differences when informants were asked about their organization’s general purpose during the events. All participants defined their organization’s purpose as helping communities and Canadians when they are struck by disaster. There was an implicit and perhaps unconscious reluctance on the part of both civilian emergency managers and military leaders to narrow the scope of ‘their purpose’ into phases of emergency management or specific tasks. The purpose of disaster response organizations was repeatedly characterized as achieving a civic goal that transcended the specific constraints and mandates of any single organization. As was discussed in the previous section on end states, and as will be demonstrated below on measures of effectiveness, civilian and military respondents had no qualms about identifying civilian-military differences, but the language of ‘purpose’ sparked answers that were stubbornly broad and collaborative in nature. While such a result may have methodological implications for the phrasing of interview questions, it also pointed to the harmonizing impact the disaster context had on individuals from different organizational contexts. The joint participation in responding to a natural disaster produced a level of interorganizational solidarity that was awakened by words such as ‘purpose,’ and could only be neutralized through delving into the specifics of the disaster response. Such solidarity demonstrated that a sense of a common purpose, despite differences on how to achieve or measure the outcome of that purpose, bridged military and civilian organizations during domestic natural disaster response.

Similarly, ‘a unity of effort’ was indicated by all participants across the events studied. Participants pointed to high levels of information sharing, non-manipulative
influence, and support – discussed in the previous section – to demonstrate that ‘a unity of effort’ existed. However, when participants’ overall responses were assessed for ‘integrated activities designed to achieve the common objective’ the results were more complicated. Unlike the components for the presence of interorganizational collaboration and the indicators of coordination, ‘integrated activities’ required individuals from different organizations to not only share information, behave in non-manipulative ways, and avoid duplication of tasks, but to actually perform tasks together on the front-line in a way that saw the blurring of lines between organizational membership. Such integration was rarely seen during the responses studied here. When a Manitoban mayor utilized an infantry platoon as a Quick Reaction Force he did not intermingle members of his municipality’s emergency responders with the soldiers. When CAF soldiers had been trained as firefighters in Saskatchewan they formed their own units and did not individually augment civilian units. CAF engineers in Newfoundland were not fused into contractor teams rebuilding bridges; CAF engineers rebuilt other bridges. In Alberta, sandbagging lines were generally either civilian or military, from filling the bags to placing them. The ‘unity of effort’ that was present across the events studied did not evolve into integrated activities.

The lack of integrated activities at the frontline was mirrored in the degree to which civilian and military organizations had interoperable planning processes. As discussed in the previous chapter and the section on coordination, joint decision-making

---

140 The case of separate civilian and military firefighting units is a good example of the distinction between coordination and integration. Even though the civilian and military firefighting units were directed in a coordinated fashion that diminished units duplicating work or worse, directing wildfires towards each other, they were not integrated to form uniform units made out of both civilian and military members. In a phrase, coordination does not equal integration.
processes that collaboratively detailed ‘the what’ part of response actions were
fundamental to each event studied here. Military and civilian organizations jointly
decided on what desired effects should occur where. However, the detailed ‘how’ part of
CAF response actions were conducted separately in military ‘O groups’ that occurred at
various levels of command and, unlike provincial EOCs and municipal town halls, did
not include any representatives from other organizations. Once the areas in need of help
had been prioritized, and the effects required in each area had been established by
Lieutenant-Colonels and their emergency management counterparts in the provincial
EOCs, lower ranking CAF commanders overseeing the implementation of response
actions (generally majors or captains in command of a company) began their planning
process independent of further civilian insight. This dynamic played out in all the
provinces. How to fight back flames, ensure water levels did not rise further, re-establish
road access, gain information about non-evacuee safety, monitor town council morale,
transport civilian leadership, etc. were all effects the implementation of which were
planned for across Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Newfoundland by groups made
up purely of soldiers.

CAF company-level O groups across the events studied manifested classic CAF
document through their format in that the Officer-in-Command would ‘chair,’ the
company’s second in command officer and senior non-commissioned officers (usually at
the Warrant rank) would provide updates on the internal organizational aspects within
their domains, platoon commanders (the junior officers) would provide updates on their
platoons’ actions within the last twenty-four hours, an intelligence officer (or, if a
commissioned member was not allocated to the company, a non-commissioned
intelligence operator) would provide general situational awareness, an LO – if available – would provide insight into the company’s civilian counterpart, and all of them would be tasked out for the next twenty four hours after any necessary discussion. O groups followed a highly ritualized process where specific areas would be addressed at specific times by specific individuals. Individuals speaking out of turn or about an area outside of their domain was extremely rare and not tolerated when it did occur (a mistake usually committed only by inexperienced junior officers). Civilians without military experience attending an O group would not know when to contribute, which parts of the information discussed applied to them, and – as so much of the information was passed through in military specific acronyms and phrases – the decisions made may not be clear to them (Interview 13, 2017). Indeed, part of the LO role once they returned to a civilian EOC was to translate military decisions from military-speak into phrases non-military members could understand (Interview 20, 2017).

Planning processes during the disaster responses were collaborative in that decision-making was joint in nature, but the planning that went into accomplishing tasks – and hence the actual front-line activities themselves – was not interoperable. Military leaders directly engaged with their civilian counterparts at provincial and municipal levels, and as such the direction of the disaster response was highly collaborative, but the implementation of the disaster response, as assessed by the degree of interoperable planning processes and integrated front-line activities, was not collaborative.\footnote{A general finding of this research was that the lack of integrated activities in the context of high levels of coordination, and where the components of the presence of interorganizational collaboration were all indicated, may not be a problem for effective disaster response (and in some cases may improve effectiveness). This finding and its implication for emergency management research and best practice is discussed at length in Chapter VII.}
Different Measures of Effectiveness

Disaster response integration was further complicated by the different measures of effectiveness employed by CAF versus civilian organizations. Differences occurred within four areas: the valuing of end states, ‘redeployment’ versus staying in a community, the role of politics, and the application of lessons learned. CAF culture and doctrine dictated that military leaders could not even begin to assess effectiveness without a defined end state. Indeed, effectiveness in CAF is a function of whether a defined end state was reached, and how it was reached (Interview 15, 2017). The lack of a defined end state on the civilian side and hence agreed upon actions to reach the end state led to very different measures of effectiveness between CAF and civilian leaders. In Newfoundland, Manitoba, and Alberta, CAF end states focused on ‘when the water impact on lives and property was no longer increasing,’ and as such CAF leaders considered established dikes and evacuated communities as indicating success (Interviews 9 and 15, 2017). Civilian leaders, however, did not identify the end of the response phase as a ‘useful end state’ and therefore saw high (albeit non-increasing) water levels around infrastructure, and evacuated (albeit safe) communities, as an untenable status quo and hence not indicative of anything ‘successful’ (Interviews 2, 8 and 9, 2017). Only in Saskatchewan, where the valuing of and agreement on end states was a part of the response (for reasons elaborated upon in the previous section), did both

\[142\] Drawn out debates on the effectiveness of CAF operations in complex missions such as the Afghanistan conflict – debates that fill textbooks – hinge precisely on how an end state was defined and whether it was reached (Saideman 2016).
civillian and military leaders view the stalling of hazard development, and hence signs of reaching the end of the response phase, as a success.

A related area that split measures of effectiveness along CAF and civilian lines was the military focus on redeployment. Any military operation needs to end with troops redeployed to their home barracks where they can rest and restart the training process to prepare for the next operation. For military commanders, effectiveness was tied to the ability to redeploy troops. As troops were redeployable once they had accomplished what they were sent to do, redeployability was an indicator for success. While redeployment can be indicated by time and not success, as is the case during overseas missions when a soldier’s ‘rotation’ is over, success does not occur without redeployment. Civilian emergency managers, however, did not face the reality of having to move their staff or key community players to a ‘home base’ once their response tasks were completed; the disaster zone was their home base. This dynamic compounded the CAF-civilian difference in assessing effectiveness as CAF leaders measured success by how fast their soldiers were able to leave an area versus civilian leaders who measured success by how fast their communities could re-enter and continue ‘life as usual’ in the same area. As soldier departure relied on the end of the response phase while regular community functioning occurred at the end of the recovery phase, the CAF and civilian timelines used to informed effectiveness were never congruent.

---

143 Soldiers supporting an operation can redeploy without the operation labeled as successful, but an operation cannot be labeled successful without the redeployment of soldiers. In the context of CAF doctrine and liberal democratic norms, the continued presence of an armed force is by itself an indication that an operation has not yet reached its main goal, which is always to help lay the groundwork for a system that does not require ‘soldiers in the streets’ (Interview 4, 2017).
While the valuing of end states and redeployment were relevant measures of effectiveness for CAF and largely absent for civilians, the role of politics was the reverse—politics had little bearing on whether CAF leaders deemed a response successful, but was an important variable for civilians. Politics impacted civilian measures of effectiveness through an awareness of political consequences for elected officials when selecting response actions. In all four provinces, provincial emergency managers were aware that their Minister was ultimately responsible for outcomes and as such included public perceptions as a consideration in their decisions. In Alberta and Newfoundland, where army forces ‘leaned forward’ before the RFA was cleared in order to be ready for deployment, provincial emergency managers raised concerns on how such prepositioning may look for the Minister (Interviews 6 and 7, 2017). CAF, in turn, deployed Public Affairs Officers to ensure the media understood the limits of the military’s role and to explain why and how the military took response actions; CAF’s ‘media strategy’ was focused on the military’s reputation, and not explicitly on an elected official’s reputation (Interview 10, 2017). Indeed, in the Alberta and Newfoundland prepositioning examples, CAF was more concerned about not prepositioning, and thereby potentially presenting as a tardy organization when the RFA was finally cleared, than about the reputations of the Ministers of National Defence or Public Safety (Interviews 5 and 10, 2017). The CAF’s reputational concerns were oriented towards the organization itself while civilian reputational concerns were oriented towards their respective elected officials, and this difference meant that leaders from each organization measured effectiveness through different lenses.\textsuperscript{144}

\textsuperscript{144} Note that neither military nor civilian organizations removed the reputational component from their measures of effectiveness. The potential success before a response action and assessed success after a
Civilian response leaders at a municipal level manifested a fusion of the provincial and military reputational concerns. This occurred because the response coordination leader – often the Mayor or Reeve – was also the elected official ultimately accountable to the community for response success or failure. Such a doubling of reputational concerns in measuring success occurred in the context of far fewer resources compared to the provinces or CAF. Municipal leaders outside of large cities did not have large staffs of public servants making decisions with consideration for political careers nor did they have full-time public affairs personal trained in media relations. The experience of mayors was therefore the experience of the municipal level in microcosm: despite wielding the smallest amount of resources they faced the greatest intensity of scrutiny from the disaster. Measuring effectiveness, influenced as it was by reputational concerns, became an immensely taxing process for many municipal leaders. Unlike provincial emergency managers or CAF officers, a couple small municipalities in Alberta and Manitoba saw their Mayors relieve themselves of disaster coordination and replaced by senior – albeit non-elected – leaders such as fire chiefs from other, less impacted municipalities (Interviews 14 and 15, 2017). In Saskatchewan, a municipal leader who had served for almost a decade, and had planned to run for election again, cancelled re-election plans after the wildfires, despite being lauded for their actions during the response (Interview 9, 2017).

The final area wherein measures of effectiveness diverged along military and civilian lines was the role of formal ‘lessons learned’ processes. Unlike valuing end states

response action was influenced by the potential damage it caused to reputations, and as such ‘measures of success’ were similar in one regard: neither CAF nor civilian leaders assessed success purely on emergency management outcomes.
and redeployment, which are endemic to the nature of CAF, and the role of politics, which is endemic to the bureaucracy’s context, the use of lessons learned processes is not exclusively linked to either the military or the bureaucracy and therefore may not indicate intractable differences in how the two organizations measure effectiveness. However, in the cases studied here, CAF made far greater use of lessons learned processes than their civilian counterparts.

Disaster response was not deemed successful by military leaders if it had not gone through a formal After Action Review (AAR; the preferred military phrase for a lessons learned process) nor if lessons from such AARs were not integrated into future plans for similar operations (Interview 5, 2017). A JTFA officer succinctly articulated the latter sentiment: “Lessons are not lessons if they are not applied” (Interview 10, 2017). Furthermore, CAF AARs explicitly included sections on reviewing the effectiveness of the military-civilian dynamic during the response (Interview 14, 2017). Civilian EMOs, in turn, contributed to or were the beneficiaries of provincial reviews of disaster response. However, EMOs had no mandated requirement to integrate and document specific lessons learned into future plans, and in no case did provincial reviews devote sections specifically to assessing the military-civilian dynamic, despite CAF being the largest single disaster responder in terms of assets and boots on the ground (Interviews 15 and 18, 2017). In other words, civilian emergency managers would deem a disaster response successful independent of officially applying the lessons discerned through a formal

---

145 Many lessons learned were incorporated into EMO plans as a matter of best practice (e.g., during the 2013 floods Alberta employed a successful Task Force format initially developed during the 2011 Slave Lake fire), but EMOs were not strictly assessed as (un)successful depending on how concretely all lessons learned were applied into their processes, as was the case for responding military units. Applying lessons learned was a best – albeit not always necessary or feasible – practice in civilian EMOs, while in CAF it was an institutionalized requirement.
AAR process while CAF officers could not indicate success without such a process. This meant that despite agreeing on the facts of the disaster response, from the value of property protected to the number of lives saved, CAF and civilian leaders held different perceptions of the level of success attained by response organizations.  

Strategy versus Tactics 2.0

The final indicator for integration – a common situational understanding across response organizations – was not a consistent feature of the events studied here, although differences in situational understanding did not occur along military and civilian lines. Like the degree to which the formal RFA was understood and abided by, the moment-to-moment understanding of the unfolding disaster situation changed depending on whether individuals were at the ‘strategic’ level versus the ‘tactical’ (i.e., front-line, operational, or implementation) level. CAF officers in provincial EOCs mirrored the way senior provincial emergency managers understood the situation in that both sets of leaders agreed upon the status of hazard development (water level rates, wildfire growth, and hurricane strength), the likely impact of the hazard given its status, the damage already incurred due to the hazard, the general geographic areas where CAF resources could be deployed, and the response capacities of different municipalities. In other words, they were all ‘looking at the same picture.’

146 Not a single research participant deemed any of the disaster responses studied here as ‘unsuccessful.’ The point here is that the relative perceptions of success depended on measures of effectiveness that varied along military and civilian lines, which further complicated the degree to which the two organizations were integrated during disaster response.

147 For a detailed discussion on what a ‘common situational understanding’ entails, see Chapter II’s Theoretical Framework.

148 This was at times literally the case as everyone in a provincial EOC were often viewing a large, digital ‘Common Operating Picture’ that depicted close to real time information, including weather, hazard development, and impacted infrastructure.
in turn, also agreed upon the aforementioned areas, but their understanding of the developing situation did not always dovetail with the strategic version.

The discrepancy in situational understanding between strategic and tactical actors played out in three ways, two generally benign and one more problematic. First, front-line individuals observed changes through their own senses as changes occurred, and hence a time gap existed between when a junior officer/mayor observed a changing situation and when a senior officer/provincial official registered the change. In Alberta, Manitoba, and Newfoundland, the tactical actors would note that water levels had stalled while strategic actors were still anticipating and planning for dike-building type activities. Such timeline-based differences in situational understanding were easily rectified by 1) the ‘Situation Report’ (SITREP in military speak) process that regularized information flow from junior to senior officers according to the established battle rhythm, and 2) the more informal but still regular information flow from municipal to provincial EOCs.

Second, as the perspective of tactical actors were constrained to what they were experiencing in their particular geographic context, they tended to either under- or overestimate the intensity of the overall event. In particularly hard hit small municipalities in Alberta and Manitoba, Mayors and Reeves thought the disaster was at its height while in reality the provincial response was planning for the onset of the recovery phase and CAF commanders were planning for redeployment (Interviews 8 and 15, 2017). In Newfoundland, CAF engineers repairing and/or constructing temporary bridges in areas with overflowing rivers and roads covered with debris anticipated a prolonged deployment while the improving picture of the island as a whole meant they were redeployed in a matter of days (Interview 5, 2017). On the other end of the
spectrum, one unit of CAF firefighters in Saskatchewan no longer in a ‘hot spot’ due to changing wind conditions anticipated reaching the end of the deployment, while the changing wind conditions actually led to increased fire growth in areas closer to communities, leading to continued deployment (Interview 18, 2017). Such ‘context biases’ by tactical actors did not lead to adverse response outcomes since 1) information flow from the strategic level to the front-line allowed for quick readjustments of expectations, and 2) soldiers in particular were used to training and operational contexts where they were not entitled to the ‘full picture’ and needed to fulfill orders regardless of their individual understanding of the situation. Indeed, obvious hazard diminishment in their current area did not impact the urgency with which front-line troops prepared for response actions (Interview 20, 2017).

The third and more problematic way discrepancies in situational understanding played out was when strategic players overestimated the accuracy of their understanding due to their ‘bird’s eye view’ of the disaster event. The voluminous information flow from municipalities and deployed CAF units, along with technological ‘bells and whistles’ such as digital ‘Common Operating Pictures’ and hazard modelling software, meant that senior officers and provincial officials felt that their situational understanding was, ultimately, the one to be used to dictate response actions. The problem with such confidence, above and beyond the time lag between front-line events and what is reported in the provincial EOC, was that the experience of the individuals fighting the hazard – and hence the truest knowledge of the reality of the disaster response – could not be perfectly reproduced at a strategic level.
In a small town in Alberta, a junior officer had stressed the deteriorating morale and decision-making capacity of municipal leadership, but no replacement actions were taken by the strategic level as the overall floods picture had stabilized and the general updates from municipalities were positive. When a key member of the deteriorating municipal leadership was finally no longer able to stay on the disaster coordination job, a member from another municipality had to step in, leaving the latter municipality with a gap in leadership (Interview 16, 2017). The provincial government had enough coordination expertise to have avoided such a gap at an already stretched municipal level. In Manitoba and Newfoundland, the strategic level pointed to the dissipating hazard and began to ‘narrow the arcs’ on what response actions CAF could undertake, even though in some communities the discontinued actions – such as sandbagging private residences and infrastructure – were still necessary. This led to platoons having to deny community members requesting help for homes and businesses that were facing continued flooding, could be saved with a platoon’s labour power, and that could not yet be helped by the municipality, because the junior officer had no authority to provide such help (Interviews 9 and 10, 2017). In Saskatchewan, frontline briefs on linking the civilian Incident Command System with the military Chain of Command system were halted by the strategic level when strategic players noted a large number of briefs had been conducted. Frontline officers and officials, however, stressed that on-the-ground communication suffered as mutual understanding of the two systems had not yet reached a critical threshold amongst troops and civilian firefighters (Interview 18, 2017). \[149\]

\[149\] The impact these two command systems had on civil-military collaboration during wildfire fighting is assessed in Chapter VI’s section on Conceptual Difference.
Discrepancy in strategic versus tactical situational awareness meant that the effectiveness – or at times even the accomplishment of – tasks that were squarely within the response phase were inhibited. Despite the apparent sophistication of ‘the maps’ used by senior CAF and provincial leadership to make decisions, no map was a perfect representation of the territory.

**Satisfaction and Trust**

Unlike the first two components of the quality of interorganizational collaboration, the last two were universally and unambiguously present across all the events studied here. Lack of common visions of end states and low levels of integration on a number of indicators had no impact on the degree to which civilian and military response organizations were satisfied with and trusted each other.

The main indicator for satisfaction – approval of partner organization’s actions – was expressed by all research participants. In Alberta, a civilian employer of a reservist LO who took temporary leave from his civilian job to fight the floods was so impressed by the positive impact CAF had on his community and business that he granted the employee extra time off beyond the end of the floods to continue in the LO role and thereby see the event through the recovery phase (Interview 3, 2017). As is discussed at length in Chapter IV, the LO function is built to maintain a link with and presence in civilian EOCs during non-response times.
excellent and one being not so good, they would get a six” (Interview 8, 2017).\textsuperscript{151} In Manitoba, CAF officers queried by the JTFW’s Disaster and Response Plans unit about whether they would work with their civilian counterparts again all responded with a succinct, affirmative “Yes,” with simplicity indicating certainty in the military context (Interview 11, 2017). A senior wildfire management official from Saskatchewan stated CAF’s “overall response was good […] when they arrive you know you have guys who can hold their own” (Interview 18, 2017). In Newfoundland, senior CAF officers praised the civilian response: “[In total] they have a hell of a lot more people fixing things…more than CAF. While the media focus is on the CADPATs disproportionately, we are happy with the province” (Interview 1, 2017).\textsuperscript{152}

All the indicators for trust were also salient across the events studied. A broad willingness to have individuals from other organizations influence the use of another organization’s resources was evident as provinces could call for desired effects to be achieved on-the-ground, which impacted the distribution and use of CAF labour and assets. Civilian emergency managers could not dictate the specific implementation process that would achieve the desired effects, but CAF control over such processes were not seen as a lack of trust because 1) the RFA directed provinces to request for effect, not specific capabilities, and 2) the civilian presence at the implementation level was limited to begin with due to the aforementioned lack of integration at that level (i.e., a potential for trust in the context of a integrated process is required for a lack of trust to be indicated). As was indicated in Chapter IV’s discussion on information sharing, the

\textsuperscript{151} The same Minister was so impressed by his military counterpart that he sent the senior CAF officer an expensive bottle of scotch after the event (Interview 8, 2017), which – while not captured in this research’s methodology – is surely indicative of collegiality.

\textsuperscript{152} ‘CADPAT’ is short for the distinctly patterned uniforms worn by CAF members.
willingness to share data was high for both military and civilian organizations. At no point during the events studied was information on hazard development, response capacity, or the status of responding units withheld by either civilian or military organizations.

Finally, the willingness to work with each other again was perhaps the most salient of all trust indicators. There was “no pushback” from provincial or municipal leaders in Alberta on engaging CAF again (Interview 3, 2017). While the Manitoba EMO “does not take requesting federal resources lightly,” working with CAF again if an event required it would be welcomed by Manitoban officials (Interview 15, 2017). Similarly, while the sense in Saskatchewan’s wildfire management community is that the learning curve in fighting fires is such that firefighters from other parts of Canada should be approached first in future wildfires, the province would be happy with work with CAF again should circumstances require it (Interview 18, 2017). The sentiment in Newfoundland in terms of working with CAF again was the most positive as it was expressed without the prairie provinces’ qualifications. The material impact of soldiers delving into their own food storage to supply civilian communities running low, along with the psychological impact of seeing a Royal Canadian Navy frigate standing watch just offshore, were characterized as events invaluable to future disaster responses – “The roof might be gone, but Canada’s still with me here” (Interview 1, 2017).

Conclusion

The quality of interorganizational collaboration when CAF was integrated into emergency management was moderately high, albeit with room for improvement. Civil-
military coordination during domestic disaster response benefited from a mutual understanding that collaboration is desirable, strong liaison mechanisms, an appreciation of one organization’s activities on the other, and consultation prior to taking response actions, but suffered from different visions of – and hence disagreement on the actions that should lead to – an event’s end state. CAF’s fixation on identifying measurable indicators to identify the end of the response phase, and thereby the initiation of CAF’s redeployment, never dovetailed with the civilian focus on the end of the recovery phase as the only legitimate end state. While not enough to disrupt the overall military-civilian dynamic, the discrepancy in defining end states did lead to conflicting priorities and prolonged CAF deployment past what is ideal according to CAF domestic operations doctrine and the formal RFA.

The level of military-civilian integration was lower than coordination as CAF units and their civilian counterparts did not share interoperable planning processes below the broad decision-making that took place within provincial EOCs, did not integrate their activities at the implementation level on the frontline, and measured effectiveness through different lenses. Integration was ‘complicated’ as a component, however, as within the strategic and tactical spheres civilian and military leaders did share the same understandings of the developing situation in each event, and all respondents reported a ‘common sense of purpose’ across all events. While the low indicators for integration may at first glance adversely impact the quality of interorganizational collaboration as conceptualized within this research’s theoretical framework, the areas where lack of integration occurred may be endemic to any joint military-civilian projects and may not indicate ineffectiveness. Whether the disaster responses would have been more effective
with higher levels of integration, and the implications that a ‘desirable lack of integration’ may have on the emergency management literature, are discussed in Chapter VII.

The universally and unambiguously high levels of satisfaction and trust between civilian and CAF leaders across the events studied, along with a common sense of purpose indicated under integration and the majority of coordination’s indicators appearing in all events, means that the quality of interorganizational collaboration cannot be characterized as low. Ten out of the fifteen indicators developed for assessing such quality were present in all the events studied. Furthermore, as jurisdiction and hazard type did not influence the appearance of indicators, CAF and its civilian counterparts maintained the level of quality – such as it is – independent of floods, hurricanes, wildfires or the variety of differences that exist across provincial contexts. Now that the presence and quality of interorganizational collaboration has been described and evaluated, the analysis turns to assessing barriers to interorganizational collaboration.

Table 6: The Quality of Interorganizational Collaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Quality of Interorganizational Collaboration</th>
<th>NF 2010</th>
<th>MB 2011</th>
<th>AB 2013</th>
<th>SK 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. How effective is the civilian-military relationship during disaster response? [evaluative]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 2.1 Coordination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1.a A common vision of the end state</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.b General agreement on the actions necessary to achieve the end state</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.c An understanding that collaboration is more effective and efficient</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.d Strong liaison mechanisms, including embedding staff where feasible</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.e Understanding the impact one organization's activities may have on other organizations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.f Consultation prior to taking action, when feasible</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Result:** \( \frac{64}{96} = 67\% \)  
**Code:** MODERATE

### 2.2 Integration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2.a A common purpose</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.b A common situational understanding</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.c A common or interoperable planning process</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.d A unity of effort with integrated activities designed to achieve the common objective</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.e Common measures of effectiveness</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Result:** \( \frac{28}{80} = 35\% \)  
**Code:** LOW

### 2.3 Satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.3.a Expressed approval of another organization's actions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Result:** \( \frac{16}{16} = 100\% \)  
**Code:** HIGH
2.4 Trust

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.4.a Willingness to work with another organization again</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.4.b Willingness to have an individual from other organization dictate actions (use of resources) for the organization</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4.c Willingness to share data</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Result:** 48/48 = 100% | HIGH

**Total Quality:** 76% | MODERATELY HIGH
CHAPTER VI: THE BARRIERS TO INTERORGANIZATIONAL COLLABORATION

Introduction

The previous chapter demonstrated that interorganizational collaboration between the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) and civilian levels of government during disaster response is effective, albeit with room for improvement. While all the indicators for satisfaction and trust – and most of the indicators for coordination – were present, more than half of the indicators for integration did not appear in any of the cases studied. Furthermore, the indicators for coordination that did not appear – a common vision of, and agreement on, actions needed to achieve a disaster response’s end state – were frustrating to military leaders as they relied on such indicators to conduct operations and measure success. This chapter builds on the analysis of effectiveness gaps in the previous chapter by explicitly assessing barriers to interorganizational collaboration, and thereby assesses how the military contribution to Canadian disaster response might be improved.

The components that constitute barriers to interorganizational collaboration – empire building, manipulation, distrust, benign incapacity, and conceptual difference – are addressed in turn. As before, the case studies – the 2010 Newfoundland Hurricane Igor, the 2011 Manitoba Assiniboine flood, the 2013 Alberta multi-river floods, and the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires – are compared and contrasted within each component to
provide an overall picture of the barriers to interorganizational collaboration when CAF contributes to domestic disaster response.\textsuperscript{153}

The normative assessment of CAF-civilian collaboration demonstrates that\textit{ intentional} barriers along military-civilian lines were absent from domestic disaster response. None of the indicators for empire building, manipulation or distrust appeared when CAF units were assessed alongside their civilian counterparts. The lack of such intentional barriers dovetails with the indicators that appeared in the preceding results assessments, namely under 1) the descriptive components of information sharing, non-manipulative influence, and collective conflict resolution, and 2) the evaluative components of satisfaction and trust.\textsuperscript{154} Intentional barriers, however, were not entirely absent from the Canadian disaster responses studied here – an unexpected finding of this research was that high levels of empire building were a salient feature of civilian disaster response organizations that existed within the same levels of government.

The barriers to interorganizational collaboration that did exist along military-civilian lines were due to benign incapacity and conceptual difference. While the indicators for the ‘intentional’ components of this normative assessment identify contexts where organizational success – implicitly or explicitly – trumps ideal disaster response, the indicators for benign capacity and conceptual difference point to material and psychological realities that constrain response actions even if ideal disaster response is

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{153} As the relevance of specific indicators to each component (i.e., how varying knowledge levels of emergency management best practice indicates conceptual difference) are extensively detailed and developed in Chapter II’s Theoretical Framework, justifications for why an indicator is linked to a component will not be repeated in this chapter. The focus in the results chapters are on 1) the degree to which specific indicators were present and 2) the implications the level of indicators have for answering the research questions.  
\textsuperscript{154} High levels of empire building, manipulation, or distrust along with high levels of, for example, collective conflict resolution or satisfaction would have indicated either a counter-intuitive result warranting further exploration or – the more likely case – a methodological problem.}
the primary goal for all organizations involved. While benign incapacity affected municipal levels of government and the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) disproportionately, conceptual difference affected all CAF branches and levels of government. With the exception of the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires, where the nature of the hazard compounded different military and civilian understandings of each other’s internal structures and capabilities, all the components of this normative assessment appeared evenly across the responses studied. As was the case for the quality of interorganizational collaboration, the barriers to interorganizational collaboration were largely shaped by the nature of the organizations themselves, and not by jurisdiction or hazard type.

**Empire Building**

*Organizational Selflessness: Military-Civilian and Intergovernmental Teamwork*

The indicators for empire building were absent from the CAF-civilian response actions across all the events studied here. Neither information nor resources beneficial to the disaster response were withheld to enhance the clout of a military or civilian organization, and response actions were tied not to a specific organization’s success but to the disaster response itself.\(^{155}\)

Each province had geographical areas where frontline CAF units were privy to the latest hazard impact and development information, and hence where the CAF Chain of Command could theoretically have directed the pursuit of response actions independent

\(^{155}\) The military-civilian disagreements – assessed in Chapter V – on what actions should lead to a response’s end state occurred in the context of conceptualizing response actions as informing the broader disaster response – versus a specific organization’s – outcomes.
of civilian input, allowing the increase of CAF versus civilian response accomplishments. However, situation reports (SITREPs in military-speak) with new information sent from frontline units were shared by Officers in Command (OIC) of companies with their civilian counterparts to allow joint-decision making on response actions. As elaborated in detail in Chapter IV, such sharing occurred directly with municipal officials, with provincial officials via a CAF Liaison Officer (LO) present in the provincial emergency operations centre (EOC), and/or with provincial politicians via the Chain of Command (as an officer senior to a company OIC engaged directly with Ministers involved in the disaster response). CAF officers across all the events stressed that their role was to – within the constraints of the Request for Assistance – provide support wherever civilian officials requested support. The key message conveyed from CAF to civilian leaders when describing CAF capacity was: “This is what we can bring to the table in support of you. In support of you. Underlined” (Interview 10, 2017). CAF’s orientation was towards plugging holes identified by civilian authorities (versus finding opportunities for CAF to pursue response actions), and as such the notion of withholding information to support CAF-specific goals was not even on military decision-makers’ radar, never mind an explicit option that was contemplated and decided against.

In a similar vein, CAF resources were not withheld from civilian authorities in order to empower CAF’s prestige or presence during the disaster responses. As the subject matter experts on effective use of military resources, CAF commanders dictated

---

156 The military emphasis on efficient communication meant that unchanged information was not always transferred to the civilian side.

157 This dynamic where CAF commanders were not even considering the potential use of withholding information is unique to natural disaster response. All other types of operations would include a degree of information control in CAF’s strategy as enemy forces can use information to CAF’s detriment. Wildfires, floods, and hurricanes, however, do not exploit information, and civilian response organizations are allies on the ‘emergency management battlefield.’
the specific capabilities and assets required to achieve an effect desired by civilian authorities, but the ‘arsenal’ available from which CAF could develop response actions were constrained only by the RFA and actual limits on resource availability (Interviews 5, 11, 14, and 16, 2017). Specific assets and capabilities were selected purely based on how well they could achieve the requested effects. Unlike combat contexts, where the best equipment may be reserved for CAF members (versus friendly soldiers supported by CAF), or where operational security may dictate keeping the most sophisticated equipment and personnel out of sight, the Aid to Civilian Authority domestic context held no incentives for CAF commanders to withhold resources to prioritize CAF-specific goals. Indeed, military participants stressed that the nature of natural disaster response on home soil meant that organization-specific goals did not and should not exist; ‘beating the hazard’ is by definition a multi-organizational goal (Interviews 1, 5, 11, 14, 15, and 16, 2017).

Civilian participants across all events studied affirmed CAF’s openness in terms of information flow and resource capacity. Municipal leaders noted the availability of platoon commanders on – at times their personal – cell phones; provincial officials stressed that they felt free to confirm information with LOs; and although CAF officers expressed some frustration at requests for specific capabilities versus general effects, such requests from civilians were met with explanations on available capabilities and on CAF’s selections (Interviews 3, 6, and 8, 2017).

The lack of empire building along military-civilian lines was echoed along intergovernmental lines. In Alberta, officials from the provincial emergency measures organization (EMO) stressed the openness of their relationship with the City of Calgary
throughout the multi-river floods. Municipal officials were privy to most of the information, including information on resource allocation, the provincial EMO had (Interview 17, 2017). This dynamic was affirmed by a senior Calgary official (Interview 3, 2017), and was essentially replicated by officials from the City of Brandon and the Government of Manitoba when discussing that province’s response to the Assiniboine flood (Interviews 2 and 15, 2017).\textsuperscript{158}

The openness in Alberta and Manitoba was noteworthy given the robustness of Calgary and Brandon’s emergency management programs. Provincial EMOs in Saskatchewan and Newfoundland had little incentive to withhold information or resources in order to be the largest civilian disaster response actor as their size and capacity – compared to the hardest hit municipalities during the wildfires and Hurricane Igor (i.e., small towns) – already made the provincial EMOs the primary response actors. The Alberta and Manitoba EMOs, however, arguably had ‘competitors’ in Calgary and Brandon, respectively, but potential for bureaucratic competition did not materialize into any actual intergovernmental empire building. In all the cases studied here emergency managers at the provincial and municipal levels of government saw each other as a part of the same team.\textsuperscript{159}

\textit{The Limits of Disaster Response Solidarity: Competitive Intragovernmental Bureaus}

\textsuperscript{158} Provincial relations with large municipalities during recent floods in Manitoba are best assessed through Manitoba-Brandon relations as the City of Winnipeg has been largely shielded from severe flood impacts by the Red River Floodway, which was constructed in 1968 and expanded throughout the 2000s. The Floodway – initially derided as ‘Duff’s Ditch’ after Duff Roblin, the Premier who initiated the project – has saved Manitoba an estimated 40 billion dollars in cumulative flood damages since 1968.

\textsuperscript{159} The provincial-municipal level of openness was not replicated at the provincial-federal or municipal-federal level, but as gaps in provincial and municipal links to the federal level were due to the – civilian–federal government’s benign incapacity on the emergency management file, such gaps are not assessed as indicators of empire building and are discussed later in this chapter.
The lack of empire building along military-civilian and intergovernmental lines was markedly contrasted by the indicators for empire building that appeared whenever civilian participants elaborated upon the role of disaster response organizations within their own level of government. In two of the disaster responses studied here the provincial health emergency management (HEM) branch and the provincial EMO ‘built their own empires’ to the detriment of the other. In one disaster response, the EMO only invited HEM representatives to select meetings where health was the primary focus, despite the fact that more generic meetings did contain information useful to the health system response, and that CAF officers, municipal officials, and health representatives from other levels of government – usually from the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) – were invited to all disaster response meetings (Interview 9, 2017). In an apparent act of retaliation, HEM kept plans for evacuating dialysis patients within its branch until the evacuation was about to take place, which left the EMO officials scrambling as they were responsible for coordinating parts of the transportation process during evacuations (Interview 9, 2019). In another disaster response, the provincial EMO pointed to a lack of legislation officially mandating the provincial HEM as a valid reason for not incorporating HEM perspectives into provincial response actions (Interview 15, 2017). However, non-profit and social service perspectives, neither of which were backed by their own emergency management legislation, were incorporated into EMO’s response actions (Interview 15, 2017). Such empire building among disaster response organizations did not occur only inside single provincial governments, but among EMOs across different provinces – a senior Joint Task Force Atlantic (JTFA) officer noted that EMOs from the other Atlantic provinces were not ‘first on the list’ to provide support.
during Hurricane Igor as each provincial EMO had “different styles” and preferred to share information and resources with CAF or their own municipalities than with each other (Interview 1, 2017).\textsuperscript{160}

The withholding of information and resources within the provincial level was replicated at the municipal level, albeit at a smaller, individualized scale. As even large municipalities did not have emergency management-specific health branches (compared to the provincial HEM branches and PHAC’s emergency preparedness units), they did not experience the same type of organization-level empire building. However, information and resources were withheld from within the municipal level by individuals. The empires being built in these situations were not for the prestige of a particular organization, but the livelihoods of specific individuals. There were cases where junior CAF officers on the ground informed their Chains of Command that Reeves and Mayors were overemphasizing the hazards in their own neighbourhoods, which led to hazard reduction activities (i.e., debris clearing, sandbagging, etc.) occurring first to the homes of municipal leaders (Interview 15, 2017). While such actions conflicted with CAF’s military ethics and ethos in regards to fairness and equitable disaster response, the very same set of ethics and ethos prohibited CAF from directly engaging civilian governments on their internal dynamics, leaving junior officers to simply stress to their municipal counterparts what CAF understood to be the accurate hazard development picture (Interview 15 and 16, 2017).

The potential for empire building within the federal level of government was limited in the disaster zones because two of the empire building indicators – withholding

\textsuperscript{160} The potential reasons for empire building within the provincial level of government, and the implications of such reasons for the academic literature, are discussed in Chapter VII.
resources and tying response actions to one organization’s mandate – were essentially irrelevant for the civilian federal organizations in the affected provinces given their low response capacity. However, the trend for empire building within the same level of government was affirmed at the federal level as federal organizations did employ the one tool they had in their toolkit – information – to ‘outperform’ their peer organizations. The federal organizations that had salient units ‘in the regions’ (an at times disparaging Ottawa euphemism for ‘not in the Capital’ (Interview 4, 2017)), and that were linked to disaster response, were PHAC and Public Safety Canada. Both were materially and institutionally limited from influencing response actions themselves, but both had a mandate to provide updated information to the central Government Operations Centre (GOC) in Ottawa. Regional PHAC and Public Safety representatives participated in a variety of emergency management working groups, networks, and committees (including the provincial EOCs) and could request any information relevant to the disaster response, which would be funneled to their home department’s representatives in the GOC. Despite the requested information ending up and announced in the exact same room in Ottawa, regional PHAC and Public Safety units maintained and closely guarded their own discrete information flows back to the Capital across the events studied here (Interview 4 and 13, 2017).

161 The implications of Canada’s low – civilian – federal disaster response capacity on the events studied here is discussed at length in Chapter VII.

162 The GOC is not to be confused with the GoC (the Government of Canada), although research participants did – partly tongue in cheek – comment that the GOC and the GoC had more in common than their acronyms; they were equally absent during disaster response (Interviews 4 and 17, 2018). Such attitudes indicated that 1) funding, no matter how robust, before or after a disaster event was not valued as highly as putting ‘boots on the ground’ during the response phase (i.e., the struggle for preparedness, mitigation, and recovery to be equal phases within the emergency management spectrum continues), and 2) the civilian federal government and CAF were perceived as two distinct entities.
Understanding Low Levels of Empire Building within CAF

The presence of empire building observed within each level of government was not replicated within the military, which can be explained differently by emphasizing either civilian or CAF participation in this research. First, civilian research participants were either unwilling to elaborate upon, or were simply unaware of, empire building among CAF units. All the aforementioned instances of empire building by civilian organizations were identified by individuals who were not members of the reportedly empire building organization (which in some cases unveiled empire building within the ‘reporting individual’s’ organization,163 was indirectly confirmed by members of ‘the reported’ organization,164 and/or was described on multiple occasions by individuals with no incentive to deprecate the empire building organization165). Civilian individuals, however, were reluctant to identify areas of empire building within the military as CAF was the largest, most visible organization that had arrived to help, and had done so in a tangible way with uniformed soldiers physically working on-the-ground. In the same way that civilian participants did not speak negatively about paramedics, firefighters, and police officers (regardless of any potential empire building occurring at the high levels of those organizations),166 the uniformed, front-line aspect of the military’s response –

---

163 For example, in the provincial EMO ‘versus’ HEM case, a HEM member described the EMO’s exclusive meetings, but then also described HEM’s response of withholding evacuation information, implicating HEM in an empire building indicator.
164 The ‘indirect’ confirmation of apparent empire building was obtained through posing generic questions to EMOs about their meeting attendees and to PHAC and Public Safety about their information flow.
165 This was the case for the junior officers who informed their Chain of Command – as a matter of routine situational reporting – of municipal leaders prioritizing their own neighbourhoods for hazard reduction efforts.
166 While the interview rubrics did not explicitly probe perceptions of routine emergency response organizations, all participants were asked to paint an overall picture of the disaster response effort. During these initial portions of each interview, participants described an array of organizations and did not shy away from identifying their vulnerabilities. Front-line organizations, however, never bore the brunt of such criticism.
accompanied by the aforementioned high levels of satisfaction with, and trust in, the military – oriented civilians away from explicitly reporting negative organizational attributes about CAF. Furthermore, the previously assessed civilian ignorance of internal military processes (including basic modes of communication), along with the non-interoperability of civilian-military units on the front-line, inhibited the degree to which civilian emergency managers were able to discern CAF units withholding information and resources from each other and/or commanders tying response actions to the goals of their specific unit.

Military responses to this research, in turn, pointed to CAF ethos and the nature of officer career progression as explanations for the apparent lack of empire building among CAF units. CAF’s codes of conduct and ethics, which are promulgated in doctrine and training for the duration of military members’ service, explicitly prohibited soldiers from stating anything that could adversely impact the reputation of CAF, and pre-deployment orders and briefs, including media awareness sessions led by CAF’s Public Affairs Officers, reaffirmed protecting CAF’s reputation as a crucial part of military ethos in all the events studied here (Interview 20, 2017). The military research participants were therefore indoctrinated against identifying an explicitly negative attribute such as empire building in their fellow soldiers or their units.

While CAF solidarity – along with civilian wariness about deprecating CAF and civilian ignorance of military processes – possibly shrouded potential CAF empire

---

167 See the CAF Overview in Chapter I and the Literature Review in Chapter II for fuller discussions on CAF culture and doctrine.
168 ‘Indoctrinated’ is not used here in a pejorative sense. ‘Indoctrination’ is used neutrally in CAF to describe the process whereby individuals incorporate a new set of competencies into their skillset and norms into their behaviour (processes that occur across different, including civilian, organizations). The association between ‘indoctrination’ and the blind acceptance of ideas, or the inability of individuals to think for themselves, does not dovetail with CAF doctrine.
building in this research, the incentives of officer career progression also meant that actual levels of empire building were low. Moving through the ranks depends on a variety of factors that range from highly formalized criteria, such as annual personnel evaluation reviews and military course requirements, to highly subjective criteria, such as a superior’s assessment of an officer’s initiative, deportment, and leadership skills. Both formal and subjective criteria are similar, however, in that they incentivized officers to respect the Chain of Command in the events studied here; no points were ‘won’ for circumnavigating or even interpreting an order in a way that could not clearly be linked back to a superior’s intent.

Officers met career progression criteria through faithfully implementing orders and not through expanding the impact of their particular units. Ordering a unit to stand down to follow an order was more valuable to an officer’s reputation and career than racing to the front-line and successfully performing an action (Interviews 5 and 14, 2017). Indeed, when officers received orders across the events studied here that did not maximize the impact of their particular unit they defaulted to the orders. In Alberta, no single platoon commander attempted to monopolize evacuations to ‘tally up lives saved,’ and stood down for replacements the moment orders came through (Interview 16, 2017). In Saskatchewan, orders – not the size of the fire to be fought – dictated the location and action of units (Interview 18, 2017). In Manitoba, there was no pushback from, or lesser praise given to, those platoons that provided logistics support and never made it to the sandbagging lines as labour requirements were satisfied (Interview 15, 2017). In Newfoundland, engineering units had numerous opportunities to maximize the number of bridges they could build, and to thereby ‘outperform’ other trades, but only orders
dictated the – far less than what was possible – amount of actual bridges built (Interview 5, 2017).\textsuperscript{169}

The logic of promotion and the mobility requirement of the military meant that CAF officers would also rarely be in command of one unit long enough to reap many benefits of unit-specific empire building. Individual officer efforts based on effectively carrying out ordered tasks, be they aggrandizing or of little consequence to the unit’s reputation, were far more effective in receiving praise during the military’s formal After Actions Reviews than the outcomes of a particular unit (Interviews 14 and 16, 2017). Apart from extraordinary acts of bravery and/or decisions that in hindsight unveil significant strategic errors in the original orders, ‘successfully performing a unit action’ that was not ordered would have been a failure in military terms. The building of unit-level empires was therefore anathema to career success. Individual incentives, perhaps ironically given the prioritization of the group over the individual in military training and units, guarded CAF from the level of empire building seen within the same levels of civilian government.

\textbf{Manipulation and Distrust}

None of the indicators for manipulation or distrust were present in any of the events studied here. Indicators that may superficially be allocated to the components of manipulation and distrust were – when assessed in the context of the entire theoretical

\textsuperscript{169} As is discussed in the sections on Non-Manipulative Influence and Coordination, military engineers did not maximize their bridge building capacity as they both CAF and civilian leadership, supported by Canadian emergency management policy, emphasized the use of civilian capacity should such capacity be available.
framework – a consequence of previously discussed components. During the disaster responses studied here not only were organizational manipulation and distrust essentially non-existent – which dovetails with the previously discussed high levels of civilian-military information sharing, collective conflict resolution, non-manipulative influence, satisfaction, and trust\textsuperscript{170} – but they were non-existent even while levels of empire building within levels of government were high, and while half the components of integration were low.

Scrutiny of the archival documents of each case study – summarized in Chapter III – and of the interview transcripts unveiled no situations where manipulation was a salient feature of domestic disaster response. Neither military commanders nor civilian officials changed or attempted to change the behaviour of other organizations in a veiled manner in order to achieve their organization’s goals over joint goals. As was elaborated in the sections on information sharing, non-manipulative influence, coordination, and empire building, disaster response goals were not distinguished along military and civilian lines, and joint decision making by military and civilian leaders on which response actions to pursue was a hallmark of the responses studied here. All research participants saw themselves as a part of a broader purpose that mandated and motivated multiple organizations to aid the collective disaster response. Furthermore, as the broad requests for the effects to be achieved in the disaster zone were legally a civilian

\textsuperscript{170} As is elaborated in Chapter III, trust and distrust were treated as two separate components under two separate research queries in order to avoid conceptualizing trust along a simplistic more versus less spectrum. The component of trust informed the evaluative assessment, and thereby contributed to indicating the quality of interorganizational collaboration while the component of distrust informed the normative assessment, and thereby contributed to indicating barriers to interorganizational collaboration. While it makes intuitive sense that as indicators for trust appear, indicators for distrust disappear, the methodology assessed for both independent of each other to ensure the complicated ways in which interorganizational trust may play out were captured.
responsibility (and accepted in CAF culture and doctrine as such), the military had little incentive to influence civilian organizations in a way that would help CAF dictate the desired effects. Indeed, most of the few instances where CAF did attempt to change civilian behaviour – through unveiled education processes – were focused on affirming to civilian officials waiting for CAF to lead the fray that civilians were ultimately in charge and had to make the requests for effects. Civilian organizations, in turn, did withhold information to outperform civilian counterparts within the same level of government, but as such actions were passive, versus actively attempting to adversely influence the behaviour of their counterparts, they were empire building according this research’s theoretical framework, and not explicitly manipulative.

Indicators for distrust were equally absent from domestic disaster response. Robust informal networks (such as the reservist-EMO links and local officials personally calling platoon commanders working within their municipalities for updates), along with robust formal processes (such as embedding CAF LOs in provincial EOCs and ensuring the relevant Joint Task Force allocated a Lieutenant-General to work with Ministers responsible for overseeing disaster responses), demonstrated that information was not held within civilian or military camps. In none of the events studied here were either civilian officials or CAF officers caught off guard by assets or actions on the frontline because information had not been shared. As discussed above, there were examples of civilian organizations within the same level of government withholding information from each other, but such withholding was due to a desire to ‘outperform’ each other and not

171 In a similar vein, CAF attempted to change civilian behaviour to only requesting military support sanctioned by the formal RFA, but again, such educating was open about its means, which was education on the RFA, and its ends, which was to allow CAF to achieve joint goals as per the established legal framework.
due to distrust. Indeed, only when the aforementioned opportunities for empire building arose was information withheld; when no such opportunities existed (i.e., when the EMO in one province was too large to be threatened by that province’s HEM, or when another province’s HEM had collected information that HEM itself could not act on, or when PHAC or Public Safety had content expertise that was not relevant to new disaster updates to be sent to the GOC), information was widely shared even within levels of government.

No organizations displayed an unwillingness to leave response actions to others. Due to CAF’s rigorous implementation of the RFA, along with the lack of incentives that individual officers had to expand their unit’s ‘footprint,’ the military’s default assumption was that a civilian organization would perform a response action unless the joint civil-military decision making process, informed by civilian requests for effect, had allocated an action to the military (Interviews 1, 4, 15, and 20, 2017). In Newfoundland, JTFA commanders did not argue for CAF engineers to have a monopoly on bridge building; bridges allocated for civilian mending were simply noted as such and passed by (Interview 5, 2017). In Manitoba, Joint Task Force West (JTFW) headquarters was happy to leave the City of Brandon to pursue its own response actions (Interview 5, 2017). In Saskatchewan, military firefighters made no claim to pursue hot spots allocated to civilian units (Interview 17, 2017). In Alberta, evacuations were left to only civilians until CAF evacuation support was specifically requested (Interview 16, 2017).

The clarity of CAF domestic operations doctrine on respecting the end of the response phase as an end state to the military contribution also meant that officers were

---

172 Indeed, an unexpected finding of this research is that interorganizational empire building can occur in the context of interorganizational trust (i.e., competition does not require distrust).
actively encouraging civilian organizations to undertake actions that were recovery-focused. Sandbagging of private residences once water levels had stabilized were characterized by the JTFW in Alberta and Manitoba as the responsibility of property owners and/or municipalities (Interviews 15 and 16, 2017). Once the winds had died down over a number of days and modelling demonstrated the likely shrinking of wildfires in Saskatchewan, CAF leaders there queried when civilian firefighters could hold the line by themselves and – since the immediate threat to communities had been inhibited – whether other civilian firefighters from across the country could be called up (Interview 17, 2017). In Newfoundland, the JTFA was eager to hand food provision responsibility to the province or municipalities as soon as possible to avoid having sailors continuing to share rations – an emergency social services function that strays into the recovery phase – from their frigate as aid to communities (Interview 20, 2017). Civilian officials, in turn, supported CAF undertaking response actions across the events studied here, which was aptly demonstrated by the ubiquitous civilian habit of requesting CAF actions beyond both the RFA’s parameters and the response phase.¹⁷³

The final indicator for distrust – preference for working alone – was also absent from the events studied. As Hurricane Igor was developing off Africa’s West Coast, as concerned flood forecasters were pointing to high levels of snow build up in Manitoba and Alberta, and as Saskatchewan’s wildfire management community identified dangerously dry wildland patches, CAF LOs were working directly with provincial

¹⁷³ The empire building within civilian levels of government did not result in an unwillingness to leave response actions to others. Even though one organization at times had exclusive or primary access to information or resources, the response abilities of organizations within the same level of government rarely overlapped. For example, HEMs had health system specific information, but did not have the evacuation capacity of EMOs. EMOs, in turn, had access to an array of response organizations through their provincial EOCs, but could implement ‘pop up’ clinics.
officials in monitoring hazard development. By the time RFAs were being discussed the regional Joint Task Forces were engaging provincial Ministers and, in Alberta and Newfoundland, working – at times informally – with civilian officials to pre-position troops for RFA confirmation. Throughout the actual deployments CAF officers and their provincial and municipal counterparts worked shoulder-to-shoulder in sharing information, joint-decision making, collectively resolving conflicts, and coordinating response action allocations. Even when disagreeing on identifying concrete end states, civilian and military leaders were ‘disagreeing together’ through addressing such identifications at joint working groups. The only time civilian and military units worked alone was on the front-line, and that was a practical function of non-interoperable planning and on-the-ground communication processes. Front-line separation of civilians and soldiers was not a ‘preference for working alone’ and therefore indicative of distrust, but the pursuit of the most efficient means of accomplishing the physical tasks of disaster response (Interviews 18 and 20, 2017).

**Benign Incapacity**

Benign incapacity, defined as non-collaboration due to a lack of resources, was developed by this research to indicate response situations where the desire for interorganizational collaboration was evident, but inhibited purely through one organization’s limited technical, fiscal, institutional, equipment, and/or human labour capacity. Benign incapacity was low across the events studied here as 1) the introduction of the military into the emergency management system by definition infused extraordinary resources into the response landscape, and 2) the fiscal constraints faced by
CAF since the Second World War has institutionalized practices and behaviours that maximize outcomes in the context of limited resources. Benign incapacity, however, was not absent from domestic disaster response. Interorganizational collaboration was adversely impacted by limited municipal labour, equipment, and fiscal capacity; limited availability of Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) assets; and limited institutional support for civilian federal response capacity.

*The Military as Antidote to Benign Incapacity*

The scope of the disasters studied here by definition meant that civilian capacity had been overwhelmed. Any amount of CAF resources added to the maximized civilian response capacity was therefore itself an antidote to civilian benign incapacity. Across all events studied the introduction of CAF resources on the ground allowed municipal leaders to allocate less time on organizing their limited frontline response capacity and more time on coordinating with provincial authorities on their municipality’s overall response strategy. Such a broader focus allowed Mayors and Reeves to stop playing ‘whack-a-mole’ with each latest disaster impact in their area and to engage in disaster zone-wide situational awareness and planning (Interviews 6 and 8, 2017). Army platoons checking in on the status of non-evacuees in Alberta removed significant time burdens and stress from small town leaders (Interview 16, 2017). Municipal committees in Manitoba
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174 Checking in on non-evacuees was immensely stressful for municipal leaders as they had to play a contradictory role of psycho-social support workers inquiring on the well-being of their residents and of compliance officials attempting to enforce evacuation orders. Furthermore, unlike provincial or big city officials, small town leaders were often well acquainted with non-evacuees, inhibiting their ability to act as ‘neutral’ messengers of the state. CAF, however, had no mandate to enforce evacuation orders and simply took over as general assessors of well-being and safety. The role of CAF in checking in on non-evacuees was a – largely underreported – psychosocial role that was as important to municipalities as the tasks requiring heavy labour.
could spend less time organizing local sandbagging efforts once CAF units had deployed, freeing up time for recovery planning efforts (Interview 15, 2017). Provincial authorities in Saskatchewan were able to allocate less time requesting and coordinating national firefighting augmentation once military firefighters arrived and therefore more time working directly with affected municipalities (Interview 18, 2017). The array of heavily hit small towns and villages in Newfoundland faced significant inter-municipal communication, coordination, and planning challenges until CAF alleviated the most severe frontline burdens of debris clearing and public infrastructure reinforcement (Interview 1, 2017). CAF’s presence allowed municipalities to move from a purely ‘tactical’ role to a partly strategic role, which more regularly linked them into provincial response processes and thereby allowed greater interorganizational collaboration.

Apart from the alleviation of civilian benign incapacity that CAF by definition brought to the disasters studied here, the historical context of limited fiscal support of the military in Canada – counterintuitively – allowed CAF to find creative ways of overcoming resource constraints. As is elaborated in Chapter I’s overview of CAF, the Government of Canada has consistently underfunded the country’s military compared to Canada’s North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) partners, all while participating in international operations at higher rates and levels than proportional to Canada’s population and the size of its military. From the mid-twentieth century onwards Canada went from being a significant and well-funded military player to a player rarely funded up to 2% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), yet still mandated with an array of foreign and domestic responsibilities. This reality has meant that CAF members of all ranks have had to be creative to achieve required outcomes without the necessary inputs. In the
combat context such creativity has meant that individuals within a specific trade attain most if not all of the competencies required of their trade. For example, Canadian infanteers have to be proficient on all infantry weapons systems since CAF does not have the fiscal resources to fund and train weapon specialized individuals, as the American army does (Interview 20, 2017). Across the CAF training system – and especially in the reserves – new skills and competencies have been mandated of units not just based on trade, but simply on who is available; artillery units have to be able to train for urban search and rescue, and digital image analysis could be handed to units not traditionally digital technology-focused (Interview 5, 2017). Despite the military preference and doctrine emphasizing the importance of working only within ‘a soldier’s arcs,’ CAF’s fiscal reality means that in Canada ‘a soldier’s arcs’ has to adapt to new responsibilities versus existing responsibilities merely being refined within established arcs. Such creativity was translated to the non-combat context of natural disaster response across the events studied here.

In Joint Task Forces Atlantic and West, infantry officers – trained first and foremost in orchestrating combat – relied on short courses and experience to play the Liaison Officer roles that were so crucial in allowing robust civil-military information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, collective conflict resolution, coordination, satisfaction and trust. In Saskatchewan, the CAF norm of quickly ‘training up’ soldiers from a variety of trades to become competent in suddenly required skills allowed CAF to produce functioning firefighters after a rigorous 24 hour course (Interview 18, 2017). Across Manitoba and Alberta troops without aquatic training or

---

175 ‘Arcs’ is military-speak for the scope of a mission, operation, trade, or specific task. The word comes from the ‘left and right of arc’ that dictate the area within which a rifleman is allowed to fire their weapon.
water measurement knowledge took up flood level measurement roles in wading suits tailored for the purpose (Interviews 15 and 16, 2017). While psychosocial first aid was not a stand-alone CAF service or incorporated into a specific trade, soldiers – often infanteers – adopted a semi-psychosocial role when engaging with disaster-impacted community members, especially non-evacuees and individuals recently returned to destroyed homes (Interviews 1, 16, and 20, 2017). The military was in general able to leverage the creativity born from the fiscal constraints that defined CAF’s combat and training reality to mitigate benign incapacity from significantly affecting the military’s contribution to domestic disaster response. As one JTFA senior officer put it: “Everyone has a Christmas list [and asks] ‘Wouldn’t it be nice?’ But what we have is what we have. At the end of the day we have who we have, and there likely won’t be many more of us” (Interview 10, 2017).

**Municipal and RCAF Resource Constraints**

CAF’s ability to mitigate benign incapacity – although substantial – was ultimately limited by the resource constraints within the municipal level of government and the air force branch of the military. Despite the aforementioned dynamic whereby CAF deployment allowed Mayors and Reeves to pull back from a haphazard tactical role and into a more effective strategic role, the human labour, equipment, and fiscal resources of small municipalities was such that towns and villages remained ‘consumers’ of disaster response resources versus ‘suppliers.’ Across Alberta, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Newfoundland, local firefighters and law enforcement officials in small municipalities were too few in number to maintain regular functions while supporting the disaster
response; even those local companies able to hire extra workers and to expand hours of operations were limited in acquiring extra equipment necessary to clear debris and build bridges; and most municipalities could not afford to contract out significant extra services beyond what was already covered under operational budgets. While such limited resources do not necessitate low levels of interorganizational collaboration (as has been demonstrated in the previous sections with generally high levels of interorganizational collaboration between municipal leaders and both provincial and CAF leaders), leaders in charge of ‘disaster response consuming’ organizations by definition had less sway over, and time to contribute to, multi-organizational groups. Indeed, municipal officials from the Cities of Calgary and Brandon, both significant ‘suppliers’ of disaster response actions, had the time and leverage to be regular players at multi-organizational groups. In other words, as anticipated by this research’s theoretical framework, ‘desirable’ organizational traits that allow information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, collective conflict resolution, satisfaction and trust with other organizations were necessary, but not sufficient, in maximizing collaboration with other response organizations. The ownership of a pool of resources useful to other organizations was crucial as well.

While CAF’s significant land assets and creative ability to produce changing support requests through existing resources meant that benign incapacity was largely relevant only to civilian organizations, the RCAF’s limited aircraft availability did have minor impacts on interorganizational collaboration. As elaborated in Chapter IV’s section on support, the RCAF faced three separate challenges across the events studied. First, the vast geographic expanse of Canada meant that aircraft were often stationed thousands of
kilometres away from disaster zones. The RCAF was seen by civilian and military research participants as the CAF branch with the thinnest dispersion across the country. Second, the capabilities of the various RCAF aircraft were not well understood by civilian officials across all levels of government. While the contribution of aircraft was felt to be important by all civilian officials, only those with military and/or significant disaster response experience could link a specific craft with a specific task. Third, the RCAF did not have enough aircraft to fulfill all its regular responsibilities while responding to domestic disaster. The amount of CAF aircraft was the one single area military research participants explicitly identified as an inadequate resource during domestic disaster response that could not be compensated for through existing means. While the second point above indicated conceptual difference, the first and third points were purely resource constraints that did have impacts – albeit minor – on CAF’s ability to maximize collaboration with its civilian counterparts.

While CAF commanders actively discouraged civilian officials from linking tasks to specific military capabilities, the reality was that civilian officials did think in terms of capabilities when conceptualizing response plans. Furthermore, the salience of RCAF assets – heightened by the prominent visuals of Hercules aircraft commonly attached to disaster response media stories – and the lack of civilian expertise on the array of capabilities beyond air or even military support available to achieve desired effects, meant that requests for support often included CAF air support.

Civilian requests for specific capabilities that could more effectively and/or efficiently be provided through other means was not unique to air support, but – unlike most land or sea support requests – air support requests put CAF commanders in 1) the
arduous position of analyzing the availability of an especially scarce resource, and 2) the
awkward position of including scarcity in their explanations for their resource allocation
decisions. When ‘army trucks’ were requested in Alberta and Manitoba, CAF
commanders there simply confirmed the actual effects desired (non-evacuee check-ins
and official transport, respectively), and sent light armoured vehicles (LAVs) instead.
When ‘boots on the ground’ were requested in isolated Newfoundland towns, CAF
commanders also simply confirmed the actual effects desired (water provision and
symbolic support), and sent frigates instead. However, when large aircraft were requested
in northern Saskatchewan or surveillance aircraft were requested in Alberta, CAF could
not simply confirm the effects required (evacuations and hazard monitoring, respectively)
and provide the ‘CAF solution’ because such solutions – large aircraft that can land on
especially short runways and non-intelligence-gathering surveillance aircraft\(^\text{176}\) – were
either already in use or better provided by civilian government organizations. This meant
that orienting civilians towards ‘effects’ was not sufficient in developing a response
action; CAF commanders had to spend time and effort in explaining why CAF was not
the ideal or appropriate response actor and in suggesting alternative response actors.

Ideal support requests saw civilians request an effect within the formal RFA; less
than ideal, but still manageable, requests saw civilians request effects only after CAF
officers oriented them away from specific capabilities; and problematic requests saw
civilians request capabilities that could not easily be directed towards effects as the
effects required could not be achieved by any available CAF capabilities. Only air

\(^{176}\) RCAF surveillance aircraft are specialized to collect combat-relevant intelligence. Translating such
capacity to the domestic context was controversial as CAF is prohibited from any intelligence gathering on
Canadian soil and civilian aircraft with more sophisticated hazard monitoring capacity are available.
support requests fell into the latter category, where CAF officers oriented civilians towards effects, only to still have no CAF capabilities available, which led to CAF redirecting civilians to civilian points of contact for potential solutions. Such redirection was neither efficient nor effective, as it 1) used the time of both CAF officers and civilian officials without leading to a concrete military-civilian response action, and 2) placed CAF officers in the rare position of potentially losing face (and thereby risking the lessening of civilian satisfaction and trust). Interorganizational collaboration, therefore, suffered due to CAF’s benign incapacity in relation to RCAF resources.

*Federal Institutional Constraints*

Benign incapacity also occurred in the non-military federal context as regional Public Safety and PHAC branches were institutionally constrained from influencing response actions. As elaborated in Chapter I, emergency management has – due to Canada’s sized, decentralized federal system, and provincial authority over policy domains disproportionately affected by disasters, such as the health system – largely become a provincial responsibility. Furthermore, as municipalities are constitutionally ‘creatures of the province’ the jurisdictions first and most affected by disaster – municipalities – turn first to the provincial level for support. These institutional dynamics had a significant impact on all the events studied here as military and civilian participants agreed that the few federal players that were visible during the responses – Public Safety and PHAC – were glorified messaging systems that mainly relayed information back to Ottawa.

None of the information requested by Public Safety and PHAC could directly be acted upon by either organization in the disaster zones. The implementers of emergency
management policy – i.e., those organizations with the legitimacy to take and/or task out response actions – were the provinces, municipalities, and, within the constraints of the RFA and joint-decision making processes with provincial and municipal authorities, CAF. Despite the significant Government of Canada resources behind them, Public Safety and PHAC were largely response observers with no legitimacy to act assumed by their provincial, municipal, and military counterparts in EOCs. A senior JTFA officer summed up the perception that non-federal and military organizations held of civilian federal organizations during the responses:

CAF [and the municipalities were] responsive to the province, but there wasn’t a strong [civilian] federal presence. They did not augment or bring in extra folks […they were] thin organizations and mostly there for information to feed info to their chain. The CAF-prov-municipal team was sufficient (Interview 1, 2017).

The assumptions within response organizations as well as the response reality on the ground affirmed the low disaster response capacity allocated to the civilian federal level within Canada’s governance structure writ large, and the country’s emergency management framework in particular. Unlike the differences between provincial jurisdictions, which did not play a role in how the events studied here were managed, institutions – above and beyond resource capacity and organization type – did matter in regards to the non-military federal role in disaster response.177

Conceptual Difference

Conceptual difference was indicated by disaster response organizations holding incompatible definitions of the problems that could aggravate, and/or solutions that could
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177 The degree to which a greater federal role during the response phase may improve disaster response effectiveness is discussed in Chapter VII.
ameliorate, disaster impacts. Such differences between organizations occurred in all the
events studied here regardless of jurisdiction type, although the degree of difference was
compounded by hazard type in the case of wildfires. This section will first briefly review
areas of conceptual difference already indicated under previously assessed components,
namely the different CAF versus civilian conceptions of the formal RFA and end states,
and the more general conceptual differences that occurred between strategic versus
tactical levels of disaster response. The following areas of ‘pure’ conceptual difference
that were not captured under other components will then be assessed— differences within
CAF regarding the confirmation process of, and tolerance of frontline troops moving
beyond, the RFA; different CAF versus civilian conceptions of solutions to firefighter
shortages during wildfires; and different CAF versus civilian conceptions of each other’s
internal organizational hierarchy when fighting wildfires.

The RFA and End States 2.0

The two most prominent conceptual differences along military and civilian lines were 1)
CAF versus provincial and municipal conceptions of the RFA’s constraints, and 2) CAF
versus provincial and municipal conceptions of a disaster response’s end state. The
prominence of these differences was such that they did not only indicate a mere
conceptual difference (thereby creating a potential barrier to interorganizational
collaboration), but affected the presence and quality of interorganizational collaboration
as well.

Regarding the first point – the lack of ‘non-manipulative influence,’ -- which is a
component of the presence of interorganizational collaboration, was indicated by the
RFA being an institutional constraint to CAF freely aiding disaster response partners in any way military leaders saw fit. Civilian governments (especially, but not exclusively, municipal governments) conceived of CAF’s role as a broad one that ultimately transcended a written document and could plug any holes during disaster response. CAF leadership, in turn, conceived CAF’s role as defined by a written document. To CAF commanders, the formal RFA was essential to democratic oversight of the military, the efficient management of CAF resources, and – in regards to role clarity and avoiding civilian dependence on CAF support into the recovery phase – even effective emergency management. The different conceptions that existed in military versus civilian organizations regarding the legitimate scope of CAF emergency management involvement adversely affected the presence of interorganizational collaboration during disaster response.¹⁷⁸

Regarding the second point – gaps in ‘coordination,’ which is a component of the quality of interorganizational collaboration -- was indicated by disparate visions of a disaster’s end state across the events studied. While CAF commanders conceived of well-defined and agreed upon end states as practical necessities and non-abstract conclusions to a disaster’s response phase, civilian officials disagreed what an end state would entail, where an end state would occur along the emergency management cycle, and indeed, whether defining a concrete end state was useful in the first place. The different conceptions that existed in military versus civilian organizations regarding the nature and

¹⁷⁸ For a detailed assessment and examples of how such differences adversely affected the presence of CAF-civilian collaboration, see the ‘Non-Manipulative Influence and Flexibility’ section in Chapter IV.
effectiveness of defined end states adversely impacted the quality of interorganizational collaboration during disaster response.\textsuperscript{179}

\textit{Strategy vs. Tactics 3.0}

The final conceptual difference that indicated components previously assessed did not occur along military and civilian lines and reflected more general divides between the formulation and implementation levels of public policy. ‘Flexibility,’ which is a component of the presence of interorganizational collaboration, was indicated by troops and municipal officials at the frontline – i.e., ‘tactical’ level – being more willing to engage in response actions that flirted with the outer edges, or were ambiguously aligned with, the formal RFA. Senior CAF officers, in turn (along with high level provincial officials), defaulted to the ‘letter of law’ when deciding upon response actions. Strategic decision makers conceived of disaster response as a function of abstract values such as ‘democratic accountability’ while tactical decision makers conceived of disaster response as fundamentally about the lives, concerns, and property of people physically in front of them.\textsuperscript{180}

The ‘strategy vs tactics’ conceptual difference played out again when the events were assessed for integration, a component of the quality of interorganizational collaboration. In this case, tactical and strategic individuals understood time differently, as the former conceived of the disaster timeline as moving swiftly, with the hazard’s

\textsuperscript{179} For a detailed assessment and examples of how such differences adversely affected the quality of CAF-civilian collaboration, see the ‘Coordination’ section in Chapter V.

\textsuperscript{180} For a detailed assessment and examples of how such differences were self-correcting and did not diminish the presence of CAF-civilian collaboration, see the ‘Non-Manipulative Influence and Flexibility’ section in Chapter IV.
development being observed through their own senses, while the latter conceived of the disaster timeline as steady, with front-line updates arriving at prearranged intervals on a 24 hour cycle. Tactical individuals also conceived of the disaster event writ large as accurately represented by the specific disaster impacts they were experiencing in their particular geographic areas, while strategic individuals conceived of the disaster event from a ‘bird’s eye view’ and therefore constitutive of a variety of diverse impacts.\footnote{For a detailed assessment and examples of how such differences were either benign or adverse to the quality of CAF-civilian collaboration, see the ‘Integration’ section of Chapter V.}

*CAF vs. CAF*

Two conceptual differences not indicated under previously assessed components occurred within CAF itself. Different perspectives existed across the two Joint Task Forces studied here, West and Atlantic, with respect to 1) the nature of the RFA confirmation process, and 2) the degree to which front-line actions along or just over the edge of the RFA should be tolerated. Military leaders under JTFW asserted that the RFA confirmation process had been “fine-tuned over the years” so that reality reflected the formal process established in provincial and federal emergency management policy (Interviews 15 and 16, 2017). According to CAF officers involved in the Alberta and Manitoba events, the provincial EMOs assessed the hazard’s impact in relation to provincial resources and when the latter was found wanting, the need for federal assistance was expressed to the provincial Minister responsible for emergency management. From there the Minister had the legal right to request assistance via a formal document crafted by the province’s Solicitor-General, which was sent to the federal Minister of Public Safety (MPS). Such a request did not at the outset assume
military support; it was up to MPS to assess the nature of the federal contribution. Once a CAF component was identified as necessary, MPS engaged the Minister of National Defence (MND), who cleared the way for the Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) to initiate a CAF response.\(^\text{182}\) According to JTFW officers, the CDS then directed JTFW to marshal the force generation capacity of the division in their region and to develop a response plan, which was initiated with actual troops on the ground the moment the formal provincial document had been signed by MPS.

JTFA officers, however, painted a picture of the RFA confirmation process that was neither formal nor unilateral. Indeed, an east coast army LO who was involved in numerous domestic operations of a variety of scales noted that the provincial requests for federal assistance during disasters in Canada could only be described as an “interpretive dance” (Interview 20, 2017). Officers that oversaw the CAF response to Hurricane Igor stressed that the ‘actual’ request for assistance bubbled up the military chain of command even as the provincial EMO engaged their Minister on inadequate provincial resources, and the nature of EMO’s interaction with their Minister was informed by the CAF LO that sat in the provincial EOC. The Minister did not, according to the JTFA perspective, approach MPS with a generic request for federal assistance, but rather with a specific request for military assistance. The military, in turn, was aware of such specificity, which meant that the CDS – and staff selected to focus on RFAs and domestic operations – were pre-emptively engaging JTFA to prepare CAF response plans while the provincial Minister was engaging the MPS (a federal Minister with no jurisdiction over the armed forces). By the time the MPS engaged MND the CDS had received all the necessary
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\(^{182}\) The MND is a civilian elected official while the CDS is Canada’s top soldier.
information, with the MPS’s signing of the provincial RFA understood as a mere formality. While JTFW officers perceived the MPS-MND link as a crucial civilian step in manifesting military involvement in the emergency management domain, JTFA officers perceived the MPS-MND link as little more than a glorified handshake to acknowledge what was already demanded by the disaster reality on the ground.

The conceptual difference between JTFW and JTFA officers could upon first glance be explained by the historical context of their respective disaster events. Hurricane Igor occurred a mere three years after the federal emergency management legislation and framework was updated in 2007, while responses to the later occurring Assiniboine flood and the multi-river Alberta floods could learn from the RFA confirmation process followed during Igor. Time and experience, then, and not different Joint Task Forces, were potential reasons for why soldiers in Manitoba and Alberta perceived greater allegiance to the RFA process as set out in formal policy. However, the aforementioned JTFA officer with significant domestic operations experience characterized the RFA process as an “interpretive dance” based not only on Igor, but on all the responses s/he has observed, up to and including the responses to the 2017 Quebec floods and New Brunswick ice storm (Interview 20, 2017).\textsuperscript{183} Furthermore, observations from civilian officials across all the events were aligned with the JTFA conception of the RFA process. Not only did Ministers in Alberta engage CAF on pre-positioning military assets before MPS was formally engaged, but EMOs across the country engaged local and regional

\textsuperscript{183} The reason for the delay in the 2017 Quebec floods RFA, as was the case in Newfoundland during Hurricane Igor, was the hesitance on the part of the Premier, which was political in nature and had nothing to do the formal process; once the provincial emergency management Minister, or the Premier in politicized cases, decides – informally, without anything immediately written down – to request federal support, the process kicks off (Interview 20, 2017).
CAF units through informal networks – identified and assessed in Chapter IV – before, during, and after the formal RFA confirmation process. Indeed, a key finding of this research is that the reality of the RFA process is far more dynamic and informal than formal policy would suggest. The point in this section is that JTFW officers either believed in, or preferred to express, a formal conception of the RFA process that did not occur in reality and was not shared by their JTFA counterparts.184

The other conceptual difference within CAF not captured under previously assessed components also occurred along JTFW-JFTA lines. While all senior CAF officers, along with their senior civilian counterparts, respected the RFA’s constraints, senior officers under each Joint Task Force held different perspectives on the legitimate amount of toleration to be granted to front-line troops that strayed towards the outer edges of the RFA. For example, when senior officers in Manitoba heard of a platoon acting as a small town Mayor’s ‘quick reaction force’ by taking on a variety of local tasks that were the responsibility of the – albeit resource strapped – municipality, the platoon commander was immediately ordered to cease such action. Municipal requests that even flirted with the outer edges of the RFA were to be passed up the military Chain of Command so that senior officers could either assess the validity of the requests or suggest a broadening of the RFA (Interview 15, 2017). JTFW officers had virtually zero tolerance for front-line ‘interpretation’ of areas constrained by the RFA; any ambiguity was to be reported.

184 Functional versus formal processes were followed in Canadian domestic disaster response across all the events studied here, including those under the JTFW purview. As is addressed in Chapter VII, and as was the case with different JTFA versus JTFW perspectives on the RFA process, not all conceptual differences ended up being barriers to interorganizational collaboration.
In Newfoundland, however, senior officers allowed a degree of toleration for such frontline ‘interpretation’ while the bounds of the RFA were assessed at a higher level. For example, sailors who shared their own foodstuffs with community members – a function properly under the provincial emergency social services umbrella – were not immediately ordered to stand down, even when enough civilian food stuffs had arrived in the communities (Interview 5, 2017). RFA-sensitive JTFA leadership did not task out food distribution through the joint-decision making process with senior provincial officials, but when such distribution occurred, frontline decision makers were allowed to continue until they were explicitly provided with new tasks.

While ‘mission command’ – the military doctrine of allocating decision-making power to the commander immediately in charge of a task – is valued across CAF, JTFA officers defaulted to this value while JTFW officers defaulted towards another military value; a hard Chain of Command. Such differences across the Joint Task Forces did not create barriers to interorganizational collaboration as civilian officials in each context understood the CAF officers’ actions. In Manitoba, provincial officials concurred with the ‘dissolution’ of the Mayor’s ‘quick reaction force’ as re-establishing local capacity was the goal of provincial emergency management policy, while in Newfoundland provincial officials understood the CAF sharing of foodstuffs as more a psychological boost to the community than a replacement of civilian services. As was the case for understanding the nature of the RFA confirmation process, conceptual differences within CAF – albeit across different Joint Task Forces – did not create barriers to interorganizational collaboration during the disaster responses.
Wildfires: The Complicated Hazard 2.0

Conceptual differences not captured under previously assessed components that occurred along CAF-civilian lines did, however, raise barriers to interorganizational collaboration. Both of these ‘pure’ conceptual indifferences – ‘pure’ because they were not primarily indicated under the presence and/or quality of interorganizational collaboration – occurred during the Saskatchewan wildfire response in 2015. The first difference was anchored in varying civilian versus military conceptions of each others’ internal organizational make-ups. Civilian firefighters utilized the ‘industry standard’ Incident Command System (ICS), which – as described at length in Chapter I’s overview of emergency management – identified a single ‘incident commander’ and allocated operational, logistical, financial, and other discrete areas of responsibility to specific individuals. The military, in turn, was internally organized by the Chain of Command where commissioned officers developed and were responsible for strategy that was implemented by non-commissioned members; at both the commissioned and non-commissioned levels, higher ranks dictated tasks to lower ranks. While on the surface the relatively strict hierarchy was present in both ICS and the Chain of Command (versus the consensus-building decision making processes that are more common in non-military and non-emergency management organizations with horizontal internal structures), a key difference existed between the civilian ICS and the military Chain of Command: in the former, leadership positions were determined by subject matter expertise and/or context while in the latter, leadership positions were a function of rank.

ICS did not require the most senior official or the official with the most experience to be the incident commander, while the Chain of Command automatically
allocated the decision making power to the highest rank available, and in the event of the same rank, experience level holds sway. In Saskatchewan, this discrepancy meant that frontline junior officers seeking to confirm response actions with their civilian counterparts approached the most senior provincial official or firefighter in their vicinity, an individual who often was not the incident commander responsible for managing the junior officer’s civilian sister units (Interview 18, 2017). Throughout the disaster zone, soldiers struggled with engaging and responding to individual authority that was temporarily appointed versus individual authority that was entrenched through rank, a dynamic that led to one of the few areas of unnecessarily delayed and confused communication on the frontline across the events studied here.

A counterintuitive mechanism helped explain why the ICS versus Chain of Command conceptual difference created a barrier to interorganizational collaboration in Saskatchewan. While all provincial EMOs across the events studied move into an ICS structure during the response phase, the civilian frontlines in Alberta, Manitoba, and Newfoundland were organized loosely and horizontally through consensus-based local non-profits, small companies without rigorous internal hierarchies, and an array of community members not formally organized at all. In such cases the difference between the military Chain of Command and the civilian frontline was so stark that frontline junior officers 1) allowed their subordinates to engage directly with their civilian frontline counterparts and 2) engaged only the Mayor and/or designated local officials when confirming response actions (Interview 16, 2017). In Saskatchewan, however, the civilian frontline was almost entirely made up of professional firefighters formally organized according to ICS. Junior officers recognized what they thought were pseudo-
military structures and therefore treated them as such; subordinates could only communicate through the Chain of Command and junior officers sought out individuals comparable to themselves in ‘rank’ to engage in response action confirmation. Senior officials linked to the provincial wildfire management branch and senior firefighters were therefore often approached by junior officers to engage on details the officials and firefighters had no situational awareness about and had no capacity to act on (Interview 18, 2017).

The other conceptual difference that played out in Saskatchewan saw different military versus civilian perspectives on the ideal solution to a shortage of firefighters. While the presence and quality of CAF-civilian collaboration was generally high during the 2015 wildfires, CAF officers and senior provincial officials disagreed on whether training and employing soldiers as firefighters was the most effective approach to the province running out of resources. CAF officers conceived of the wildfires as any other hazard that had developed into a disaster, and saw the Saskatchewan RFA as no different from the Manitoba, Alberta or Newfoundland RFAs. Provincial officials, however, conceived of firefighting as a specialized skill with soldiers padding firefighter numbers as a subpar solution. Ironically, this conceptual difference led to similar CAF and civilian perspectives on lead-up training; CAF leaders were adamant that their soldiers be as proficient in fighting fires as they were in the more mundane skills of debris clearing and sandbagging, and wildfire management officials were adamant that non-firefighters were given significant support to effectively work next to professional firefighting units. Soldiers therefore went through a firefighter program that was jointly developed by
wildfire management officials and CAF, and – despite being condensed – yielded results largely satisfactory to civilian firefighters (Interviews 18 and 20, 2017).

‘Satisfactory,’ however, was conceived of differently along CAF-civilian lines. CAF officers initially expected soldiers to be fully functional on the frontline, as they were in other hazards, but civilian officials constrained CAF’s presence to the ‘mid-tier’ of wildfire fighting, which meant they were not fighting the largest fires along with the civilian units closest to the hottest zones. Such different conceptions led to some confusion during joint decision making processes as CAF officers were not used to incorporating geographical limits – especially ones that did not pertain to civilian units – into their planning. The dynamics of such planning did not lend itself to the fluidity seen in the other events, to the point where provincial officials ideally preferred a ‘surplus of professional firefighters’ with whom to make plans. Such a preference did, however, come with a caveat that elevated CAF above generic extra firefighters; Saskatchewan was the province that received the bulk of the military support during a fire season that affected most of western Canada as other provinces were allocated foreign firefighters to aid their responses, and officials in Saskatchewan agreed that – based on their knowledge of the responses in other provinces during 2015 – they would rather fight fires with Canadian soldiers than incorporate firefighters from an array of different countries (Interview 18, 2017).

Conclusion

There were limited barriers to CAF-civilian collaboration during the domestic disaster responses assessed here. Not only were the ‘intentional’ barriers of empire building,
manipulation, and distrust non-existent when CAF and civilian disaster response organizations worked together, but the military was largely an antidote to the benign incapacity civilian levels of government would have experienced without a CAF contribution. CAF officers’ creativity in achieving desired civilian effects meant that all branches except the RCAF were able to deploy resources and assets in ways that significantly reduced the overall disaster response timeline. Limited availability of air support was a theme across jurisdictions and hazard types that did create – albeit minor – barriers to interorganizational collaboration; CAF officers and civilian officials spent time developing response actions that could not be fulfilled while CAF officers ran the risk of losing face when explaining unavailable aircraft.

Conceptual difference was the only component under barriers to CAF-civilian collaboration where the majority of indicators were present. Different CAF versus civilian conceptions existed on the legitimacy of RFA constraints, which reduced the presence of CAF-civilian collaboration, as well as the nature of end states, which reduced the quality of CAF-civilian collaboration. Barriers to CAF-civilian collaboration were also created in Saskatchewan due to different military versus civilian conceptions of each other’s internal organizational structures and the ideal solution to firefighter shortages.

Conceptual differences were not restricted to CAF-civilian lines. Different perspectives existed within CAF – albeit across two different Joint Task Forces – on the nature of the RFA confirmation process and the level of tolerance to be granted when frontline troops strayed along the RFA’s outer edges. Furthermore, as has been a common theme in previously assessed components, different perspectives existed at
strategic versus tactical levels of disaster response – across military and civilian organizations – on the nature and speed of hazard development.

The most serious barriers to interorganizational collaboration, however, did not occur along CAF-civilian or intergovernmental lines. The ‘intentional’ component of empire building was indicated across all the events studied for civilian organizations within the same level of government. Regional federal organizations withheld information from each other even though the information would be shared across departments in Ottawa’s Government Operations Centre. Provincial health-specific and general emergency management agencies withheld both information and resources from each other, risking the effectiveness of decision-making processes as well as actual operations, such as evacuations. Municipal leaders, in turn, prioritized their own neighborhoods for disaster response actions. The implications that such empire building, along with all the other findings of the three results chapters, has for both emergency management and the academic literature are discussed in the upcoming chapter that concludes this research.

Table 7: The Barriers to Interorganizational Collaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Barriers to Interorganizational Collaboration</th>
<th>NF 2010</th>
<th>MB 2011</th>
<th>AB 2013</th>
<th>SK 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. In what ways might the military contribution to Canadian disaster response be improved? [normative]</td>
<td>Civilian</td>
<td>Military</td>
<td>Civilian</td>
<td>Military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civilian</td>
<td>Military</td>
<td>Civilian</td>
<td>Military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## 3.1 Empire Building

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1.a</td>
<td>Withholding information that could benefit joint goals to enhance the power of one organization</td>
<td>2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.b</td>
<td>Withholding the sharing of resources that could benefit joint goals to enhance the power of one organization</td>
<td>2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.c</td>
<td>Conceptualizing response actions as tied to the goals of one organization</td>
<td>2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result: 24/48 = 50% | MODERATE

## 3.2 Manipulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.2.a</td>
<td>Changing or attempting to change behavior of others in a veiled manner in order achieve an organization’s goals over joint goals</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result: 0/16 = 0% | LOW

## 3.3 Distrust

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.3.a</td>
<td>Unwillingness to share information</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.b</td>
<td>Unwillingness to leave response actions to others</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.c</td>
<td>Preference for working alone</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result: 0/48 = 0% | LOW

## 3.4 Benign Incapacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.4.a</td>
<td>Non-collaboration due to a lack of resources (i.e. technical expertise, equipment, funds, etc)</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result: 8/16 = 50% | MODERATE

## 3.5 Conceptual Difference
| 3.5.a Incompatible definitions of the problem and/or the solution (i.e. different characterization of the scope of disaster) | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 |
| 3.5.b Different ideas of who/what is to blame | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 3.5.c Different view on who can take a response action | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 |
| 3.5.d Different appreciations for the best type of organizational model to use in disaster response | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 2 |
| 3.5.e Varying knowledge-levels/interpretations of emergency management best practices | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |

Result: 44/80 = 55% | MODERATE

Total Barriers: 31% | LOW
CHAPTER VII: RESULTS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

The preceding results chapters separated the presence and quality of, and the barriers to, interorganizational collaboration in order to analyze the components of each concept in detail as they manifested themselves across the disaster responses studied here. This final chapter will provide an overall picture of how effectively the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) is integrated into the multilevel governance of domestic emergency management during the response phase through 1) assessing all three concepts together, 2) discussing general themes that emerge from such assessment, and 3) recommending how domestic disaster response may be improved.

The nature of domestic disaster response, given the degree to which the components of all three concepts were indicated during the responses to Hurricane Igor in 2010, the 2011 Assiniboine flood, the 2013 multi-river Alberta floods, and the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires, will first be assessed. The components of the presence and quality of interorganizational collaboration that were common across all events, and hence characteristic of Canadian disaster response writ large, will be identified, followed by the identification of components that inhibited higher levels of such collaboration.185

The following general themes that emerge from assessing all the concepts across all the events will then be discussed: the crucial role of informal networks, the hazard-specific impact of wildfires, the effects of weak federal disaster response capacity, front-
line integration as unnecessary collaboration, intragovernmental competition for resources, the Request for Assistance and ‘end states’ as swamps of conceptual difference, and military-civilian ‘sharing’ of the decision-making role. Each theme will be assessed for both academic and practitioner implications. The chapter will then conclude with recommendations for improving the effectiveness of domestic disaster response given the overall results and general themes of this study.

A Collaborative System

An assessment of the results obtained under all three of the concepts developed in this study’s theoretical framework demonstrates that the Canadian governmental disaster response system can be characterized as largely collaborative. Over two-thirds of all potential indicators for the components under the presence and quality of interorganizational collaboration occurred during the events studied here, while less than a third of the potential indicators for the components under the barriers to interorganizational collaboration occurred.

Table 8: Summary of Collated Research Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What is the role of CAF in contemporary Canadian</td>
<td>The Presence of Interorganizational Collaboration (86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

186 ‘Governmental’ as this study’s Collaborative Framework was not applied to non-profit organizations, private companies, informally organized groups of citizens, or any of the other non-government actors that are involved in disaster response.

187 A detailed table of the indicators occurring for each component under each concept can be found in Appendix E.

188 The percentages next to each concept reflect the percentage of total potential indicators that occurred for each concept. For example, across all the events studied, and considering the total amount of research participants, the indicators for all the components under the presence of interorganizational collaboration could occur a maximum of 200 times; as they occurred 172 times the percentage allocated to the ‘presence’ concept is 86% (172/200).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role of the Canadian Armed Forces in Emergency Management</th>
<th>Components:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>disaster response? [descriptive]</td>
<td>- Information Sharing (93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Non-Manipulative Influence (63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Flexibility (94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Support (88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Collective Conflict Resolution (100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How effective is the civilian-military relationship during disaster response? [evaluative]</td>
<td>The Quality of Interorganizational Collaboration (76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Components:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Coordination (67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Integration (35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Satisfaction (100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Trust (100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. In what ways might the military contribution to Canadian disaster response be improved? [normative]</td>
<td>Barriers to Interorganizational Collaboration (31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Components:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Empire Building (50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Manipulation (0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Distrust (0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Benign Incapacity (50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Conceptual Difference (55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Just under 90% of all the potential indicators for the presence of interorganizational collaboration occurred in the events studied here, with over 90% of the potential indicators occurring for the components of information sharing, flexibility, and collective conflict resolution. Non-manipulative influence suffered due to the Request for Assistance (RFA) acting as an institutional constraint to helping disaster.

\(^{189}\) The percentages next to each component reflect the percentage of total potential indicators that occurred for each component. For example, across all the events studied, and considering the total amount of research participants, the indicators for information sharing could occur a maximum of 112 times; as they occurred 104 times the percentage allocated to information sharing is 93% (104/112).
response partners, but was still a ‘moderate’ presence as 63% of the potential indicators of non-manipulative influence did occur. Support came in just under 90% as Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) assets were limited across all events. In general, the indicators of four out of the five components for the presence of interorganizational collaboration were found just under or over 90% of the time. The presence of interorganizational collaboration was a salient and fundamental part of domestic disaster response.

The quality of interorganizational collaboration was not as uniformly high as the presence of such collaboration, but 76% of all potential indicators for quality did occur. Coordination came in at a moderate 67% of potential indicators due to the lack of a common vision of – and agreement on the actions necessary to achieve – a disaster response’s end state. Integration further dragged down the overall percentage of potential ‘quality indicators’ occurring as interoperable planning processes and common measures of effectiveness were not present across military-civilian lines, and there was a discrepancy in situational understanding between ‘strategic’ and ‘tactical’ levels of disaster response in both military and civilian spheres. A common purpose, however, was indicated across civilian and military organizations for all events. Similarly, all the indicators for satisfaction and trust occurred across civilian and military organizations for all events. Indeed, if interorganizational perceptions (satisfaction and trust) were separated from interorganizational processes (coordination and integration) under the ‘quality concept,’ then 100% of potential indicators for collaborative perception occurred across the disaster responses. The quality of interorganizational collaboration was generally high, albeit with room for improvement.
The indicators for the components of the barriers to interorganizational collaboration dovetailed with the indicators for the components of the presence and quality of such collaboration; only 31% of potential ‘barrier indicators’ occurred across the disaster responses. Half of the potential indicators for empire building occurred as intragovernmental – but not intergovernmental, civilian-military, or intra-military – empire building occurred across the events studied. Manipulation and distrust, however, were essentially non-existent.\textsuperscript{190} Indeed, the barriers to civilian-military collaboration were the ‘non-intentional’ barriers of benign incapacity (with half of potential indicators occurring) and conceptual difference (with just over half of the potential indicators occurring). The level of benign incapacity that existed was due to limited municipal emergency management capacity and RCAF assets, while conceptual difference occurred due to different understandings of the RFA, the value of end states, and – in the case of the Saskatchewan wildfires – what distinguished an incident command system (ICS) from the military chain of command (CoC).

An assessment of the indicators that occurred for the components of all the concepts demonstrate that the dynamics ‘internal’ to the disaster response system (i.e., all the interorganizational perceptions and processes that were not disaster response actions in and of themselves) were highly collaborative in nature. Information sharing, non-manipulative influence, flexibility, collective conflict resolution, satisfaction, and trust were characteristic of all the disaster responses. When such ‘internal’ dynamics did suffer, they did so mainly due to conceptual differences on the nature of the RFA and the

\textsuperscript{190} See the Manipulation and Distrust section in Chapter VI for a discussion on how high levels of intragovernmental empire building occurred in the absence of manipulation and distrust.
value of end states. The already high level of ‘internal’ interorganizational collaboration can be improved even more through addressing such differences.

The dynamics ‘external’ to the disaster response system – support, coordination, and integration (i.e., those interorganizational processes directly a part or supportive of disaster response actions) – were more complex in nature. CAF support to achieve disaster response actions was generally – although not universally – high, while federal and municipal support to achieve disaster response actions were generally low. The components for civilian-military coordination were indicated at ‘moderate’ levels while civilian-military integration was low.\(^\text{191}\)

Lack of support was due to benign incapacity while the lack of coordination and integration were due to conceptual difference. Limited RCAF assets were identified by research participants in those few instances of low CAF support, which implicated benign incapacity in terms of the constrained military ability to provide air support. As municipalities were by definition ‘consumers’ versus ‘suppliers’ of disaster response actions, their limited resources meant that they could not be ‘equal partners’ in coordinating or providing disaster response along with CAF and the provinces. The civilian federal organizations, in turn, experienced similar benign incapacity as that of the municipalities despite the significant resources of the federal government because they were institutionally constrained by the Canadian emergency management system in particular, and the structure of Canadian governance in general.\(^\text{192}\)

\(^{191}\) The component of ‘integration’ is not be confused with the word ‘integrated’ used in the main research question. The former is one component out of four under the concept of the quality of interorganizational collaboration, a component that was indicated at low levels, while the latter refers to the overall effectiveness of the CAF-civilian relationship, which was generally high.

\(^{192}\) The nature of such institutional constraints is elaborated in the upcoming section on general themes.
Levels of coordination, in turn, were moderate only due to civilian-military conceptual differences on the value of end states (the other components of coordination were salient across all events). Similarly, the lack of ‘common measures of effectiveness’ under integration was due to civilian-military conceptual differences on the value of end states. The non-interoperability of some planning processes and front-line actions under integration, however, was not inhibited by any of the components under the barriers to interorganizational collaboration, and was due rather to the functional requirements of disaster response. Indeed, as will be addressed in the following section, non-integration in some disaster response domains did not lead to – and may actually be a requirement of – effective disaster response. The ‘external’ dynamics of interorganizational collaboration that do warrant improvement can be addressed through mitigating conceptual differences to achieve higher levels of parts of coordination and integration, and through enhancing resources (i.e., diminishing benign incapacity) for parts of support.

Interorganizational collaboration was both present and of generally high quality during the disaster responses studied here, which means that CAF was effectively integrated into domestic emergency management during the response phase. However, civilian-military conceptual differences and, to a lesser degree, benign incapacity, meant that such effectiveness could not be ‘maximized.’ Recommendations to improving disaster response effectiveness will need to address these two issues.

General Themes

*The Importance of Informal Networks*
Relationships between individuals established prior to disaster events and outside formal organizational contexts were instrumental to the presence and quality of, and the lack of barriers to, interorganizational collaboration. The formalized roles of CAF Liaison Officers (LOs) in provincial emergency operation centres (EOCs) were necessary but not sufficient conditions in allowing the high levels of information sharing demonstrated in Chapter IV. Such formal roles were informed by informal links LOs had built up with their civilian counterparts either through making connections with former military members in the emergency management community or getting to know civilian emergency managers outside the EOC during non-disaster times. Indeed, reservist LOs, who had greater opportunities to foster relationships with civilian emergency managers given that reservists reside locally and/or have one foot in a civilian career, allowed for especially robust communication flow during the lead up to disasters.

The informal links fostered by LOs with their civilian counterparts were merely the tip of a reservist-civilian network iceberg that saw a vast amount of information flow between the provincial emergency management community and the local CAF units during hazard development. Such cross-pollination meant that military units responsible for a disaster zone did not have to wait for their formal chain of command to gain fresh knowledge on whether CAF support may be required. In both Alberta and Newfoundland, delays in the Request for Assistance (RFA) process could have meant a delayed CAF response (resulting in more disaster damage), yet the relevant Commanding Officers were made aware through informal networks that deployment likelihood was
high despite RFA delays, which in turn led to prompt CAF deployments the moment the RFAs were confirmed.\textsuperscript{193}

Informal networks were not only relevant to high levels of information sharing (thereby improving the presence of interorganizational collaboration), but also allowed the collegial and horizontal interorganizational processes that improved levels of coordination (thereby enhancing the quality of interorganizational collaboration). Non-hierarchical interorganizational collaboration was a fundamental feature of the disaster responses studied here and was credited by both military and civilian research participants as essential to maintaining strong liaison mechanisms, an appreciation of one organization’s impact on other organizations, and consultation processes prior to action (i.e., all the indicators that did occur for coordination relied to some extent on non-hierarchical interorganizational collaboration). Such non-hierarchical collaboration during the disaster response phases only occurred because collegial relationships between CAF officers and emergency management officials had been fostered through informal networks prior the disaster events.\textsuperscript{194}

Informal civilian-military networks built up during non-response phases also meant that CAF officers and emergency management officials did not associate their response goals with either military or civilian organizations, but rather as goals of the ‘disaster response team,’ which encapsulated both CAF and emergency measures organizations (EMOs). Military and civilian leaders alike viewed their goals as a part of a

\textsuperscript{193} Details on the way informal networks mitigating RFA delays in Alberta and Newfoundland, and why such delays were less relevant in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, are elaborated in the ‘Reservists and Informal Networks’ section of Chapter IV.

\textsuperscript{194} Details on how informal networks supported non-hierarchical collaboration, and how the latter allowed high levels of coordination, are elaborated in the ‘Rejecting Hierarchy’ section of Chapter V.
broader ‘common purpose’ and neither information nor resources beneficial to the disaster response were withheld to enhance the clout of a military versus a civilian organization. Established informal networks meant that an us-versus-them mentality, severely problematic for effective disaster response, was not a feature of the civilian-military response.

The conclusion that informal networks are important affirms by now well-established findings in the emergency management and public administration literatures. As is discussed at length in the emergency management literature section of Chapter II, informal networks characterized by collegial collaboration at an individual level and spontaneous – as opposed to formalized – organization can ameliorate a host of misallocation and miscommunication problems that occur during disaster response (Zurcher 1968; Kendra, Wachtendorf and Quarantelli 2003, 2005; Voorhees 2008; Groenendaal & Helsloot 2016; Boersma et al. 2014; Jensen & Thompson 2016; Rimstad et al. 2014; Jensen & Waugh 2014). Similarly, public administration scholars stress the importance of informal networks that transcend hierarchical, organizational, or even jurisdictional lines when confronted by complex and unpredictable phenomena such as disasters (Agranoff & Mcguire 2003; O’Leary & Bingham 2009; Simpson 2011). This study confirms that such a general finding holds true for information sharing and coordination processes when civilian and military organizations work together in the Canadian context during domestic disasters.

Emergency management practitioners, in turn, can leverage the finding of informal networks as crucial to effective disaster response through proactively establishing working relationships with individuals throughout their emergency
management communities. The moment when a hazard has developed into a disaster, and the response phase begins, is too late to identify who may be the best individuals most likely to have decision-making capacity, the most up-to-date information, the ability to provide last-minute resources, and so on. Such knowledge is latent and ready in whatever informal network has already been developed.

The findings of this study suggest that emergency management best practice should dictate not only establishing formal interorganizational links such as liaison mechanisms and embedding individuals in different organizations’ EOCs, but that individuals expected to play roles during disaster responses should be reaching out to each other informally and regularly during non-disaster times. Indeed, as was demonstrated in Alberta, senior emergency management officials were able to get an immediate status on CAF readiness as the floods were developing because they called a Joint Task Force West (JTFW) officer who had reached out ‘just to touch base’ a few weeks earlier. Formal plans, processes, and communication algorithms were important during the disasters studied here, but informal connections not formally documented were crucial.

The Hazard-Specific Effects of Wildfires
This study generally found that specific hazard characteristics did not affect the presence or quality of, or barriers to, interorganizational collaboration, except in the case of wildfires. The nature of fighting wildfires required a level of scientific understanding of fires, and technical skill to fight them, that was 1) not required for the water-based hazards and 2) not readily available in non-firefighting organizations. Such knowledge
requirements took extra time for LOs to acquire and to disseminate to CAF units, constraining the amount of time available to provide an overview of the general provincial response. Front-line troops, in turn, faced a significant learning curve in understanding fire behaviour and how to effectively mitigate fire growth. Unlike the skills required to fight floods and ameliorate hurricane damage, soldiers could not leverage their existing skills when fighting wildfires. Furthermore, wildfires were the only hazard with a historically well-defined profession dedicated to fighting it, which meant that professional firefighting units used entrenched internal organizational models not always intuitive to external organizations, including CAF, which in turn meant that the 2015 Saskatchewan event was the only one where some civilian officials were ambivalent about CAF as an ideal disaster response partner.

The unique impacts of wildfires challenge the all-hazard approach supported in much of the emergency management literature and practice in Canada and the United States (U.S.). Disaster research has identified an all-hazards EMO as a potential solution to collaboration problems during response since the mid-20th century (Rosow 1955; Williams 1956; Form & Nosow 1958), and essentially all Canadian provinces and the U.S. federal government, the respective levels of government primarily responsible for emergency management in each country, have developed ‘all-hazards models’ over the last century and into the current one (Scanlon 1995; Knowles 2011; Lindsay 2014).

Both the academic and practitioner arguments for an all-hazards approach hinge on the organizational efficiency of developing relatively few strategies, and allocating relatively few resources, to protect a system’s vulnerabilities (regardless of the hazard that exploits the vulnerabilities), versus developing a multitude of potentially overlapping
and redundant strategies – and attempting to find an array of mitigating resources – for each potential hazard. The general acceptance of such an approach has been undermined by hazard-specific organizations in the case of security (i.e., when the ‘hazards’ are directly human-caused), but less so in the case of natural hazards.

The organizational need to anticipate hazard-specific effects in the case of wildfires is not necessarily a rejection of the all-hazards approach. Indeed, part of the reason LO-driven information flow was less robust in Saskatchewan was due to the wildfire management branch playing an almost EMO-type role in managing the wildfires. An argument could be made that if the actual EMO was more in the lead such information flow could have been improved. Wildfires may have had a hazard-specific impact not only because fires themselves are unique (the specialized skills required to fight fires cannot be ignored), but because wildfires were the only natural hazard that, once developed into a disaster, was in part managed by a hazard-specific agency. The hazard-specific agencies monitoring the hazard development of floods and Hurricane Igor were not involved in managing the actual disaster responses. In other words, the challenge that wildfires pose to the all-hazards model may not be that wildfires should be moved outside of such models, but that wildfires should be more fully integrated into such models. Either way, this study’s results suggests that – pending changes to the implementation of emergency management policy as it relates to fighting wildfires – both emergency management academics and practitioners should anticipate hazard-specific effects on interorganizational collaboration when a disaster is caused by wildfires.

*The Role of Institutions and Weak Federal Response Capacity*
This study found that the oft repeated refrain in the public administration literature that ‘institutions matter’ requires nuancing in the context of domestic disaster response. Not only did informal networks play a large role, but formal rules – such as the RFA confirmation process – were often secondary to informal and functional processes playing out among civilian and military organizations closer to the disaster zone. Furthermore, differences in the particular bureaucratic configurations of each province and Joint Task Force played practically no role in the nature of interorganizational collaboration; ‘presence,’ ‘quality,’ and ‘barrier’ levels rose and fell largely independent of jurisdictional context. Indeed, the nature of civilian and military organizations themselves (i.e., the informal links organizations had fostered among themselves; the degree to which organizations were hampered by benign incapacity; the conceptual differences between organizations; and so on), more so than the unique institutional contexts faced by organizations across the different events, largely explained the nature of domestic disaster response, from the decision-making processes to the implementation of response actions.

The ‘nature of organizations themselves’ can, of course, be argued to be a function of the broader institutional context. However, the institutional context of Canadian governance writ large – as elaborated in Chapter I – does not explain the intricate connections CAF, a federal resource, built up with provincial and municipal officials, up to and including the point of CAF LOs identifying as provincial or local resources. Conceptual differences between civilian and military organizations are, in turn,
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195 The affect Saskatchewan’s wildfire management branch had on that province’s collaboration with the military, and the different ways Joint Task Force West officers perceived the RFA confirmation process compared to Joint Task Force Atlantic officers, were the sole exceptions.
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more convincingly explained through the functions of each organization than through the particular institutional contexts that provide their respective mandates; a ‘provincial military’ or ‘municipal militia’ would likely not have solved the conceptual differences that existed between the ‘federal military’ and its civilian disaster response partners. Only municipal benign incapacity is intuitively explained through an institutional approach given that 1) the level of government with the most resources, the federal government, is not directly linked to municipalities in Canada’s constitution, and 2) the federal and provincial governments are the constitutionally-mandated actors in Canadian public policy and administration, which provides them with far greater decision-making and revenue-generating capacity than municipal governments. The benign incapacity of the RCAF, however, is as easily explained by limited political appeal in spending on CAF than by any particular institutional dynamic.

The glaring exception to ‘nuancing’ the effects of institutions was the role of civilian federal actors during disaster response. The constitutional divide between the federal level and the level of government most immediately and directly affected by the disasters (municipalities ), combined with provincial governments as the main disaster response coordinators (due in part to Canada’s vast geography, but also to the responsibilities constitutionally allocated to provinces), meant that federal organizations close to the disaster zones, namely Public Safety Canada and the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) were largely ‘information monitors’ that would provide situational awareness to the Government Operations Centre (GOC) in the Capital.

CAF officers and non-federal civilian officials were highly aware that the inability of their regional federal counterparts to initiate the use of significant resources
or dictate response tasks was not due to a lack of such resources or individual capability, but to a lack of authority and mandate. When federal organizations did touch base with municipal officials, they established a connection only because “they wanted to brief Ottawa” (Interview 2, 2017). At the provincial level, officials mainly engaged federal representatives when such representatives asked for updates and did not think to involve the regional federal actors in the details of disaster response formulation; “the Feds were vacated to the background” (Interview 17, 2018).\footnote{Most research participants also regarded the partisan presence of the federal government as not important to effective disaster response. While the effect of visiting political leaders on communities in the midst of disaster is beyond the scope of this study, emergency management officials tended to dismiss prime ministerial visits to the heart of disaster zones as “the dog and pony show” (Interview 2, 2017).} While CAF and provincial EMOs were the main actors at the strategic level of disaster response coordination, and CAF and municipalities were the main actors at the tactical level of implementing disaster response actions, the civilian federal government – once the RFA had been cleared – was institutionally constrained from substantially affecting the response phase.

While Canada’s weak federal response capacity stands in stark contrast to the American and, albeit to a lesser degree, the Australian domestic disaster response systems,\footnote{The U.S. and Australia are the methodologically preferred comparators given that they are both similarly affluent states with federal systems and established emergency management programs. Details on the strength of Canada-U.S.-Australia comparisons are discussed in Chapter I.} such weakness cannot from this study be characterized as problematic for effective emergency management. Not a single CAF officer or emergency management official could identify a specific example during the events studied here where solutions to ‘disaster response problems,’ be they at the strategic problem-solving level or at the tactical resource-heavy level, would have more easily been reached and/or improved with greater federal presence and capacity at decision making tables and/or the frontline.

Furthermore, while a robust comparison of the U.S. versus Canadian disaster response
systems is beyond the scope of this study, multiple research participants across military and civilian lines preferred Canada’s decentralized model to the American one where the U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency plays a substantial role during disaster response (Interview 2, 6, 8, 9, 14, 15, and 17). One civilian research participant did have a contrasting perspective and noted that, despite the general success of the CAF-province-municipality ‘response team,’ s/he was concerned about national coordinating capacity should a disaster have multi-provincial or national impacts, and that not only is a ‘Canadian FEMA’ warranted, but that emergency management at the federal level should have regulatory teeth to enforce compliance with emergency management regulations and standards (Interview 4, 2017). S/he worked at the federal level and was based in Ottawa throughout the disasters studied here.

The claims that can be made about federal response capacity in Canada based on this study are that such response capacity is 1) weak compared to the other levels of government and CAF, 2) limited by institutional, not resource, constraints, and 3) does not adversely affect the ability of the disaster response system to formulate and implement actions during the response phase. The academic implications of such claims allow the hypothesis that emergency management systems in federal countries may not require ‘top-heavy’ disaster response systems where the federal level of government plays a strong role during the response phase. Future research can identify comparable disaster events across Canada, the U.S., and Australia to assess the degree to which robust versus minor federal response capacity influences effective disaster response.
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198 This latter claim is limited by the qualitative nature required by this study; no ‘control case’ can be assessed where the same responses to the same events are conducted with a ‘Canadian FEMA’ a part of the response team.
response. Also, this study affirms the existing Canadian emergency management and public administration literature that describes the federal government as a limited disaster response actor compared to the provinces (Henstra and Sancton 2002; McEntire and Lindsay 2012; Hale 2013; Juillet and Koji 2013). Finally, this study has implications for the civil-military relations literature in that CAF, a federally-funded and mandated organization, was perceived by all the actors in the disaster response system as a resource ‘belonging to all,’ and was not directly associated with the federal government. Unlike combat missions overseas, there may be something about domestic response to natural hazards that has potential to dissociate an armed force from the power of the state, and to link such a force with a civic service that transcends any particular level of government.

The implication that weak federal response capacity has for practitioners are two-fold. First, provincial and municipal emergency managers should include templates for federal government-specific situation reports in their emergency plans (as the primary concern of regional federal organizations is collecting information for Ottawa), and should be careful about building reliance on non-CAF federal decision-making or resources into such plans. Second, emergency managers with skills specialized for the response phase of emergency management may be better utilized at the provincial and/or municipal levels. Individuals with interests in or skills specialized in the other phases, particularly mitigation and recovery, may be effective at the federal level.

The Limits of Integration: A Chink in the Collaborative Framework’s Armour

Since the academic literature has not specifically addressed the effectiveness of the CAF-civilian relationship during domestic response to natural disasters prior to this study, an
original collaborative framework was developed based on the emergency management literature on multi-organizational disaster response, the public administration literature on the implementation of emergency management policy, the civil-military relations literature on Canada’s military and joint civilian-military projects, and CAF’s domestic operations doctrine. Components important to effective multi-organizational disaster response, public policy implementation, and civil-military relations were organized into the three concepts of the presence and quality of, and barriers to, interorganizational collaboration, and indicators were developed for each component.

The research process affirmed the legitimacy of the framework as an assessment tool as both CAF officers and civilian officials generally concurred with the desirability-level designated to each component by the framework. The ‘assessment perspectives’ embedded in the framework and those of the research participants aligned because components that would increase or decrease the presence or quality of, or barriers to, interorganizational collaboration in the framework were understood as legitimate increases or decreases by the participants. As examples, both the framework and research participants concurred that the presence of interorganizational collaboration was increased through higher levels of information sharing, flexibility, collective conflict resolution, and so on; that the quality of such collaboration was increased through more coordination, higher levels of satisfaction, trust, and so on; and that barriers to such collaboration occurred through lack of resources, conceptual difference, empire building, and so on.

The dovetailing of the framework and practitioner assessments was not, however, universal. Two indicators for the component of integration were linked in the framework
to the quality of interorganizational collaboration, while most research participants viewed such indicators as either irrelevant or, indeed, detrimental to such collaboration during disaster response. The civil-military relations literature and CAF domestic operations doctrine informed the indicators for the component of integration, which – at its most robust – sees not only liaison mechanisms between organizations or joint-decision making at a strategic level, but the interoperability of members from different organizations – i.e., ‘integrated activities’ – at the frontline, and the interoperability of planning processes. Both these indicators were low across the events studied, resulting in a low level of integration (35%) and only a moderately high quality of interorganizational collaboration overall. Research participants, however, never characterized the military-civilian separation on the frontline as problematic to effective disaster response. Frontline response actions delivered by either a military or civilian organizational unit were described purely in practical terms, and unlike the other ‘undesirable’ indicators in the framework (e.g., lack of sharing emergency plans, unwillingness to work with another organization again, etc.), non-interoperability at the frontline was discussed by participants from a neutral or positive perspective.

The main theme distilled from participants’ perspectives on front-line non-interoperability was the (unanticipated) functionality of such non-interoperability. In Saskatchewan, the ongoing confusion about the civilian ICS and the military CoC, combined with discrepancies in civilian versus military firefighting ability, meant that professional firefighters were allocated to ‘hotter’ spots than the soldiers ‘standing in’ as firefighters (Interview 18, 2017). Across Manitoba and Alberta, the maintenance of the military aspect most appreciated by civilian authorities – self-sufficiency – required that
CAF units run ‘their own’ sandbagging lines and fight ‘their own’ floods as CAF commanders could reallocate resources speedily wherever was most necessary without worrying about accommodating civilians ‘under their command’ (Interview 15 and 16, 2017). Similarly, in Newfoundland CAF engineers had specific tools, standard operating procedures, terms, and general tradecraft the efficiency of which would have been inhibited through attempting to absorb a civilian crew (Interview 1, 2017).

In hindsight, the framework’s development requires greater sensitivity for detecting the way in which even CAF’s own domestic operations doctrine may be influenced by CAF’s central mandate and methods, which are the defence of Canada and the legal application of violence, respectively. Frontline interoperability as the epitome of integration makes sense in a combat context as all frontline organizations are military in nature, with similar internal processes (the Chain of Command), tools (weapons), functions (the application of force), and goals (vanquishing ‘the enemy’). Integration was not only desirable for Canadian soldiers conducting attacks alongside other North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) troops, but was also feasible. This study demonstrates that the natural disaster context – where response partners are not professional soldiers, and the enemies are flame and water – warrants a division of labour between civilians and troops at the frontline. Note, however, that removing interoperability as an indicator for integration, and therefore important to the quality of interorganizational collaboration, would not have drastically altered the overall results. Other indicators for integration – common measures of effectiveness and, albeit to lesser degree, common situational understanding – were also low across all events. The quality
of interorganizational collaboration would have been higher, but room for improvement would have remained.

The academic implication of the above is two-fold. First, scholars researching the effectiveness of non-combat civilian-military projects should pay careful attention to the context that informs a military’s doctrine. Such doctrine can be useful to informing a framework’s accuracy (the other CAF doctrine-informed indicators for coordination and integration were aligned with research participants’ assessments of what was (in)effective disaster response), but can also inconspicuously introduce elements that do not automatically transfer from combat to non-combat contexts. The second implication, which is equally relevant to practitioners, is that the functionality of interorganizational collaboration has limits. As is demonstrated in Chapter II, the emergency management literature largely embraces collaboration as a good without limits; the more collaboration the better the disaster response. However, collaboration as an end in itself, versus a means to achieve a specific and desirable disaster response action (such as increasing the amount of information to improve strategic decision-making across organizations; increasing the trust that allows civilian authorities to leave some response actions to other organizations; increasing the degree to which different organizations agree on disaster scope in order to efficiently use resources; and so on), can lead to ineffective outcomes. None of the CAF officers and civilian officials involved in leading disaster responses that spanned four provinces, three hazards, and two Joint Task Forces, saw the achievement of specific and desirable ends through maximizing collaboration on the front-line.

Competing Bureaus: The Dark Side of Disaster Response
While including front-line interoperability was a weakness in the Collaborative Framework, adding the concept of ‘barriers to interorganizational collaboration,’ and defining that concept in part through an ‘empire building’ component informed by the public administration literature on competition among public sector organizations, was a strength. As elaborated in Chapter II, such competition is predicted by ‘economic theories of the bureau,’ where organizational anti-collaboration is characterized as logical, functional, and unexceptional when public sector organizations – or ‘bureaus’ – have to draw from the same well of resources. For example, if withholding information or resources from other organizations could help organization X use that information or resources to receive credit – and thereby prestige, influence, and ultimately, funding – then, according to economic theories of the bureau, organization X would withhold information and/or resources even to the detriment of a socially desired outcome, such as effective disaster response. Such a prediction was incorporated into the framework in the event that the nature of the disaster events did not only spark varying levels of the desirable indicators of the components under the presence and quality of collaboration, but also the undesirable indicators of empire building.

The incorporation of an economic theory of the bureau did pay off in the results. While empire building was virtually non-existent between CAF and civilian organizations, nor between levels of government, empire building was high within the same levels of government. Federal organizations kept their information chains discrete from each other (which allowed clarity around which organizations deserved credit for information arriving at the GOC); provincial EMOs and health emergency management organizations kept both information and resources from each other; and in some cases,
municipal officials prioritized their own neighborhoods for disaster response service delivery. In each case organizations and/or individuals only exhibited empire building or undesirable competitive behaviour when they were drawing from the same well of resources.\textsuperscript{199}

The implication for theory of the above is two-fold. First, economic theories of behaviour within public administration can add another – albeit small – empirical example of organizational behaviour that affirms competitive behaviour in the public sector. Second, the ‘collaboration niche’ within the emergency management literature should not, as elaborated in Chapter II, prioritize the ideal requirements of organizational behaviour during disaster response without acknowledging the perverse incentives that may exist for organizations during such response. If this study’s framework had been informed only by the emergency management literature, it would have ended after the assessment of the quality of interorganizational collaboration. While such an assessment would not have yielded uniformly ‘desirable’ outcomes (as is demonstrated through some of the indicators for coordination and integration not occurring), it also would have not have captured behaviour explicitly ‘negative’ (such as the indicators for empire building that did occur). Emergency management scholars should incorporate general theories of

\textsuperscript{199} Federal organizations rely on the federal budget and federal priorities for institutional support and funding; provincial organizations rely on the provincial budget and provincial priorities for institutional support and funding; and municipal officials rely on local resources and priorities for support (small CAF units such as platoons were provided to municipalities as ‘local resources’ provided the RFA and CoC remained intact). The one case where empire building occurred within the same level of government, but not within the same well of resources, was when the large Atlantic EMOs – which rely on their own province’s discrete budget and priorities – preferred to plan for Hurricane Igor by themselves, but such behaviour was explained by a senior JTFA officer, who had worked closely with all the large Atlantic EMOs, as a result of the different professions that had accumulated in each EMO; Newfoundland and Labrador was firefighter-heavy, New Brunswick was military-heavy, and Nova Scotia was law enforcement-heavy.
public sector behaviour developed in public administration to a greater degree versus assuming the unique nature of the disaster context will nullify or inhibit such behaviour.

The implication for practitioners is also two-fold. At an individual level, emergency managers should be aware of the resources that support the various organizations they work with during disaster responses, and should consider whether any organizations may be incentivized to compete with each other during such responses. Reasons provided for not including organizations at decision making tables or distribution lists should be explicitly linked to the effectiveness of a specific disaster response action versus a more general claim that organization X ‘does not need’ to be present or informed. At a strategic level, emergency planners or, indeed, emergency management policy makers, should carefully weigh the pros of function-specific organizations and avoiding one organization’s monopoly over a policy area versus the cons of intragovernmental competition when contemplating the creation of separate agencies involved in emergency management within the same level of government. As this study shows, public organizations involved in emergency management are not immune from expanding their mandates to increase their potential resource share. Just as the conflation of national security and domestic law enforcement led to the U.S.’s Central Intelligence Agency and its Federal Bureau of Investigation keeping crucial information and resources from each other in the lead-up to 9/11 (Norton 2004), so too can the mandate-creep of two organizations in Canadian emergency management yield unhealthy competition.

*RFAs and End States: Swamps of Conceptual Difference*
As was shown throughout this study, and summarized in this chapter’s results overview, indicators for components across the presence and quality of interorganizational collaboration suffered due to different civilian versus military understandings of the scope of the Request for Assistance (RFA) and the value of end states. Conceptual differences regarding the RFA meant that officials (especially municipal) used time and resources planning for CAF response actions that the military could not fulfill, and that CAF officers spent time and resources educating on RFA scope and explaining why some civilian requests could not be granted. Emergency managers in and out of uniform lamented that resources spent on negotiating the nature of the RFA could have been better spent on more speedily developing implementable response actions.

Conceptual differences regarding end states were even more problematic as not only did such differences compound different understandings of the legitimate level of CAF involvement (i.e., the scope of the RFA), but they meant different measures of effectiveness were used across military and civilian lines. Ultimately, non-manipulative influence, coordination, and integration were not ‘maximized’ due to different military versus civilian conceptions of the RFA and disaster end states. Conceptual difference, more than any other barrier, adversely affected CAF-civilian collaboration during the disaster response studied here.

The main theoretical implication of the above is that differences in perceiving reality played a bigger role than material resources in determining levels of interorganizational collaboration. The resource constraints faced by the RCAF and
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200 The detailed and often nuanced ways in which military versus civilian conceptions differed regarding the RFA and end states are not replicated here as they are discussed at length in the Non-Manipulative Influence section of Chapter IV, the Coordination and Integration sections in Chapter V, and the Conceptual Difference section of Chapter VI.
municipalities were ultimately overcome by, in the case of the former, efficient resource reallocation by the other CAF branches and, in the case of the latter, resource support from the other levels of government and CAF. Indeed, as limited local resources are by definition characteristic of disasters, benign incapacity outside of the RCAF was viewed more as the reason for – versus a weakness of – the disaster response. Furthermore, research participants often noted, but rarely lamented, resource constraints; such constraints were disaster problems to be solved. In contrast, research participants lamented when other organizations did not respect – or over-respected, depending on the participant’s perspective – the limits of the RFA or the development of a clear end state. In other words, while tolerance for limited resources was generally high across the board, and therefore was not detrimental to interorganizational collaboration, tolerance for other organizations viewing important parts of the disaster response in different ways was not high. Emergency management, public administration, and civil-military relations research that focuses on multi-organizational endeavours would therefore do well to include a constructivist bent in their frameworks. As one senior CAF officer, responsible for assessing lessons learned from military-civilian disaster responses, stressed: “perception is reality” (Interview 5, 2017).

The main implication for practitioners, in turn, is that much damage can be done simply by not understanding the perspective of one’s partner organizations. A disaster response partner may arrive with significant resources, but if that partner’s conception of the legitimate use of such resources is not understood then their ability to effectively deploy those resources will be constrained. Time and energy would have been far more efficiently and effectively spent by all response organizations if CAF’s role 1) as an aid
to civilian authorities (CAF was not going to take charge), 2) as including no security mandate (CAF was not going to enforce the law), and 3) as only available for the disaster’s response phase (CAF needed to redeploy the moment municipalities could hold their own), was internalized by civilian authorities prior to the disaster events. On the flip side, much time and energy would have been more efficiently and effectively spent had CAF internalized prior to deployment that civilian authorities 1) viewed the military as ‘the cavalry’ come to plug gaps wherever necessary, and therefore would not be encumbered by – what from the civilian point of view often seemed like – arbitrary constraints, and 2) could not afford to think of disaster relief as constrained to the response phase as they would be living in and supporting the disaster-struck communities long after the hazard had disappeared. While neither the military nor the civilian side would, given their unique mandates, change their points of view on the aforementioned, awareness of each other’s points of view would render conceptual differences into disagreements. As the former are implicit differences in perceiving reality and the latter are explicit differences in what can or cannot be done, significant planning time and energy will not be spent on the latter.

The ‘good news’ for practitioners here is that emergency management policy makers can make substantial improvements to disaster response without requesting extra funds. ‘More resources’ is the inevitable call from all policy spheres, which creates a funding competition that emergency management – given its perennially low political salience, with its relevance punctuated but not sustained by disaster events – is unlikely to win. The benign incapacity of municipal emergency management and the RCAF are problems for effective disaster response to be sure, but more funding for either will be
more difficult to achieve than using existing resources to diminish the level of conceptual
difference that exists between military and civilian organizations on the RFA and end
states. A basic education program on the legal scope of the RFA and why CAF has to
redeploy after the response for civilian officials, and incorporating civilian perspectives
into CAF’s domestic operations exercises, would be a start.201

‘Shared Responsibility’ Affirmed: Joint Civil-Military Decision-Making
The salience of interorganizational collaboration during the CAF-civilian responses
studied here, combined with the moderately high quality of and low barriers to such
collaboration, demonstrate that during disaster response in Canada civilian and military
disaster response organizations share responsibilities at both the plan formulation and
implementation levels. As described when assessing the components of information
sharing and flexibility under the ‘presence concept,’ and the components of trust and
satisfaction under the ‘quality concept,’ CAF was not only involved strategically through
joint-decision making processes in provincial EOCs, but civilian organizations were
comfortable with allocating a formulating role to soldiers. The civil-military relations
paradigm, popular in and out of academia throughout the mid-to-late 20th century and still
prescribed by niches within the contemporary literature, that sees bureaucrats as
‘planners’ and troops as ‘doers’ in civilian-military endeavours, was not the reality on the
ground.202 While civilian authorities had the ultimate legal say on troop deployment and,
indeed, made the request that allowed troop deployment in the first place, once troops hit

201 This idea is developed further in the upcoming recommendations section.
202 The ideal allocation of civilian versus military responsibilities as understood over the last century into
the current one, from both normative and effectiveness points of view, is discussed in Chapter II’s civil-
military relations literature review.
the ground the response formulation and implementation were shared across CAF and their civilian counterparts.203

As predicted by the civil-military relations ‘Shared Responsibility’ niche, military involvement at the formulation level was not only the functional reality in practice, but was more effective than attempting to constrain the military to ‘doers.’ More than half of the ‘desirable’ indicators that occurred under the presence and quality of civilian-military collaboration occurred at the strategic level, and the civilian reliance on the ‘battle rhythm’ set by CAF – which broke seemingly unmanageable challenges into discrete tasks – occurred through senior official exposure to senior CAF officers during the response phase. The theoretical implication here is that neither effectiveness nor liberal democratic norms need be undermined through including military personnel in the strategy team. To the contrary, such inclusion improved effectiveness and allowed CAF officers to express their adherence to the legal superiority of civil authorities. The implication for practitioners, in turn, is that front-line non-interoperability should not bubble up to the strategic level, where plan formulation through joint civilian-military brainstorming needs to be fostered and maintained.

Policy Recommendations

The rationale for this research, as elaborated in this study’s introduction, was to address a research puzzle hitherto uninvestigated in the academic literature, but also to improve
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203 The CAF’s role in response formulation did not contradict the CAF stance as aids to civil authorities; such a stance was anchored in the RFA as legitimately initiated by civil authority and that any action related to the response – planning or ‘doing’ – was done under civilian blessing. In other words, ‘aid to civil authority’ was a concept used to legitimate the military participation in the response, across the strategy to tactics spectrum, and not used to constrain military action to the implementation process only.
emergency management in Canada. This study, as befits public policy and administration research, was therefore conducted for both the inherent value in expanding knowledge and the practical value in improving ‘real-world’ outcomes. While the study’s contribution to knowledge – valuable to both academics and practitioners – is discussed in the general themes above, improvement to ‘emergency management in Canada’ requires system-level suggestions on what governments can do to improve outcomes in the emergency management domain. In other words, policy recommendations are warranted.

The overall research results and its general themes inform three policy recommendations that are elaborated below. The first two recommendations avoid the calls for ‘more research’ and/or ‘more funding’ that so often conclude analyses and instead highlights policy directions that can be implemented largely without more resources. Indeed, while there are areas where further study and extra funds would likely improve outcomes (and three are noted in the third recommendation), a meta-theme of the general themes that emerged from this research is that barriers to effective disaster response are often related to communication flow through networks and different conceptions of reality, which are both dynamics that be mitigated without acquiring additional human resources or physical assets.

Foster and Expand Emergency Management Networks

A focus on the response phase of emergency management is not blind to the other phases, but rather illuminates what parts of preparedness were effective. Across all the disasters studied here the response phase saw CAF officers and civilian officials rely on connections established with other individuals during routine operations. Links created
between individuals who would be involved in disaster response decision making and action development were the parts of preparedness, more so than formal emergency plans, lessons learned from exercises, or the readiness of physical equipment, that were immediately used and the most relied on when floods, fires, and wind became disastrous. The first policy recommendation is therefore aimed at all disaster response organizations across all levels of government and suggests that fostering and expanding an organization’s links to other organizations relevant to disaster response is as important to effective response as ensuring internal readiness and capacity.

Specific ways this policy recommendation can be implemented includes maximizing EOC ‘cross-contamination’ during non-disaster times and disaster lead-up. Almost half of all the potential indicators for the presence of interorganizational collaboration occurred because CAF had LOs embedded into provincial EOCs whenever EOCs were used for regularized status updates on the ‘hazard landscape’ (e.g. monthly meetings), temporarily ‘stood up’ to monitor a specific hazard, or activated full-time to manage an on-going disaster. Provincial EOCs are not, however, the only EOCs in each province. The relevant CAF Joint Task Force, health emergency management organizations, the regional PHAC and Public Safety Canada organizations, and many municipalities may all have EOCs. If such EOCs were conceptualized not as discrete hubs for each organization (with the organization’s individuals as spokes attached to each hub), but rather as plants that require ‘bees’ from all disaster response organizations in order to be pollinated and thrive, then the high levels of military-civilian collaboration sparked by the CAF LO presence in the provincial EOCs could be expanded across the disaster response system.
Another way of implementing this policy recommendation would be through requiring an disaster response organization to include individuals from a variety of other disaster response organizations in the facilitation and/or observation of exercises, and the lessons learned processes (or After Action Reviews) that follow exercises or actual events. While there was some civilian inclusion in some of CAF’s exercises leading up to the events studied here, civilian and military participation in each other’s exercises are not institutionalized and are viewed as a ‘nice to do’ versus a ‘need to do.’ Lessons learned processes, in turn, were largely conducted with no external presence. Such processes have to be conducted in an environment where individuals can speak freely, up to and including criticizing the actions of other organizations, but requiring some portions of After Action Reviews to include external input would have allowed the opportunity for different organizations to discuss their different perceptions of concepts such as ‘disaster end states’ or RFAs, which in turn may have reduced the adverse impacts such differences in perceptions had on subsequent events.\(^{204}\)

Whatever form this policy recommendation takes in specific organizations, and whether it is implemented as a ‘small-p policy’ that inform disaster response organizations’ best practice or a ‘big-P Policy’ that requires organizations with disaster response mandates to ‘cross-pollinate,’ it will address at least three of the general themes discussed above. Fostering and maintaining emergency management networks will not only buttress the informal networks so essential to effective disaster response and allow for opportunities to reduce the conceptual difference so detrimental to disaster response, but such networks may – through the links individuals create that transcend their

\(^{204}\) The adverse impacts of conceptual difference, discussed throughout the results chapters and in the general themes above, saw little improvement from this study’s first event in 2010 to its last event in 2015.
particular organization – help to offset some of the empire building seen within the same levels of government.

Maintain Decentralized Emergency Management in Canada

As described in Chapter I, Canada does not have a federal agency operationally empowered to coordinate disaster response in the same way that other public safety-related agencies at the federal level, such as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police or the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, are operationally empowered to pursue their mandates (to enforce laws and protect national security, respectively). The U.S., however, does have an agency comparable to that country’s Federal Bureau of Investigation and Central Intelligence Agency when it comes to disaster response; the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The idea of a ‘Canadian FEMA,’ modeled on FEMA, was brought up by almost half this study’s research participants, and only one – a civilian official working for the federal government – believed that such a model would improve disaster response in this country. This study’s results affirm the view of most participants that the vulnerabilities that do exist in Canada’s disaster response system would not be ameliorated through importing the ‘top-heavy’ U.S. model and thereby creating an operationally empowered emergency management agency at the federal level in Canada.

Canada’s decentralized system that allocates the bulk of disaster response coordination to the provinces and municipalities, with support from regional CAF Joint Task Forces, meant that 1) the provincial EMOs and municipal leaders fostered direct links with regional and local CAF units without going through the extra organizational
layer of the federal government, and 2) the individuals geographically and institutionally close to the disasters were the ones making decisions about how best to manage it. None of the events here saw organizations absent during routine times swoop in to take control during non-routine times, which meant the crucial formal and informal networks that existed in the disaster zones were empowered to take action. Furthermore, Ottawa’s involvement in regional and local disaster response decision making would likely have decreased the solidarity and collegiality near and in the disaster zones as non-federal officials expressed annoyance at the Government of Canada’s constant requests for updated information, never mind had the Capital identified tasks or directives for regional or local officials to follow.

The oft repeated phrase in the emergency management literature that ‘all disasters are local’ can be nuanced to ‘all disaster responses are local.’ No research participant questioned the role of the federal government in mitigation through research and policies or leveraging the Government of Canada’s fiscal capacity to support provinces and municipalities in recovery. The emphasis was on decentralized processes during disaster response, and indeed, just as provincial EMOs and regional CAF Joint Task Forces were empowered to jointly develop disaster response coordination strategies in each affected province (leading to troop readiness and therefore expeditious deployment), so were mayors and platoon commanders empowered with any information required to take response actions on the ground as they saw fit (avoiding delays that would occur through relaying all potential actions through the provincial level). Except in cases where conceptual difference existed on whether a response action fell outside the RFA or after a disaster’s end state, the military doctrine of ‘mission command,’ which sees leadership
closest to a problem initiate and act on a solution, was emblematic of disaster response in Canada.

‘Mission command,’ which is essentially an operational phrase for what in institutional language would be ‘decentralization,’ addresses at least three of the general themes discussed above. Not only is mission command tailor-made to work within the low federal response capacity that is the reality of Canada’s emergency management system, but it allows military and civilian organizations to respond together not as prescribed through a conventional civil-military relations doctrine that separates civilians into ‘planners’ and soldiers into ‘doers,’ nor through a popular niche in the emergency management literature that maximizes even non-functional interorganizational collaboration during tasks on the frontline. Canada’s decentralized system 1) bestows strategic responsibility for response actions based on institutional and geographical proximity to the event, not on organization type (i.e., senior officers and provincial officials work together on strategy), and 2) allows front-line officers and civilians to lead their respective units as they find most functional, which is through non-integration on the front-line.

This policy recommendation largely advocates for the status quo and cautions against importing centralized models from other countries without assessing the functional behaviour incentivized by Canada’s existing decentralized model. While emergency management policy-making at the federal level may be effective across the other emergency management phases, from research that assesses how climate change may increase the frequency and/or impact of different hazards (mitigation), to funding for provinces that require more extensive emergency plans and exercises of their
municipalities (preparedness), to regulating insurance schemes that incentivize
development outside hazard zones (mitigation and recovery), this study’s results indicate
that policies that change the decentralized nature of Canadian emergency management
during the response should be avoided.

*Enhance RCAF, Municipal, and All-Hazards Capacity*

Canadian disaster response can benefit from fostering and expanding emergency
management networks and affirming the functional dynamics inherent in Canada’s
decentralized response system, neither of which require significant funds for extra human
resources, physical assets, or research. However, as the reality of public administration
means that demand for public services are rarely satiated by the existing supply, potential
improvement in services – including disaster response services – is possible through
increased resources. This study’s results suggest that the increased resources for the
system that responds to the type of disasters that require multi-governmental and military
support should take the form of more funds to the RCAF and municipalities, and more
research on how wildfires can be incorporated into the all-hazards model of emergency
management.

The only area of CAF support that was deemed problematic by both CAF officers
and civilian officials was the lack of sufficient air assets to transport equipment, relief
supplies, troops, officials, and citizens (i.e., evacuees). As elaborated in Chapter I’s
section on support and Chapter VI’s section on benign incapacity, the RCAF is not only
challenged by being responsible for the second biggest landmass overseen by air forces
across the world (a challenge mitigated by the army through its multitude of reservist
units that form a part of regular communities across the country and by the navy through its constrained focus on coastal areas), but by the fact that the air branch is the only branch responsible for a routine emergency service separate from ‘the integrity of the state’—all air search and rescue across the country. These two challenges meant that air assets were not supplied even close to the demands required by the disaster needs on the ground across the events studied here. Indeed, even though informal civilian-military networks ensured troop readiness across the events, the speed of relief supplies, evacuations, and arrival of civilian officials near disaster sites could likely all have been improved through the availability of more air assets.\textsuperscript{205}

Based on this study’s results, the other area that would improve disaster response in Canada through the receipt of more funding is municipal emergency management capacity. As discussed in Chapter I’s section on non-manipulative influence and Chapter VI’s section on benign incapacity, many municipal levels of government did not understand the RFA (and hence spent valuable time putting together requests that either made little sense to CAF officers, such as requests for specific assets versus for effects, or could not be granted, such as requests to conduct law enforcement) and/or could not contribute fully to the development of disaster response actions as they were net recipients of such actions (and hence not ‘full players’ in disaster response). Both issues could be ameliorated in part through funds provided specifically to bolster municipal emergency management capacity. It is one thing for a province to mandate that municipalities develop emergency response plans, but it is quite another to fund full-time

\textsuperscript{205} The specifics of military procurement are a function of dynamics in defence politics and industry that transcend the scope of this policy recommendation and research. Note, however, that the procurement of new RCAF aircraft is—ironically given that they are the only CAF assets recommended for procurement through this study—especially fraught with delays.
emergency coordinators that review RFAs, develop exercises that test plans, participate in the provincial EOC, liaise with local CAF reservist units, and so on. Such extra human resource capacity, not to mention the type of funding that would allow municipalities to run annual public awareness campaigns on disaster preparedness, incentivize development outside of hazard zones, and/or build resilient infrastructure, would allow municipal officials to not only understand the processes that will define provincial and CAF response actions, but will allow them to make decisions about and contribute to such actions.

The final area based on this study’s results that warrants extra resources is research on incorporating wildfire response into existing all-hazards models. As demonstrated in Chapter I’s overview of emergency management, all-hazards models have been largely effective and adopted across Canada and the U.S. Replacing such models with ones where hazard-specific agencies take on the coordination mantel is likely neither realistic nor desirable. However, this study suggests that all-hazards models have not fully integrated wildfire management into their response processes, which – as demonstrated in the case of the 2015 Saskatchewan wildfires – can lead to adverse outcomes. Wildfire response in this study saw a province’s wildfire management branch take on significant parts of the coordination role, including liaison with CAF, which meant that CAF officers on the ground did not have the province-wide awareness enjoyed by officers in the other events. The rich history and professional identity of firefighters – versus the lack of a cohesive history and identity for those who fight other natural hazards – also meant that 1) officials felt ambiguous about CAF support, adversely affecting the sense of interorganizational solidarity and collegiality that supports the
maintenance of informal networks, and 2) established internal firefighter structures clashed with CAF’s own established internal structures.

The all-hazards model worked well across the cases where the all-hazards EMO held a monopoly on the ultimate coordination decisions and where the internal structures of the organizations that joined CAF on the front-line were informal and ahistorical compared to the military’s. Future research therefore must assess how the all-hazards model can be applied when a set of specific organizational processes and professional attributes have developed around – and maintained control of coordinating – a specific hazard, especially if those processes and attributes has to occur alongside another set of specific organizational processes and professional attributes, such as those found in a professional military.

**Conclusion**

The overall research results demonstrate that disaster response in Canada is generally effective. The presence of interorganizational collaboration is high, the quality of such collaboration is moderately high, and barriers to such collaboration are low. The general themes that emerged from such results were the crucial role of informal networks, the hazard-specific impact of wildfires, the effects of weak federal disaster response capacity, front-line integration as unnecessary collaboration, intragovernmental competition for resources, the Request for Assistance and ‘end states’ as swamps of conceptual difference, and the importance of military-civilian ‘sharing’ of the decision-making role. Such themes, in turn, informed the development of three policy recommendations to further improve this country’s disaster response system, namely the fostering and expansion of emergency management networks, the maintenance of Canada’s
decentralized disaster response system, extra funds to enhance RCAF and municipal emergency management capacity, and more research on how the all-hazards emergency management model can more effectively incorporate wildfire management during the response phase.
CONCLUSION

This study demonstrated the general effectiveness of the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) during domestic disaster response while contributing to the emergency management, public administration, and civil-military relations academic literatures. At the same time, this study’s focus on – albeit a variety of – natural hazards and a relatively homogenous group of research participants allow the opportunity for future analysis to build on and expand the generalizability of this research.

The presence and quality of CAF-civilian collaboration during domestic disaster response is generally high, albeit with room for improvement for levels of information sharing during wildfire response, and levels of agreement on the value of concrete end states across the responses to all hazards. While the barriers to CAF-civilian collaboration are generally low (with intentional barriers virtually absent), diminishing the conceptual differences between military and civilian organizations, especially in regards to varying conceptions of the constraints imposed by a formal Request for Assistance (RFA), and increasing the resources available to the Royal Canadian Air Force and all-hazards research, will further improve the effectiveness of CAF-civilian response.

This study supported the importance that the academic literature places on interorganizational collaboration. Emergency management’s focus on such collaboration as a key variable in an array of desirable disaster response outcomes, civil-military relations’ identification of Shared Responsibility as key to successful joint civilian-military endeavours, and public administration’s recent emphasis on engaging all relevant stakeholders when addressing complex policy problems, were all affirmed by the archival analysis and interviews conducted for this research. However, this study’s results do
nuance some of the assessments embedded in each of the relevant literatures. The emergency management and public administration literatures need to recognize that interorganizational collaboration should not be an end in itself in the public sector, with fully interoperable planning processes and personnel on the front end of service delivery especially liable to frustrating some desirable outcomes. In a similar vein, the civil-military relations literature needs to appreciate the limits of applying the same high levels of military-military integration in a combat context to civilian-military endeavours in a non-combat context.

Future research that increases the generalizability of this work can expand the contributions of this study. Such research can assess non-natural hazards, increase the research participant pool to include more frontline disaster responders, or apply a gender and/or identity lens to determine whether the various backgrounds of individual civilian officials and CAF officers affect how they work together during disaster response.

As is discussed in Chapter II’s literature review, natural disasters tend to be viewed as “acts of God” and thus generate more cooperative responses and less blame-avoidance and finger-pointing compared to a hazard or threat that is composed – or perceived to be composed – of human-caused elements. Security-related or industrial disasters are therefore potentially less likely to see leaders of disaster response organizations characterize the actions of other such organizations in a positive light compared to when organizations respond together during natural hazards. While the all-hazards approach is affirmed in this research as levels of collaboration was similar across a variety of natural hazards, the way behaviour changes during non-natural hazards may have an effect on the nature of CAF-civilian response to security or industrial events. The
generalizability of CAF-civilian collaboration can therefore be tested through future research that assesses such collaboration during responses to non-natural hazards.

It should be noted, however, that security and/or industrial focused research may encounter a central methodological challenge avoided by this study on natural hazards—no historical precedent apart from the 1917 Halifax harbour explosion exists for the scope of military contribution seen in the cases studied here. The isolated impact of domestic security or industrial events – compared to floods, wildfires, hurricanes, ice storms, and so on – means that the military contribution required to convincingly assess CAF-civilian response effectiveness in the first place may not occur.

The generalizability of this study can also be expanded through future research that includes more frontline disaster responders as research participants. While this study includes three ‘strategy versus tactics’ sections – under the assessment of flexibility in Chapter IV, integration in Chapter V, and conceptual difference in Chapter VI – where differences between high-level decision makers and frontline implementers are discussed, the data used to inform the nature of such differences came from the archival analysis and a participant pool made up largely of non-frontline officials and officers. Such a pool was required for the nature of this particular study because the research puzzle could only be addressed through information from individuals with insight into the overall disaster responses, but future research could directly analyze the perspectives of frontline responders in order to buttress empirical claims about tactics as well as strategy.206

Finally, studying joint CAF-civilian disaster response can be nuanced through assessing whether gender and/or other group characteristics affect the degree to which

---

206 A further benefit of including more front-line responders is that the overall participant sample size could increase, which in turn would further increase the robustness and generalizability of findings.
civilian officials and CAF officers collaborate. This research distinguished between individuals based purely on the nature of their disaster response organization (civilian versus military, and municipal versus provincial versus federal). Such an approach fit the research puzzle that was orientated to the nature of civilian-CAF collaboration at an organizational, not a sociological, level. However, future research may be able to discern links between the unique background and lived experience of civilian officials and CAF officers, how they collaborate with each other, and hence how their organizations collaborate during disaster response. For example, numerous studies have shown that gender and ethnicity can affect how and the degree to which a variety of hazards and activities are perceived as risks (Gustafson 1998; Leikas et al 2007; Sloan et al 2013; Morioka 2014; Herrero-Fernandez et al 2016; and Novie et al 2018). Future research can assess how and whether such varying levels of group-dependent risk perception affects the way individual officials and officers conceptualize the impact that hazards will have on communities, and whether such potentially varying conceptualizations in turn affects the levels of CAF-civilian collaboration when such hazards become disasters.207

The extension of this research through adding a focus on non-natural hazards, including more frontline disaster responders in the participants pool, and assessing the potential effect of group differences among officials and officers on levels of collaboration, would further help illuminate a corner of public policy and administration in Canada that rarely enjoys the spotlight. Despite the regular occurrences of joint CAF-

207 The spin-offs of finding a link between group differences and levels of CAF-civilian collaboration could spark policy recommendations above and beyond those elaborated in Chapter VII. For example, if individuals from disadvantaged groups in leadership positions are linked to enhanced interorganizational collaboration (perhaps through the ability of such individuals to empathize with communities most impacted by disasters and hence to prioritize ideal disaster response through collaboration over any non-collaborative actions), then CAF may face extra pressure to further entrench diversity as a key part of its recruitment policy.
provincial-municipal disaster response, where uniformed soldiers work shoulder-to-
shoulder with civilian leaders to shield communities from harm, academic analysis and
media reporting rarely assess the nature of such joint response in the discussion of
emergency management or the public policy process writ large.

David Johnston, the 28th Governor General of Canada, noted that:

…the history of warfare and the history of the military are often usefully seen as
distinct. In the settlement and growth of Canada from the 1600s on, it was the
military that performed the critical function of surveyors, engineers, architects,
surgeons, and builders of towns and forts, ships and boats, canals and bridges that
together were the vital links we used to forge a peaceful and prosperous new
society (Johnston 2016).

While such deep involvement of the military in civilian projects is neither a
reality nor a necessity in contemporary Canada, soldiers do indeed become surveyors,
engineers, architects, surgeons, and builders in Canadian communities when disasters
strike. During those most difficult of times, when jurisdictions and citizens have
exhausted their resources, soldiers integrate into civilian society to form a unified disaster
response team. Such integration is not only to be commended, but warrants expanded and
continued analysis.
APPENDIXES

Appendix A

Basic Incident Management System Organizational Chart
Email Invitation

Subject: Invitation to participate in a research project on the role of the Canadian Armed Forces in emergency management

Dear Sir or Madam,

My name is Johanu Botha and I am a PhD student in the School of Public Policy and Administration at Carleton University. I am working on a research project under the supervision of Professor Leslie A. Pal.

I am writing to you today to invite you to participate in a study entitled “Two Floods, a Wildfire, and a Hurricane: The Role of the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) in Emergency Management.” This study aims to assess how the CAF is integrated into domestic emergency management. Specifically, I will research the degree to which collaboration exists between the military and civilian levels of government during disaster response.

Previous research has shown that collaboration among organizations during disaster response is fundamental to effective emergency management. Despite the important role that the CAF often plays during disasters, little is known about the degree to which collaboration occurs between the military and civilian levels of government in the Canadian context. Understanding the nature of this relationship is important because a high degree of collaboration will suggest effective emergency management during the response phase, while a low degree will identify areas of improvement. This research will therefore be beneficial to scholars and practitioners of both public administration and emergency management, as well as Canadian communities at risk of facing major emergencies.

Your potential involvement entails one 60-minute interview that will take place in a mutually convenient location. We can meet at your place of work, at a safe public place where the privacy of our conversation is nevertheless maintained, or through Skype. Do note that Skype servers are stored in the United States and are therefore subject to United States laws on data privacy and security, including
the Patriot Act.

I will first ask about the processes used to initiate Canada’s disaster response during [INSERT EVENT RELEVANT TO POTENTIAL PARTICIPANT]. These questions will assess for any discrepancies between the formal disaster response as laid out in policy and legislation and the actual response as is implemented during disasters. Once the disaster response processes are established, I will then ask about the role [INSERT THEIR LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT OR THE CAF] played during the response, and the degree to which it collaborated with [INSERT OTHER LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT OR THE CAF]. With your consent, the interview will be audio-recorded. Once the recording of your interview has been transcribed, the audio recording will be destroyed and the transcription will be shared with you so that you can withdraw or rephrase any statements. The transcripts will be saved onto a hard disc that is not linked to the cloud and is accessible only to the lead researcher.

As this project will ask you about the role of your organization in emergency management, there are some mild potential professional risks to you. While this risk is expected to be minimal, I will take precautions to protect your identity. This will be done by making no links between specific statements and any individuals that I interview. Neither will I make any links between specific statements and specific disaster events. Your name and specific position will not be identified in any publications that result from the research. Furthermore, note that the focus of the research is not on the impact specific individuals have on disaster response, but on the degree to which collaboration occurs between different organizations within the disaster response system. Your individual performance as an emergency manager and/or public administrator will not be assessed.

As this interview will discuss the management of an intense disaster event, there may be some mild risk to you if your experience of the event was traumatic. You can withdraw from the interview at any time if recounting parts of the management process becomes uncomfortable. [INSERT THEIR LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT, THE CAF, OR THEIR NEXT HIGHEST LEVEL OF – LIKELY A PROVINCIAL – GOVERNMENT IF THEIR LOCAL GOVERNMENT IS TOO SMALL] does provide mental health resources. They can be accessed at [INSERT RELEVANT TELEPHONE, ADDRESS AND WEBSITE INFORMATION].

[FOR CAF PARTICIPANTS ONLY]: Participants in these interviews will not be asked about classified information. Participants can bypass any
question they consider to be related to classified information. The focus of this research is not on assessing classified information and/or processes, but on recording the vantage point of CAF leaders involved in a public, non-combat, non-national security-related, natural hazard-sparked disaster response so that domestic emergency management at a system-level can be better understood. The questions are structured in order to assess the degree of collaboration between civilian levels of government and the CAF at the organizational level. The academic concept of collaboration applied in this research is not linked to legal liability. The results of this research will be published in academic publications for academic and professional audiences. They will not be published in the mainstream media as opinion pieces. CAF members are encouraged to engage their Chains of Command if they are uncertain about speaking on a particular topic.

Should you decide to participate, you will have the right to end your participation in the study at any time (including during the interview), for any reason, up until 30 December 2017, or when the research is submitted for publication/presentation, which comes first. If you choose to withdraw, all the information you have provided will be destroyed.

All research data will be encrypted. Any hard copies of data (including any handwritten notes) will be kept in a locked cabinet at Carleton University. Research data will only be accessible by the lead researcher and his supervisor.

The ethics protocol for this project has been reviewed and cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board-A (clearance #105542). (Clearance expires on: [TBD by the REB].) Should you have ethical concerns, please contact Dr. Andy Adler, Chair, Carleton University Research Ethics Board-A (by phone: 613-520-2600 ext. 2517 or email: ethics@carleton.ca)

If you would like to participate in this research project, or have any questions, please contact me at 613-520-2600 ext. 2547 or johanubotha@cmail.carleton.ca

Sincerely,

Johanu Botha, MPA, PhD Candidate
Joseph Armand Bombardier Doctoral Award Holder
School of Public Policy & Administration
Carleton University
Consent Form

Title: The Role of the Canadian Armed Forces in Emergency Management

Funding Source: Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada

Date of ethics clearance: 24 November 2016

Ethics Clearance for the Collection of Data Expires: 24 November 2017

I ____________________________________________, choose to participate in a study on the role of the Canadian Armed Forces in emergency management. This study aims to assess how effectively the CAF is integrated into domestic disaster response. The researcher for this study is Johanu Botha in the School of Public Policy and Administration (SPPA). He is working under the supervision of Dr. Leslie A. Pal in the SPPA.

This study involves one 60-minute interview. With your consent, interviews will be audio-recorded. Once the recording has been transcribed, the audio-recording will be destroyed. The transcription will be shared with you so that you can withdraw or rephrase any statements. The transcriptions will be saved onto a hard disc that is not linked to the cloud and is accessible only to the lead researcher and his supervisor.

As this project will ask you about the role of your organization in emergency management, there are some mild potential professional risks to you. While this risk is expected to be minimal, I will take
precautions to protect your identity. This will be done by making no links between specific statements and any individuals that I interview. I also will not make any links between specific statements and specific disaster events. Your name and specific position will not be identified in any publications that result from the research. Furthermore, note that the focus of the research is not on the impact specific individuals have on disaster response, but on the degree to which collaboration occurs between different organizations within the disaster response system. Your individual performance as an emergency manager and/or public administrator will not be assessed.

As this interview will discuss the management of an intense disaster event, there may be some mild risk to you if your experience of the event was traumatic. You can withdraw from the interview at any time if recounting parts of the management process becomes uncomfortable. The Government of Canada and the CAF provide mental health resources that can be accessed at: http://healthycanadians.gc.ca/healthy-living-vie-saine/mental-health-sante-mentale/index-eng.php and http://www.forces.gc.ca/en/caf-community-health-services-mental/index.page

Participants in these interviews will not be asked about classified information. Participants can bypass any question they consider to be related to classified information. The focus of this research is not on assessing classified information and/or processes, but on recording the vantage point of CAF and/or civilian leaders involved in a public, non-combat, non-national security-related, natural hazard-sparked disaster response so that domestic emergency management at a system-level can be better understood. The questions are structured in order to assess the degree of collaboration between civilian levels of government and the CAF at an organizational level. The academic concept of collaboration applied in this research is not linked to legal liability. The results of this research will be published in academic publications for academic and professional audiences. They will not be published in the mainstream media as opinion pieces. CAF members are encouraged to engage their Chains of Command if they are uncertain about speaking on a particular topic.

You have the right to end your participation in the study at any time, for any reason, up until 30 December 2017, or when the research is submitted for publication/presentation, whichever comes first. You can withdraw by phoning or emailing the researcher or the research supervisor. If you withdraw from the study, all information you have
provided will be immediately destroyed.

All data associated with the interview will be encrypted. Any hard copies of interview data (including any handwritten notes) will be kept in a locked cabinet accessible only to the lead researcher and his supervisor at Carleton University.

Once the project is completed, all research data will be kept for four years and potentially used for other research projects on this same topic. At the end of four years, all research data will be securely destroyed (electronic data will be erased and hard copies will be shredded).

Note that Skype has been provided as an interview option should a mutually convenient meeting in person not be feasible. Participants who use this option acknowledges through signing this consent form that Skype servers are stored in the United States and are therefore subject to United States laws on data privacy and security, including the Patriot Act.

If you would like a copy of the finished research project, you are invited to contact the researcher to request an electronic copy, which will be provided to you.

The ethics protocol for this project has been reviewed and cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board-A (clearance #105542). Should you have questions or concerns related to your involvement in this research, please contact:

**REB contact information:**
Professor Andy Adler, Chair
Research Ethics Board
Carleton University
511 Tory
1125 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, ON K1S 5B6
Tel: 613-520-2517
ethics@carleton.ca

**Researcher contact information:**
Name: Johanu Botha
SPPA

**Supervisor contact**
Name: Dr. Leslie A. Pal
SPPA
Interview Rubrics

Interview Rubric for Civilian Leaders

Section 1: Formal Deployment Process and Disaster Lead Up

1. From your vantage point in the RELEVANT government, can you explain the official process needed to initiate CAF deployment during a domestic disaster?

2. During EVENT did your experience more or less reflect that official process? If not, how did it differ?

3. When EVENT occurred the federal government announced that the CAF would be deployed on DATE. From your vantage point when was the idea that the CAF might be used first brought up? Who would you say initiated the idea?

4. Did you have direct contact with anyone from the CAF before the federal government announced that the CAF would deploy?
   
   ➢ A. If yes, who did you communicate with? For example, was it someone from the RELEVANT Task Force, Ottawa, or a local

---

208 This rubric can be used to interview leaders/managers from either municipal or provincial governments. The subject’s level of government is referred to as RELEVANT government in the rubric while other levels of government are referred to as NON-RELEVANT. The particular context of the question will determine the NON-RELEVANT government(s).
reserve regiment? What was the nature of the communication? For example, did you discuss potential response plans? Did you talk more generally about how the HAZARD was developing? How did representatives from the CAF feel about the CAF providing support? In general, how comfortable is your organization sharing information with other levels of government and/or the CAF on the emergency management file?

5. Does the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] engage with the CAF during ‘calm’ times when no hazards are occurring or imminent?

   A. If yes, with whom? For example, is it someone from the RELEVANT Task Force, Ottawa, or a local reserve regiment? What does the communication entail? For example, do you talk about potential response strategies or weak areas should certain disasters occur? Do you feel that the CAF are comfortable sharing ideas and strategies with the RELEVANT government?

   B. If no, where do you get most of your information about CAF response capacity and strategy? When do you get that information?

6. During EVENT did the disaster response plans of the CAF dovetail with RELEVANT governments’ disaster response plans? For example, did it appear that CAF plans specifically included elements on how to work with the RELEVANT government?

   A. Is there ever pushback within the RELEVANT government on involving the CAF in disaster response? If yes, do departments within government, or elected versus non-elected officials, differ in their support for involving the CAF? Is there any difference between the levels of support for CAF involvement in municipal compared to provincial governments? In general, what is the level of support within the RELEVANT government for involving the CAF in disaster response?

Section 2: Public Management of Event
7. Because the CAF legally deploys as *aids* to civilian power the Task Force requires some type of civilian oversight of its actions throughout the response. During EVENT were the details of the CAF operation guided by the federal, provincial or municipal governments, or a combination of them? Did the Task Force have discretion from the federal government to provide aid where provincial or municipal governments required it?

8. Once deployed, did the Task Force communicate mainly with the provincial government, or with the municipal governments where support was taking place, or both?
   - A. Regarding the communication that the RELEVANT government did receive directly from the CAF, was it mostly with a specific agency or department? If so, which one? To what degree did direct communication between the Task Force and elected officials exist?

9. Before RESPONSE ACTION in MUNICIPALITY, did the Task Force sit down and discuss procedures with the RELEVANT government?
   - A. If yes, did the RELEVANT government establish its priorities followed by how the Task Force could help meet those needs, or did the Task Force have its own suggestions for what should be done first? In other words, did the government focus more on *what* should be done while the Task Force focused on *how* to do it? Were there ever disagreements between CAF and government leaders on what or how something should be done? If yes, how were they resolved?
   - B. If the Task Force did not sit down with the RELEVANT government before RESPONSE ACTION, did clearance for that action come from the NON-RELEVANT government? Did any conflict arise from the lack of direct involvement from the RELEVANT government?

10. During EVENT who had the final say on taking a specific response action? Were there clear lines of authority according to level of government, the CAF, or agency type, or was it more of a consensus building process?

11. Looking back at EVENT, was the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] satisfied with how the CAF worked with the municipal and/or provincial governments? In other words, would the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] be happy to work with
the CAF again under similar circumstances? If not, what got in the way of satisfactory relationship?

12. Could the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] ever sense conflict between the NON-RELEVANT levels of government and the CAF on what actions to take and how to take them? If yes, who had the ultimate say? Were those decisions respected and acted upon?

13. Was working with the CAF easier than working with the NON-RELEVANT governments? If yes, what made it easier?

14. If the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] worked with more than one branch/unit from the CAF, was one branch/unit within the CAF easier to work with than other branches/units? For example, army compared to air force, or the local reserve regiment compared to the regional Task Force. If yes, what would the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] say made it easier?

15. If the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] worked with both high and low ranked military personnel, was it easier to work with high-ranking CAF personnel or lower ranks, or did it not make a difference?

16. Was there any type of direct follow-ups with the RELEVANT government after the CAF’s support work was completed? For example, were there joint reviews on how well the disaster response was coordinated? Did internal RELEVANT government reviews include assessment on how well the CAF worked with the RELEVANT government?

17. Given the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT]’s overall experience during EVENT, is there anything in particular that could be changed to improve how the CAF supports civilian authorities during disasters?

18. Did the CAF make a positive difference in how EVENT was managed? If yes, was the difference was substantial? Compared to other organizations, what in particular allows the CAF to make a positive difference?

19. In general, does the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] feel that there is an important role for the CAF to play during disaster response?

20. Overall, is collaboration between different organizations important to effective disaster response, or is one competent organization in control more important?
A. If collaboration is seen as important, does your level of government have enough human, technological, equipment, budgetary, etc. resources to work effectively with other levels of government/the CAF? In other words, during EVENT could the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] ‘keep up’ with the other organizations’ capabilities?

21. Does the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] need other levels of government and/or the CAF during disaster response, or that if the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] had enough resources it would manage the response better on its own?

22. Overall, would the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] characterize other levels of government and the CAF as ‘partners in’ or ‘barriers to’ effective disaster response?

23. How would the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] characterize its overall goal during EVENT: for the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] to work as well as it can with other levels of government/the CAF, or the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] to complete its own specific tasks as well as it can?

24. Did the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] see response to EVENT as an opportunity for the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] or was it more of a burden? In other words, is disaster response understood as a chance for the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] to show its capabilities and be a part of the community or is it understood as tasks that contain risks to positive public perception, the budget, etc?

25. During EVENT, what was the most important, getting the other levels of government/the CAF to do what the [AGENCY/LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT] had identified as important response actions, or getting everyone to agree on the appropriate response actions?

Interview Rubric for Military Leaders

Section 1: Formal Deployment Process and Disaster Lead Up

1. Can you explain in your own words the official process required to initiate CAF deployment during a domestic disaster?
2. During EVENT did your experience more or less reflect that official process? If not, how did it differ?209

3. When EVENT occurred the federal government announced that the CAF would be deployed on DATE. When did you find out that the CAF would likely deploy?

4. Did you have preliminary contact with anyone from the municipal or provincial governments before the federal government announced that the CAF would deploy?
   ➢ A. If yes, what was the nature of that contact? For example, did you discuss potential response plans? Did you talk more generally about how the HAZARD was developing? How did representatives from the municipal government seem to feel about the CAF providing support? And representatives from the provincial government? In general, how comfortable is the CAF sharing information with other levels of government on the emergency management file?

5. Because [ENTER RELEVANT TASK FORCE] is responsible for this region of Canada, does the Task Force engage with municipal or provincial levels of government during ‘calm’ times when no hazards are occurring or imminent?
   ➢ A. If yes, what do these engagements entail? For example, does the Task Force share potential response strategies or weak areas should certain disasters occur? Do you feel that representatives from municipal governments are comfortable sharing ideas and strategies with the CAF? And representatives from the provincial government?
   ➢ B. If no, where does the Task Force get most of your information about local or regional response capacity? For example, information about the cities or counties that are likely to take charge or areas that may struggle more than others. Does the CAF do its own research or does the federal government provide it?

---

209 In order to standardize the interview rubrics for use in all the case studies EVENT is used to indicate a particular case study’s disaster. The same format is used for dates and other details that is found across the case studies but differs within each of them.
6. Does the disaster response plans of provincial and municipal governments dovetail with the CAF’s regional disaster response plans? For example, during EVENT did it appear that their response plans specifically included CAF deployment as a possibility and how to work with CAF once deployed?

Section 2: Public Management of Event

7. Because the CAF legally deploys as *aids* to civilian power the Task Force requires some type of civilian oversight of its actions. During EVENT were the details of [NTER RELEVANT OPERATION] guided by the federal government or does the Task Force have discretion to provide aid where provincial or municipal governments require it?

8. Once deployed, did the Task Force communicate mainly with the provincial government, or with the municipal governments where support was taking place, or both?
   - A. Was communication with the province mostly with a specific agency or department? If so, which one? To what degree did direct communication between the Task Force and provincial politicians exist?
   - B. Was communication with the municipalities mostly with a city manager/administrative officer or with elected council members/mayors? In the case of LARGE CITY, did the Task Force communicate mostly with a specific agency or department? If so, which one?

9. Before RESPONSE ACTION in MUNICIPALITY, did the Task Force sit down and discuss procedures with the municipal government?
   - A. If yes, did the municipality establish its priorities followed by how the Task Force could help meet those needs, or did the Task Force have its own suggestions for what should be done first? In other words, does the government focus more on *what* should be done while the Task Force focuses on *how* to do it? Were there ever disagreements between the CAF and the municipality on what or how something should be done? If yes, how were they resolved?
   - B. If the Task Force did not sit down with the municipal government before RESPONSE ACTION, did clearance for that action come from the
provincial government? If yes, ask question 9 above situated in provincial context.

10. When at a decision table with municipal or provincial representatives during EVENT who had the final say on a course of action? Were there clear lines of authority or was it more of a consensus building process?

11. Looking back at EVENT, would the Task Force be happy to work with the municipality and/or province again under similar circumstances? If not, what got in the way of satisfactory relationship?

12. From the Task Force vantage point could conflicts be sensed between municipal and provincial levels of government on what actions to take and how to take them? If yes, did the Task Force play any role in either informing the discussion on the conflict or in trying to diminish it?

13. Was one level of government easier to work with than another level? If yes, what made it easier?

14. Was one particular agency/department within municipal or provincial governments easier to work with than other agencies/departments? If yes, what made it easier?

15. Was it easier to work with civil service agencies or with elected offices, or does it not make a difference?

16. Was there any type of direct follow-ups with municipal or provincial governments after the CAF’s support work was completed? For example, were there joint reviews on how well the disaster response was coordinated? Did internal CAF reviews include assessment on how well the CAF worked with the municipal or provincial governments?

17. Given the Task Force’s overall experience during EVENT, is there anything in particular that could be changed to improve how the CAF supports civilian authorities during disasters?

18. Was the CAF was given enough control over the response? If not, how would more CAF control have improved the response?

19. In general, does the Task Force feel there is an important role for the CAF to play during disaster response?
20. Overall, is collaboration between different organizations important to effective disaster response, or is one competent organization in control more important?

A. If collaboration is seen as important, does the CAF have enough human, technological, equipment, budgetary, etc. resources to work effectively with other levels of government? In other words, during EVENT could the Task Force ‘keep up’ with the other organizations’ capabilities?

21. Does the CAF need other levels of government during disaster response, or if the CAF had enough resources would it manage the response better on its own?

22. Overall, are other levels of government seen by the Task Force as ‘partners in’ or ‘barriers to’ effective disaster response?

23. How would you characterize the overall goal during EVENT: for the CAF to work as well as it can with other levels of government, or for the CAF to complete its own specific tasks as well as it can?

24. Was the response to EVENT seen as an opportunity for the CAF or was it more of a burden? In other words, is disaster response understood as a chance for the CAF to show its capabilities and be a part of the community or is it understood as operations that aren’t ‘real’ military missions and that contain risks to positive public perception, the budget, etc?

25. During EVENT, what was most important: getting the other levels of government to do what the CAF had identified as important response actions, or getting everyone to agree on the appropriate response actions?
Appendix C

Archival Analysis Sources for Each Case Study

2010 Hurricane Igor | Newfoundland and Labrador

2011 Assiniboine Flood | Manitoba

The full citation for each source appears in the bibliography.
2013 Multi-River Flood | Alberta


2015 Wildfires | Saskatchewan

Amiro et al. 2011; Botha 2015; Burton et al. 2008; Canadian Army 2015; Canadian Interagency Forest Fire Centre n.d.; CBC News 2015; Eyre 2015; Giles 2015; Government of Saskatchewan n.d.; Government of Saskatchewan n.d.; Johnson et al. 2001; Kerr 2015; La Ronge EMS 2015; Mortillaro 2015; National Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces 2015; Natural Resources Canada 2015; Natural Resources Canada 2016; Parisien et al. 2006; Reid 2015; Stocks et al. 2002; The Canadian Press 2015b; The Canadian Press 2015a
Appendix D

*Generic Canadian Armed Forces Orders Template*

HQ Address

Code Identifying Sending Individual (e.g., Operations Officer, Ops Warrant, and/or Adjutant)

Date

Distribution List

**TITLE OF ORDER**

– **UNIT BEING ORDERED**

References:  
A. Commanding Officer’s Planning Guidance for X  
B. Warning Order X  
C. Relevant Standards, B-GL-XXXX

**SITUATION**

Why action is warranted.

**MISSION**

Who will do what when in order to address the why.

**EXECUTION**

1. **CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS**
   a. **Intent.** Commanding Officer’s intent.
   b. **Scheme of Maneuver.** Any action is broken down into – often three – phases:
      (1) **Phase 1** –
      (2) **Phase 2** –
      (3) **Phase 3** –
   c. **Main Effort.** Identify the phase that is the focus of the operation (i.e., the point of the operation will not be addressed without success during this phase)
   d. **End State.** Identify the factors that will constitute finishing the operation.

2. **GROUPINGS & TASKS**
   a. **UNIT/INDIVIDUAL X**
      (1) Do A.
      (2) Then B.
      (3) Then C.
b. **UNIT/INDIVIDUAL Y**
   
   (1) Do D.
   
   (2) Then E.
   
   (3) Then F.

c. **ETC.**

3. **COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS**

a. **Timings.** See Appendix X for detailed timings.
   
   (1) TIME/DATE – ACTION
   
   (2) TIME/DATE – ACTION
   
   (3) ETC.

b. **Locations.**
   
   (1) *Area of Operation 1 – Specific Location*
   
   (2) *Area of Operation 2 – Specific Location*
   
   (3) Etc.

c. **Constraints**
   
   (1) CAF pers will remain under X command at all times;
   
   (2) CAF pers will follow Rules of Engagement Y at all times;
   
   (3) Minimum qualifications for participating pers is X.
   
   (4) Etc.

d. **Weapons.** Participating pers will (not) carry and be responsible for X weapons until Y.

e. **Rations.** All pers will be provided X and/or Y through Canadian Forces Base A as per Appendix B.

f. **Safety.** All pers shall adhere to the rules and SOPs set forth in Appendix C.

**SERVICE AND SUPPORT**

4. **Support Concept.** Deploying personnel will be supported through X HQ.

5. **Finance.** Funds are cleared by X. All pay sheets and travel claims to be processed by Y.

**COMMAND AND SIGNALS**

6. **Command**
   
   a. **X Unit Comd.** X Unit Comd will be OPCOM of all participating pers.
7. **Points of Contact**
   a. Op X Point of Contact – Rank, Last Name, Contact Details
   b. Etc.

8. **Signals.** Range radio frequencies A, B, C, etc. for Units D, E, F, etc.

9. **Acknowledgement Instructions.** Acknowledge receipt to Op X Point of Contact

Rank, Initials, Last Name
Commanding Officer
Unit X

Appendixes

Distribution List

Action

List Units/Individuals

For Information

List Units/Individuals
Appendix E

**Collated Results.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Presence of Interorganizational Collaboration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What is the role of CAF in contemporary Canadian disaster response? [descriptive concept]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.1 Information Sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1.a Distribution of emergency response plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.b Presence in Emergency Operations Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.c Presence at decision making table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.d Maintenance of communication during response actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.e Distribution of new data as event unfolds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.f Description of organizational strengths and vulnerabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With four participants – two civilian and two military – selected for each event, each indicator could occur a maximum of four times for each event. The maximum of four was reached if the indicator occurred for both civilian participants and both military participants selected for each event. This meant that each indicator could occur a maximum of sixteen times across all the events. The percentage of each component indicated reflects the amount of times all the indicators for a component occurred divided by the maximum amount that indicators could have occurred for that component. The percentage of each concept indicated reflects the amount of times all the indicators for a concept occurred divided by the maximum amount that indicators could have occurred for that concept.
### 1.1 Access to a variety of individuals from another organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Result: 104/112 = 93%</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.2 Non-Manipulative Influence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-item</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2.a Decision making capacity at decision making tables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.b Capability to change actions of others in non-manipulative way</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.c Lack of institutional constraints to helping disaster response partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result: 30/48 = 63%</td>
<td>MODERATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.3 Flexibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-item</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.3.a Willingness to reach a decision not originally anticipated by organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result: 15/16 = 94%</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.4 Support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-item</th>
<th>1.75</th>
<th>1.75</th>
<th>1.75</th>
<th>1.75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4.a Any form of resource augmentation (tech, human, funds, intel, etc) of another's efforts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result: 7/8 = 88%</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.5 Collective Conflict Resolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-item</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5.a Conflicts explicitly brought to a designated collective table; input of other organizations or a third party sought.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result: 16/16 = 100%</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Presence: 86% | HIGH**
The Quality of Interorganizational Collaboration

2. How effective is the civilian-military relationship during disaster response? [evaluative concept]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.1 Coordination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1.a A common vision of the end state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.b General agreement on the actions necessary to achieve the end state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.c An understanding that collaboration is more effective and efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.d Strong liaison mechanisms, including embedding staff where feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.e Understanding the impact one organization's activities may have on other organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.f Consultation prior to taking action, when feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Result:</strong> 64/96 = 67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.2 Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2.a A common purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.b A common situational understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.c A common or interoperable planning process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.d A unity of effort with integrated activities designed to achieve the common objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.e Common measures of effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Result:</strong> 28/80 = 35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3.a Expressed approval of another organization's actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Result:</strong> 16/16 = **100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.4 Trust</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.4.a Willingness to work with another organization again</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4.b Willingness to have an individual from other organization dictate actions (use of resources) for the organization</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4.c Willingness to share data</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Result:</strong> 48/48 = **100%</td>
<td><strong>HIGH</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Quality:** 76% | MODERATELY HIGH

---

### The Barriers to Interorganizational Collaboration

3. In what ways might the military contribution to Canadian disaster response be improved? [normative concept]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.1 Empire Building</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1.a Withholding information that could benefit joint goals to enhance the power of one organization</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.b Withholding the sharing of resources that could benefit joint goals to enhance the power of one organization</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.c Conceptualizing response actions as tied to the goals of one organization</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Result:</strong> 24/48 = **50%</td>
<td><strong>MODERATE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3.2 Manipulation

3.2.a Changing or attempting to change behavior of others in a veiled manner in order achieve an organization’s goals over joint goals

| 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |

**Result:** 0/16 = 0% | LOW

### 3.3 Distrust

3.3.a Unwillingness to share information

| 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |

3.3.b Unwillingness to leave response actions to others

| 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |

3.3.c Preference for working alone

| 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |

**Result:** 0/48 = 0% | LOW

### 3.4 Benign Incapacity

3.4.a Non-collaboration due to a lack of resources (i.e. technical expertise, equipment, funds, etc)

| 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |

**Result:** 8/16 = 50% | MODERATE

### 3.5 Conceptual Difference

3.5.a Incompatible definitions of the problem and/or the solution (i.e. different characterization of the scope of disaster)

| 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 |

3.5.b Different ideas of who/what is to blame

| 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |

3.5.c Different view on who can take a response action

| 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 |

3.5.d Different appreciations for the best type of organizational model to use in disaster response

| 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 2 |

3.5.e Varying knowledge-levels/interpretations of emergency management best practices

<p>| 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result: 44/80 = 55%</th>
<th>MODERATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Barriers: 31%</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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